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Abstract
The vertical surfaces of cities are archives of urban identities, and

Methodologically, the thesis engages with close readings of ur-

contested terrains of occupation and visibility. They provide a lo-

ban surfaces, as well as the discourses that manage them. I propose

cation for numerous signs, markings and inscriptions, whose visual,

surface semiotics as an original method to interpret inscriptions

material and territorial dynamic is under permanent negotiation. This

in-situ, which I use as a form of analytical visual method throughout

thesis takes as its subject this dynamic between urban surfaces and

the thesis. Approaches from art sociology, visual culture and legal

inscriptions, to understand their spatial politics and their impact on

geography are also used to address concepts such as the image of

urban cultures.

the city, urban property regimes, and issues of access and control of

The thesis focuses particularly on graffiti and street art as forms

urban spaces.

of surface inscriptions, and analyses their cultural, legal and spatial

This thesis is a contribution to urban studies, street art and

development from New York in the 1970s to contemporary London.

graffiti studies, and a foundational step towards establishing a field

The thesis provides a critical reading of the nomenclature of these

of surface studies. Based on a close analysis of city surfaces and

practices and their institutional appropriations by local administra-

inscriptions, the main argument of this project is that urban surfaces

tions, the art market and urban branding strategies. Graffiti and street

are spaces of collective political production and agency, and are key

art are discussed in relation to neoliberal urban governance agendas,

sites for the exploration of urgent notions such as the right to the city

between criminalisation, eradication, and commodification as part

and the urban commons.

of the creative cities paradigm.
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Impact statement
This thesis contributes to a critical understanding of urban culture and

the geographic and conceptual scope of the present study. Surface

creative spatial production in the city, with a particular focus on the sur-

studies could be used to examine a variety of urban communications

faces of the built environment. The thesis furthers academic scholarship

in multiple geographic settings, and to further account for the visual,

on street art, graffiti and the right to the city by engaging with legal and

material and political dimensions of city surfaces and inscriptions.

semiotic methodologies to understand urban surfaces and inscriptions.
To begin with, this thesis includes detailed studies of graffiti,

proaches which will be useful for the production of urban scholar-

street art and other forms of surface inscriptions in London, based

ship in a number of other disciplines, among which visual culture,

on a developing scholarship of graffiti and street art studies. The

legal geography, urban semiotics and heritage studies. Specifically,

thesis advances this research field through three original directions of

the methods of repeat photography and surface semiotics could

study: a detailed historical interpretation of the naming and man-

be applied to various built environment research at an international

agement strategies of graffiti and street art; an ethnographic study of

scale, including practice-led projects by architects, artists, planners

street art walking tours and their role in creative urban economies;

and activists working on urban territories and patterns of spatial

and a comprehensive critical analysis of UK anti-graffiti legislation.

production and occupation.

This thesis is the latest addition in a series of studies which use graffiti
to interpret contemporary urban identities and politics.
Furthermore, the thesis puts forward surface studies as a new
field of urban spatial exploration, which could be developed beyond
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Finally, this thesis has consolidated some methodological ap-

The formal and stylistic presentation of this thesis is another
one of the project’s contributions. Although this is a theory PhD, the
unique formatting and generous use of visual material as a research strategy hopes to bring more creativity into research output

standards at UCL and beyond. I also support this proposal through
the style of writing, which is deliberately argumentative and politically
engaged, from the research journey in the introduction, to the provocations that close each chapter, and to the final conclusion-manifesto.
Outside academia, this research can impact on urban culture
and public life, and contribute to changing perceptions about
participation in urban life and the livability of cities. So far, the work
has been disseminated through several publications; public engagement in the form of graffiti and street art symposia and conferences
(eg Graffiti Sessions 2014 and Art on the Streets 2018); and outreach
teaching about graffiti, street art and the right to the city in schools in
and beyond London.
Overall, I envision this project as a contribution to further
research into the visual, material and political dimensions of urban
surfaces and inscriptions, and a reassessment of surface spaces as
radically political loci where a communally debated urban model
can be pursued.
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And when the question is raised, ‘who
wrote this graffiti?’, we should answer
‘no-one; the city is writing itself’.
(Young 2004: 74)

Introduction
The main aim of this research is to interpret and evaluate the function of city surfaces and inscriptions in supporting access to, or
exclusion from, urban life.
By surfaces, I mean building elevations and facades, walls, fences, billboards, street furniture and other publicly accessible vertical
boundaries in cities. By inscriptions, I mean any deliberate marking or
sign made on urban surfaces, particularly those whose authorisation
is a subject of contention, namely, graffiti and street art. However, to
a lesser degree, I also look at council notices, traffic signs and other
regulatory signage, and include everything from trivial scribblings
to grandiose murals in my approach. This is because I did not want
to limit the research to a specific style of surface markings, nor to
confine it to a specific place. The visual evidence presented in this
thesis was gathered from London, but the arguments aim to exceed
the boundaries of this environment and be potentially relevant to
different surfaces and other cities.
Urban surfaces here, and everywhere, are social spaces and
repositories of political activity. They are the stage on which urban
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stories unfold, or become hidden, and they mediate between the

2009, 2011, Young 2016). Surfaces are archives of the city, and it is the

cultural forces and the physical objects that make up the city. They

aim of this research to explore how these archives are produced,

are fascinating because they are specific physical loci, yet they afford

curated and recruited to serve specific political agendas. I believe

readings and interpretations that expand far beyond their material

that cities can deeply reveal themselves through their surfaces, and

existence. Urban surfaces have been of interest to scholars from

I explore surface production and regulation as insights into urban

a wide variety of disciplines, including sociology (Brighenti 2009,

entitlement and claims to the right to the city.

2010a), anthropology (Noland 2005), architecture (Unwin 2000,
Lavin 2011), linguistics (Pennycook 2009, Harris 1995, Henkin 1998),
geography (Mould 2015), literary theory (Nandrea 1999), urbanism
(Tripodi 2008, 2009), visual culture (Bruno 2014), photography

The Right to the Surface and the Right to
the City

(O’Neil 2008) and communication (Irvine 2012); and there are currently two upcoming publications dedicated to the study of the pol-

Henri Lefebvre introduced the right to the city as the possibility of

itics and aesthetics of urban surfaces (Brighenti and Kärrholm 2018,

actively participating in shaping and producing cities, their image

Brighenti and Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2018). This thesis draws

and function, and argued that this right was fundamental to urban

on knowledge from this body of work, and develops semiotic and

inhabitation (Lefebvre 1996). Since then, the right to the city has

legal analytical models as original contributions to the understanding

been variously interpreted as a right to the democratic management

of urban surfaces.

of capitalist surplus (Harvey 2013), an urban politics of inhabitation

My research focuses on surface locations, and is constructed

(Purcell 2002), a right to difference and centrality (Butler 2012, Dikeç

to evolve from a systematic evaluation of the material appearance

2001), a right of production and not only of choice (Marcuse 2012)

of surfaces, into an interpretation of their political and symbolic sig-

and a moral claim to property (Layard 2012). The city, like the surface,

nificance. Throughout the thesis, I refer to surfaces as spaces which

should not only be a space for consumption, but an everchanging

absorb and represent urban struggles of exclusion and belonging

reality that results directly from individual acts of production, partici-

(Cresswell 1992, 1996, Keenan 2015, Ferrell 2017), diversity and visi-

pation and appropriation created by its inhabitants.

bility (Chmielewska 2005, 2007, Brighenti 2007a, Andron 2017), and
resource distribution and capital accumulation (Dickens 2008, Pratt
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However, the dominant paradigm of neoliberal urbanism
is hard at work to produce urban environments which exclude

self-determination in the production and occupation of space.

inscriptions, and interpret them through a few fundamental coordi-

Critical literature on neoliberal urbanism describes processes such

nates: where they appear, what enables them to be there or, on the

as deregulation and decentralisation, downsizing and privatisation

contrary, what hinders their presence, and what mechanisms are in

of public services, land and industry, enhancement of interna-

place to enforce these regulations. More specifically, I explore the

tional capital mobility, innovation and competitiveness, as well as

following issues: what is it about certain surfaces that makes them at-

the development of place marketing and public-private partner-

tract, or reject, specific types of signage? Can a wall “ask for” street art

ships. (Brenner and Theodore 2002, Leitner et al 2007, Mayer 2007,

more readily than for public notices or graffiti tags? How are surfaces

Künkel and Mayer 2012, Peck et al 2009, Peck et al 2013, Mayer 2007)

being activated as transformative agents in the struggle for the right

Throughout this thesis, I will use some of these functions to show

to the city? And who should decide what cities look like? These are

how city surfaces are recruited as strategic locations to consolidate

some of the questions guiding this research, which takes a systematic

this urban model, while at the same time remaining a principal site

approach to surfaces and inscriptions in order to demonstrate their

for its contestation.

importance in the formation of the built environment and public

How might the right to the city apply to surface spatial pro-

life. Inscriptions become tools to understand surfaces, and surfaces

duction, and what can the surfaces of the city tell us about access,

become means of exploring the city (see, for example, Ferrell 2010,

exclusion and urban entitlement? While the notion of the right to

2017, Young 2016, Schacter 2014, 2015, Novy 2015, MacDowall 2013,

the city includes and connects such rights as housing, rights against

Iveson 2007, 2013, Henkin 1998, Halsey and Young 2006, Halsey and

police abuse, rights to public participation in urban design, and

Pederick 2010).

rights against established property laws (Attoh 2011), the focus of this

Surface signs and inscriptions are the visible results of ideas

project is to explore the right to the city in relation to practices of sur-

about cities, challenges to those ideas, and the policies put in place

face inscription, and to argue for the right to the surface as a form of

to manage these tensions. I am interested in surface inscriptions as a

right to the city. My own understanding of the right to the city is that

form of spatial production and political agency available to everyone

of a right to self-determination in the production and occupation of

in the city, albeit at different scales. Surface inscriptions are tools of

space, and a prerogative to use the city in defiance of exclusionary

spatial production used by a range of urban dwellers, from minor

and suppressive properties and regulations.

vandals, to global corporations and local authorities. Employing

My approach to this project is to examine surface signs and

different available resources, these agents occupy and attempt to
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control their patches of visibility, while exposing their underlying

with particular reference to the surfaces and inscriptions which make

ideologies and their ideas about who surfaces – and cities – should

them possible, while also allowing for their contestation.

be for. A tagger might claim a city for uncensored expression, while

Despite the various institutional recruitments of urban surfaces

a local council will attempt to impose the rule of law and property

and inscriptions, my final argument is for city surfaces as places for

to manage urban spaces. Corporations will secure their territories

plural, tactical production and visibility, where minor voices can

through financial investment, while designers and architects might

find room for expression and where strict regimes of control can

influence access to surfaces by using specific materials and building

never be fully imposed. I argue for a recognition of city surfaces as

coatings. These struggles and negotiations take place all the time in

commons, neither privately owned, nor publicly regulated spac-

cities, and this project captures their development at the level of the

es (Chatterton 2010, Hardt and Negri 2009, Blomley 2004, 2008,

surface.

Staeheli and Mitchell 2008, Holder and Flessas 2008, Keenan 2015,

Throughout the following chapters, I track not only the produc-

Layard 2012); and interpret the production of surfaces through spa-

tion of surface inscriptions, but also their institutional appropriations,

tial, ideological, semiotic, legal, artistic and regulatory frameworks.

in order to identify the role they play in strategies of urban govern-

The process of this research is to develop a theory of urban surfaces,

ance. The underlying argument is that inscriptions are not only the

and its aim is to demonstrate their significance as places for asserting

result of governance decisions, but also play their own role in the

one’s right to the city.

construction and implementation of urban policy. For example, I
show how there is a direct connection between the criminalisation of inscriptions such as graffiti tags, and the implementation of
neoliberal governance regimes based on privatisation, surveillance

Research Journey and
Acknowledgements

and exclusion (Castleman 1982, Cresswell 1992, Ferrell 1993, Austin
2002, Dickinson 2008, Iveson 2010); or between the celebration

I grew up in a small town with very little graffiti, and even less aware-

of street art murals, and the imposition of the creativity agenda for

ness about it. My interest developed as I travelled and relocated,

competitive urban economies (MacAuliffe 2012, 2013, Mathews 2010,

and the more graffiti and street art I saw, the more it attracted me.

Banet-Weiser 2011, 2012, Bengtsen 2014, Schacter 2017, Abarca 2016,

After writing an incomplete book manuscript about the budding

Brighenti 2016). These and other urban developments are discussed

Romanian street art scene, I started an MA in Visual Culture and
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became interested in inscription typologies and how they integrated

I was settling in London, these events started drawing attention to

into theories of urban space.

the privatisation of public space and the agency of outsider creative

Slowly, I began to realise that it was less the stencils or tags that

cultures, as well as their potential to activate latent functions of the

attracted my attention, and I was more interested in their locale and

built environment. It was in this context that my interest in graffiti and

responsiveness to their sites, to cities and public spaces. I came across

street art nested, and slowly became disassociated from preoccupa-

Iain Borden’s book on skateboarding and became fascinated by the idea

tions with artists, styles and genres.

of using the built environment in ways that it was not meant to be used

One of my first testing grounds for this research was during the

(Borden 2001). I remember taking the train from Manchester to meet Iain

“Theories of Interruption in Global Cities” workshop organised by

and discuss my PhD proposal in 2011, and spotting a little “No Cuts” stick-

Christoph Lindner in New York in 2013, a project which led to subse-

er on the Gordon Street name plaque right by Wates House, the Bartlett’s

quent symposia in London and encounters in Amsterdam. Around

former home: that was it! That was what I wanted to address: why was

the same time, I was working for the UCL Urban Laboratory and we

that sticker there, what did it stand for, how could it be read and contex-

started planning the Graffiti Sessions conference, together with the

tualised? Ever since that first tea and conversation we had in his office in

Graffiti Dialogues Network and Lee Bofkin’s Global Street Art. The first

Wates House, Iain’s sharp insights as thesis supervisor have offered vital

time I met Lee was on a street art walk we were doing with I Know

support to this project, and his confidence and guidance have kept me

What I Like, an arts organisation I was involved with at the time. Lee

afloat during the many difficult moments.

told me he wanted to set up the first street art museum in the world

Thinking through contentions over spatial production and use

and his enthusiasm was hard to dismiss – as anyone who knows him

was a novel territory for me at the time, but it allowed me to spatial-

will be able to attest. Slowly, we put together a team with Marcus

ise visual culture methodologies, and transpose them to the study

Willcocks and Lorraine Gamman from the Design Against Crime

of cities and the built environment. This was in a moment when

Research Centre at CSM, with the support of Rafael Schacter. We re-

conversations about public space and the right to the city were pres-

ceived financial and institutional backing from the Grand Challenges

ent in academic scholarship, but they were perhaps less prevalent

for Sustainable Cities at UCL, the Bartlett School of Architecture,

in the public sphere. It was before London saw the Occupy events

the Socially Responsive Design and Innovation Hub at CSM and

and the Long Live Southbank campaign, and before the politics of

the Southbank Centre. The resulting three days of presentations by

public spaces became an intensive subject of public debate. Just as

the likes of Chantal Mouffe, Jeff Ferrell, Pedro Soares Neves, Ingrid
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Beazley, Jay Edlin, Cameron McAuliffe, Alison Young, Colin Saysell

place the individuals at risk of harm, stigma or prosecution, and it

and Ben Eine sparked tense and productive conversations and have

fully respects participants’ autonomy and anonymity (as per UCL

remained a source of deliberation and enthusiasm throughout my

Research Ethics Exemptions and Cox et al 2014).

research and writing.
Another key moment in the formation of the ideas and arguments

The ethnography that interested me instead was to interview walls, or develop a method of surface analysis which

in this thesis was the “Competing Urbanisms” workshop organised

would not afford primacy to human agency, and would focus

by Alison Young at the University of Melbourne in 2014. Not only did

instead on the agency of place, text and image, alongside

I encounter a developed, buzzing graffiti research environment in

other components which I gradually developed. This method

Melbourne, but I also met Andrea Mubi Brighenti and Kurt Iveson,

is largely based on the geosemiotics, visual culture and semi-

whose writings on walls, publicness, visibility and the city are still es-

otic landscapes literature that I discuss in Chapter 1, and on my

sential material for my thinking and writing. I also had a chance to meet

interest in the close observation and documentation of layered

Lachlan MacDowall, Andrea Candiani, Samantha Edwards-Vanderhoek

surface inscriptions. I am grateful to Kostas Avramidis and

and CDH, whose knowledge, practice and guiding skills made me irre-

Myrto Tsilimpounidi for supporting and allowing me to explore

mediably fall in love with Melbourne. “Competing Urbanisms” was the

the idea of interviewing walls in their edited volume Graffiti and

first time I presented my research on walking tours, and the feedback I

Street Art: Reading, Writing and Representing the City (2017); and

received was formative in the development of that material.

to Ben Campkin and Rebecca Ross for the image questionnaires

While developing this research, I took a deliberate decision

in their Picturing Place project (2014). Ben has offered a great

not to embark on a sociological, ethnographic project, despite the

deal of support and mentorship throughout the years, both as

very common expectation that researching graffiti would neces-

thesis supervisor and as Director of the Urban Lab, while the

sarily entail interviewing writers. In fact, the work I did on street art

Leake Street Tunnel walks with Rebecca’s MA Communications

tours was the closest I ever came to engaging directly with human

Design students at CSM were some of the most rewarding en-

subjects in this project. My main concern was to avoid photograph-

counters I have had with the space.

ing participants’ faces, and to make sure I always announced my
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My greatest acknowledgements go to my colleagues, friends

presence and kept interaction to a minimum. Faces are still visible

and tutors from the School of Architecture and the Bartlett Faculty,

in some of the photos, but I believe the resulting material does not

whose inspiring friendship and guidance has not only taken me

through this process, but it has truly changed my life. I feel deep grat-

following chapters include surface photography and repeat pho-

itude towards the Bartlett community and wholeheartedly believe

tography, ethnographies of urban areas and walking tours, analysis

there was no better place for me to have accomplished this project.

of legal documents, as well as a patient, dedicated observation of

A special shout-out is due to the 2011 BSA crew, whose affection

urban surfaces. These are set in the conceptual frameworks of urban

is only matched by their exceptional scholarly achievements. My

semiotics, legal geography, visual culture and critical urban studies,

parents and the friends who haven’t given up on me during the past

and are developed through the main body of the thesis.

seven years: I love you and I thank you.

This research can therefore be approached as a successive analysis of semiotic layers, all of which are anchored in the surface and
inscription. Essentially, I attempt to stretch the quality and quantity of

Method and approach

information that can be inferred from surfaces, so that they thicken
with each theoretical approach, and each additional observation

Throughout its five chapters, this thesis should be read as the devel-

and photograph. The apex of this thickening is the heavy surfaces

opment of a methodology for identifying and interpreting the multi-

of Leake Street, which I introduce in Chapter 5, and which I suggest

ple functions of urban surfaces and inscriptions, alongside strategies

could become the basis of a practice of surface heritage, to protect

for their production and control. My starting point was the visual

the right to inscribe, and not the right against inscription.

and material aspects of inscriptions, which then evolved into a more

The practice of surface semiotics is developed not only through

complex discussion of governance, politics and law, in the develop-

the arguments presented in the thesis, but also through the visual

ment of my theoretical, empirical and visual investigations.

component of the project: the wall interviews. Interviewing walls is

The effort and ambition of this project is to develop a meth-

the process of taking photographs and annotating them to capture

odology which can then be transferred and adapted to different

semiotic layers of tangible and intangible meaning production, in-

urban environments past or present, and offer insight into their

cluding ideologies and everyday practices of spatial production and

characteristics through a comprehensive reading of their surfaces.

occupation. Interviewing walls is an integrative method of surface se-

This surface semiotics is based on a range of practices and theories,

miotics whose objective is to produce knowledge about urban cul-

and its strength lies in coagulating all these approaches under one

tures and politics through the interpretation of surfaces and inscrip-

methodology. Some of the practices developed throughout the

tions. The interviewing process starts from material components,
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similar to other types of semiotic analyses: visibility, materiality, text,

signage, their shop fronts and graffiti. I got my first camera phone

image, verticality, surfaceality (see discussion in Chapter 1); and is

and I became very interested in photography, so in the sum-

elaborated through historiographical discourse on the develop-

mer of 2012 I enrolled on the International Urban Photography

ing meanings of graffiti and street art (Chapter 2); sociological and

Summer School at Goldsmiths, organised by Paul Halliday in

geographical critiques of reception and branding (Chapter 3); and

partnership with the Centre for Urban and Community Research

analyses of legal dimensions and property regimes (Chapter 4).

and the International Association of Visual Urbanists. Soon after

The results of these interviews are to be found in the visual com-

that summer, I bought a camera and I started focusing on my

ponent of the thesis. If surface semiotics is the methodology that

photographic practice, including the ‘100 Days of Leake Street’

underpins the practice of wall interviews, then the 300+ annotated

series, presented here in Chapter 5. Since then, I have applied

images in the thesis can be read as the transcripts of these inter-

this model of repeat photography to other inscriptions (Andron

views. The images that are directly referenced in the text have been

2016) and have become aware of other graffiti scholars and

captioned with date and location, while the others are to be read as

practitioners who use repeat photography, such as Cassidy Curtis

examples of a surface semiotics practice – always in relation to the

(http://grafarc.org/about.html), Susan Hansen (2015) and Lachlan

content of the chapters, but not as a direct illustration of this content.

MacDowall (2016).

More information on the use of images, starting from photographic
technique to edits and annotations, in the following section.

My intuition about photographing surfaces and inscriptions was
that images had to look author-less and un-framed, as if to reveal
urban walls as they were. This was developed through the study of
precedents, as I started looking into how others had documented

Photography and Image Making

and represented city walls and inscriptions. I became fascinated by
Brassaï’s wall photographs of 1920s and 1930s Paris, and his un-

The conceptual journey of this project was accompanied by

derstanding of graffiti as modern-day runes, evocative archetypes

photographic surveys from my many walks exploring the city, to

whose powerful primitivism cut through time and became visible in

see and photograph walls, scribbles, graffiti and street art. For my

a language of figures and symbols. (Brassaï 2002) Later, the photo-

first two years or so in London, I made it a mission to go on daily

graphs of Aaron Siskind and Jean-Pierre Vorlet captured the surfaces

walks to new places and try to capture them through their public

of the city as a direct testimonial of the lives the walls had witnessed,
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and the processes they had undergone. (Siskind 1976, Tonus 2010)

I also fundamentally believe in the importance of the image as

These photographers’ work came closer to documentary practice,

argument and autonomous visual narrative. Reading WJT Mitchell

creating images that were “objective, restrained, matter-of-fact,

(2002), Sarah Pink (2007) and James Elkins (1999) gave me confi-

balanced, careful, avoiding the easy poetics of artiness and irrelevant

dence in the potential of images to offer theoretical and critical analy-

beauty.” (Hess in Siskind 1976: 8) Where Brassaï seemed to charge

ses of society – both the images I was observing and the ones I was

the object of his photographs with almost magical powers, Siskind’s

making. I saw them as “compelling, eloquent, expressive, historically

method implied becoming as passive as possible in the moment

relevant and theoretically engaging” (Elkins 1999: preface), and was

of the picture, de-energising his ideas about the object and letting

keen to afford them a central position in the research and writeup –

it speak for itself (Rhem 2003: 10) – and this was the kind of photo-

which I hope is evident in the presentation of the thesis.

graphic language I wanted to pursue.
Another major influence on my way of seeing and repre-

The images in this thesis are analytical, rather than representational tools, and they can be read alongside, or independently from,

senting urban walls and inscriptions was the work of the French

the written material. All images are captioned to contextualise and

Nouveaux Réalistes, with artists like Jacques Villeglé, Mimmo

anchor them in the argument, and most have been added a layer

Rotella and Raymond Hains, who were tearing down posters

of text and/or graphic indicators to facilitate strategic readings. This

from the street and affixing them to canvases in the early 1960s. I

method works directly to transform photographs into critical visual

felt my work was much more akin to their focus and composition,

arguments, and to exemplify a potential practice of surface semiotics

than to the image-centred photographs present in most graffi-

and wall interviews which includes interpretation in the process of

ti photography after Subway Art (Cooper and Chalfant 2009).

image production.

Martha Cooper and Henry Chalfant worked like visual anthropol-

All the photographs I have included in the following pages are

ogists and captured more than pieces on trains, although street

from London, with one single exception. This is not a hall of fame

art photography since then has become a technique of extrac-

or a collection of interesting and convenient visual examples from

tion, rather than one of inclusion – an issue I discuss in Chapter

across the world, but it is a trial of ideas and a portrait of a city.

2. I wanted to use photography as an analytical tool, a means of
disseminating surface temporalities and materialities and unveiling the narratives behind the apparent flatness of the surface.
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Thesis structure

approach, this chapter establishes the political significance of plural
surface discourses.

Signs on urban surfaces, such as graffiti, street art, and other such

Chapter 2 started with a review of histories and ethnographies of

inscriptions, are the analytical building blocks of this project. My

graffiti and street art, when I became preoccupied with the idea that

portrait of surface London begins with a close, situated, relational

“graffiti” and “street art” are discursive constructs, and the preference

reading of these signs, a method which I call surface semiotics. I

for one against the other was an institutional agenda that had little to

introduce this method in Chapter 1, which also sets out the main

do with the visual forms themselves. I realised that labelling signs as

intellectual understandings for how I am treating surfaces, signs,

“tags”, “portraits” or “murals” played a crucial role in how they were

inscriptions, graffiti and street art. Starting from a careful acknowl-

perceived and managed, and that naming was a prerequisite for all

edgement of the diversity of surface markings and their connections

inscription-management strategies. I therefore wrote Chapter 2 as

to their sites, I propose surface semiotics as a new methodological

an interpretation of the history of wall writing as a history of naming,

tool, and a comprehensive system of interpretation for the numer-

claiming and institutional appropriation. Its aim is to critique the man-

ous marks and inscriptions that occupy the walls of our cities. The

agement of inscriptions as either “art” or “crime”, through an innovative

semiotics of surfaces is based on theories such as Scollon & Wong

interpretation of the urban governance and art market agendas that

Scollon’s geosemiotics (2003), Jaworski and Thurlow’s semiotic

have sought to instrumentalise wall-writing practices, and turn them

landscapes (2010) and Ella Chmielewska’s readings of graffiti. (2007,

into complex matters of urban order and control.

2010) These ideas made me realise that discourse and place cannot

The chapter is divided into two “stories”, one of graffiti, and one

be understood separately from each other, and opened my eyes to

of street art, and traces their formations and re-formations through

a more responsive and networked way of seeing.

the discussion of contemporaneous events, publications and gov-

One of the most significant contributions of this chapter is that

ernance decisions. Notably, Chapter 2 is where this thesis is closest

it brings together clusters of signs and surfaces into single interpre-

to conducting a traditional literature review, in the form of a historio-

tative frameworks. Traffic signs, advertising posters or unsanctioned

graphic survey of the literature written on graffiti and street art, from

markings have previously been studied as semiotic categories in their

the 1960s until today. In many ways, the purpose of Chapter 2 is to

respective relations with the city, but they have not been analysed

provide this academic context, while revealing the development

as clustered signifiers or as collective spatial agents. Based on this

of a vocabulary around surface markings, and the establishment
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of photographic and printed conventions to represent them. This

in relation to the London street art scene. Using concepts such as

chapter also addresses questions of graffiti writers’ motives, styles

streetartness, artification and muralisation, the chapter traces the

and experiences, as a story of cultural development largely based

formation of a consensus about the value of street art, its institution-

in New York City. As I move from discussing graffiti to street art and

al endorsement, and its production.

muralism, I focus increasingly on contemporary London, which is a
conversation I develop further in Chapter 3.
The research which underpins Chapter 3 took place in two stages

Following on from this discussion of street art as urban brand, in
Chapter 4 I move on to examining graffiti as unwanted mark-marking, and addressing UK policy documents that have constructed

of field work, which involved a more traditional ethnography with

graffiti as an offence against private property and public order. This

notes, maps and photographs, as well as interviews with street art

chapter offers the first comprehensive critical overview of London

tour guides in London. This resulted in the most extensive research on

and UK anti-graffiti legislation, including legal precedents for regulat-

street art tours to date, including a historical overview and an original

ing surface displays and public communication.

reading of art worlds (Becker 2008) and cultural fields (Bourdieu 1992)

The methodological framework here comes from legal geography,

in relation to the practice of walking tours. Additionally, I became

which argues that law and space cannot exist outside each other, and

interested in the creative cities paradigm, and wanted to expose how

emphasises the embeddedness of legal geographies into social and

surface displays are increasingly results of privately-funded public

political systems. In my discussion of graffiti, I apply the methods and pro-

policy, designed to support the production of the neoliberal city and

cedures of legal geographies to the study of surfaces, particularly Andreas

accommodate a securitised, exclusionary lifestyle. It is the kind of stuff

Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos’s conceptualisation of the lawscape (2015).

that looks good on Instagram and in magazines, but destroys the city

This has proven a complex and rewarding concept, which has helped me

fabric and erodes local signs and histories.

explore what type of space is a surface, and how it supports urban life.

I therefore wrote this chapter as a demonstration of how the

Chapter 4 uses graffiti to question urban regimes of property and

urban fabric of areas such as Shoreditch has been changing under

order, through a close reading of understandings of public and pri-

the visual dominance of sanctioned murals, and how this type of

vate, what is allowed and where. The outrage produced by most illicit

branded creativity is deeply entangled in processes of urban change.

inscriptions stems from an attachment to the cherished right to prop-

The aim of the chapter is to provide a focused and original reading of

erty, often to the detriment of the rights to inclusion, participation,

creative cities literature and place-branding through art, specifically

plurality, expression and urban agency. The chapter asks whether it
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is possible to define a legal space additional to private property and

London that I probably visited most, the location of the interview I

public order, and explores the political potential of surfaces to form

worked hardest to obtain, and the source material for my best circu-

an urban commons through multiple inscription. Surfaces are the-

lated project to date, the ‘100 Days of Leake Street’.

orised as open-source loci for urban production and participation,

The chapter goes through the multi-layered history, ownership

which enable a heterogeneous and malleable experience of property,

and management of the tunnel, to trace its graffiti-enabled growth

based on inclusion and collective production, rather than protection

and to critique the consumerist policies that led to its change. It

and exclusion. Anti-graffiti legislation combines quantitative damage

provides the first comprehensive history and overview of London’s

to property (Criminal Damage Act 1971) with offensive behavior and

largest free painting space, and uses innovative visual methodology

vandalism (Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003), together with a qualita-

to document the vigour of the graffiti writing practice and its forma-

tive description of unwanted surface markings. What is classified as

tive impact in the tunnel. My demonstration pays particular attention

damage, vandalism and offence is also brought into question in this

to the thickness of the Leake Street surfaces, and the exemplary

chapter, through careful demonstrations of the volatility and contin-

nature of this space as a materialisation of a surface commons. In a

gency of these categories in anti-graffiti legislation and policy reports.

time when places in London (and indeed other Western cities) rise

The research on Leake Street from Chapter 5 tested most of the

to uniform prominence as cultural quarters through programmes

methods and analytical frameworks I had been developing. I would

of street art curation and muralisation, Leake Street is an example of

hesitate to call this a case study; rather, Chapter 5 is a location-based

how a problematic urban area can develop and regenerate with min-

exploration of the complexities of a single site, where my thinking

imally intrusive interventions, but with a lot of support for a culture

and theoretical developments from previous chapters come togeth-

to create and regulate an environment in its own terms.

er. This chapter can be read as an exemplar of how to interpret the
connections between inscriptions, surfaces and their management,

***

while focusing on the concrete study of a single location, with its
intricate legal, historical and material layering. Leake Street required
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The following pages are not just a thesis, they are also a manifes-

persistent attention throughout the years, but was always extremely

to about visibility, publicness and the right to the city. In fact, each

generous in offering information and visual material. It is the place in

chapter in the thesis ends in a series of “proposals”, which function

both as conclusions to the chapters, and as personal, engaged and
emphatic stances in relation to the material I discuss. The thesis
Conclusion was also designed as a set of arguments and proposals, and it closes with my manifesto, “The right to the city is the right
to the surface”. This is also my cue for potential future research on
surfaces, which could be taken up by visual, urban and legal studies,
archaeology, media and criminology, as well as studies of politics and
social justice. For now, we shall focus on urban surfaces through their
inscriptions, to critique the right to spatial production and participation in urban life. The sign is the surface and the surface is the city.
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Surfaces are deep, although they appear shallow.
Neutral surface mode does not exist.
Graffiti and street art are not that interesting (but hybrid inscriptions are).
Multiple emplaced inscriptions can be interpreted through a semiotics of surfaces.
Interviewing walls is an ethnographic method for understanding the city.
The sign is the city.
In the production of graffiti and street art, the agency of producers is
little measure for the authority of managers and regulators.
Art vs Crime is a dangerous and misleading paradox.
Beauty is not better: what we need is politics, not aesthetics.
The story of urban mark making is the story of authorities taking
control of the city and putting it to capitalist use.
The sign is the name.
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From DIY to ‘walk this way’, each (street art) culture gets the tours it deserves.
Coolness, Creativity and Streetness are toxic simulacra of cool, creative streets.
Tours fall flat compared to the productive forcefulness of city surfaces.
Design a place for street art, and you will have designed street art out of that place.
Damage against property and offence against order are highly volatile categories.
The threat of graffiti comes from the collective stamina of the culture.
Vision matters and materiality matters.
Graffiti turns private property into a precarious commons (precariousness is accessibility).
Surface conflict is spatial justice.
Doing nothing can be the best graffiti management strategy.
Activity regenerates, consumption commodifies.
In the relentless build-up of paint, each layer is victorious.
The thickness of surfaces forms a distinctive lawscape.
Permanently-becoming creativity is preferable to creativity becoming permanent.
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Chapter 1
From Signs and Surfaces to
Inscriptive Aggregates
Using Surface Semiotics to
Understand Urban Cultures

1. 1. Introduction
Welcome to the vertical flatlands of the city, a universe of building
materials, graphic signage and alluring images. A dense landscape
of signs and inscriptions which occupies every nook and cranny of
our urban environments, informing, enticing and demanding our
attention. A collection of marks which can easily be disregarded, yet
which has proved interesting, dangerous and lucrative enough to

Something happens because something happens
because something happens. Nothing happens
because nothing happens.(Gehl 2001: 77)

garner the resources of several institutions and ideologies. These
inscriptions alone, have generated contradictory intensities, and
have amassed countless intellectual, financial and strategic supplies to better govern or consume them. From the development of

The built environment functions as a signifying system
whose meanings can be destabilised. (Kaye 2000: 33)

public advertising and billboards, to the instauration of traffic and
street signs, and to the criminalisation of aerosol tags, the relations
between urban cultures and surface signs provide a rich area of

Surfaces are where architecture gets close to turning into
something else and therefore exactly where it becomes
vulnerable and full of potential. (Lavin 2011: 26)

research and exploration. The aim of this initial chapter is to establish some fundamental strategies for understanding urban surfaces
and inscriptions. The model I propose is one of close, integrated,
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relational readings of both surfaces and inscriptions, whose parame-

1. 2. A Semiotic Entanglement

ters I develop throughout the following pages.
Signs and inscriptions are approached as micro-components

Semiotics is the science of recognised systems of signs, and the ap-

of a complex entanglement of surface communication, which

proach to cultural phenomena as if they were systems of signs (Eco

includes architectural elevations, materials, and a collection of

1986). Semiotics studies the formation of meaning, and is preoccu-

visual and textual utterances which make up the surfacescapes of

pied with aspects as diverse as the properties of signs, taxonomies,

our cities. I use the science of signs to unravel the complexities of

and channels of interpretation. Urban semiotics, then, is the science

surface communications, and begin the chapter with a theoreti-

of where and how meaning is formed in the urban environment, its

cal study of semiotic systems which have been used to study the

units of signification and its means of expression. It functions with

formation of meaning in the urban environment, such as urban

input from architecture, infrastructure, sociology and planning, and

semiotics, geosemiotics and semiotic landscapes. Following from

attempts to define the signifying systems which connect them.

this, I identify six systems of meaning production at surface level,

My proposed semiotic readings situate the formation of meaning

which I discuss individually: surfaceality and layering; verticality and

between surfaces and inscriptions, in the protected, yet reclaimed

exposure; materiality and access; visibility and duration; text in cities

space of the city surface, which delimits private from public, and hard

and the city-text; and images in cities and the image of the city. The

from fluid. I will argue that surfaces and inscriptions display common

last part of this chapter draws these frameworks together, to pro-

properties which make it impossible to understand one without the

pose a working model for a semiotics of city surfaces, and establish

other: surfaces enable, restrict and determine public signs and in-

it as the fundamental analytical vocabulary of the thesis. This is my

scriptions, while inscriptions inform, infuse and produce the surfaces

manual for seeing, emplacing and connecting signs, inscriptions

of cities. These mutual entanglements are the object of this chapter,

and surfaces.

which proposes six interpretative categories to understand the formation of surface meaning: surfaceality, verticality, materiality, visibility,
text and image. I will present these as components of a surface semiotic project which is the foundation of my approach to my subject of
research, and which develops further throughout the thesis.
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1.1.
A semiotic entanglement of city surfaces and inscriptions.

1. 2.1. Urban Semiotics

urban semiotics, and a key to assessing people’s conceptions of urban

Urban semiotic systems have been proposed by semioticians Martin

elements, such as the way they form mental maps or their preference

Krampen (1979) and Roland Barthes (1988), and are the object of an

for certain architectural styles (Krampen 1979). For example, privileged

edited volume by sociologist Mark Gottdiener and planner Alexandros

tourists will perceive the fabric of the city differently from deprived city

Lagopoulos, The City and the Sign (1986). These works often present urban

dwellers, and will show specific interests in the displays on its surfaces.

semiotics as a densely theoretical practice with few consensual territories,

For semiotics to function as a system of signification, it must define

and several distinct conceptual frameworks. Nevertheless, urban semiotics

minimal units of meaning, or basic elements which, taken together,

also provides the context for the development of sub-fields of semiotic

can create all different levels of complex communication. Within urban

study, including geosemiotics (Scollon and Wong Scollon: 2003) and semi-

semiotics, philosopher and urban sociologist Henri Lefebvre borrowed

otic landscapes (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006; Jaworski and Thurlow 2010),

linguistic terms for minimal units of meaning and put forward the dis-

as well as the surface semiotics I am proposing in this chapter. But first, a

tinction between semantemes, morphemes and significant ensembles

closer look at urban semiotics and its material and methodological scope.

for a semiotic study of the city. Lefebvre assimilates semantemes to sig-

The first edited volume on urban semiotics was put together

nifying urban elements such as straight or curved lines, writing, doors

by Gottdiener and Lagopoulos, who published a series of essays

and windows, corners and angles; morphemes to signifying objects

by renowned semioticians, looking at urban and social semiotics.

such as buildings and streets; and significant ensembles to super-ob-

Gottdiener and Lagopoulos proposed their own definition of urban

jects, such as the city itself (1996: 115-6).

semiotics as the inquiry into the social signification of urban forms or,

Similarly, urban planner Kevin Lynch proposed five categories in

more generally, forms of settlement space, and placed the practice

The Image of the City: paths, nodes, edges, landmarks and districts,

into a conceptual territory akin to cognitive geography or cognitive

which are closely akin to minimal units of signification in an urban

psychology. They advocated a practice of urban semiotics based on

semiotic system, although he never defined them as such (Lynch 1975,

socio-semiotics, a type of materialist, sociologically aware semiotic

see also Barthes 1988 and Gottdiener and Lagoupulos 1986). When

analysis. This is different from “conventional” urban and architectural

looking at Lefebvre and Lynch’s semiotic blocks, most of them seem to

semiotics because of its attention to the differences in the social po-

be spatial types, or space-defining units. The paths, nodes and edges

sition of agents when looking at differences among semiotic systems

proposed by Lynch could be read as the equivalent of Lefebvre’s

(1986: 19). Socioeconomic status is an important analytical variable for

elements, and are often minimal shapes and functions created by
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1.2.
Surfaces as sites of analysis for urban semiotics.

buildings and urban infrastructure. Landmarks could be likened to

of friction between built and open space. So how can one access the

objects, while the more complex districts could be interpreted as

signage of the city with the help of a semiotic apparatus, and how would

super-objects, or units of complex, layered semiotic meaning.

this account for the numerous elements which make up the urban

However, Lefebvre is ultimately critical of such semiotic approaches
to the city, avoiding to reduce the socio-spatial dimensions of urban life

surfacescape? Several theories can offer precedents for applying urban
semiotic theories to surfaces, and it is these that I am turning to next.

to simple systems of text, or language: “Every language is located in a
space. Every discourse says something about a space (places or sets of

1. 2.2. From urban semiotics to surface semiotics: geosemiotics

places); and every discourse is emitted from a space.” (Lefebvre 2004:

and semiotic landscapes

132). An analytical approach based on the study of language is therefore

We have seen some of the categories through which semiotics deals

limiting to the understanding of the urban realm and spatial produc-

with urban space, and how it uses spatial units such as elements,

tion in the city, as social space is incomparable to a blank page awaiting

objects and super-objects as interpretive tools. I also suggested that

inscription. The city is rather “a rough draft, jumbled and self-contradic-

while proposals for urban semiotic categories often deal with spatial

tory” (2004: 142), confusing and editable, and belonging to complex

units of signification, these could equally be applied at surface level,

contexts of everyday practices and ideological underpinnings. Lefebvre’s

to the crust of the city, and yield valuable information, whilst avoid-

reservations regarding an urban semiotic system are therefore based on

ing the burden of over-conceptualisation. Surfaces and their displays

such a system’s inability to account for, among others, practical and ide-

can be interpreted through clusters of visual and textual expression,

ological aspects of the city, as well as for the presence of power – which

alongside a series of overlapping ideological and material territories,

he sees as lying beyond the scope of a semiotic analysis.

to produce knowledge about the city. Instead of considering the

Integrating this critique into my approach, I propose to return, once
again, to the surface, and include pervasive urban aspects such as every-

signs, my proposal is to focus on the surface instead, and extrapo-

day relations, power, ideology, institutions and politics into my semiotic

late information about the city from its thin, vulnerable, yet consist-

analysis, by locating them in a reading of surface materiality and signage.

ently active material edge.

Building materials, coatings and elevations, inscription techniques
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ways in which three-dimensional urban spaces function as semiotic

The present study sets itself apart from the traditional focus of

and their underlying territories are all semiotic elements which aggre-

urban semiotics by looking at signs in space, rather than at how space

gate into complex systems on the skin of the city, in the few millimeters

becomes sign. The novelty of this approach is not in studying any

1.3.

The start of a surface semiotics: a few materials
and inscriptions on an urban surface.

Clustered signs are functions of
surfaces and urban cultures.

3. A specific example is available in
Avramidis 2015, a study of semiotic
landscapes in relation to graffiti on the
Bank of Greece building in Athens.

1.4.

1. For example, James and
Karen Claus (1971) researched
commercial signage and its effects
on the appearance and perception
of the built environment in the
early 1970s, while Henderson and
Landau (1981) studied billboards
as an extended lesson in art
and sociology. Photographers
John Baeder (1996) and Cristoph
Mangler (2006) each captured
specific surface signage in the US,
respectively Berlin, arguing that it is
often the less iconic signs that give
a city its character and uniqueness.
Florian Böhm, Luca Pizzaroni
and Wolfgang Scheppe worked
towards a similar result in their
project Endcommercial (2002), a
photographic archive primarily
collected in New York that captures
a varied gamma of mundane and
anonymous aspects of the city.
2. A specific example is
available in Avramidis 2015, a
study of semiotic landscapes in
relation to graffiti on the Bank
of Greece building in Athens.

of these signs individually, but rather in examining them as parts of

act: according to this theory, all signs are functions of material and

semiotic networks or aggregates, and valuing them as spatial functions

territorial accessibilities and constraints. This includes the icons

at surface level. Traffic signs, advertising posters or unsanctioned mark-

and symbols proposed by American philosopher Charles Sanders

ings have been studied before as semiotic categories in their respective

Peirce, whose tripartite system of sign-object relations is his most

relations with the city, but they have not been analysed as clustered

important contribution to semiotics.

signifiers or as collective spatial agents.1 A surface-centred urban semi-

According to Peirce, iconic signs are constructed as images of

otics can do just that, using urban spatial configurations to understand

the object they stand for, and therefore have certain characteristics

the placement and entitlement of signs in the city.

(at least one) in common with that object. These signs “look like” the

A focus on the surface comes from geosemiotics (Scollon and
Wong Scollon 2003) and semiotic landscapes (Kress and van Leeuwen

objects they stand for, as illustrated in the example in Figure 1.5.
Indexical signs, however, exist in a direct or causal relationship

2006; Jaworski and Thurlow 2010), two analytical tools which account

with the object they stand for, like in the example in Figure 1.6. This

for the communicational and locational diversity of urban signage, yet

shows an attempt to re

simplify the overview of urban semiotics and adapt it to the specific

in-situ. “This” on the wall refers to the location of writing and it can only

study of surface communication.2 Geosemiotics and semiotic land-

achieve its desired warning effect when observed in its occupied site.

scapes are closely related in method and scope, and are anchored in

gulate behaviour in a location by marking it

The third Peircean semiotic category is that of symbolic signs,

the multifaceted, localised nature of the semiotic sign, emphasising its

which represent an object regardless of its formal or functional

location and meaning-generating capacity.

characteristics, on the basis of pure convention. Symbols look

Scollon and Wong Scollon proposed geosemiotics as a meth-

nothing like the objects they stand for, and they are not in the ob-

od with a specifically urban scope, which is designed to fore-

jects’ physical proximity either, but can have powerful evocative

ground the places of discourse (not just the discourse itself). As its

properties nevertheless. Many street art compositions are based

name suggests, geosemiotics reflects on the placement of semiotic

on symbolic language, and they deliver one-liners whose mean-

markings within the material world, and is built on the principle

ing is limited to deciphering the symbolic convention. For exam-

that every sign is actively and intrinsically connected to its location,

ple, CCTV-headed figures in the stencil in Figure 1.7. symbolise the

generating discourse and information through its bare presence.

expanse of urban surveillance, but the work does little to critique

Simply being there, occupying a surface, is therefore a meaningful

this symbolic meaning beyond a representational platitude.
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1.5.

Peircean icons resemble their signified object: the photo on the paper poster looks
like the missing man named Sandeep Rakhra, and the metal sculpture looks like a
horse. Photo taken in November 2017 on Regent’s Canal in Mile End, East London.

1.6.
Text in site functions as an index of its location.

1.7.

The symbolic language of street art attempts a
critical social commentary but often achieves little
more than oversimplified representations.

1.8.

We have seen an interpretation of these signs as icons in Figure 1.5. Here, icons are read as indexes, to highlight the importance of location
and materiality for how these signs convey meaning. The missing person poster is placed within a relevant geographic context, close to the
footpath, on a surface which it adheres to. Similarly, the horse sculpture was designed and constructed to be suitably placed in a public park.

Going back to Scollon and Wong-Scollon’s geosemiotics, their
main argument is that Peircean icons and symbols are also indexes
– namely, that they always signify through their locations and generate site-determined meanings. Geosemiotics proposes that all signs
in the city are indexes, i.e. they point to their location and express
meaning about it through where they are localised. This includes
not just surface signage, but also buildings, public spaces, and even
entire quarters, spanning across all the initial categories of urban
semiotics. Each of these elements bears an indexical connection to
its location, and becomes a function of that location.
Geosemiotics can therefore be read as a theory of indexicality
or localisation, its purpose being to interpret the meaning systems
by which textual and visual discourses take place in the material

urban environment, but also visual and non-verbal discourses, cultural values, the law, as well as architecture and the built environment.
The place of visual communication in a given society can
only be understood in the context of, on the one hand, the
range of forms or modes of public communication available
in that society, and, on the other hand, their uses and valuations. We refer to this as the ‘semiotic landscape’. […] so
particular modes of communication should be seen in their
environment, in the environment of all the other modes of
communication that surround them, and of their functions.
(Kress and van Leeuwen 1996: 33)
There is a strong sense of emplacement here as well, which is

world. Lying at the intersection of visual and place semiotics, it uses

not limited to looking at the places of discourse, but also includes

tools from linguistics, cultural geography, communication, discourse

the inherent semiotic function of those places (for example, their

analysis and sociology to generate a multimodal discourse about

assigned and disputed legal and territorial functions). Jaworski

urban signs and their locations. Spatial and geographical contexts

and Thurlow go on to define semiotic landscapes as any spaces

are included in the visual semiosis, in a process of understanding

with visible inscription made through deliberate human interven-

how signs point to the world in a meaningful way. Geosemiotics can

tion and meaning making (2010: 2) – a definition which prioritises

account for hierarchies and semiotic functions that compose the el-

places over inscriptions and suggests that inscriptions can gener-

ements of a surface, while taking note of their material configuration

ate as much knowledge about their supportive places, as places

and their type of attachment to that surface.

can about their supported inscriptions. Inscriptions become tools

Similarly, the concept of semiotic landscape proposed by Kress
and van Leeuven (1996) and further developed by Jaworski and
Thurlow (2010) aims to incorporate not just textual utterances in the
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to understand surfaces, and surfaces become mechanisms of
exploring the city.

1.9.

Inscriptive and material clusters on urban surfaces produce
knowledge about each other and their respective contexts.

1.10.

Surface and inscription-focused semiotic systems
are methods for interpreting the city.

1. 3. Surface Semiotic Systems

providing examples of semiotic readings to illustrate how they function
simultaneously. Branding, streetness, territory and lawscape are addi-

Geosemiotics and semiotic landscapes both focus less on the mes-

tional surface features which I discuss through the following chapters,

sages signs carry, than on how and where these messages are carried.

to create a more complex overview of surface significant systems.

State signage, commercial billboards, tags, notice boards, CGIs of
real estate developments, discarded leaflets and artistic murals share

1. 3.1. Surfaceality and Layering

territories all the time, and co-existence is intrinsic to their urban

Surfaceality is a quality of city surfaces which makes them interest-

occupations. However, they are afforded different levels of surface

ing and active as places of display and public life. The concept was

access, be that through physical or ideological constraints. Each

proposed by sociologist Andrea Mubi Brighenti (2009), who started

brings with them specific types of production and notions of entitle-

from the premise that walls are not simply boundaries between ter-

ment, forming complex systems of interaction of multiple semiotic

ritories, but also territories in themselves, and they possess inherent

systems, or semiotic aggregates (Scollon and Wong Scollon, 2003: xii).

communicative potential. Brighenti defined the significance of sur-

The annotated photographs that accompany this study are instanc-

faceality in addition to verticality (see below), encouraging a focus on

es of such semiotic aggregates, each with specific properties: direct

the semiotic richness of vertical boundaries.

linguistic reference and appropriation, visual translations of territorial
claims, or material affinities between official and uninvited signage.
The largest cluster I discuss is in Chapter 5, where I interpret the space
of London’s Leake Street as a complex function of graffiti-produced
signification. Whatever the scale, it is the complexity of these semiotic
clusters that makes them interesting for this type of reading, rather
than the isolated examination of their individual elements.

The walls offer a visible surface, which becomes a surface of
inscription for stratified, crisscrossing and overlapping traces
[…] the wall becomes part of the struggle for public attention
and a key element in the configuration of an urban regime of
visibility. (Brighenti 2010a: 323, original emphasis)
Even before they become sites of inscription, surfaces are the

To set up a surface semiotics, I have identified six systems which I

deep mirrors of cities, made from paper and glass, concrete and

argue contribute to the creation of surface meaning, as part of intricate,

wood, paint and brick. Vulnerable, contested and always open to

hybrid aggregates. These are surfaceality, verticality, materiality, visibil-

dispute and change, surface territories are shifting, superimposed

ity, text and image – and I will discuss each of them individually before

functions of materiality and communication, profound in their
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1.11.

Inscriptive aggregates and their regulatory acceptability.

flatness and generous in their exposure of information. Surfaces

we can speak of any surface occupation and the formation of

express the dynamics of urban life in their acceptance or rejection of

inscriptive aggregates, we must address the derma of the city, its thin,

signage, and reveal the knowledge of the city through their morphing

yet layered coating of renders and paints, lines, cracks and openings.

configuration.

The following photographs (Figures 1.12.–1.21.) show this superficial

Not only is any surface more than a blank canvas, but it also bears

richness of pattern, colour and composition, in its occurrence on the

upon it layers and layers of material and visual codes, and it stands as

everyday walls of the city. The photos stem from a level of patient,

part of a larger physical and inscriptive system. This surface palimp-

finely-tuned observation, which sees surfaces as places of mate-

sest was captured by geographer Oli Mould in the following passage:

riality and display, constantly changing under the influence of the

The surfaces of the city are multi-layered – one could argue
that it is a palimpsest of past and present stories, cultures and
economies etched onto each other over time. This layering of
the city by a long history of planners, architects, activists, commentators and ordinary inhabitants creates a multiplicitous
canvas which has been concocted by an anachronistic recipe
of play, creativity, activism and art. (2015: 92)
Surface landscapes are integrative and invented environments,

city. These illustrations capture the skin, or crust, of the city, at close
inspection, in a shallow archaeological examination. Surprising visual
motifs emerge at this level, revealing several layers and patterns and
proving how surfaces are never plain, blank or empty: “Look at any
surface; it has a tale to tell.” (O’Neil 2008: 7)
These photographs function at a micro-geographical level, tracing the material features and immediate physicality of city surfaces.
They explore repetitive patterns and various textures by abstracting
them from their contexts and focusing on their expressive poten-

and not simple canvases, contexts or containers for expression

tial. They are studies of the importance of micro-scale appearance.

(Pennycook in Shohamy and Garter, 2009). They drift, they expose,

Agglomerations of objects, layers of peeling paint, render, rust, brick

and are constantly subject to dispute, claiming and reclaiming. They

and tiny mosaics – each of them reveals a scale of abstract details,

are untotalisable, unmasterable, re-markable and renegotiable

becoming a piece of the puzzle that makes up the appearance of

(Noland 2005), reflecting on the fluid nature of urban life and the

London itself (continued in Figures 1.22.–1.33.).

urban environment.
The intensive, expressive nature of even the most banal, pre-inscribed surfaces is a fundamental observation for this study. Before

Zoom out on the material features of surfaces, and relations
between surface units start becoming apparent, creating spatial
arrangements and geometries out of different semiotic elements.
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1.12.–1.21.

Surface texture photos
taken across London
between 2013-2016.

1.22.–1.33.

1.34.–1.43.

Abstract surface geometries photographed
across London between 2013-2016.

Surface elevations create geometric presentations of material

They are hard ‘things’ of legal persuasion and material determi-

features and qualities, which make up the urban fabric. An exercise

nation, bordering, screening, supporting or protecting ‘content’,

in composition and abstraction, the studies in Figures 1.34.–1.43.

either beyond them (as is the case with walls or hoardings) or

are meant to reveal the material exuberance of everyday vertical

before them (billboards, posters, notice boards). Surfaces are

territories, and clarify that occupation never takes place on ‘neutral’

frontiers and liminal spaces, in-between spaces, margins, edges

surfacescapes.

and walls; but they are also partitions that can be shared, and are

Underlying these images is a sense of encountering visual inter-

primary forms of habitation of the material world (Bruno 2014: 3):

est and meaning in non-deliberate forms, on the everyday surfaces

inscriptions open surfaces into depths of meaning and multiple

of the city, before any willful intention to beautify, deface or improve

physical dimensions.

them. The layered temporal and material stages of the city reveal

Banal, mundane and sometimes hostile walls, are principal sights

themselves for erasure or occupation, forming spatial territories as

of exploration for the myriad inscriptions that occupy their surfaces.

stage sets for the unravelling of surface communicative cycles. These

Other vertical structures such as billboards or street signs, hoardings

vulnerable displays capture the complexities of urban systems in two

or bus shelters, electricity boxes or doorways, are all significant com-

dimensions, from administrative conundrums to political agendas

ponents of the urban visual landscape. Their surfaces open the built

and unfamiliar encounters, and from economic regulations to spon-

structures of the city as potential sites of transmission and network-

taneous bursts of excitement and beauty. Cities can be read vertical-

ing. Any one of these vertical elements can potentially also be used

ly as territories of display, through the inscriptions they protect and

to show presence, to surprise, to defy. In Nandrea’s words,

the ones they reject.
1. 3.2. Verticality and Exposure
In addition to surfaceality, surface territories also possess verticality, the property of vertical urban structures to form interfaces of
exposure and display. Simon Unwin described surfaces as interfaces between space that can be occupied and solid that cannot
(2000: 36), but surfaces are also sites of occupation themselves.
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[t]hese walls are not simple horizontal borderlines dividing up
space; they are vertical planes that, through inscription, can
be transformed into unexplored and multidimensional spaces,
becoming frontiers in the dictionary sense of undeveloped
areas or fields for discovery or research. (1999: 111)
Urbanist Lorenzo Tripodi calls these vertical surfaces spaces
of exposure (2008, 2009) and he defines them as “functional,

3. The author pictures a society of distracted consumers, reiterating Debord’s
spectacle and focusing on image functions
like information, guidance or learning.
4. There are several categories of signs
which occupy horizontal territories
in cities: traffic markings are probably
the most prominent pavement signs,
and so are the construction marks of
infrastructure contractors (the cryptic
arrows and numbers often spray painted
on pavements). In the sphere of street art,
a few notable exceptions can be found
in 3D street art, which uses trompe l’oeil
techniques to create the illusion of spatial depth in pavement drawings (more
on the effects of 3D street art on spatial
perception in Andron and Ramos: 2015).
Similarly interesting is the work produced
by someone like Ben Wilson, a Londonbased “chewing gum artist”, who
paints community scenes on discarded
pavement chewing gum. Notably, a few
large-scale projects have used horizontal
surfaces for their affordance of bird’s-eye
views, such as “the world’s largest outdoor mural” painted by Ella and Pitr for
NuArt Festival in Norway, 2015; or INSA’s
“space GIF-ITI” from the same year, painted in Brazil and sponsored by Ballantine’s.
5. The author goes on to name vertical
urbanism as a direct influence on real
estate value, and to associate it with the
increasingly prolific role of the image
in urban renewal strategies based
on redesigning the image of cities,
urban marketing through seductive
images and the rise of the creative
class, as discussed in Chapter 3.

structured spaces where city users are exposed to the spectacle

overlapping messages, of layered, contested and shared spots of visibili-

of goods, entertained, impressed by flows of images”.3 (2008: 308)

ty. Tripodi goes as far as identifying a vertical urbanism, a combination of

These images accumulate and overlap, forming intricate visual pal-

advertising, graphic design, urban marketing, architecture and visual arts,

impsests with layers upon layers of colours, messages and materials,

which he sees as “a structural transformation of the urban economy

of temporary communicative presences. The spaces of exposure

where the exploitation of the semantic use of vertical surfaces becomes

draw our attention to the vertical creation of meaning, and they are

as important, if not more important, than the logistic use of horizontal

useful for understanding not just the impressive neoliberal spectacle

surfaces.”5 (2008: 305) In other words, surfaces offer not only a facilita-

of corporate imagery and sponsored muralism, but also less sensa-

tion of visibility, but also the capital that comes with it, in the form of an

tional visual iterations and inscriptive claims. These all take place on

opportunity to shape, partake in or dominate the image of the city.

vertical urban surfaces, employing techniques like exposure, subversion, appropriation and presentation to send their message across

1. 3.3. Materiality and Access

and occupy a place in the visual palimpsest of the city.4

The third semiotic surface framework is materiality, which can determine

Verticality is no longer simply a legal and material a boundary, but

anything from the appearance and accessibility of surface territories, to

becomes an opportunity. While each wall stands to prevent move-

their designated purpose. The built environment can be read as a col-

ment and visibility beyond its placement, it also creates a new space

lage of materialities, densities and durabilities, whose agency in the pro-

for surface presentation and communication, in what Brighenti refers

duction of spaces is powerful and direct. This has been acknowledged

to as vertical territoriality, or the aforementioned surfaceality:

by a body of literature on materiality stemming from urban geography,

As soon as we analyse the territoriality of walls, we realise that
not only are walls boundaries between territories, but they
are themselves territories. To people, they are meaningful not
only for what they separate or hide, but also in themselves.
Consequently, we encounter a second meaning of verticality,
namely surfaceality. (2009: 65)
The vertical comes across as the territory of signs, of inscriptions and

which is beyond the scope of this thesis (see Jackson 2000, Lees 2002
and Frers and Meier 2006, among others). For example, in his discussion
of the urban materiality of stone, Tim Edensor calls for a recognition of
the “processual materiality of building assemblages” and surfaces (2013:
450), which are active agents in the configuration of the built environment. He also refers to “the vital qualities of materiality itself, ceaselessly
in formation, always emergent” (2013: 461) and, we might add, crucial in
determining the dynamics of surface accessibility and occupation.
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1.44.

Banksy mural becomes briefly exposed from underneath layers
of protective MDF, and appears vulnerable in relation to the
permanently exposed metallic gate in the foreground.

1.45.
Minor interventions subvert the original meanings of pre-existing signs, like
this message written in marker pen on top of a local map.

1.46.

A house number is turned into a component of a tag (COCO) and the drawing of a
figure, through processes of selective observation, adaptation and appropriation.

1.47.
A cursively sprayed “Hello” presents itself by occupying these hoardings,
alongside a number of regulatory and authorised writings.

The materiality of a surface can be a constraint or an opportunity,
with its physical features significantly influencing the media used for

materials and coatings; and removal staff training.
Whitford’s research produced the most comprehensive clas-

its inscription and control. For example, when working independent-

sification of graffiti implements in relation to surface materials and

ly, it is likely that one will place an inscription within human reach,

textures. Some of them are quoted below (1992: 16-17):

which also makes the inscription more vulnerable to future interventions. This excludes the rare, but impressive ability to escalate
rooftops and climb on top of buildings – a skill which is captured in
the traces left by those who do it (see Figure 1.48). Work with support
however, and it is specialised equipment such as scaffolding and

––Aerosol paints – appear on all surface types – very difficult removability on rough surfaces
––Brush-applied paints – appear on all surface types – very difficult
removability on rough surfaces
––Felt-tip pens (solvent based are permanent and water based are

fork-lifts that allows one to go bigger and higher, breaking the regular

non-permanent) – smooth and semi-smooth surfaces – easy

cycle of inscriptive layering and dialogue. This is one of the ways in

removability, especially for non-permeable and non-porous

which murals come to dominate their sites, and impose a material

surfaces

presence which cannot be accessed or countered independently.6
Murals often occupy surfaces through extended material dominion,
but no surface hegemony can be designed without weakness.
The intricacy of surface and inscription materials is perhaps most

––Ball-point pen – smooth surfaces – easy removability, especially
for non-permeable and non-porous surfaces
––Lipstick/ wax crayon – usually smooth surfaces – moderate/ difficult removal for permeable porous and permeable surfaces

evident when looking at a graffiti removal manual written in 1992

––Chalk – various surfaces – easy removability

by London Underground’s Section Head of the Material Chemistry

––Pencil – various surfaces – easy removability

Section, M.J. Whitford, which illustrates the science behind surface

––Knives and other scratching implements – all surfaces/ textures,

materialities in relation to graffiti production and removal. A unique

mainly soft or crumbly materials – difficult removal, surface may

repository of graffiti removal research, the manual includes labora-

require filling or refinishing

tory studies on the nature of graffiti markings and how to remove
them; site trials of graffiti removal and the protection of vulnerable
surfaces; development of substances, equipment, methods and
instructions; protective measures and graffiti-resistant surface
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––Self-adhesive stickers – smooth surfaces – easy to remove off
hard surfaces, moderate off soft (i.e. plastic) surfaces
––Pasted fly-posters – smooth exterior surfaces – usually easy to
remove

6. Height is also a challenge for graffiti
removal contractors, who need specialised equipment and insurance to comply
with health and safety regulations for
removing graffiti that lies beyond reach.

1.48.

The roof level tag of Gold Peg from the Burning Candy Crew (see BC signature) is likely to continue its
occupation undisturbed by other inscriptions or removal crews, while marks at street level are more
vulnerable to intervention. Photo taken on Bethnal Green Road in East London in September 2016.

1.49a.

1.49b.
Example of a graffiti removal process which left almost no trace: the brick got washed, not painted over, and traces of the initial stencil are
barely visible. This process works by visually cancelling, or de-visibilising the undesired inscription, and its aim is to leave no trace and appear as
seamless as possible. Ideally, it should be as if this wall was never touched, neither by Mobstr nor by the crew who washed over his stencil.

Unwanted inscriptions are to be approached using a variety of
chemicals and methods, such as abrasive graffiti cream, scrubbing,

smooth, or porous and rough)
––Surface irregularities: cavities, pits, voids, cracks, crazing and

bleaching, sanding, grit-blasting, sharp-bladed scrapers and graffiti

blisters, all of which can be naturally present or can occur as the

removal solvents, with swabs, scrapers, scourers, scrubbing brushes,

result of manufacturing faults

trigger-spray applicators, pressure washers, abrasive blasting and
surface peening. This inventory of products and methods describes
labour-intensive, non-environmentally friendly, industrial-scale
cleaning processes, which require precise knowledge and considerable resources. Whitford lists fifteen graffiti removal methods (GRMs),
each with a surface guide to start from, indicating materials, equipment and methods to be used in every case.
The section on surface types is classified per hardness, permea-

As a general rule, hard, non-porous and impermeable surfaces are likely to have good inherent graffiti resistance and
cleanability […] Conversely, materials with poor inherent graffiti resistance (brick, cement render) are best protected before
graffiti attack, and this is increasingly being specified for newly-constructed buildings. (1992: 86)
Equally interesting is his list of materials: metal (aluminium,

bility, resistance to chemicals, resistance to weathering and texture.

stainless steel), vitreous (glass, ceramic tile, vitreous enamel, stove

Although Whitford argues that surface textures are “notoriously diffi-

enamel), masonry (concrete, brick, terrazzo, York stone, traver-

cult to describe unambiguously and often more difficult to measure

tine, marble, marble mosaic, pointing, grouting), plastics (Perspex,

quantitatively” (1992: 86), his specifications are incredibly accurate

polycarbonate, PVC), laminates (melamines, glass-reinforced

and reveal a fascinating complexity of urban surfaces and materials.

plastics, vinyl claddings), paints (gloss, emulsion, exterior weather-

Surfaces can be described through texture, profile and irregularities.

proof, powder coatings, epoxy paints, polyurethane laquers); and

––Surface texture: the overall physical state of a surface assessed

that of coatings: clear (unpigmented, available in a range of gloss

visually or by touch. It may be described as matt, highly pol-

levels), pigmented, sacrificial coatings (even permanent ones have

ished, rough, smooth, ribbed etc. There are irregular textures

limited durability, so sacrificial ones are preferred because the

(woodgrain, concrete) and regular ones (studded, ribbed, fabric/

graffiti can then be removed with pressure water only), obliterative

woven)

coatings (i.e. painting over unwanted marks) and textured coat-

––Surface profile: the cross-sectional topography of a surface:
regular (deep, shallow, open or closed) and irregular (porous but
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ings (for example, the spiked paint used to cover some electricity
substations).

Envisioned together, these lists create an extremely complex

already designed for exclusion, and have built-in privilege to sub-

inventory of surface, coating and inscription materials, whose opti-

stantially determine the image of the city. These strategies are part

mum combination is desired by everyone staking a claim to surface

of a set of Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED)

visibility. Local authorities, property developers, street artists and tag-

practices, whereby unwanted or criminal behavior is designed out

gers fundamentally operate within the constraints of these material

of places and offered less opportunity to materialise. We are familiar

agents, recruiting them to produce surface occupations. However, as

with hostile architecture in the form of barbed wire, anti-homeless

pointed out by architect Simon Unwin, these materials are not just

spikes and anti-skateboarding knobs in cities, but it can also ap-

functional, but they are also expressive, sending messages about

pear at a sub-visible level and still hold considerable influence over

process, intention and control (among other things):

‘unwanted’ behavior. In this case, we can speak about hostile surfac-

The appearance of a wall is expressive of its coming into being,
and of the conditions of its existence. A wall may express many
things: about its purpose; about its location; about the way it
was designed and built; about the influence of material and
gravity on its construction; about the skill of the person who
built it; about the attitudes and intentions of the mind that
conceived it; about the aspirations and status of its owner;
about the way it is maintained (or neglected). (Unwin 2000: 77)
The complexity of surface materials reveals just how deliberately

es, territories of adversity which are often not visibly marked (most
anti-graffiti coatings are transparent), and which silently attempt to
exclude any type of undesired addition or contention. This proves
once more how the verticality and surfaceality of cities are places of
power and control, which do not have a ‘natural’ or ‘original’ state.
Visibility is a battle of unequal resources, rigged techniques and swindled bets, and the main leverage of the outsiders lies in the sheer
mass of their numbers.
1. 3.4. Visibility and Duration

many surfaces are coated particularly to prevent inscription, and

Just like materiality, visibility is significantly fateful to the creation of

to give property owners and authorities a head start in the power

surface semiosis. Visibility is a socio-spatial process that far exceeds

balance of surface occupation. “An underlying material order is

the realm of images, to include complex relations between forces

necessary to sustain social order.” (Edensor 2005: 98) It is therefore

[or, here, inscriptions] and their entitlement. Surface visibility bat-

increasingly difficult to create any undesirable mark, to stick, paint,

tles take place daily between the most unequal of forces, through

scratch or write on these geared up spaces, as many of them are

what Brighenti called asymmetrical visibility (2007a: 326). He argues
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1.50.

Example of graffiti removal by buffing, or painting over undesired inscriptions. Mis-matching buff colours have made the object of many a critique, including
a short film by Matt McCormick titled The Subconscious Art of Graffiti Removal (2002). However, aside from the lack of resources or interest that might
lead to such patchy removal jobs, these spots of mis-matched colour are also meant to show the traces of removal and wield the visual dominance of the
remover. This process is based on blatantly obstructing undesired inscriptions from view, and having a marked say in the battle for surface visibility.

1.51.
The politics of visibility expressed by an inscription from the Romanian
city Arad, in the only non-London photograph of this study.

that the reciprocity of vision is always imperfect and limited, so the

rendering other inscriptions invisible (through parasitic placement or

balance of seeing is determined by relations of power and has an

removal of unauthorised markings). Asymmetries transform visibility

impact over who receives more support in the battle for surface

into a site of strategy (Brighenti 2007a: 326), and surfaces are such

visibility. Authorities intervene with regulatory discourses like traffic

primary sites for the strategic deployment of visibilising techniques.

signs and public notices; public labels guide our movement and ori-

Visibility matters because it is closely associated with empower-

entation through street signs; property developers promise luxurious

ment and social recognition, although being highly visible does not

lifestyles from the hoardings of construction sites; and commercial

necessarily mean having more power, as Brighenti rightfully points out

discourses flash posters, billboards and shop signs through our

using the example of Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon. However, in the

spectre of visibility. Most of these forms of surface discourse have

context of a surface semiotics, visibility is a significant category, in its

become so normalised, that they are often pushed into the rear of

complex, relational layering: “The field of visibility is distinct from all sin-

our daily attention spans, backgrounding the potential of surfaces as

gular visibility flows. It is endowed with its own thresholds of relevance

sites of visual and political multiplicity.

and its multiple ensembles of cones.” (Brighenti 2007a: 326, original

However, transgressive voices also make their presence felt

emphasis) What is allowed to be visible and by who, at which vantage

through independent inscriptive practices, strategically occupying

points and to what audiences, and what resources are mobilised to

urban surfaces in their own right. As opposed to their sanctioned

make this happen – these are all concerns for what Brighenti called

counterparts, these non-commercial voices “obscure and muddy

“the complex phenomenon of the field of visibility” (2007a: 324).

the urban façade, defacing the original surface that the planners,
architects and building managers painstakingly and expensively created” (Mould 2015: 94). Graffiti is cryptic, unpredictable and warm
(Alvelos 2002: 42, added emphasis), and it has the capacity to undermine sanctioned modes of visibility and re-semanticise surfaces,
rewriting their meaning and questioning their standing. Independent
markings destabilise surfaces, reactivating them visually and semiotically as locations of the struggle for visibility. Surface visibility can be
attained by prominently placing one’s own inscription, but also by
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Shaping and managing visibility is a huge work that human
beings do tirelessly. As communication technologies enlarge
the field of the socially visible, visibility becomes a supply and
demand market. At any enlargement of the field, the question
arises of what is worth being seen at which price – along with
the normative question of what should and what should not be
seen. These questions are never simply a technical matter: they
are inherently practical and political. (Brighenti 2007a: 327)

1.52.
Visibility is different from looking: what matters is being visible, not being seen.

Surfaces are significant parts of the field of urban visibility, which

This all takes place in the vertical city, whose previously dis-

is constituted by multiple relations of perception (aesthetics) and

cussed spaces of exposure are key sites for exploring the importance

power (politics). Shaping and managing visibility is therefore a prac-

of visibility.

tical and political issue with social and spatial implications, which
can be observed not only on the respective surfaces, but also way
beyond them.7 For example, vehicular and pedestrian flows in the
city rely on the correct placement of traffic signs, sentences for graffiti writers depend on how many of their tags the police identified
and recorded, and the commercial viability of a brand results from
the number of people who see and identify their logo or product.
The stakes of the visibility game are high, and all players have a lot
invested in the win.
The nature of supportive surfaces can have a powerful impact

Surfaces that form the visible city are vertical: visibility becomes a contest for using and regulating vertical spaces. The
wall is a metaphor for verticality–buildings, street layout, and
boundary walls form the topography of the visible in public
space, or more appropriately, publicly viewable, space. (Irvine
2012: 243, original emphasis)
Visibility is therefore a socio-spatialised process, as the field
of visibility depends on its siting. Brighenti notes how visibility is
associated with public space, and invisibility, with private space,

on the visibility of their supported signs. Surface ownership, mate-

and surfaces are the planes of friction between the two. They will

rials, accessibility and exposure all influence the duration of signs’

support processes of in-visibilisation and hiding, of stealing the

public lives. It is usually a regulatory or legal claim that makes the

show and showing the steal, all of which are ways of manipulating

difference between ephemeral, transient signs and sturdy, durable

visibility and publicness. The right to contribute to the image of

ones, as control over property is exercised and display authorisa-

the city will be carefully guarded and eagerly claimed, because vis-

tions are granted or denied. At the same time, the physicality of

ibility is a form of political control of the public sphere. The more

both sign and surface are also decisive factors, and can make a dif-

inscriptions are visible on city surfaces, and the more diverse they

ference in period of occupation. For example, paper-based inscrip-

are, the richer and more inclusive the public sphere. Moreover,

tions are likely to weather away more easily than metallic plaques,

the contextually-responsive and unstable nature of becoming

irrespective of their (un)authorised nature; while anything painted

visible offers resilience to many surface markings, which can

on a smooth surface such as glass or metal is easier to remove and

attempt to write their own rules, with minimum resources or initial

prone to a shorter life span.

advantages.
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7. The discipline of visual culture has
a lot to offer in terms of dealing with
visibility and the power, agency and
affect of images, by asking not only
what images mean, but also what
they do, what makes them vital and
what they want (Mitchell 2002: 176).
Placement and mediality are also
relevant to this understanding of images
(Belting, 2005), and so is the interplay
between different image types within
specific social spaces (Robins, 1996: 5).

1.53.
The complex nature of visibility affordances.

Such resources are often invisible and could come in the form of
technologically impressive surface coatings, which are meant to protect
certain buildings, signs or even murals from alteration, and impose an

textual communications displayed in cities, for us to encounter.
The clearest proposal for a non-metaphorical understanding of

inconspicuous yet powerful regime of control. However, all public signs

the language of the city was made by Roland Barthes, who saw text

are ultimately vulnerable and are subject to responses, appropriation,

as an all-scale tool of accessing urban meaning:

collaboration, defacement, interpretation, weathering, attack or obliteration. In a dramatic exposure to public view, surface inscriptions assume
a life of their own in public space and become subject to what cultural
historian David Henkin called a close, socially unstable reading (1998: 60).
1. 3.5. Text in Cities and the City-Text

The city is a discourse, and this discourse is actually a language: the city speaks to its inhabitants, we speak our city, the
city where we are, simply by inhabiting it, by traversing it, by
looking at it. (1988: 195)
The ability to speak the city-text involves not just language skills,

Surface occupation takes place through several types of marks, but

but also movement and vision, and a dynamic understanding of ur-

the rhetoric that accompanies urban signs is commonly a linguistic

ban communication at different spatial scales. Barthes’ proposal for

one, by which cities can be legible, public signs are meant to be

the language of the city as science, not metaphor, was taken up by

read, people who practice graffiti are writers and the city primarily

linguist Rodrigue Landry and social psychologist Richard Bourhis in

creates a textual landscape around us. While cities as text can be

their description of the linguistic landscape, a science based precise-

encountered via a reading from above (see de Certeau 1984, Barthes

ly on reading the city in a non-metaphorical way.

2000), text in cities is only accessible through a reading from below,
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understandings, and potentially accounts for the chaotic mass of

Linguistic landscape is a tool for approaching text-in-cities rather than

paying attention to the language of the city, which operates from

cities-as-text, and was designed to capture this layered textual complexity

beneath and from within. Semiotician and literary theorist Julien

and offer methods for its elucidation. It is a subfield of sociolinguistics, and

Greimas describes a city-text, made up of people and things, of their

was first proposed by Landry and Bourhis in their 1997 paper “Linguistic

relations and interactions (1986), while Martin Krampen speaks of the

Landscape and Ethnolinguistic Vitality”. Here, the authors defined linguistic

verbal crust of the city as one way through which the city commu-

landscapes as the sum of textual inscriptions present in an urban area, which

nicates (1979). Instead of ordering and simplifying our perspective

spans a variety of media and languages, and therefore offers an insight into

like a bird’s eye viewpoint, the reading from below complicates our

the geographic territories occupied by minority language communities.

1.54.

The surface as a site of visibility. The windows of this soon-to-be-demolished property are boarded up to prevent visibility and access,
but the boards are more than hard, protective borders: they are also locations for display, as is made apparent by the grey painted
background and the plywood cutout of Homer Simpson, who was struck down for having committed the crime of writing on the wall.

1.55.

The city-text with its myriad variations.

1.56.
The city is language, it writes and shows text.

Linguistic landscape studies are usually limited to verbal signs,

contributed significantly to the localised study of language through

often in multilingual areas, and focus mostly on quantitative research

its connections to the built environment, transgression and the

(like counting minority language signs), analysing inscriptions accord-

right to urban semiosis (Scollon and Wong Scollon 2010; Shohamy,

ing to language used, multilingualism and language policies.

Ben-Rafael and Barni 2010; Pennycook 2009, 2010). However, graffiti

The language of public road signs, advertising billboards,
street names, place names, commercial shop signs, and public
signs on government buildings combines to form the linguistic
landscape of a given territory, region or urban agglomeration.
(Landry and Bourhis 1997: 25)

is more than a linguistic genre or a literary practice, especially when
considered in its varied stylistic forms. Urban inscriptive practices are
also closely determined by their image components, whether they
be self-sufficient figurations or visual stylisations of language.
According to David Henkin, textual literacy used to be at the
centre of the urban sign system long before logos and graphic com-

This is not meant to be an exhaustive list, and it calls for the

munication on advertising billboards became popular. In his study,

inclusion of unsanctioned practices which contribute to the linguis-

City Reading (1998), Henkin writes about the importance of public

tic landscape just as prominently, such as notices, tags, ads, stickers,

signs in developing the population’s literacy in mid-19th Century

graffiti throw-ups and pieces, slogans or any other kind of textual

New York. As opposed to Lynch (whose Image of the City provides a

scribbling. Indeed, both graffiti and street art works can constitute

text-based model for assimilating visual objects in the city), Henkin

parts of the linguistic landscape, irrespective of their supported or

focuses entirely on the textual and evokes an atmosphere of vibrant

independent character.

commercial messages on the walls of New York City. He argues that

Several scholars working in the field of linguistic landscapes have

the publicly visible signs of that city and period seem to have been

explored graffiti in their studies: it was discussed as indicative of a

privately produced and to have advertised exclusively personal

community’s vernacular literary practices (Jaworski and Thurlow

and commercial interests, with few signs representing authority

2010); mentioned as part of the bottom-up configured linguistic

and instructing people how to behave. Urban dwellers learned to

landscape (Waksman and Shohamy 2010) and as part of the lan-

orientate themselves in the jungle of private signs by navigating their

guage of minority or excluded social groups (Marten 2010); recog-

messages and locations, which offered an entry point into the life

nised as a literary genre (Blume 1985); defined as a form of anti-lan-

of the city. Public text was bringing people together over shared

guage (Dimitris 2011); and considered as a linguistic genre which has

iterations which did not depend on anyone’s personal relationships,
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1.57.
Each (*) marks a separate instance of language
signs which form the linguistic landscape.

1.58.

This large, block painted letter is not only a clear and legible text sign, but also a
stylistic mark of artist Ben Eine, whose type designs are his signature creations.

1.59.
The legibility of surface texts goes a long way in
determining their acceptability and their life span.

1.60.

Written text is always styled, and placement and design offer clues about the propriety of language on city
surfaces. Here, the street number and shop sign are written in a legible typeface and therefore project a
legitimate presence, while the throw-ups and posters appear to be unsanctioned, opportunistic presences.

1.61.
The bigger and sharper the image, the more visibility it captures.

but rather on their being part of the city, in what resembled a form

understand and navigate our cities, and proposed that orderly and

of commune. Urban signs made one feel of the city through the

legible urban environments are essential to a pleasurable experience

shared experience of public space, readability and visibility, and city

of the city (Lynch: 1975). The easier it is to read a space and decode

life became more open and more accessible because of its publicly

its configuration (or speak its language), the more beautiful its urban

displayed signage.

environments and the more pleasurable the experience of being

Henkin also observes that the legibility of cityscapes has be-

there – so Lynch’s argument went. At the same time, the more illegi-

come an expectation of the urban dweller, and he compares this

ble an urban space, the more anxiety it is likely to cause, as it fails to

to our expectation that consumer goods come with labels (1998: 3).

show a planned and orderly foundation and seems to be the result

This seems like a telling analogy because product labels, much like

of incontrollable, anonymous actions. Lynch uses a textual attribute

urban signs, are rarely made from bare lines of text. Text on labels is

to define the image of the city, which he measures through “legibil-

often accompanied by images and is always placed and designed

ity”, but he also proposes “imageability” as a desirable attribute, as

in a certain way, and so are the messages on our city surfaces. We

it produces a strong mental image and clarifies the standing of the

receive textual communication in a visually mediated way, and the

object.

way messages are designed will often describe their authority or illicitness. It is the visual components of inscriptions that I am turning to
now, before assessing the role of both text and image in configuring
surface communication.
1. 3.6. Images in Cities and the Image of the City
Images in cities are as relevant as language signs for the decoding of
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It is that shape, colour, or arrangement which facilitates the
making of vividly identified, powerfully structured, highly useful mental images of the environment […] objects are not only
able to be seen, but are presented sharply and intensely to
the senses. (1975: 9-10).
This desirability for order and clarity in the configuration of

surface communication (see Picturing Place, a research project by

cities manifests itself both at the level of urban planning (which was

Mogilevich, Ross and Campkin, 2014). Planner Kevin Lynch spoke of

Lynch’s focus) and at the level of city signage, which is only meant to

the image of the city, which he defined as a cognitive image, based

be displayed in a permissioned and orderly fashion, under relevant

on the perceived legibility and accessibility of the city for its inhab-

authorisation. Large and sharply designed signs are usually more no-

itants. Lynch argued that appearance was crucial for the way we

ticeable, but the smaller, less striking ones can be just as prominent

in their occupation of city surfaces. In fact, cities rarely behave in the

Linguistic and visual landscapes can therefore not be fully sep-

desired legible manner envisioned by Lynch, and their less control-

arated or differentiated, causing the opposition between text and

lable utterances are part of what makes cities attractive. When cities

image to collapse and asking for a new reading of semiological urban

are illegible, they might perhaps produce social anxiety, but con-

surfacescapes. This has been acknowledged from within the visual

versely they can also generate pleasure and curiosity, and become a

culture discipline by WJT Mitchell through his argument that all media

source of politics, encounter and discovery. Ben Highmore proposes

are mixed media (Mitchell 2002); while semioticians Kress and van

that the discipline of urban culture salvage and expose cities’ illegibil-

Leeuwen have called for a multimodal reading of semiotic discourse,

ities, instead of trying to correct or adjust them.

which must be interdisciplinary and consider different modes of

Urban cultural studies then might want to side with the wayward and diverse against the forces of legibility […] This would
mean that urban cultural studies would have some obligation
to recover heterogeneity, to rescue ‘illegibility’ at the point
where it was about to be subsumed by the forces of order
(be they academic or governmental). (2005: 8)
Visual and textual legibility no longer pertain solely to disciplines
studying languages and images, but have become attributes of urban environments and measurements of urban forms. City dwellers
are expected to develop visual and textual literacies to navigate
the urban environment, and these two competencies are often
interchangeable. They have been explained via each other’s model
(through examples such as the visibility of languages and the readability of images), suggesting that understanding one is necessary for
understanding the other, and our looking and reading skills are not in
fact that different.

communication at the same time (Kress van Leeuwen 2001, see
also Edwards-Vanderhoek 2017). Cultural theorist Ella Chmielewska
also argues that visual and textual analyses of surface inscriptions
are both essential, as inscriptions are very rarely either text or image
(2005, 2007); and she refers to the proliferation of images and the
heightened visibility of language as examples of hybrid signs (2010).
Similarly, James Elkins proposes that we snap out of our “word-image
trance” by using the Greek concepts gramma (picture, written letter,
and piece of writing) and graphein (to write, draw or scratch) instead.
Together, gramma and graphein preserve a memory of a time
when the divisions we are so used to did not exist, and they
help us remember, when we need to, that picturing and writing are both kinds of ‘scratching’ – that is, marking on and in
surfaces. (Elkins 1999: 83)
Drawing, scratching and surface marking are all common attributes of graffiti definitions and graffiti shares a common etymological
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1.62.

Some attributes of high surface imageability.

1.63.
Features of low imageability.

1.64.

Sanctioned and unsanctioned texts and images occupying the same wall: the metallic sheet of the council sign,
the small paper stickers, the texts written in marker pen and aerosol, and those scratched into the supporting
wall, form a cluster of hybrid surface inscriptions, material traces of urban inclusion and multiplicity.

1.65.
Graffiti is many ways of writing.

root with the Greek graphein and the Indo-European *gerebh-,

Multimodal and semiotically mobile, surface inscriptions form

which is a general term for writing, drawing and scratching. Elkins

material and communicative networks, and undergo a process of

includes graffiti in the category of allographs, which he defines as

material charting and adaptation when occupying spots on city sur-

forms of typography and calligraphy, namely the visual changes

faces. The materials of surfaces confront those of inscriptions, and

made to letters without affecting their alphabetic identities, or their

the verticality of surfaces determines inscriptions’ prominence and

textual communicative potential (Elkins,1999: 95). Graffiti is therefore

visibility. Markings adapt to the latency of some territories, such as

textual and visual at the same time, and so are many of the signs

walls where owners do not clean tags, spots where councils do not

encountered on the surfaces of our cities. Furthermore, even when

respond to fly posting, or billboard displays which are not checked

distinct signs appear clearly recognisable as either one or the other,

for legality. Where is available and at what cost? Will responsibility be

they often aggregate in hybrid communicative clusters which will

claimed for the placement? And what legal and material affordances

display attributes of both image and language. Seeing and reading

are there for the chosen location of display? These relations between

the city takes place through both linguistic and visual landscapes,

sign and surface are fundamental to the entire dynamics of signs

which must work simultaneously to account for the complexity of

in public spaces, be they subversive or authoritative, informative or

city surface communication.

artistic. Chmielewska’s interpretation of surface signage is closely
focused on the importance of placement:

1. 4. Taking place and making it
1. 4.1. Inscriptions occupy surfaces
In the previous section, we have seen how surfaces possess surfaceality and verticality, how they support visibility and materiality,
and how they display text, image and other multimodal expressions.

Every urban sign, each billboard or display screen is a semiotic
object whose material presence indexes and informs both the
visual context and the specific physical location. Whether the
content of its message is generic or place-specific, its location creates a discrete condition of semiosis. (Chmielewska 2010: 277-8)
Linguist Roy Harris similarly explains the importance of locational

Surface semiotic interpretations can benefit greatly from describing

content, as he speaks of a semiological relationship of surface to text,

these elements and understanding the ways in which they aggregate,

which is determined by the affinities or tensions that exist between

to form presence, meaning and agency in the city.

the two: “[T]he surface is not semiologically inert or valueless. It
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makes its contribution to the significance of what is written, and it

Lane-Shoreditch-Bethnal Green area of London, which is very dense

may do so in various ways.” (Harris 1995: 113) Aside from the function

in aerosol inscriptions. By carefully examining the content of this

of surfaces as semiotically-charged spaces of exposure, they also

frame, it becomes apparent that visual forms are rarely celebrated

present a variety of materials and coatings, enabling or preventing

or frowned upon in themselves. The acceptability of inscriptions is

their use as platforms for communication.

always determined in-situ. Here, tags appear on the side wall and

Surface inscriptions only make sense when they take place. They

8. Specifically, Part 6 of the
2003 Anti-Social Behaviour
Act and Part 4 of the 2005
Clean Neighbourhoods and
Environment Act. See chapter 4.

on the shutter, and the latter is accepted as an artistic signature on

signify from the moment of surface encounter, as results of negotia-

a commissioned painting. Tolerance is also given to commercial

tions with potential locations. This was acknowledged by geographer

inscriptions, whose authorisation nevertheless remains dubious.

Kurt Iveson when he called graffiti a cartographic practice, showing

Advertising can often be installed without permission, and the small

how terrain charting is of utmost importance in the practice of graffiti

commercial stickers in this image are just one instance of such a

(2007: 126), and by cultural theorist Carrie Noland, who uses visual

situation. In the UK, flyposting and graffiti fall under the incidence of

and spatial relations like juxtaposition, superimposition and supple-

the same legislation.8

mentation to analyze the placement of graffiti. According to Noland,

Arguably, the reason why graffiti has been more interesting for

making sense of graffiti’s use of space will help us understand how

scholars than other forms of public visual discourse is because it

signs are added to the surfaces of the city, while shedding a new light

is perceived as being out of place (see Cresswell’s analysis of the

on urban and geographical space itself. “The power of graffiti may lie

hierarchy of visual rights to places in his oft referenced essays on

not in their ability to mark out a territory, but rather in their tendency

the crucial ‘where’ of graffiti: 1992 and on geography and transgres-

to reveal the way in which territory is represented through marks.”

sion: 1996). Graffiti is a favoured topic for place and territory studies

(2005: 313) The process of taking place appears to be fundamental

because it is very rarely recognised as pertaining to an environment,

not just in the discovery of graffiti, but also of other surface signage.

and has not undergone a process of backgrounding like other urban

The wider the lens applied to surface inscriptions, the more

semiotic marks (Jaworski and Thurlow 2010: 21).

diverse the information which can be obtained from their semi-

However, ethnographic studies point to the careful selection of

otic reading. For example, Figure 1.67 shows how aerosol paint-

writing spots by graffiti writers, showing how graffiti is always in tune

ings are a desirable option for on-site commercial signage. This

with its supportive environment (Ferrell and Weide 2010), while street

comes as a response to the wider visual context of the Brick

artists are declared adept masters of spatial semiotics because of
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their engagement with the city (Irvine 2012). Geographer Luke Dickens

describe territories, shutters continue to protect shop windows and

has proposed including graffiti in the “wealth of other cultures of

street signs keep telling us how to behave at junctions. For those who

inscription” as a means of researching the city (2008: 472), while

work creatively on urban surfaces, different types of spaces have an

Chmielewska has repeatedly emphasised the importance of research-

active imaginative function, they generate availability and are full of

ing graffiti as a localised practice: “A graffito is a topo-sensitive language

creative and political potential.

sign that points to itself while designating the local surface and referencing the discourse that surrounds it.” (Chmielewska 2007: 163)
1. 4.2. Surfaces frame inscriptions
Surface semiotic readings show that the flow of inscriptions on
the vertical territories of cities is neither random nor unconditional. Indeed, all types of inscriptions require access to walls, and the
action of obtaining this access can often lead to the most spectacular
results, or the most severe trespass charges. Surfaces often provide
frames for the creation of inscriptions, so that individual marks are
separated from the surrounding visual chaos, and presented as objects of heightened visual interest. Just like frames enclose and protect

These surfaces are rarely smooth or continuous, but are
always framed or interrupted by windows, doorways, columns, niches, ledges and pipes that can serve as the edge
to a piece or can be incorporated into it. This micro-context
can be used to add meaning to graffiti that then becomes
inextricably grounded in place. This micro-geography of graffiti includes the ways that graffiti is layered like a palimpsest
with new work responding to the work beneath it with transformed meanings and partial erasures. (Dovey, Wollan and
Woodcock 2009: 10)
Street frames only become frames from the moment they

fine art works, surface elevations and their details can highlight the

receive a signifier. Should this not appear, they will continue to serve

presence of carefully placed inscriptions. They can break down eleva-

their everyday functions without seeming useless, empty or devoid

tions into approachable units, and display spots of preferred visibility.

of meaning – as fine art frames would be.

Although frames are autonomous objects in the case of fine art,

In the street, the separation between picture and environment

they almost never exist independently in the case of surface inscrip-

loses its strength and clarity, as borders become blurred and the

tions: surface frames belong to the street and, in many respects, they

picture seeks integration rather than autonomy. Here, the frame

are the street. They are a series of potentialities which gets activated

coincides with the environment, instead of functioning as a border

selectively, while continuing to serve functional purposes: walls still

between the picture and the environment. Backdrop and border
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belong to the same material context and are non-detachable, form-

have a unique quality which distinguishes them from the rest of the

ing a single supportive unit for different surface inscriptions.

built environment surfaces: they are already meant to be looked at,

Street frames can then be defined as well-delineated segments
of surface environments, which create a visually distinct territory

and come with a pre-existing visibility capital.
When occupied as frames for display, these signs become de-

through particular physical features. In the streets, frames bring their

tached from their intended messages and are brought back into cir-

respective inscriptions into existence, by signaling areas of availabil-

culation as physical, material objects. This is what anthropologist Tim

ity and inviting contributions to fulfill their framing potential. Street

Ingold described as the difference between form and material: when

frames are borders, easels and canvases at the same time, effectively

we view something as material, he argues that its form recedes in our

performing all these functions for surface inscriptions.

awareness, and what we see is potential for further acts of making,

A few consequences arise from this:
––A tighter, more intrinsic connection between piece, frame and

for growth and transformation. (Ingold 2007: 3) When viewed as
material potential, a traffic sign is no longer the fixed indicator of

place: pieces are not transportable or interchangeable like they

its function, but it becomes a designated surface for independent

would be on a gallery wall. In fact, they are often direct respons-

expression: a readily framed canvas.

es to this predetermined spatial structure, which turns into their
permanent home.
––Frames cannot be added selectively after the creative process,

Street signs are generally accessible and convenient frames to
work with, as they define clear, well delineated territories and they
bear within them the normative voice of authority. Independent

but they are one of its constitutive elements. Frames are thus of

additions attach themselves to these signs to obtain visibility, while

primary importance for surface creation, becoming a creative

subversively occupying illicit spots within the frame of legality itself.

and not just a supportive element.
––Location itself is a constitutive part of the creative process, illus-

1. 4.3. Inscriptions are surfaces

trating yet again how inscriptions are always specific to their sites.

It is not just sanctioned street signage that can provide a bracket for

Sanctioned plaques are a distinct such category of street

independent, illicit inscriptions. The latter can also occupy the sur-

frames. They can easily become supportive surfaces for other

faces of other independent inscriptions, generating a dialogue about

inscriptions because of their formal features, such as placement,

style, content and message. The choice of positioning one’s piece

shape, availability, colour, design or accessibility. Moreover, they

against the frame of an existing piece can recontextualise both old
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1.66.

Taking place is the result of intricate negotiations.

1.67.
Inscriptions are highly responsive to their environments and integrate differently in each given
situation. Here, a street corner photographed in Bethnal Green, East London, in September 2016.

1.68.

Surface geometries are sites for display.

1.69.
Surface frames offer enclosure and distinction to
inscriptions, but they do little to protect them.

and new work, and give new layers of meaning to all.
For example, tagging over someone’s work is often interpreted

repainted this wall numerous times, giving the impression that he
had taken ownership of the space, and claiming precedence over

as a gesture of defiance, but can also be understood as the seizure

the right to use it. And there is nothing that will invite more swift and

of an opportunity to become visible. In Figure 1.73, the frame, or

diverse reactions than such a power stance in an otherwise plural,

background of this image shows a poster by the world famous, well

collective surface space.

established and branded artist Shepard Fairey, which was used by

These examples stand to remind us that drawing on city surfaces

the red tag in the foreground as a selected location for taking place.

comes with no guarantees of protection or longevity, and that any pic-

This is a statement about different cultural stances, graffiti vs street

ture is potentially a background in the making. Surfaces are exposed

art, drawing skills vs mass produced prints, local vs global, and

to new scrutiny and interpretation, and it is never down to a single

rejected vs celebrated inscriptions – all of which emerge through this

instance to decide on the aspect of a certain wall, at least not for long.

layering of images.
A similar phenomenon took place with this piece by high profile
street artist Stik (Figure 1.74), who had used a black frame on the

The specificity of urban semiotics according to Roland Barthes is

façade of this building to contain his drawing, producing a clean,

that the relation between signifier and signified is no longer stable

accessible and deliberately placed piece. The DSEP tag going over it,

and one-to-one, but becomes fluid and potentially infinite, as each

takes advantage of the new visual qualities of this location, engaging

signifier can point to any number of signifieds. Not only that, but

in a direct dialogue with the preexisting piece while occupying its

signs can also lack signifieds, or fail to point to anything other than

surface in a parasitical manner. It is also worth noting that Stik had

themselves, in which case they turn into what French philosopher

painted the work with permission, as part of the Dulwich Outdoor

Jean Baudrillard called simulacra (1993). For example, depending on

Gallery, a wider local initiative for the sanctioned creation of street

the interpreter, a tag can signify anything from a signature of a gang

art. Once again, it is the named artist who was offered primacy over

member, to an act of thoughtless vandalism, a form of damage to

an area, while the anonymous tagger claimed their right to react.

property, an element of creative calligraphy or a familiar trace in

Another example is the triptych from Figure 1.75, which was part
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1. 4.4. Expanded surface semiotics

an alienating city. Baudrillard’s own argument was that tags neither

of a series of X-ray rainbow objects painted consecutively by the

denoted or connoted anything, and he illustrated his concept of

artist Shok-1 on the same wall in London’s Brick Lane. Shok-1 had

the empty signifier by using tags as examples (see discussion of Kool

1.70.
Opportunity for heightened visibility, or lack of inventiveness
when approaching the surface canvas?

Killer from Chapter 2). From infinite to empty signification, urban

unexpected messages. This is the case when authorities produce

signs are polymorphous and hard to read in single ways. Barthes was

messages which have an independent, grassroots aesthetic; or street

fascinated by this difficulty of urban semiotics, which he explored in

artists employ advertising resources to put up their art; and corpo-

his essay ‘Semiology and the Urban’ (1988). He went as far as assim-

rations use street art murals to promote their products. In fact, the

ilating the city to its signs, but he never presented a solution for how

lines between these have become so blurred, that our sign reading

an urban semiotics might look in practice. The furthest he probably

proficiency is often yet to keep up with the incredibly complex range

came was to provide the following blueprint for others to process:

of hybrid urban signage. Furthermore, with an increasing number of

“[urban semiotics procedures] would likely consist in dissociating

street art works being created with permission, it can often be tricky

the urban text into units, then in distributing these units into formal

to distinguish between sanctioned and unsanctioned signs, or legal

classes, and thirdly, in finding the rules of combination and of trans-

and illegal productions. Surfaces often hold the key to this interpre-

formation for these units and for these models” (1988: 196).

tation, but our personal knowledge and prejudice can also heavily

The semiotics of hybrid surface inscriptions reveals multiple
scenarios about human interaction in public space. Each sign bears

influence our understanding.
The more graffiti we see, the more proficient we become at

within it not just its physical presence, but has the capacity of invok-

reading its visual, textual and spatial codes, but our perception is

ing the presence of its producer and projecting intentionality in their

also culturally influenced, and is often the result of deliberate misin-

action. For example, we know advertising is there to sell us some-

formation. Whether we imagine a skilled creative young person or a

thing even when we don’t actually read what it says. Moreover, we

dangerous vandal when we see a tag; or a talented trained artist or

know advertising is exactly that because of the way it is placed and

a corporate design team when we look at a mural, our projection

the visual codes it employs, this being a skill we constantly perfect as

becomes imprinted in that particular inscription, which stands for

city dwellers, whether we wish to or not.

its author(s) and indexes their presence. Similarly, governing bodies

Henkin argues that our sign reading abilities have developed

leave signs of their presence in the form of surface coatings, street

through time, creating an authority for public signage which did

and traffic signs, which come to represent their authority. The graffiti

not exist from the beginning (1998: 65). However, sign producers

writer and the local council are both working on claiming territo-

have perfected their skills and learned to play with our sign read-

ries. The one thing that differs is our understanding of their right to

ing proficiency by using certain visual or spatial codes to transmit

do so, and therefore of the perceived legitimacy of their respective
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endeavours.
Inscriptions are sums of their media, message, linguistic and

the surface, through aggregates of textual and visual signage. This
complex semiotic system includes private interests, mutually indiffer-

visual codes, as well as of the territories they belong to and the

ent pursuits, antagonistic ideologies and discrete messages (Henkin

visual context that surrounds them. There are connections to be

1998: 3), all drawing and redrawing on fluid and interactive surface

deciphered and layers to be read on any urban surface, although its

territories.

immediate legibility or visual appeal can prove rather misleading. It is

A semiotics of inscriptions and surfaces can generate knowl-

often the large, crisp and sharp signs which make a more powerful

edge about cities, by revealing the intricacies of surface materialities,

impact, as opposed to the smaller, undecipherable, and less strik-

territories and visibility battles. Inscriptions are the products of urban

ing ones, but they both form meaningful parts of urban cultures. In

cultures and rhythms, but they also produce new cultures of their

fact, the number of unsanctioned signs on city surfaces very likely

own, which can have a profound impact on how cities are perceived,

exceeds their sanctioned counterparts, illustrating an urban environ-

regulated and navigated. WJT Mitchell suggested that visual culture is

ment which rarely behaves in a permissioned and orderly fashion.

the visual construction of the social, not just the social construction

Signs can be markers of liveliness and inhabitation, just as surfaces

of vision (2002: 170); and hybrid surface inscriptions are one of the

are potentially vigorous social spaces in contemporary cities.

ways in which social life constructs itself spatially and visually. This

Through a restitution of semiotic context, this chapter has shown

chapter has been an effort to integrate all these semiotic categories

how signs can reveal the language minorities in an area, speak of the

into a single spatialised discourse, and explore vertical urban terri-

daily habits and customs of city dwellers, and point to ownership

tories in their complex support of surface communication. Urban

and entitlement as shaping forces in cities. Surface signs reveal the

cultures research has a lot to gain from performing a more compre-

degree of privatisation of urban environments, offer insights into

hensive reading of surfaces and inscriptions, and graffiti can provide

cultural trends and they show which displays are allowed under spe-

a generous starting point for such an endeavour.

cific circumstances, often through the traces of their removal. One
can learn about a city’s real estate market by looking at its signage,
as they can learn about its artistic inclinations and political grievances, its social policies and cost of life, and its inhabitants’ problems,
passions and preoccupations. These are all inscribed in the fabric of
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1.71.

Showing inscriptions in zones of visual focus: plaque is already meant to be looked at.

1.72.

Had these tags been done on the brick wall a few meters down the road, their chances of visibility would have been
dramatically reduced, partly due to the loss of the white background and the lack of framing: there would have been
nothing there to guide our view towards them, or to produce a well contained space for their manifestation.

1.73.

Photo of a tagged poster by Shepard Fairey, Commercial Road, East London, April 2015. Look
closely at the photo, and you can see how an initial red tag was painted over to try and restore
the poster to its original form, revealing contrasting degrees of warrant and entitlement.

1.74.
Photo taken in Dulwich, South London, in August 2015. The building façade provides a
frame for Stik’s figurative work, which in its turn offers a background for the tag on top.

1.75.

Three different subversions of a wall dominated by a single artist:
defacement, political messages, chalk drawings and a silver penis on top
of a six-fingered hand. Photo taken in Brick Lane in April 2015.

(left) Detail of a London mural painted
by superstar artist Shepard Fairey in
2012. The mural went up to support
Fairey’s exhibition at Stolen Space Gallery
in October 2012, and was afforded
protected surface status from the
beginning: a prominently placed, large
scale single discourse, intolerant of
expressive plurality within its bounds.

(center) A few months
later, territorial inclusion
was still being fought for,
between the privileged
“art” in the background
and the unwanted “crime”
in the foreground.

1.76c.

1.76b.

1.76a.

(right) Finally, multiple
layers out-marked the
fiercely protected mural,
claiming a right to surface
participation despite
their lack of authorisation
or endorsement.

1.77.

Surfaces and inscriptions often give us clues
about their legal and cultural acceptability.

1.78.
Graffiti is more than the words that make up its signatures.

1.79.

An example of visual codes appropriated for purposes outside their conventional remit: graffiti visuals are employed to change the territorial and
aesthetic praxis of commercial messages, as is the case with this spray-painted hoarding announcing the launch of a range of luxury apartments. This
looks like graffiti, but it is advertising, and might be illegal nonetheless. Notice how “Eagle Black 15.05.14” was sprayed over another promotional message
on the same hoarding, indicating a change of marketing strategy from something more conventional, to what was likely perceived as an edgier approach.

1.80.

Stencil bait for shared art ownership scheme. This “Original Banksy” stencil was placed in one of London’s most prolific street art areas near the Truman
Brewery, capitalising on the presence of street work to raise interest. Follow the arrow, one might assume, and it will lead you to one of Banksy’s street works.
Instead, this was an advertisement for a local gallery which was selling artworks by the share (hence the £120 price per share of an artwork by Banksy).

1.81.

Sponsored mural to promote electronics company, painted with permission by Dan Kitchener, using fluorescent paint, under
the administration of Global Street Art. This was paid for by multinational conglomerate and it displays a logo and hashtag
to mark that fact, but the scale of the painting makes it easy to overlook its raison d’être. The brand proposes itself as a
supporter of creative outdoor expression, while pushing a commercial message from behind a street art aesthetic.

1.82.
An open-source book of surface
production and transgression.

1. 5. Conclusion or, Six Proposals for the
Significance of Signs and Surfaces

2. Neutral surface mode does not exist.
There is no such thing as an impartial surface, free from invisible
tensions and palpable material constraints. Surfaces generate capital

1. Surfaces are deep, although they appear shallow.

by hosting consumerist messages or promoting city-wide agendas

Surfaces are spaces of friction, tension and expression. They are the

of regeneration and placemaking; they become objects of adoration

patchy areas between the hard and soft parts of the built environ-

and unattainability when embellishing contemporary architectural

ment, between stuff and air, between private solids and public fluids.

icons; they evolve into bi-dimensional monuments of aesthetic and

Surfaces separate and expose, they contain and endure, and they

heritage interest; and they are tools of exclusion and control in the

brandish their cracks and colours in public view, often for public

fight for the image of the city. In fact, I would suggest that surfaces

access. Classes of surface materials can be read as inventories of

are the image of the city, hence the high stakes in protecting their

building technologies, but they are also objects of expressive interest

desired aspect, and predicting any potential threats to their integrity.

which made me into a passionate observer and photographer.
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The spaces of exclusion of the neoliberal city often appear in

Just like derma on living creatures, the skin of the city is deep and

the form of private ownership of public spaces, which also reflects

multi-layered. It exhibits textural intensities and variations, along with

in the treatment of surfaces. Hostile surfaces, just like hostile archi-

a multitude of exquisite imperfections. City surfaces accumulate

tecture, are designed to preclude any unwanted inscriptions and to

paint and colour, creating a palimpsest of testimonies and experi-

offer customised, built-in rejection of nonconformist signage. These

ences, but they also shed their fabrics in an unaffected process of

coatings densify surfaces even more, and they slyly politicise the ma-

self-preservation. Like skin, surfaces develop rifts and intervals, signs

teriality of the surface by not declaring their presence. The resulting

of deliberate modelling and trauma, which they continue to flaunt

under-cover surfaces will less readily accept dispute and inscription,

nonchalantly, always prepared for more. The process of looking at

but they will nevertheless maintain their exposure and vulnerability,

signs and inscriptions has led me to notice and discern their surfaces

albeit in a less accessible way. Ultimately, it all goes down on the sur-

and acquire interest in them as pre-inscribed agents, whose depth

facescape: reinforcements, breaches, commodification, acceptance,

and density offered much material for this study, and prolonged

segregation, conviviality, occupation – and there is no better way to

opportunity for reflection.

examine these than by looking at inscriptions.

3. Graffiti and street art are not that interesting (but hybrid

4. Multiple emplaced inscriptions can be interpreted through

inscriptions are)

a semiotics of surfaces.

Graffiti and street art have often been the stars of surface investi-

To make sense of hybrid aggregates of signs in their surface

gations only because they were made to leave their surfaces behind:

locations, specific types of semiotic interpretation come close to

de-contextualised, they became objects of aesthetic interest, whose

providing comprehensive results. Semiotics sees places and layers,

formal study became the focus of many projects and publications.

functions and messages, shapes and materials – and provides the

Wildstyle graffiti exuberance, stencil witticism, sticker museums, tag

tools one needs for such descriptions. When it comes to working

police archives and online mural repositories – they are all based on

with non-human surface agents, the precision of semiotics is consid-

separating the objects into classes and removing them from their

erable, despite its oft cumbersome terminology.

places, detaching, isolating and abstracting them. This special inter-

A method that interprets surfaces and inscriptions concomitantly

est not only ignored the significant places of graffiti and street art, but

must do at least three things: recognise that discourse cannot be fully

it also glided over the myriad undetermineds, the signs of ambig-

understood separately from place; see place as a function of several

uous conviction, the strata upon strata of markings which occupy

other discourses and semiotic relations; and account for develop-

surfaces and signify together.

ment, change, similitude and reoccurrence between semiotic aggre-

The more guests you welcome to the surface party, the harder

gates. An immediate corollary of this approach opens up the Piercean

it is for graffiti and street art to steal the spotlight. What becomes in-

triad of icon-index-symbol, by turning all signs into indexes: each mark

teresting instead is the mingling, the dynamics, the affinity and dislike

on the urban surface is but a pin in an ensemble, a signifier of its loca-

between inscriptions, their layering and co-habitation. It is true that

tion, and a means of understanding what the surface-location does,

graffiti and street art brought us here (and they make the focus of

and how it moulds its discursive proximity. There are precedents to

the following chapter), but the more we widen our field of vision, the

this approach in the use of semiotic landscapes and geosemiotics to

more other curious extras can join in. The brash spectacle of surface

interpret urban form and communication, and my proposal was to

inscriptions displays text and colour, form and language, figure and

adjust these strategies and apply them exclusively to surface environ-

texture, and demonstrates all kinds of urban manners. The spectacle

ments. Responsive, emplaced, precise and networked, semiotics pro-

of inscriptions is the spectacle of the city itself, with its multitude of

vided the inclusive solution to interpreting the fascinating ensembles

voices and their changing arrangements.

of non-, post-, anti-, pre-, semi- and meta-graffiti – everyone welcome.
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5. Interviewing walls is an ethnographic method for

Do you conform? How are you vulnerable? Are you anywhere else?

understanding the city.

What are you trying to say? Do you matter? One need not look fur-

Consider this: decisions about surfaces and inscriptions belong

ther than the surface to find the answers to all these questions.

to the surfaces and the inscriptions. Their makes, materials and
messages are agents of influence and determination, and direct
human intervention is only one of the forces that shapes the surface

Just like surfaces were deep and complex, despite their appar-

ensemble. It follows naturally that an ethnography of inscriptions

ent shallowness, knowledge about surface inscriptions reaches far

and surfaces can be just as interesting as a study of human intention-

beyond the surfaces and the inscriptions. Interactions between tags

ality. The science of signs recognised this as well, when it proposed

and street signs and between construction hoardings and managed

to examine not who stencilled that portrait on that door, or why they

murals are fascinating and offer endless scope for examination in

did it, but to look at how the stencil occupies its space: is it comfort-

themselves, but ultimately, they are the visible results of ideas about

able, does it live in chromatic surface harmony, does it show signs

cities, challenges to those ideas, and the policies put in place to

of rushed execution or weathering, are there immediate threats or

manage these tensions. In that respect, the sign is the city – marks,

competitors trying to claim its space? Ask the questions of the sign

plaques, traces, scribbles, placards, signboards and inscriptions are

and of the space – and you create a complex surface ethnography of

visual and material translations of the urban organism, as complex,

non-human subjects that can be adapted to a multitude of spaces.

contradictory, plural and chaotic as the city itself. The sign is the city,

Surfaceality, verticality, materiality, visibility, text and image – they are

the sign is wise and insightful, the sign is unassuming yet astute in its

all interpretive parameters to start from.

demonstration of the city. Signs show us cities and they are uniquely

The wall interviewing process is a speculative exercise that could
be taken up on another occasion and developed to the full extent
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6. The sign is the city.

mannered, so that each city will have the signs it incites and permits.
On a holiday trip with a group of friends, we stopped in front of a

of its potential. It lays latent in my investigation, through my photo-

building in the old centre of Valencia to discuss the fact that it – and

graphic and interpretive process, and hints at questions about tangi-

most buildings surrounding it – were extensively covered in tagging.

ble and intangible territories, patterns of occupation, independence

My friends could find little merit in this, and they read the tags as

or appropriation etc. Where are you? Are you wanted? Who else is

signs of a neglected, failing, deteriorating city. I disagreed, arguing the

there with you? Are you strong? What are your main selling points?

tags could equally be read as signs of an active, claimed, lived city,

whose inhabitants or travellers were engaged enough to leave their
marks on its surfaces. A sign-less city is a non-city, just like a tag-less
city is an absolutist city. Tags are signs of the decaying city, but they
are also signs of the animated city. “So how would you feel about a
city whose surfaces were all saturated by graffiti, if everything was
entirely covered in graffiti?”, a student once asked me. What kind of
city would this signify? Graffiti or tagging as a single surface discourse
is just as dangerous a thought as the mural city, the notice city, or
the advertising city: the single discourse is a sign of dictatorship and
exclusion. Signs are cities, and multiple signs are cities of plurality.
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Chapter 2
The Names and
Practices of Graffiti,
Street Art and
Muralism.
A Critical History of Formations
and Reformations

2. 1. Introduction
This chapter investigates the histories of graffiti and street art, their
representations in the media and public consciousness, and the

But honey, I say, Honey graffiti isn’t stupid, it is the greatest
movement of our time. It is pure, it is real, it is not a capitalist
ploy for world domination. It embodies an equality yet to
be matched. No one owns it and no one can own it. It is an
art that takes place over time and space, it is greater than
any other work of art & I live inside of it, it is all for me, all
these people make it for me to look at & to interpret. She
says That’s deep. You’re so deep sometimes. (Novy 2015: 11)

administrative measures that have transformed these practices
throughout the years. It covers a literature review of sociologies, art
histories and contemporaneous publications on graffiti and street
art, and presents a critical narrative of management and governance,
from the war on graffiti in 1970s New York to issues such as criminalisation and militarisation, privatisation and aesthetisation. The content of this chapter is the closest to a conventional history of graffiti
and street art, and its main proposal is that these styles have evolved
as a result of institutional naming and appropriation.

I could have put the accent not so much on graffiti,
as on everything on the wall that appears untamed
and unformulated, on everything indeterminate and
ambivalent that conveys more than one meaning,
more than a single signification. (Brassaï 2002: 147)

Throughout the following pages, I will argue that independent
wall writing was named “graffiti” and defined as an offence, while
managed writing was named “art” and made into a desirable spatial
commodity. When the aesthetic potential of graffiti first became of
interest to the art world in the 1970s, it neutralised the political verve
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of the practice, while millions were being spent by local governments

times or the 18th Century, but all these practices are in many ways very

to erase its existence altogether. Later, street art and murals were

dissimilar to the modern graffiti phenomenon. The isual styles of mod-

made part of the desirable urban order by authorities and the art

ern graffiti, its rapid proliferation and collective authorship, as well as

market, who transformed a practice of locality and engagement into

its profound connections to the urban environment, make this form

a generic, globalised culture of artistic fame. I will suggest that coffee

of writing a radical disruption in the history of graffiti (Austin 2010).

table publications, walking tours, art galleries and online forums

Historian and art critic Susan Stewart proposes that modern graffiti

turned what was often a democratic and inclusionary visual culture

should be looked as a separate entity, with its own visual codes:

into an urban phenomenon of signature and authorship, stabilising the practice institutionally and making it easier to predict and
monetise.

[I]n an important sense, the tradition [of graffiti writing] should
not be dated before the late 1950s and the early 1960s when
this kind of autograph graffiti and the community of writers
sharing its legibility specifically arose. (Stewart 1988: 172)

2. 2. The meaning of graffiti and its first
modern mentions

Be that as it may, historical wall writing traditions come with
lessons about changes in the physical configuration of built environments and highlight our understandings of communication, politics

The graffiti of today’s urban environments is a distinct form of wall

and property. This chapter is in no way about this millennia-old

writing practice. Humans’ histories of writing on walls go back to

history, but I would like to start by taking note of some research on

Paleolithic times and span throughout Antiquity and the Middle

pre-modern graffiti, as it will help explore a few specificities of current

Ages through to modern times. From caves in Lascaux (France) and

wall writing practices. What I want to argue is that writing on walls

Altmira (Spain), to hieroglyphs in Egypt and Mayan temples; to Athens,

has not only evolved formally, but also developed a specific no-

Pompeii, Arabic scripts, Christian Medieval and Elizabethan England;

menclature, as it became shaped by the names it was given and by

and to prison and toilet writing – wall writing cultures have always

the systems through which it was regulated. Nomenclature and the

been fascinating and diverse (Freemann: 1966, Reisner: 1974, Stewart:

struggle over naming will come up several times in this study, show-

1988, Wall: 1998). Art historian Robert George Reisner declared the wall

ing how control was asserted over the wall writing phenomenon

writing of the 1970s banal in comparison to Ancient Rome, medieval

through its naming or re-naming.
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Writing theorist Juliet Fleming points out that Early Modern
English had no term to denote graffiti, suggesting not so much
that the practice was unknown, but that the activity was not distinguished from other writing practices, and not yet considered a vice
(2001: 33). Not only was wall writing not considered a threat to property or propriety, but it was widely practiced in the 16th and 17th cen-

1. Anthropologist Rafael Schacter
defines graffiti as ornament based
on the fundamentally additive
nature [inscriptions] are material
forms placed upon supplementary
surfaces, and must therefore be
primarily understood through
their additional, subsidiary nature
[…] fundamentally ornamental in
this adjunctive sense” (2014: 21)

2. In his 1974 book, Graffiti. Two
Thousand Years of Wall Writing,
Reisner compiled 80 pages worth
of slogans he had collected from
public lavatories in New York.
He was also the first to teach a
college course on graffiti in the
anthropology department of the
New School for Social Research
in New York (Reisner: 1974).

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the word graffiti
did begin to imply the operation of the unauthorised activity
whose results decorate and articulate our own public spaces,
but the term was still sheltered from opprobrium by its imbrication with an antiquarian historiography. (Fleming 2001: 40)
What is interesting about the origins of the term is that it contains

turies in England and stood as no more than “a thing among things”

both drawing and scratching within the same concept, designating

(2001: 51). According to Fleming, the Elizabethans did not make the

an action done on a surface and one done to a surface at the same

distinction between texts written on walls and texts attached to walls,

time. “The difficulty of locating the graffito–the idea that it is at one

as they were both part of an intellectual economy based on notions

and the same time imposed on and discovered beneath the surface

of authorship that were collective, aphoristic and inscriptive (2001:

of a wall […]–is a paradox that continued to haunt the term.” (Fleming

41). Moreover, ownership and the right to private property did not

2001: 40) Both these meanings have been retained today, as scratch-

yet outweigh the right to public communication, which was still the

ing and etching into surfaces and drawing on them with aerosol

norm of the time.

paint are all referred to as graffiti. Although it is etymologically a

The etymological root of graffiti can be traced through the sin-

plural form, I use “graffiti” as a singular noun throughout this study,

gular graffito, “a scribbling”, which is the diminutive form of graffio,

which is standard practice when referencing the contemporary phe-

“a scratch or scribble”. It was first used in this form in the mid-19th

nomenon of wall writing.

century to refer to wall inscriptions found in the ruins of Pompeii, and

The first book on modern graffiti was published in London in

can be traced back to the Greek gramma, “picture, written letter, and

1966 and still very much referred to slogan-based writing – despite it

piece of writing” and graphein, “to write, draw or scratch” and the

being called Graffiti (Freemann 1966). The author, Richard Gordon

Indo-European *gerebh-, “drawing, writing, scratching” (Elkins 1999),

Freemann, offers a largely psychoanalytical interpretation of wall

or “to carve, to scratch, to write” (Gerebh Pokorny Etymon). The

writing, comparing it with sexual release and often using “latrina-

term graffiti initially had no pejorative connotations, and it only lately

lia”, or toilet writing, as an example (see also Loos 1908, Abel 1977

came to bear the illegality of the gesture at the core of its present day

and Holm 2007)2. However, the book also offers some noteworthy

meaning.

information about the formal and regulatory status of graffiti in
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2.1.

Struggles over naming define their object of concern.

2.2.

Does graffiti exist on surfaces, as an additive value, or does it
modify the fabric of the surface and its physical integrity?

mid-1960s London. For example, Freemann quotes an article by a
King’s College student named Philip John, published in the college
magazine, Lucifer, with advice on where to write graffiti. The student
recommends Goodge Street because of its “dark, good escape route
via emergency stairs”, and concludes that “the reader might like to
consider the problem of how to daub his message on the adverts
on the opposite side of the track to the platform.” (1966: 41-2) It is

which, if not Shakespearian, is at least equal to the local authorities’ determination to remove it. Designers of the rebuilt cities
have taken to smooth, highly receptive surfaces such as plastics, terrazzo, high-finish concrete, and mosaic–and the secret
bards have taken to felt-tipped pens–which are more indelible
than chalk, pencil or crayon. (Freemann 1966: 128)
The argument of the article quoted above was that wall writing

hard to imagine how such an article would get published today in

practices became modernised based on two factors: the media

a university journal, which goes to show how the criminalisation

used for their inscription, particularly felt-tip pens, and the changes

and stigmatisation of graffiti are more recent phenomena than we

in building materials, which were making city surfaces smoother

might think. A Byelaw of Hampstead Borough from 1934 was first to

and more “receptive” to inscriptions. Indeed, changes in the fabric

declare that the defacement of streets with slogans was an offence,

of the built environment and the evolution of writing implements

but graffiti was not criminalised in the UK until 1971, under Section

are two crucial factors that led to the development of modern

1(1) of the Criminal Damage Act. Unlike the New York anti-graffiti law

graffiti, and the above excerpt shows how this process was not

that was passed one year later, in 1972, the Criminal Damage Act was

exclusive to the United States. Although it was happening at a lesser

not formulated specifically against graffiti, but it tackled property

scale and in different visual styles, modern graffiti evolved in the

destruction and damage more generally (more on this in Chapter

UK at the same time, and under similar conditions. Geographer

4). The legal context of 1966 was therefore still permissive of articles

Kurt Iveson (2007) notes that the novelty of 1960s graffiti was not

like the one published by King’s College, and Freemann’s book is a

so much in the writing of text on urban surfaces, but in its mode

valuable document in this respect. He also quotes a Guardian article

of application (markers – or felt-tips – and cans), its medium (trains,

published that year, called “The New Art of Graffiti – with Felt-tipped

train stations and bus shelters, or highly visible surfaces) and its

Pens”:

frequency. This is how the graffiti of the last fifty years became truly
The illicit art of writing on walls is becoming modernised. […]
Two factors have combined to give wall literature a permanence
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a phenomenon of its own, developing at the core of the modern
city as a graphic response to the forms and regulations of the built
environment. Graffiti never simply happens in the city, but it is

rather generated by the urban form, by its cultural, spatial and legal

Today, the term graffiti is most commonly used in reference to

territories, in semiotic networks of surface vision and regulation,

1970s and 1980s New York letter and style-based train and wall writ-

whose evolution I am turning to now.

ing, but the very people who started these practices did not want to
be associated with this word. Instead, they preferred calling themselves writers, in a designation of their practice which gave them

2. 3. Graffiti Story

more ownership of their actions and command over what these
actions meant.4

2. 3.1. Writing vs Graffiti: The First Terminological Contention
3. The police was also an important institution in the formation of
graffiti practice. Art historian Jacob
Kimvall refers to it as the only institution that systematically collects
and researches graffiti: “the police
is perhaps not an ‘enemy’ of graffiti
but a productive agent” (Kimvall in
Borriello and Ruggiero 2013: 84)

The practice of contemporary graffiti has developed a variety of
visual forms, most of which stem from its incipient days in urban
centres throughout the US, mainly Philadelphia, New York and Los
Angeles. As youth started picking up marker pens and spray paint
to develop what was to become a major urban cultural movement,
their actions generated a series of responses which are equally
important for understanding graffiti culture today. Graffiti is not just

4. See the documentary Wall
Writers: Graffiti in Its Innocence
(Dir. Roger Gastman, 2016),
which explores early writing
culture in New York and
Philadelphia between 1967-1973.

about public wall marking and who produces it, but also about
who defines what these marks are, and what they decide to do
about it. Graffiti would not exist in its current form if it were not
for a number of different decisions taken initially by the Lindsay
administration in New York in the early 1970s, and then by central
and local governments around the world.3 The culture of graffiti is
the result of an ongoing chain of actions and reactions, regulations
and deregulations, and inventive strategies of production and
control – a game of power and entitlement whose winner is yet to
be decided.

From the start, writers referred to themselves as writers.
The term graffiti, which connotes vandalism and witticism
on the bathroom wall, served those who wished to influence public opinion about the culture and its practitioners.
(Snyder 2009: 28)
They [writers] say that it is the name given to the art form
by the oppressor, that it is the nomenclature of the criminal
justice system, and that it is used to denigrate and control
people. (Cooper 2009: 127)
I never even heard of the word graffiti. It had no significance
for me whatsoever. And that’s exactly what I did. Because
we said we were writers. (Schmidlapp and Phase2 quoted in
Austin 1996: 278)
The preference for writing as opposed to graffiti was meant
to set this practice apart not only from an irrelevant millennia-old
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history of wall writing, but also from the discourse of authorities,

their own practice in their own terms in the media, for at least two

media and graffiti commentators, who had their own agendas to

decades. (Dickinson 2008: 28)

pursue. Naming their practice was the writers’ attempt to maintain

This new form of writing saw a dramatic increase in popularity

ownership of what they did, and define it as something independent

after the Taki 183 article came out, setting itself further apart from

and unique.

traditional graffiti or gang markings. It evolved less from some basic

This was not an easy task. The stakes of owning the name of

need to mark one’s presence, and more as a response to the trans-

this phenomenon were high, as it became apparent from the first

formation of urban environments, which were becoming sites for

newspaper article on the subject, published by the New York Times

spectacularly displayed names and images in the forms of adver-

in 1971. This was a profile piece on Taki 183, one of the first recognised

tising billboards, public signs and posters, all boasting the message

taggers in New York, and was based on an interview account of his

‘Don’t forget this name’ (Austin 2002). But this wasn’t just about the

wall writing activities. But the New York Times did more than that,

name, it was about where it appeared and what it looked like; and it

and took the first step towards dispossessing their interviewee of his

was the early 1970s when writing started becoming less a territorial

argument, and subtly forming theirs: “To remove such words, plus

marker, and more a sign of publicly displayed style.

the obscenities and other graffiti in subway stations, it cost 80,000

Style was central to graffiti writers’ practice and identity construc-

man hours, or about $300,000 in the last year, the Transit Authority

tion, as they built a visual language based on uniquely developed

estimates.” (‘‘Taki 183’ Spawns Pen Pals’, 1971, emphasis added) As

codes and skills. Intricate, exuberant and original, this variation on

different as Taki 183’s own writing might have been from “the ob-

calligraphy was like nothing that had been seen before, and it opened

scenities and other graffiti” mentioned in the article, the correlation

an entire world of possibility for dedicated, creative urban youths.

seemed convenient and accessible, and it has been developed and

Style was reason for both competition and cooperation among writ-

pursued ever since. It is worth noting that, at the time, writing was

ers, who often painted in crews and developed their skills together.

only banned by Metropolitan Transit Authority regulations and was

Individual and collective innovations were dependent on the writing

not illegal elsewhere in the city, nor was it considered a major urban

implements used by writers, and the style mostly developed around

problem. This was to change a year later, and cultural anthropologist

marker pens and spray paint, a tradition which continues today.

Maggie Dickinson marks the publication of the Taki article as the last

Sociologist Jeff Ferrell defines graffiti as a crime of style, and argues

time any graffiti writer would be given the opportunity to explain

that it violates not only established property rights, but also expected
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2.3.

Graffiti is a form of situated
spatial production.

norms about the way in which cities are meant and authorised to ap-

still tend to remain an elusive bunch, surrounded by an aura of mys-

pear (1993). In its early days, graffiti was so different from anything that

tery. This was mostly due to a need to remain anonymous because

had been seen before, that its distinctive rapidly spreading style was

of the criminality of their practice, so writers were in the particular sit-

deemed a threat to urban propriety and has remained that way ever

uation of “hiding in the light” (Ferrell 2009) – where they were always

since. It only took three years from when writers first started hitting

visible but at the same time had to remain out of sight. This duality

trains for their activities to be criminalised, and the war against graffiti

between visibility and invisibility is interesting because writers repre-

to be declared by municipal authorities in New York City.

sent an exception by seeking to display their crime instead of hiding it
(Ferrell 2009: 23), much in the way that fly-posting and illegal adver-

2. 3.2. The Writers and Their Motives

tising also functions. It is no coincidence that graffiti and fly-posting

The social sciences have made a significant contribution to graffiti

fall under the incidence of the same laws (see Chapter 4).

scholarship, by looking at the activities of different people involved in

It was not uncommon for kids in the 1970s to write their tags

its production, management and perception, and understanding the

on the inside of train cars in plain sight, but few people stopped to

relationships between them. Sociologies of graffiti started being pro-

pay attention to who these kids were and what they wanted to say.

duced in the 1980s, looking at New York City and the war against graf-

Instead, they were vilified and accused of intentionally destroying an

fiti it had declared ten years earlier. Since then, several participatory

already ailing city, whose decline was made into their responsibility.

observation projects and ethnographic research have produced a lot

The very few accounts of the graffiti subculture that were giving a

of material about graffiti writers’ motivations, differentiating between

voice to its members (like the 1971 Times article on Taki 183, Mailer’s

gang graffiti and non-gang graffiti, and addressing assumptions

Faith of Graffiti from 1974 or Castleman’s Getting Up from 1982) had

about graffiti writers’ social, economic and racial backgrounds (see

little traction in the long run compared to the local authorities-led

Castleman 1982, Lachmann 1988, Ferrell 1993, 1995, 2010, MacDonald

and media-supported vilification campaigns. It wasn’t until the early

2001, Dickinson 2008, Bengtsen 2014, Young 2014, among others).

1980s, with the release of the documentary Style Wars, the feature

One of the most common questions surrounding the graffiti

film Wild Style and the book Subway Art, that the subculture gained

writing culture regards its practitioners, who they are and why they

a more positively filtered mainstream representation (although both

practice writing. As much as they get exposure through their produc-

Style Wars and Wild Style rather inaccurately represented graffiti as a

tion of publicly visible graphic marks, the graffiti writers themselves

component of hip hop culture, which it never fully became).
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2.4.
Criminal styles?

The link between graffiti and hip hop was a product of intentional marketing discourses, more than it was an organic development
of the graffiti writing subculture. This issue often gets misrepresented
because of the association between wildstyle graffiti, breakdancing
and rapping, which were commonly sold as a hip hop package in
the early 1980s. Art historian Anna Waçlawek called this association
a process of writing graffiti out of its own history, whereby it became

Writers are white-skinned, brown-skinned, light-skinned and
dark-skinned; they are rich and poor, smart and dumb; most
are male; some are militantly opposed to social norms, some
are quiet conformists, while others are political activists; they
span a broad range of ethnic groups; they come from cities,
from the suburbs, and even from the country. (Snyder 2009: 2)
The diversity of early graffiti writing culture could not be more

an adjacent element of the so-called hip hop culture, instead of

emphatically stated by several different researchers (Castleman 1982,

being recognised as a culture in itself (2011: 63).5

MacDonald 2001, Snyder 2009, Dickinson 2008, Mailer 1974), and it

The demographics of graffiti in the early days was mostly young

seems like its main form of regulation was in the skill and commitment

males, but it is important to establish that this was as diverse a sub-

of its members. Snyder calls graffiti a meritocracy (2009: 29). If you had

culture as they came throughout the 1970s and 80s. Graffiti writers

the skills and ambition to produce graffiti, you became a writer, irre-

were young, energetic and committed to their practice, and they

spective of your upbringing or economic means. Skills and ambition

pursued fame through their preferred medium of expression: public-

were not traits everyone possessed, which made the prolific graffiti

ly displayed mark making. Commitment and determination seem to

writing game very hard to cheat at. Graffiti writers had to perform at

be the only things graffiti writers had in common, as they came from

full capacity if they wanted to stand out through their practice, and it

a variety of different means and situations.

was this, rather than anything else, that made early graffiti writing an

[The type of kids that write graffiti are] the type of kids that live
in NYC. They range from the ultra-rich to the ultra-poor. There
is no general classification of the kids; it’s just that a typical NYC
kid will write graffiti, if given the opportunity and if this is what
his friends do. (Police officer Kevin Hickey of the New York
Transit Police Department, interviewed by Castleman 1982: 67)

exclusive subculture. Street art, on the other hand, often defined in
opposition to graffiti, would become identified through its inclusivity
of production and reception: this was art by anybody, for everybody.
Street art performance standards were also more lenient, as aesthetic
standards became more accessible. Commitment, dedication and
engagement with the street were often of a less demanding nature, as
a lot of street art could be produced off site and just later installed in its
street spot, a form of practice which graffiti proudly rejected.
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5. The term “hip hop” does not
appear in early publications on
graffiti writing like Mailer (1974),
Castleman (1982) or Cooper and
Chalfant (1984). It was mainly
through the 1983 films that
affinities between different creative
subcultures were strategically
brought together under the hip
hop umbrella, which made a
more complete cultural product
to promote, disseminate and sell.

2.5.

The identities of graffiti writers have been constructed
as deviant together with their practice, generating
a culture of misinformation and fear.

The restrictive nature of early graffiti subcultures meant that
graffiti writing not only excluded undedicated members, but it
also typically excluded women, who had relatively limited access
to writing as a committed practice and a way of life. Admittedly,
there were some women prolifically involved in the scene, and
names like Barbara 62, Eva 62, Stoney, Grape I 897, TNT Toni and

The graffiti writing subculture consists of earning respect by
writing a name, building a masculine identity by doing it illegally, protecting this identity by excluding girls, and adding power,
ownership, autonomy and escape by excluding the outside
world (MacDonald 2001: 228).
The more male-oriented the subculture stayed, the more kudos

Swan are cited by Castleman as being among the pioneers of

its participants gained for taking part in a manly activity, which was

writing, a culture which he claims was already losing on women’s

not for the faint-hearted. As male writers exercise their manliness

involvement at the time he published Getting Up (1982). Just one

through graffiti, female writers must do the same, and prove they

year later, Lady Pink went on to become a celebrity of the culture

are not weak, emotional, or more likely to give under pressure.

through her collaboration with Jenny Holzer and her participation

Masculinity also becomes a goal for women, and this is how the graf-

in the film Wild Style, but it seems like she was still an exception in a

fiti writing culture includes them. “This subculture must be acknowl-

male-dominated culture.

edged for what it is. Not a site for ‘youth’, but a site for ‘male’ youth

A critical perspective on women’s exclusion from graffiti writ-

– an illegal confine where danger, opposition and the exclusion of

ing came from Nancy MacDonald in 2001, with her ethnographic

women is used to nourish, amplify and salvage notions of mascu-

research based in London and New York, where she interviewed

linity” (MacDonald 2001: 149). Street art, on the other hand, prides

37 graffiti writers, authors, film makers and British Transport Police

itself in having a number of reputable female representatives, and

members. MacDonald’s main argument is that graffiti is specifi-

in redressing the gender balance of wall-writing practices. While this

cally a subculture for male youths, and she was the first sociolo-

may be the case, gender-led initiatives such as curated women-only

gist to address this contention, despite evidence to support the

paint jams show there is still some way to go before equality is really

otherwise diverse nature of graffiti writing groups. According to

embedded into the culture and gender stops becoming an issue.

MacDonald, the exclusion of female writers came not only from
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Writers’ reasons for producing graffiti are complex and diverse and

their assumed lack of inclination toward risk, but also from the

range from personal pleasure and gratification to the joy of a shared

specific masculine construct that writers were creating through

activity focused on a common goal. Collective creative decisions and

their practice.

actions were of primary importance in early graffiti writing, and not in

the sense of associating for criminal activities (crews were not gangs),

and Young 1996). This is supported by Schacter’s ethnography of

but in the sense of encouraging a collaborative, critical and practice-ori-

graffiti writing as a form of “consensual ornamentation”:

ented mindset. The dedication and responsibility needed when writing
graffiti illegally are not to be underestimated, especially when one’s
freedom, and even one’s life, depend on performing at optimum capacity. Graffiti writing can teach one valuable lessons in companionship,
goal orientation, fast response, dedication, self-belief, team work and
commitment, while being an exciting and personally gratifying practice
(Schwartzman 1985, Snyder 2009, Ferrell 1993, 1995, MacDonald 2001,
Halsey and Young 2006, Rowe and Hutton 2012, Oswald 2014).
Fun, pleasure, pride, enjoyment, and the rush of writing graffiti

Practitioners of Consensual Ornamentation emphatically
wanted their work to be deemed ‘acceptable’. They wanted
to reach out to the public with their images; they believed
their work was more appropriate, more social, than the vast
majority of visual culture that lay within the street: their work
was meant to be there. (2014: 75)
Similar findings go back as far as the early 1980s, when
Castleman noted that most writers believed they were beautifying

illegally are the main motivations for writers’ practice, all of which

the city with their train painting and considered their writing a public

stem from an improved sense of self and of collective activity. These

service, not a force of chaos and destruction (Castleman 1982: 71).

reasons have not changed much since the development of mod-

Significantly, Castleman’s research revealed none of the destructive,

ern graffiti writing, but the shift towards permissioned, invited and

antagonistic or damaging intentions often associated with graffiti

tolerated work has changed the nuances of writers’ engagement

writers, and this was at a time when a discourse about the commu-

with their practice. Whereas the heightened legal and police pres-

nicative and beautifying effects of street art did not yet exist.

sure worked to give an extra kick to the writers’ adrenalin rush (Ferrell
1995), it is less common for legally created work to bring about this

2. 3.3. The Writings and Their Standards

type of excitement, although there is still a powerful affective, visceral

Writing made a presence for itself mostly on trains, with two decades

component to the act of writing (Young: 2014). Halsey and Young’s

(start 1969, end 1989) of ‘getting up’ in full view across the city without

in-depth interviews with writers revealed that they look at the city

ever having to leave one’s neighbourhood. This was the main attrac-

not with destructive intentions, but with attention to its decaying

tion of writing on trains, which worked as mobile spots of extended

materiality and its competing and questionable aesthetics – all with

visibility. Writers were principally concerned with saturation in the

a heightened awareness which is all but ignorant destruction (Halsey

early days of writing, as they were getting up by marking stylised
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2.6.

Femme Fierce, an organised women-only paint jam in Leake Street, London. This was an annual event taking place
every March in the mid-2010s, promoting the work of women street artists and graffiti writers. The billboard lists all
organisations which supported the event, in an evident brand-building effort. More on Leake Street in Chapter 5.

2.7.
Counting tags.

versions of adopted names mostly on the inside of train cars. Soon
the practice developed and took to the outside of the trains, with the

text based designs and in mastering the aerosol can.
Tags are the minimal units of graffiti signification. They can be

first whole car masterpiece being painted as early as 1973. The evo-

either freestanding or can accompany other more sophisticated

lution from tag to masterpiece happened fast in the development

structures, but are always necessary for the formation of graffiti

of graffiti, but opinions about which of the two better embodies the

meaning. Tags are essential to graffiti culture and practice because

essence of graffiti have never become consensual.

they contain the development of graffiti writing in their formal

At the same time, slogans were appearing on the walls of

appearance. They are the generative unit of all types of graffiti, and

European cities, in less visual and more overtly political stances.

probably the most prominent form of contemporary wall writing.

Perhaps one of the best-known representations of the European

“Tags re-armed the most legitimate form of communication, written

slogan movement are the wall messages of Paris May 1968, such as

language.” (Schwartzman 1985: 14) If it were not for the tags, more

“Sous les pavés, la plage!” (Under the paving stones, the beach!) or “Il

complex forms of urban visual production would not be possible.

est interdit d’interdire” (It is forbidden to forbid), but slogans were

Tags are essentially public signatures, independently produced

also being painted with aerosol on the walls of London, far before

marks that speak of their producer’s imagination, graphic skill, spatial

the graffiti influence from the United States had reached Europe.6

awareness and investment in their public writing practice. They are

Tags have been around since the inception of the modern

visual explorations of language, forming the basis of graffiti writing

wall-writing phenomenon, and represent a stylised written version

as an elaborate form of modern calligraphy. Born from the graphic

of the writer’s adopted name. It is hard to determine when the word

stylisation of a chosen name, tags will represent their author through

“tagging” first started being used to designate a particular type of

visual aspect, placement and number of occurrences–which are

wall-writing practice, but this happened pre-1970 when the move-

all equally important in understanding how tags function. A more

ment started picking up. Tags speak to how stylistically conservative

stylised name, including convoluted letters and symbols like arrows,

graffiti writing is, and how little some of its forms have changed

quotation marks, crowns, circles or underlines, makes for a more re-

throughout the years, meaning that the visual style of graffiti-writing

spected tag, indicating how dedicated its author was to creating the

today is not very different from what it was decades ago. Spray paint

design. Similarly, tags placed in apparently inaccessible areas stand

technology has improved and writers have pushed letter designs to

as testimony to the interest and capacity of their creators to reach

their limits in many ways, but graffiti is still very much grounded in

further than other urban dwellers in engaging with the city.
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6. One of the most comprehensive photographic surveys of pre1980 London inscriptions can be
found in the book London –Graffiti
with photographs by Jac Charoux
and an introduction by English
punk poet John Cooper Clarke
(1980). Referencing the frequent
scribbling of band names on city
walls, the musician sees graffiti
as a tool for the unpaid agents of
musical publicity, the fans: “given
that it is an extra-legal pursuit, any
new pop group would be well
advised to choose a short name,
enabling their fans to spray and
scarper in the shortest possible
time” (1980: 7). This is an early
instance of what could be called
a grassroots guerilla marketing
phenomenon, illustrating how the
boundaries between independent
slogans and functional advertising
were never clear cut, and how
ambiguous inscription types are
a norm rather than an exception.

When repeatedly placed in publicly visible spaces, tags acquire
an agency of their own, acting as place-holders for their producer

creating contours of bubble-style letters, and then went to filling

and pointing to the essential relationship between graffiti writing and

these letters with single colour paint, a form which became known as

the built environment. Tags as cultural markers are understandable

a throw-up. Here is Castleman’s definition from 1982:

through their locations as much as they are through their graphic
design or succession of letters, as they acquire value and status
only from the moment they occupy an urban surface. Tags are the
signifiers of an urban discourse about plurality and participation,
about public space as commons instead of regulated visual space,
about vitality and a right to the city which extends beyond the right
to maintain civic order. Independent and fierce, tags are perhaps the
last bastion of urban mark making that rejects aesthetic normalisa7. British artist duo Gilbert &
George presented a similar insight
in a GuardianLive talk I attended
on 20 May 2015. Speaking about
their appreciation of their home
neighbourhood in East London,
they praised tagging and wall
writing as a measure of vitality and
courage. “The inspiration, bravery
and courage needed to go out and
write ‘Fuck your mum’ is equally as
strong as that necessary to write a
poem” (approximate quotation).

also expanding to cover up space more efficiently. This started with

tion and integration into a regulatory system of visual consensus.7
At the same time, what can be viewed as a successful tagging

Throw-ups are usually done in a modified bubble letter style
consisting of thick, simplified letters, incompletely painted in
one colour, and outlined inexactly with a second, darker colour. The question of style is never raised with throw-ups, and
the writers who paint them are judged not by their command
of style but by the number of throw-ups they manage to get
up on the trains. (Castleman 1982: 31)
Although still partly accurate, Castleman’s account of throwups was contingent upon existing spray paint technology, which at

campaign by a graffiti writer, can also be the cause of costly public

the time was still relatively unsophisticated (Lewisohn 2011: 145-150).

anti-graffiti programmes, distress among property-owning publics

The “incomplete” filling and “inexact” outline were due not only to

and a general cause of concern about vandalism, fear of crime and

the writers’ developing can control, but also to the poor paints and

who controls the city. Tags have been producing public outrage for

nozzles they were using. Nevertheless, the importance of quantity

over fifty years, and are still largely considered a destructive rather

over quality when it comes to throw-ups remained valid throughout

than a creative endeavour.

the decades. “The function of the throw-up is to be up; thus a good

Graffiti style is the result of an ongoing series of actions and re-

throw-up style is one that can be executed quickly.” (Snyder 2009: 41)

actions, and it was often authorities’ strategies of dealing with graffiti

Getting up and leaving a mark conferred one the privilege of becom-

that led to the evolution of its visual forms. As writers were finding

ing a determinant in the urban visibility game, and keeping in check

their ways into more and more train layups and from the insides

the local authorities, the passive public, or other fellow writers: the

of cars to the more visible outside surfaces, their visual forms were

city can be accessible, it can be made to look different and it doesn’t
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have to be pretty. The more inclusivity becomes a consideration,

statement: “In this new year the fabulous 5 still continue there [sic]

perhaps, the less aesthetics is a concern.

mission to legalise graffiti art. But we still have to fight against the

The 1970s are considered by many authors to have been the
better decade in the development of graffiti styles, as the less violent

scribbling that mess up our city’s trains” (Schwartzman 1985: 16)
This fight was not going to be an easy one, as trains were still the

cleaning campaigns allowed writers to work on increasingly elabo-

best, most desirable surfaces to write on. Once train writing started,

rate masterpieces (Austin 2002, Goldstein 2009, Dickinson 2008).

walls were seen as second-grade writing space for about a decade,

Train lay-ups were not secured, which meant that all cleaning efforts

while the balance of the war on graffiti was still inclining towards a

only led to fresh canvases for writers to paint on. Pieces thus devel-

writers’ win. It was much harder to achieve reputation by writing on

oped, and gradually became the graffiti exponents of design, prac-

walls instead of trains, as it seriously limited one’s audience, despite

tice, skill and evolution of materials. Pieces are the best effort to de-

the possible extra writing time. As Mayor Koch launched the second

velop the visual language of graffiti and turn it into an art form, with

war against graffiti in 1981, train space started going at a premium

increasingly elaborate styles and intricately designed letter shapes.

and the quality of the graffiti decreased due to higher production

Masterpieces have kept changing for decades, displaying local

risks. This led to an increase in the number of throw-ups because of

differences around the world, and showcasing the latest evolu-

the complications associated with writing pieces (not enough time

tions in spray paint technology. Artist and curator Cedar Lewisohn

to finish, they would get crossed out, and made it more likely for one

identifies a series of subsets of piece production in his book Abstract

to get caught). Instead of reducing the incidence of graffiti, authori-

Graffiti, naming styles such as gothic futurism, super pop, sci-fi ex-

ties’ clampdown led to a decrease in quality and a feeling of hostility

pressionism and folk surrealism (Lewisohn 2011). Although they dis-

among writers, who were now competing for a more limited and

play local specificities, graffiti pieces are rather part of a global style of

harsher painting environment.

painting, which started in the 1970s New York and was then exported
to the rest of the world through outlets such as the book Subway
Art (1984) and the films Style Wars and Wild Style (both 1983). Europe
had previously seen New York style masterpieces as early as 1979,
when writers Lee Quinones and Fab 5 Freddy organised a gallery exhibition in Rome. In the same year, Lee Quinones made the following
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Simple minded attempts to prevent graffiti writing often overproduce the very forms of unsophisticated graffiti most offensive to those who would stop it. (Ferrell 2010: 54)
After about 1983, New Yorkers are much more likely to

2.8.

Outlines are filled hastily as throwies sometimes
take as little as a few seconds to execute.

2.9.

Stylistic embellishments of a graffiti piece.

understand ‘graffiti’ to consist almost solely of throw-ups
and tags. Again, the actions of the T[ransit] A[uthority] (unintentionally) favoured these forms over the more aesthetically
elaborate pieces. (Austin 2002: 246)
This brings me back to graffiti writing as being the result of a com-

two weeks to document the entire book) and a landmark essay by
writer and journalist Norman Mailer. Mailer had interviewed several
writers for the piece, and also included Mayor Lindsay, whom
he characterised as simultaneously a supporter of the ghettoes
and an implacable enemy of graffiti: “Why could he call the kids

bination of efforts intending to produce, contain, suppress, popu-

cowards? Why the venom? It seemed personal.” (Mailer, 1974: no

larise and guide public discourse around the practice. Graffiti writing

pagination) In his conversation with the Mayor, Mailer makes an

is of the city and of the authorities as much as it is of the writers – as

argument for graffiti as art, claiming that this new type of writing

each of these players brings important contributions to the final

was very different from the vulgar slogans that had existed before

written product. Authorities’ measures not only had the capacity of

(see the “obscenities and other graffiti” in the NYT Taki article). “No

slowing writers down or making it more difficult for them to paint,

wonder [Lindsay] called it a dirty shame. And labelled the bravery

but they also actively played a role in shaping the visual forms of

of graffiti writers cowardice” (Mailer, 1974: no pagination) – the

graffiti and defining their evolutions, and they still do.

implications being that neither Lindsay nor the subway riders in
whose name he was conducting his anti-graffiti campaign had

2. 3.4. The Media and Its Coverage

bothered to stop and look at these marks, or speak to the people

Another important evolution in the cultural field of graffiti came

who were producing them.

from printed media, which contributed to shaping not only the

Mailer wrote about the tactics and abilities of graffiti writers

readers’ perceptions, but also authorities’ responses to graffiti.

with intrigue and respect, showing a profound interest in their

The first book on the subject was called Watching My Name Go By,

brave and skillful approach to the trains: “You are not just writing

a coffee table volume published in 1974. This was still very early

your name but trafficking with the iron spirit of the vehicle now

days for the city, its inhabitants and authorities to understand

resting”. (Mailer, 1974: no pagination) The author reserved a right

what graffiti was and to define strategies to deal with it, so this

to poetic license in describing graffiti, but deserves credit for being

book made a very important pro-writing argument at the time.

the first one to interview writers and express a more informed

Produced by designer Mervyn Kurlansky, the book featured photo-

opinion on graffiti than most of what was being written at the time.

graphs by Jon Naar (who was assigned to the project and given

Mailer’s was not a participatory ethnographic research, but his
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descriptions resonate with what Castleman (1982), Ferrell (1993) or

urban communication, and credits it with very little affective power.

Snyder (2009) would publish years later from their intimate experi-

This contrasts with Mailer’s affective argument from one year earlier,

ences of writing graffiti:

although both takes on graffiti were equally de-politicised: “Graffiti is a

What a quintessential marriage of cool and style to write your
name in giant separate living letters, large as animals, lithe as
snakes, mysterious as Arabic and Chinese curls of alphabet, and
to do it in the heat of a winter night when the hands are frozen
and only the heart is hot with fear. (Mailer, 1974: no pagination)
Although Mailer was exoticising writers by comparing them with

savage cultural process with neither goal, ideology nor content, at the
level of signs” (1975: 81). Baudrillard’s interpretation of graffiti from ‘Kool
Killer’ had little impact at the time, but is worth noting for the parallel it
draws between graffiti and public art programmes, a topic which has
been addressed very little ever since. Comparing the savage graffiti to
sanctioned mural projects such as the publicly funded City Walls in New
York or the Billboard Art Project in Los Angeles, Baudrillard argues that

tropical people oozing expression in contrast with the monotonous

the latter have nothing to do with graffiti and will rightfully survive it. He

urban environment, his recognition of the qualitative difference and

praises murals for retaining the sacrament of architecture and not break-

energy behind the then-budding contemporary graffiti culture is an

ing the rules of the game (but who makes those rules, one must ask),

important – and rare – account of the times.

and accuses graffiti writers of having very little care for their surround-

A very different account of graffiti came out one year later in 1975,

ings, which he claims they only care to deface. (Baudrillard 1975: 81-2).

when cultural theorist Jean Baudrillard published ‘Kool Killer, or the

Baudrillard’s viewpoint was shared by sociologist Richard

Insurrection of Signs’, his essay on tagging and graffiti, in Symbolic

Sennett more than fifteen years later in his book The Conscience of

Exchange and Death. Baudrillard’s main argument was that graffiti is

the Eye, which is frequently referenced in relation to graffiti. In the

an empty signifier that has no content and functions in opposition to

fourth part of the book (‘The Art of Exposure’: 205-213), Sennett

official discourse – this being its only source of meaning and power.

speculates that graffiti is an act of ignorance and indifference

According to Baudrillard, the emptiness of graffiti as a signifier and its

towards the public, rather than being an articulate, communicative

freedom of non-association made graffiti into a disruptive, non-affili-

act. Throughout his entire account, he argues that graffiti writers

ated practice with an independent take on inhabiting the city.

have no consideration for the “IT” (the surfaces which they spray on

Being preoccupied with media, surfaces, signs and simulacrum
in the city, Baudrillard integrates graffiti into this flat visual economy of
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and more generally, the environment, architecture and the establishment), only for the “I”, that is, their own egos and personalities.

2.10.
Stylistic exuberance or attack on the integrity of urban environments?

Sennett projects ignorance and carelessness on the graffiti writers
just as Baudrillard had done, claiming that “the metal subway walls
or the brick walls of buildings had no inherent character for those
who sprayed them” (Sennett 1991: 208). However, when looking
closer at the collapsing public transport system and the failing urban
infrastructure from which graffiti writing culture emerged, graffiti
seems to have been one of the most thoughtful forms of grassroots
urban engagement that New York City was actually witnessing.

were lighting token booths on fire, forcing the clerks to run
out so they could rob the booths; some clerks were burned
in the process. Homeless people were pushing riders off the
platform and onto the tracks. People were murdered; cops
were shot to death. All kinds of crazy things were happening.
(Joseph Rivera: 2008: 17)
It was in this context that authorities focused considerable
efforts to wage their war against graffiti, produce a sense of moral

Problems with the subway system included crime, derailments,

panic and, together with the mainstream media, turn graffiti into

breakdowns and delays, at a rate that is hard to imagine today, and

a scapegoat for their own shortcomings. As psychologist Robert

which calls into question the authorities’ decision to focus on graffiti

Sommer argued in 1975, there was no justification to hold graffiti

as their biggest problem. An average of more than 100 trains per day

accountable for the city’s collapse; but it happened nevertheless:

were cancelled before reaching their destination in 1981, between
1977-1981 there were sixty-nine train collisions and derailments; and
subway crime levels tripled between 1972 and 1982, with an average of
42 felonies per day in 1982. (Austin 2002: 135-137) Joseph Rivera, who
worked as a police officer as part of the Transit Police Department’s
Vandal Squad, describes the situation in detail in his 2008 book:

I have no desire to romanticise vandalism, but I cannot stand
by silently and hear the dirty, dingy and depressing stations
hailed as an exemplary standard of urban design. No one can
attribute the decades during which the stations remained
dirty, poorly lit, foul smelling, and crime-ridden to a few kids
with spray cans. (Sommer 1975: 19)

Back in the 1970s, the subway was getting hammered. Graffiti
was everywhere. People were jumping the turnstiles to avoid
paying the fare. People would stick cardboard in the token
slots and suck out the jammed tokens. Others were snatching
chains off people’s necks and robbing passengers waiting on
the platform. It only got worse from there. Some perpetrators
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2. 3.5. Fear of Crime, Moral Panic and the War Against Graffiti
The year 1972 marks the moment that would permanently change
the way graffiti was produced and managed. The decisions made
that year under Mayor Lindsay’s administration in New York City have
had a profound and far-reaching impact on the way graffiti evolved

around the world, and tied the fate of the practice to political, admin-

a danger to the psychological well-being of subway riders, a signifier

istrative and legal concerns. This was the moment when the practice

for the presence of more serious crime, and a trigger for destruction

of graffiti became criminalised, and a decision was made to outlaw

and chaos in an urban landscape which had spiraled out of control

graffiti writing and pursue its practitioners as vandals and criminals,

and seemed almost impossible to recover.

in an effort to stop them, erase their marks and obliterate the culture

8. Iveson (2010) argues that the
wars against graffiti have enabled
authorities from all over the world
to militarise urban environments,
through technologies such as
barbed wire, chemical weapons,
CCTV and other, more sophisticated surveillance devices. In addition,
intelligence operations, digital data
systems and propaganda and censorship campaigns have also become commonplace strategies for
policing the urban environment, often assimilating the war on graffiti
with the war on terror, and leading
to disciplined, de-politicised cities.

The moral panic created around graffiti only grew after repeated

that graffiti generated. The first anti-graffiti measures taken by the

campaigns to stop graffiti writers failed, and authorities were not

Lindsay administration were tellingly passed as a war against graffiti,

the only ones feeding the collective panic. Mainstream publications

which suggested not only the drive and resources that were invested

were encouraging a public outcry against the inacceptable state of

into the project, but also the way it was to be conducted.8

the subways (whose functional problems never got nearly as much

The first war against graffiti and the ones that followed were

attention as the graffiti on their surfaces), sociologists were publish-

fought on many fronts and with an incredible amount of resources,

ing papers connecting the presence of graffiti to an increased risk of

in a city which had just narrowly escaped bankruptcy and was in a

crime (the most famous of which was the broken windows theory of

very precarious economic and social situation. In this context, graffiti

1982, detailed in Chapter 4), and authorities were working on inno-

was not just marks made on the subway trains by the city’s youth,

vative strategies to prevent, erase and control what they perceived

but was turned into a symbol for neglect, degradation and fear of

as a relentless production of graffiti. Castleman identified four lines

crime, a sign that authorities were losing control over the city and

of anti-graffiti policy measures in 1982: technological improvements

were leaving it in the hands of mindless destruction-bound adoles-

(better quality paints, coatings and solvents), security measures

cents. In his detailed discussion of the political management of New

(fencing train lay-ups, surveillance, guard dogs), research on the

York subway graffiti throughout the 1970s and 80s, Austin argues

motivation of writers (psychological measures aimed at inhibiting or

that authorities were trying to equate the public square with their

diverting) and control of graffiti instruments (restrictions on the pack-

own public sphere, allowing for no agonistic relations and assum-

aging, display and sales of spray paint) (Castleman 1982: 140-1). Ten

ing a higher moral order, which is still the case today. Graffiti as a

million dollars were spent in 1973 to repaint the entire subway fleet of

crime was no longer one of single unauthorised markings on private

seven thousand cars, which were entirely repainted in graffiti within a

property, but a collective phenomenon of instilling public fear. The

matter of months; twenty million dollars were spent on an automatic

crime of graffiti became more than a crime against property: it was

car wash that ran with highly toxic chemicals and did a poor job at
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removing the paint; and $22.4 million was spent on the second war

Ferrell rightfully observes how it was not the perception of graffiti as

against graffiti in 1981 by mayor Koch, on a campaign which included

a problem that led to a campaign against it; but it was the campaign

securing the train lay-ups by a double fence with barbed wire and

against it that had taught people to perceive graffiti as a problem and

guard dogs on patrol, and a public poster programme under the

constructed graffiti as a crime (Ferrell 1993: 115). The violent descrip-

slogan “Make your mark in society, not on society”. In 1989 the entire

tions of graffiti and its practitioners that circulated in the 1970s were

subway fleet was finally declared graffiti free, following a successful

meant to instill a sense of fear and intimidation, which was surpris-

cleaning campaign which would not allow any painted trains into

ingly very rarely questioned, despite the lack of evidence to sustain

circulation.

any of the claims. Graffiti was assimilated to garbage, pollution,

Tens of millions of dollars and tens of thousands of arrests later,

obscenity, an epidemic, a disease, a blight, a dangerous form of vio-

the city’s subway system was not only graffiti free, but it had also

lence, a product of the mad, the ghetto and the barbarian (Cresswell

been transformed into highly surveilled, highly secured, privatised

1996: 37), and was presented as an outrageous, cancerous menace

public spaces, in a slow move towards military urbanism which the

perpetuated by the villain, graffitidiot, graffiti creep, spray can cretin,

war against graffiti had facilitated. The underlying political agenda

and mostly the graffiti vandal (Ferrell 1993: 137). Just reading through

of transforming New York City into a neoliberal capital was directly

this list is enough to make one panic at the thought of an incontrol-

served by the strategies employed in the war against graffiti, contrib-

lable phenomenon of this description haunting one’s city, even if the

uting significantly to the displacement of the poor, non-fiscally viable

evidence to support these campaigns was never produced.

population, the radical privatisation of public space, and the imple-

The impression that graffiti, as opposed to sanctioned public art,

mentation of unprecedented security and surveillance measures

comes from ignorance rather than engagement, and randomness

which were there to stay (Dickinson 2008, Iveson 2010).

rather than purpose, is one of the most common misconceptions

The discursive front was as important as the physical one in

produced in graffiti vilification campaigns. It assumed mindlessness

the battle against graffiti. Authorities not only had to be efficient in

and maliciousness that could not be evidenced, but it was still being

achieving their erasure goals, but they also had to justify their efforts

employed to justify the criminalisation of graffiti. Many researchers

and expenditures in a convincing way. This led to the creation of a

who have looked at the graffiti subculture provide strong evidence

moral panic against graffiti, whereby the practice was constructed

for the contrary, and they are very explicit in saying that graffiti is far

as a problem that authorities had to respond to and fight against.

from being an unpredictable, menacing or random act:
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This perception of graffiti could not be further from the truth
[…] Each act of writing involves a deliberate decision weighing
visibility, location and risk. (Ferrell 2010: 51)
Graffiti is far from mindless and senseless. The time, energy
and effort that are put in reflect an underlying rationale and
serve a clear and coherent purpose. (MacDonald 2001: 92)
[Graffiti represents a] liberal, meritocracy-based work ethic.
The emerging writing culture institutionalised values of hard
work, creativity, persistence, autonomy, and skill in ways few
educational or occupational avenues open to young people
ever have. (Austin 2002: 52)
It seems like many of the anti-graffiti campaigns circulating in the
1970s and 80s and beyond were not based on any such evidence,
showing how vulnerable graffiti was in front of authorities’ determination
to turn it into a scapegoat and erase it into oblivion. This was despite its
authors’ intentions (nobody asked the writers for their point of view), the
publics’ opinions (no surveys were conducted to assess subway riders’
responses to graffiti) and the massively inefficient expenditures that that
are still being invested into a war that can never be won.
Public art could have never been subjected to a similar judgment
by comparison, and a relevant example is Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc
which was installed in 1981 (the same year that Mayor Koch launched
the second war against graffiti) and went through years of trials and

public debate until it was removed in 1989 (the same year that the
New York subway fleet was declared graffiti free). Philosopher Nick
Riggle discusses the differences between street art and public art
through the example of Tilted Arc, noting that if a street artist had
installed a similar structure, the public could have done whatever
they wanted with it (write on it, take it down, make doorways in it),
but the sculpture had institutional backing and was not meant to be
ephemeral (Riggle 2010). Richard Serra was given the opportunity to
defend his sculpture and fight against its removal in a court of law,
and the public also had their (ultimately victorious) say about the
fate of Tilted Arc. This is far more than could be said about graffiti
writers and their publics, who both got spoken for repeatedly by
authorities and moral entrepreneurs looking to serve their own aims.
No matter how good it looks, graffiti is ugly. (Denver’s Mayor
Federico Peña, quoted in Ferrell 1993: 178)
The subways in general are a mess, and the public sees graffiti
as a form of deterioration like garbage, noise, dirt and broken
doors. I have an obligation to respect the rights of the public
and they all hate graffiti. (Metropolitan Transit Authority representative’s response to writers’ proposal to paint one subway
train under MTA supervision, and measure public response
with an eye to painting the rest of the trains if the public approved. Quoted in Castleman 1982: 177)
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2.11.

Expression vs intimidation: fear-inducing
public images spiraling out of control.

2.12.

The vandals occupying city surfaces express the
precise process of corporate spatial occupation.

Even if graffiti, understood properly, might be seen as among
the more engaging of the annoyances of New York, I am
convinced this is not the way the average subway rider will
ever see them, and that they contribute to his [sic] sense of a
menacing and uncontrollable city. The control of graffiti would
thus be no minor contribution to the effort to change the city’s
image and reality. (Glazer 1979: 8)
One of the most influential opinions to have been referenced in

The fight over graffiti was not a fight for the right to the city anymore, but one for the right to the image of the city, which seemed
to have become authorities’ primary concern. It was decided that
cleanliness was to be a top priority for changing people’s hopelessness regarding the future of their city, so graffiti became a primary
target once more. The image of the city reflects on the power
relations that govern that space, what Ferrell calls the aesthetics of
authority. This is an appearance-based justification for the social

the war against graffiti belonged to sociologist Nathan Glazer, who

order and well-being of a community, which absolves authorities

published a paper in the 1979 ‘Public Interest’ section of the National

from their own responsibilities and turns well-being into a matter of

Affairs journal, entitled “On subway graffiti in New York”. In it, Glazer

surface aesthetics. Poverty, inequality, austerity, uneven distribution

explicitly associated graffiti with fear of crime and an inescapable

of resources and decreasing access to a city whose fiscal policy

feeling of danger and lack of control, consciously promoting un-ev-

encouraged gentrification and fostered a capitalist climate, were all

idenced claims as solid truths, despite his admitting that the per-

rendered secondary to public order and quality of life offences such

ceptions do not equal reality when it comes to the safety of a place.

as graffiti.

Glazer lifted appearances to new grounds of importance, to the

A clean and orderly environment was taken to signify a well-con-

point where the impression left by the aspect of an area was simply

trolled space, both in terms of ownership of property and in terms of

taken for granted and surpassed the need for rigorous research.

ownership of appearance. How could poor youth then be allowed

I have not interviewed subway riders; but I am one myself, and
while I do not find myself consciously making the connection
between graffiti-makers and the criminals who occasionally
rob, rape, assault and murder passengers, the sense that all
are part of one world of uncontrollable predators seems inescapable (Glazer 1979: 3).

to decide on the appearance of a city which wanted to attract the
business community, and foster the well-being of the latter instead
of the former? The practice of graffiti undermines the fierce defense
of private property through collective use, which was deemed unacceptable through the imposition of a neoliberal aesthetics of authority. Property ownership must therefore get reflected in the property’s
appearance, and this value surpassed any possible alternatives of
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democratic use, collective ownership or agonistic sharing. Owned

meant eliminating not only its defying, unpleasant and unpredictable

property which doesn’t display its proper badge of power can

claims at the city, but also extracting specific visual forms and packag-

become significantly undermined, and this was the battle authorities

ing them as exponents of a controlled and sanitised urban artistry.

were fighting to win. The crime against property was but a superficial
issue; the real stake was in the image of the city.

Once more, the easiest way to do this was by renaming wall writing into something different, more palatable to the taste of art collectors and more suitable for ideological publicity. The term ‘post-graf-

2. 3.6. Post-Graffiti and Artistic Recuperations

fiti’ was therefore introduced as early as 1983 by the Sidney Janis

Reflecting on the early days of modern graffiti is important because it

gallery for their eponymous exhibition, where they showed work

comes with lessons for present and future understandings of wall-writ-

by graffiti writers like Crash, Futura2000, Lee Quinones, Lady Pink

ing phenomena. Authorities’ responses to the writers’ relentless activity

and Toxic. There was nothing “post-” about the style of their work,

had a crucial role in profoundly shaping the very essence of that activity.

but the gallery removed it from the contentious surfaces of trains

It is because of these responses that we call this practice “graffiti” and

and walls and brought it to the safe, commercially viable indoors.

associate it with vandalism; it is why wall writing has been acted upon

This move necessitated an updated terminology to produce a full

as a threat to order and safety and marked as a criminal activity; and it

impact, hence the proposal of ‘post-graffiti’, which has since been

is why graffiti still bears a powerful stigma after decades of change and

adopted outside the art world and brought into academic discourse.

evolution. Not only that, but the formation of a culture of interest in the

Materials, processes and formal characteristics of certain inscriptions

aesthetic potential of graffiti was also generated by the institutional han-

could now be described as post-graffiti, designating a less antagonis-

dling of the phenomenon, between transport authorities’ wars and art

tic and more compliant relationship with the art establishment than

galleries’ celebrations. Defining an artistic side to graffiti helped detract

previous writing cultures.9

attention from its raw political potential, which had more to do with
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My contention is that these initial decisions and management

spatial engagement and formal creativity, than with the production of

strategies had such profound effects on our discourse and percep-

artistic commodities. As Robert Sommer put it, when nothing else can

tion of surface mark making, that they made possible the separation

be done about a problem, it can be romanticised and made into an art

of inscriptions into qualitatively different categories of crime and

form (Sommer 1975), getting rid of all the components which compli-

art. These decisions have shaped graffiti into an offensive, unat-

cate its status of unique object-commodity. In the case of graffiti, this

tractive and undesirable type, and have given way for its seductive

9. Geographer Luke Dickens, one
of the principal proponents of
“post-graffiti” as a working concept,
notes how tensions still exist between street art, post-graffiti, but
also culture jamming, Brandalism,
urban art, cult art, guerilla art and
new underground art (2008).
One could add viral art, guerilla
semiotics, outsider art, billboard
banditry or new age muralism
to the list – illustrating how
vocabulary is such an important
preoccupation for everyone
concerned with these phenomena.

2.13.
The intensity of affects produced by graffiti
is essential to the need to control it.

2.14.

Former car park in Shoreditch illustrates the stylistic differences between graffiti throw-ups and street art murals, in a symbolic temporal
and spatial evolution. From the uneven surface of corrugated steel on the bottom left, to the prominent side wall on the top right, here
is surface mark making between the abhorred and the acclaimed. The site has since been developed into high-rise residences.

counterpart, street art, to be identified and managed separately, as a

there are types of surface inscriptions which were made part of

welcome contributor to the creative economies of cities.

this order, and even became its brand, promoters and economic

It is still surprising to think about the radically opposite perspec-

supporters. They are sanctioned street art and murals, which were

tives that early graffiti writing generated, and how its status between

constructed and authorised to become parts of the establishment,

art and crime was decided based on the political context of the

on account of their artistic merit, or rather, their specific aesthetic

1970s and 1980s New York City. In retrospect, graffiti appears to have

configuration. This is the one approach to illicit mark making that has

been a mismanaged social phenomenon which could have been

proven successful even at the level of public administration, who

transformed into something completely different, had the reactions

decided that a certain type of aesthetic could not only be deemed

been different at the time. This transformation seems to happen

acceptable, but could also be handled for its lucrative potential.

with street art today, as cities around the world use the practice as

Graffiti never made it on local authorities’ approval lists for urban

leverage in their creative cities and cultural economies promotion

cultural practices, despite it being called the hottest, most important

strategies. Looking back, one must wonder what the differences

art movement of the late 20th century (Ferrell 1993, Austin 2002,

were between the graffiti that started one of the biggest government

Castleman 1982). Yet street art did make it, based on a platform for

battles of the 1980s, and the street art that now adorns not so much

recognition which excluded conversations about its transgressive

the trains, but the walls and surfaces of global cities. And how is it

or political potential, focusing on its formal appearance instead. We

possible that criminalisation persists despite its increased recognition,

want surface inscriptions in our cities when they are pretty and can

its continued proliferation and the failure of these severe policies?

put a smile on passersby’s faces (i.e. street art and muralism); not

Had this hunger [for fame and respect] been nurtured rather than suppressed, the look of art, not to mention design,
in New York would have been far richer and less rigid than
it became. In the end, the preservation of order prevailed.
(Goldstein 2009: Intro)
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when they visibilise plural participations in the city, or when they
stake claims to the right to the city, failing to consider spatial and
aesthetic regulations (i.e., for example, tagging).
While authorities were clamping down on writing and writers,
the art world was building an agenda of its own, which led to the
recognition of the practice in the upper echelons of the New York art

Goldstein is right, as the preservation of order still prevails a

scene. Art worlds were being built around graffiti more than thirty

decade after his 2009 account, with one significant difference: now,

years ago, yet this had little impact on the legal management of the

2.15.
The double standard in acceptability of inscriptions:
text vs figure, aesthetic appeal vs stylistic offence.

practice, both then and now. Writers’ own interest in the art estab-

twist that was needed to make sales. Austin bemoans the fact that

lishment coincided with reduced opportunities for train writing due

galleries did not lobby against the war on graffiti, as their artists were

to the faster cleaning of cars, heightened securitisation of layouts

getting arrested and media vilification campaigns were in full swing.

and increased number of arrests. Galleries wanted to maintain the

It is this duality between the art and the crime that profoundly

authentic and vibrant nature on graffiti on canvas, but the transition

defined graffiti’s identity as an emerging cultural phenomenon, and

from train surface to gallery commodity rarely worked to that objec-

stood at the basis of what graffiti meant and how it developed.

tive. Instead, canvas graffiti was sold under the auspices of sponta-

Susan Stewart argues in her 1988 essay ‘Ceci Tuera Cela’11 that the

neity, naturalness and a primitive-folk character, which were the art

dismissal and veneration of graffiti are not oppositional gestures, but

world’s tools to appropriate graffiti and convince its patrons to invest

are part of a reciprocal and interdependent system (1988: 162, see

in it. Pop art and the primitive were two filters galleries started using

also Brighenti 2017). Galleries were collaborating with graffiti writers

to offer an aesthetic context for graffiti, and integrate it in an artistic

without addressing the contentions of vandalism and illegality, and

discourse which would welcome this genre and make it commercial-

by elegantly removing themselves from any potential conflict. This

ly viable. The works of Keith Haring and Jean-Michel Basquiat helped

move also depleted them of any civic responsibility towards their art-

with this characterisation, and soon other ingredients were added,

ists’ outdoor painting activities, leaving the artists vulnerable to arrest

such as hip-hop, cartoon graphics or punk culture and DIY.10

and conviction despite their recognised talents.

Graffiti on canvas, graffiti as art work or art object, clearly is
the invention of the institutions of art – the university, the gallery, the critic, the collector. And it is an invention designed
to satisfy the needs of those institutions to assert their own
spontaneity, classlessness, flexibility and currency – all qualities that can only emerge through a self-consciousness which
negates them. (Stewart 1988: 173-4)
The art world needed graffiti to remain the criminalised activity
that it was, because it maintained its street cred and offered it just the
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Many graffiti writers managed to turn their skills and talent into
well-paying careers and earn their adult living from jobs that involved
art making, design, advertising and creative direction (Snyder 2009).
Simultaneously, walls were being cut, scratched, drilled and hammered in order to remove pieces of graffiti, often with the purpose
of turning them into art market commodities.12 Design scholar Heitor
Alvelos similarly illustrates how graffiti languages and practices had
been used by advertising media in London’s late capitalist culture
for decades, with his study of the city between 1997-2001 (see
Ferrell 2004 and Alvelos 2003). Alvelos contends that rebellious,

10. A 1982 untitled painting
by Basquiat sold through
Sotheby’s in May 2017 for $110.5m,
setting the record price for an
American artist at auction.
11. Ceci Tuera Cela is the name of
a chapter in Victor Hugo’s Notre
Dame de Paris. It means “this will
kill that”, and it refers to writing
(more specifically, books and
printing) destroying architectural
monuments. Roland Barthes interprets this phrase as “the book will
kill the monument”, and signals
its importance in understanding
the inscription of man in space
(see Barthes 1988). I would further
suggest that the reason why this
phrase and chapter have been
considered relevant to both urban
semiotics and the history of graffiti
is because they highlight the power
of writing over architecture, and
the decisive impact of inscription
on the built environment.
12. While doing fieldwork around
London, I came across a man
who was installing wood boards
on run down surfaces and was
waiting for them to get tagged
or painted, only to remove them
afterwards and keep or sell
them on a case by case basis.

autonomous, subcultural graffiti is a myth, and shows how graffiti

2. 4. Street Art Story

was adopted through popular visual culture and employed to lucrative ends, especially, at the time, by the music industry. Expanding

2.4.1. Street Art Formations: Independence, Community, Locality

into the promotion of products like books, films, video games,

The first mention of the term “street art” dates back to 1975, when

theatre plays, websites, magazines, perfumes, nightclubs and even

Robert Sommer published his eponymous book in New York. Less

banks, graffiti became such a prominent instrument of commercial

than seventy pages long, Sommer’s Street Art describes various con-

advertising, that Alvelos argued it was “impossible to observe any

temporary wall writing phenomena critically and inclusively, offering

piece of graffiti without wondering whether it is an advertisement we

perspectives which are as relevant today as they were over forty years

are looking at” (Alvelos in Ferrell 2004: 185).

ago. His objective was less to define the stylistic or aesthetic bound-

What I argue next is that “graffiti” and “street art” have been

aries of particular types of inscriptions, and more to document

formed into separate classes mainly to meet interests from the

the “local street art” movement as he saw it happening throughout

art worlds and creative cities agendas, while maintaining legal and

America. Sommer was particularly interested in collaborative art out-

administrative control through criminalisation. The street art/ graffiti

side museums or galleries, a “new mural” movement which was char-

division originated less from producers of surface inscriptions, and

acterised by three things: it was distinct from advertising although it

more from various interest groups, publications, media and poli-

borrowed from its visual strategies; it was mostly created by non-pro-

cy discourse, and it continues to be proposed via these channels

fessional artists; and it had community collaboration and engage-

(see MacDowall and Honig: 2016 for an analysis of street art/ graffiti

ment at its core. “The new muralists are men and women who share

bombing categories based on Instagram data). What follows is a

their talents and expertise with neighbourhood people, who work to

tracing of the concept of street art, in order to understand how

develop local culture rather than presenting themselves as cultural

it got configured as a counterpart of graffiti and how it became a

attractions” (Sommer 1975: ix). Sommer’s “street art” was a grassroots

desirable proposition for urban regeneration, instead of a badge of

form of public art and a forum for bringing art to people who were

urban degeneration. This exploration will also show how street art

often denied access to it. This is supported by Cher Krause Knight’s

is now largely devoid of an ethos of locality and urban engagement,

description of 1970s murals as a form of art officially endorsed by

and has been problematically transformed into a generic globalised

local communities, governmental agencies or private patrons, whose

artistic culture.

aim was to record local events and people, and to reflect cultural
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2.16.

Announcement for Mobstr street art exhibition, painted out after
the show was over but still leaving the letters visible.

2.17.
Mural advertising for a bank, produced by Global Street Art, one
of the largest street art and advertising agency in London.

2.18.

Mock graffiti wall in a blue chip, white cube gallery.

tastes and collective values (2008: 117). The conversations about

by artists and writers. It is based on issues of entitlement, the right to

street art and muralism were focused on creativity right from the be-

the city, the right to participation and visibility, and a struggle against

ginning, and lacked any of the concerns about public order and fear

privatised, consumer-oriented spaces. It also goes back to the more

of crime that graffiti had generated only a few years earlier.

fundamental concern of controlling the image of the city, which left

Sommer likens the aesthetic of this new art movement to that
of non-political pop art, whose “highly individualistic, satirical and

no place for independent, unapproved interventions.
Sommer further emphasises how this art should not be a mere

hyperbolic” appearance was the result of imitating advertising

excuse for a wide display of the artist’s ego (something that contem-

(Sommer 1975: 3). Indeed, several authors have since commented

porary mural culture now celebrates), and how local people should

on the similar codes used by advertising and street art (for example,

be involved in the art-making process. This plea for involvement and

Stewart 1988 and Manco 2002, 2004), and the consistency of these

collaboration was also problematic, as it never discussed how graffiti

observations shows how this is not a novel interest. The influence of

writing was fulfilling this exact same mission, only in a completely

advertising on street art is not the result of graffiti evolving into street

non-dependent way. Instead of waiting to be called upon to partic-

art via pop culture and advertising, but rather the consequence of all

ipate in something that they felt might not represent them, young

types of independent wall-marking responding to a saturated visual

people took to their neighbourhoods themselves and created a col-

environment. In fact, Sommer does not differentiate qualitatively be-

laborative creative movement as a response to the drabness of the

tween graffiti and street art in this argument, and he sets them both

city. Despite this, graffiti was never nurtured, encouraged or funded

against the inescapable capitalist cityscape:

like more traditional fine art wall painting, even though they were

Despite the proliferation of graffiti, the vast majority of wall
writing is still advertising. The public never asked for posters
for the National City Bank and the US Marine Corps. If these
ads brighten the otherwise dingy subway stations, the same
can be said for graffiti. (Sommer 1975: 19)
Justifying personal visual interventions on city walls through the
presence of advertising is one of the most frequent arguments used

contemporary phenomena sharing similar spaces.
During New York City’s battle with graffiti, millions of dollars were
being spent through the National Endowment for the Humanities on
community murals in the same neighbourhoods from which graffiti
had sprung (Austin 2002), in a desperate attempt to commission
and control new visual forms instead of acknowledging and fostering
existing ones. This set the two types of practices further apart: graffiti
was pushed to the side, criminalised and made into a scapegoat
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for many of the city’s problems, while muralism was supported

ulture is too important to be left to the experts” (9), nodding implic-

financially and discursively to develop into a different entity. Murals

itly to the self-driven, self-taught and inventive wall-writing culture

were argued to bring light and colour to a grimy city, fueled by the

whose name had just started being disputed.

counterculture movements of the 1960s (Barthlemeh 1982). And
while these murals were setting the way for a more desirable form of

with the publication of Allan Schwartzman’s 1985 Street Art. A top

public wall marking, the war against graffiti was extending its fronts

curator and art advisor, Schwartzman was the first to address street

and improving its ammunition, but was far from being won. Real art,

art less in connection to muralism, and closer to its present forms.

as Mailer said, is not peace, but war (1974); or, as Iveson argued, our

He argues that street art was born from graffiti and not in parallel,

opposition to war should not be peace, but politics (2010).

as a result of artists coming to New York in the 1970s and becoming

When Sommer was writing, terminologies were not clearly

inspired by graffiti. He attributes the birth of street art to professional-

separated and he often used “street art” and “graffiti” interchangea-

ly trained artists who were looking for direct access to crowds which

bly. The decision to name his book Street Art goes to show how far

were outside the reach of the art world elite.

back the lineage of this concept goes. It is rarely placed in opposition

From the beginning, street art was framed as a change in

to graffiti, revealing how the two categories could play the same

communicative register, sitting outside both the elitist commer-

functions and were not yet intended to be constructed as complex

cial art world, and the hard-to-decode visual language of graffiti.

opposing forces. Here is what Sommer wrote as a critique of mod-

Schwartzman points out that most art has been historically commis-

ernism, and in support of the creative appropriation of public space:

sioned by those in power, with the purpose of consolidating their

[T]he drabness of commercial districts, the tawdriness of franchise strips, inhuman public housing, faceless suburban tracts,
and the sterility of public buildings. […] The entire environment
is oppressive and demeaning of the human spirit […] The only
signs of personalisation are the graffiti. (Sommer 1975: 9)
It was graffiti that Sommer proposed as characterful expressions:
not the murals, not the street art, but the graffiti. And he adds, “[c]
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The term “street art” gained a clearer and more powerful identity

position, and he names street art as the first movement practiced by
trained artists independently, and outside the secularised temples of
museums and galleries.
Schwartzman proposes that street art is “a new public art that
seeks to merge the power of the media with aesthetic enrichment,
street sass with art endurance, and culture with Culture” (1985: 7).
Ten years on from Sommer’s proposal, Schwartzman sees street art
as a product of murals, graffiti, public art and advertising altogether,

2.19.

The visual culture of street art is deeply related to the visual culture of commerce. This shop adopted ‘gh’ as its name
and logo when it occupied a space whose shutters had been painted with these letters. The letters are part of the
alphabet series painted by Ben Eine in 2008, some of which still survives in London’s Middlesex Street.

2.20.

School mural displays the same formal elements like a graffiti piece: collaborative
production of a pictorial element and multiple stylised signatures.

rather than it being more akin to just muralism. The parallels he

phenomenon just a few years earlier, namely the globalised interest

draws between graffiti and wall drawings from the Chinese Cultural

in urban wall painting. Books like Manco’s not only showcased hun-

Revolution, the Berlin Wall, Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc and children’s

dreds of images to illustrate the new phenomenon, but also provid-

pavement drawings are truly innovative for the time.

ed their readers with cultural and aesthetic introductions that were

Street art has often been defined in opposition to graffiti,

meant to popularise street art as a phenomenon of contemporary

through binaries such as popular vs exclusive; or outward-facing

design and urban culture. Stencils and artists’ logos were celebrated

vs inward-facing. Author of London Street Art, Alex MacNaughton,

as products of youth cultures and urban environments, though little

described this as “one of the great questions of our time: where does

context was given for their reception, management or criminalisation.

street art begin and graffiti finish?” (2006) – illustrating the perceived

These books offered much needed introductions to phenomena

importance of the issue. It is not my intention here to attempt a

that had become visible but were still very new, feeding their readers’

clarification of this dilemma, if such a clarification were ever possible.

curiosities and interest for global access to the scene, while putting

However, a brief revision of the most common meanings of street art

forward the names of a few artists whose style had become remark-

is necessary to understand the concept and its political evolution.

able in the late 1990s and early 2000s.
Manco was among the first authors to propose typography vs.

2. 4.2. Street Art to Urban Art: Authorship, Style and Promotion

iconography as one of the defining formal differences between graf-

An author who had a significant contribution to the popularisation of

fiti and street art, contributing to a definition of the latter based on

street art through mainstream publications was Tristan Manco, a UK-

figuration, illustration and image, rather than the text-based outputs

based designer and art director. Starting with Stencil Graffiti (2002),

of the former (see also Schacter’s analysis of the defining character-

Street Logos (2004) and Graffiti Brasil (2005, co-authored with Lost

istics of Street Art as an artistic period, one of which he proposed as

Art and Caleb Neelon) and through to Street Sketchbook (2007)

figuration/iconicity: Schacter 2017). Manco links this to the corporate

and Big Art / Small Art (2014), Manco was among the first authors to

visual influence that artists increasingly must adopt to stay visually

publish image-rich books on street art and offer a cultural context for

competitive, moving away from tags and adopting symbols which

the phenomenon. Similarly to Martha Cooper and Henry Chalfant’s

are similar to corporate logos, easily recognisable and reproducible

1984 Subway Art, albeit at a different scale, Manco’s publications ini-

icons. If inscriptions are reactions to urban environments, to visual

tiated the print circulation of what had started to become an online

and linguistic landscapes, then street art is a nod to established
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2.21.

Surface co-habitation and communicative disposition
between independently produced graffiti and street art.

2.22.
Street artists’ figurative signatures are easy to comprehend, memorise and recognise.

neoliberal visual regimes, rather than a proposal of difference. And

which turned street art away from its urban presence and towards

just as graffiti was often being maligned through media campaigns

a global race for popularity. Cropped, decontextualised and neatly

in the 1980s, street art found its best ally in the published discourse

arranged in mosaics of similarly themed or authored work, the street

around it, which defined and legitimised a new, alluring stylistic

inscriptions that fill the pages of these books are presented as the

perimeter.

best of their kind. This not only leads to an abstraction of the image,

Manco famously called a tag “a logo for an ego” (2004: 43), using
his background as a designer and illustrator to create a discourse
around the graphic aspects of street art, and largely ignoring its legal,
material or cultural urban entanglements. Not only that, but Manco
also set the scene for a certain way of structuring popular street art
publications. The graphic layout he used in Stencil Graffiti would
become the way of writing and editing street art books, and has
largely remained so until today: photo-driven arrangements with
minimal captions and text snippets, all meant to configure certain
visual styles as street art: a hip, cosmopolitan artistic practice with accessible figures and inviting colours, and a style that could not have
been more different from stubborn tagging and disagreeable graffiti
(see, for example, Bou 2005, Stahl 2013, Lewisohn 2009, Pereira 2005,
MacNaughton 2006, 2007, 2009, Ganz 2004, 2006, Schacter 2013).
One of the major consequences of these arrangements is that

but also allows for potential discursive abuses:
The photographic persona in these images [photos in street
art picture books] is a latent gallerist. The picture frame acts
like a gallery frame. Their extremely tight framing eliminates
nearly all artistic context–in some cases there is no clear sign
that the piece is even on the street […] These images are utterly disembodied and dislocated. (Riggle in Bengtsen 2014: 155)
Appropriated as a photogenic empty sign – figuratively “torn
off the wall” – its potent meanings abstracted from its material
surface, wall writing has become a powerful rhetorical tool.
(Chmielewska 2009: 31)
The image choice is based on an authored aesthetic interest
rather than a material, graphic or comparative one. “Tristan Manco

they turned an otherwise democratic, collaborative and inclusionary

has chosen over 400 of the most visually exuberant, subtle and

visual culture into an urban phenomenon of signature and author-

creative examples of the genre from cities all over the world” (cover

ship. By singling out names of artists from the thousands of anony-

intro, Manco 2004); “With 300 color illustrations” (Manco et al 2005);

mous image producers at any given time, these and similar publica-

“This book seeks to act as a document to preserve the aesthetics

tions have contributed to the creation of a culture of artistic fame,

of street art” (Shove 2010). By singling out a number of names and
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graphic tendencies (most of which are now forgotten in the interna-

describe marketable art objects produced by artists who are some-

tional street art scene), popular street art publications have helped

how associated with the street art world (Bengtsen 2014), “urban art”

define the artistic culture associated with contemporary wall writing,

has since been employed consistently by galleries and auction hous-

and offered an image spectacle to enthuse the reader/viewer, while

es around the world.14 It is not by chance that both “post-graffiti” and

keeping their critical muscles relaxed.

“urban art” were concepts introduced by galleries, who saw a market

Cedar Lewisohn’s publication of his first major book as a re13. For a detailed insider account
of the Tate Modern exhibition and
its impact, see Schacter 2017.
14. Alison Young’s chapter ‘To
Market’ from her book, Street Art
World, comprehensively summarises the scope of the art world’s
involvement with street art and
urban art, from collectors to gallerists and from auction houses to
international art fairs (pp. 147-173).

potential in these forms of creativity but wanted to stay in charge of

searcher and curator coincided with the first street art exhibition

how the product got packaged. Urban art was the art world’s solu-

to be staged at a UK public gallery, Tate Modern’s 2008 Street Art.13

tion of presenting a type of visual product from within the fine art

Both the book and the exhibition came out of a curatorial residency

world, while not losing the edge that made these art works attractive.

programme that Lewisohn had taken at the Tate, and they were one

“Urban” therefore became a portmanteau concept used in

of the biggest milestones in the public’s awareness and understand-

contemporary art discourse to represent any work created by

ing of the street art phenomenon in England and elsewhere. The

artists who are street practitioners. It also refers to works created

displays did not occupy any of the Tate Modern galleries, but instead

with aerosol paint; layered and textured media (replicating urban

consisted of works by six international artists placed on the façade of

surface palimpsests); stenciling; print making; mock consumerist

the building. The exhibition was sponsored by Japanese car manu-

icons and propaganda images; thin political commentaries; drips;

facturer Nissan, whose adverts for the Qashqai model had previously

colourful portraits of beautiful women; an overall gritty aesthetic;

used examples of striking street art (Evans 2016). The scale and style

grenade-holding children or cartoon characters; and various combi-

of the exhibition sanctioned a discourse of grand, outdoor displays,

nations of all the above. Urban art is marketed through a discourse

marking the moment when street art became known as big, colour-

of radical practice, an anti-establishment stance and an aesthetic of

ful, ‘edgy’ muralism (Schacter 2017).

dissent, when in fact it very rarely exhibits any of these things. Maggie

Urban art exhibitions had been happening in the UK long before

Dickinson explains this in the following commentary: “It is the con-

the Tate display, and in fact the term “urban art” was first introduced

troversy that often gets employed in legitimate incorporations of the

in 2006 for the “international urban art show Spank the Monkey” at

practice into commercial or artistic endeavours, not the merits of the

the Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art in Gateshead, which includ-

work itself on its own terms” (Dickinson 2008: 44).

ed artists such as Takashi Murakami and Ed Templeton. Used to

While a certain stylistic heritage seems to be the common
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2.23.

Trivial visual symbolism and repeated legible names and webpages: DON’s
name and website appear more than ten times on this piece of plywood.

denominator in defining what makes an inscription graffiti, there is

popular due to their clear-cut humour, accessible political commen-

little or nothing that all street art works have in common, with the

tary and iconic, easily memorable style. However, the retrospective

exception perhaps of a perceived artistic quality – which is ultimately

of Banksy’s work at the Sotheby’s S|2 Gallery in June 2014 seemed

what the “art” in “street art” stands for. Herein lies the politics of the

to seal the fate of stencils, as his most famous works appeared

name, which proposes that “street art” works are inherently aesthet-

outdated and outskilled. This raises an interesting question about

ically superior to “graffiti” works, although it should be clear by now

the autonomy of the stencil as a creative medium, and whether its

that this is only a discursive construct. Separations between one and

aesthetic value will stand the test of time beyond a 20-30-year fad in

the other may have appeared more intuitive in the beginning, but the

the street and contemporary art worlds.

complexity of visual forms one can encounter in today’s cities often
15. Authors have proposed new
working concepts as a response
to this: see Young’s situational art,
which emphasizes the spectator’s
encounter with the work in a
situation, and the artist’s desire
to work outside a gallery space
(Young 2014), or Schacter’s independent public art (“autonomously
produced aesthetic production in
the public sphere” 2014: xix) and
intermural art, which refers to
a type of practice that happens
between street and studio and
critically explores the relation
between in and out (Schacter 2017).

renders the concepts “street art” and “graffiti” obsolete.15 However,

2. 4.3. New Muralism and the Usurpation of Street Art

there are still a few visual types that get readily associated with street

More than forty years after Sommer was setting out the new creative

art, and the primary one is often considered to be the stencil.

horizon of street art, Rafael Schacter provides historical closure and

The aesthetic of the stencil has probably marked the cultural per-

defines Street Art as a specific period of artistic creation, noting a

ception of street art more than any other, becoming its main symbol

moral imperative of not abusing the term to designate contempo-

at a time when street art was taking off as a cutting-edge practice

rary mural painting (Schacter 2017). In his paper, ‘Street Art Is a Period,

around the world. What started off as an aesthetics of the imperson-

PERIOD’, Schacter argues that this concept now pollutes more than

al, or even an aesthetics of authority (stencils have been and are still

clarifies, providing a misleading frame of reference because of its ha-

being used as public markers of official information), was adopted

bitual, often careless uses. Urging scholars and practitioners to move

and transformed into the main visual trope of street art as we know

away from the generalising comfort of the term, Schacter places

it today. It was artists like Banksy who first made stencils popular

Street Art within the decade 1998-2008, and defines it as an artistic

(though he was far from the first to use them), followed by others like

movement of specific parameters. He proposes five formal elements

C215, Jef Aerosol, Faile etc, who raised the bar for stencil creations by

which define the movement: spatial assimilation (working explicitly

adding multiple layers and colours and creating increasingly intri-

with supportive environments), figuration/iconicity (as explained

cate images. Banksy’s stencils were quite basic in terms of execution

above), communicative consensuality (appropriate, acceptable,

(line precision, number of cuts and details), but they became very

agreeable, social, outward facing messages), non-instrumentality

(which refers to the works’ ability to sell nothing but themselves)
and institutional autonomy (the independent production of street
art works is a moral obligation and not a strategic act) (2017: 106-8).
Dwelling on the last two attributes, non-instrumentality and institutional autonomy, I would argue that they are indicative not just of
‘Street Art’, but of any type of independent inscription, irrespective of
its artistic merits. These features are signs of discursive, spatial and
even legal self-determination, away from institutional appropriations
and political agendas of urban creativity.
However, quite an opposite performance is achieved by
hand-painted street art murals, which are the most prominent
recent development in institutionally-sanctioned forms of street art.
Earlier in this section I mentioned how the first book dedicated to
street art was describing a form of muralism based on community
involvement and collaboration. This was quite different from the
independent, hastily-produced stencils that became the exponents
of the genre at its peak, but murals are now occupying prominent
positions once again, albeit in a different form. The mural is re-entering the vocabulary of contemporary street creation, designating large
scale works that are created with permission and support, and are
an increasingly frequent addition to the surfaces of cities. Aerosolbased murals are also giving way to emulsions, oil paint and brushes
(materials more often associated with fine art and canvas work),
speaking to the increased stabilisation and institutional backing of
creative output in the street.
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Schacter calls these murals “street art turned professional”, or
“street art on steroids”, warning of their maximalist attitude and lack
of spatial assimilation: murals often dominate their sites and bypass
the need to integrate (2017: 109). In his critique of murals in relation
to street art, artist Javier Abarca also observes how murals reinforce
the material boundaries of urban economies instead of transgressing
them, illustrating power, rather than human-scale interaction with the
urban environment (Abarca 2016). This makes murals a source of contention, due to their prominent, protected and more permanent presence. They are the ultimate glorification of street art into public art, in

Mix of pop cultural icons and common visual
tropes creates an entirely derivative style.

an area of legal, artistic and cultural sanction which is becoming a safe

16. Similarly, artist Andrew Pisacane,
aka Gaia, argues that murals have
moved from being a multilateral,
consensus-based practice into
unilateral, white and Europeancentric authorships, sponsored
by property developers. (see Gaia
and Shelly Clay-Robinson 2016)

displacing local talent and promoting a generic, international, lobotomised style instead:
It appears political while in fact being perfectly non-partisan.
It performs a charade of rebellion and insurgence, while being officially sanctioned by commission and invitation. It constructs the perfect “cool” conditions for the “bohemian” hubs
that the creative city requires. Yet it has severed itself from its
radical roots, not simply by selling itself, but (even worse) by
selling a false notion of place. (Schacter 2015)
The increased presence of murals in cities worldwide could be

and comfortable place to work from. Permissioned street art is treated

interpreted as a concession made by authorities to an independent

increasingly like sanctioned public art, in a cycle of restoration, conser-

creative culture, but they often end up representing urban corporate

vation and durability, while uninvited inscriptions are often the easier

interests and being afforded a dominating discourse of control.16

targets of graffiti removal, mural restoration and natural degradation.

Whether they advertise something or not, these large-scale paintings

Graffiti can now be said to lie at the opposite pole of desirability

impose a visual regime from a position of power, standing against

from muralism, as one was elevated to an artistically recognised,

the plural, diversified and independent voices which contribute to

administratively tolerated form of surface inscription, and the other

the city surface palimpsest. Criminologist Mark Halsey and journalist

continues to be defined in opposition, as an act of criminal vandal-

Ben Pederick describe the politics of a mural as follows:

ism. The differences between the two become explicit when tags get
cleaned off murals because they seem less considered or aesthetically worthy, while comfortably painted murals acquire increasing visibility and support. Schacter argues that this type of artistic
production does more than replace the more engaged and engaging
graffiti: it also contributes to the creation of urban inequality, by

It must have a largely pictorial element, it must reflect a ‘community mindedness’, it must refrain from overtly political
statements, it must be aesthetically ‘pleasing’, it must reflect
the traditional elements of design, it must be meticulously
planned, it must minimise all risks to artists and the public, it

2.24.
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2.25.

Slick, multi-coloured stencil on a pristine urban canvas.

2.26.
Stencil aesthetic remains unaffected by the
transition from urban wall to gallery space.

2.27.–2.33.

Oversized woman portrait #1–#7

2.34.
Are painted cities better cities?
(oversized woman portrait #8)

must fit the environs. In short, it must not be graffiti. (Halsey
and Pederick 2010: 84-5)
The latest product in a lineage of institutionally-supported street art
is defined first and foremost by compliance, convenience and political

and muralism is not one of chronology or style. Rather, it is one of institutional authority, from the criminalisation of multiple, independently-driven inscriptions, to the sanctioning of sanitised, apolitical displays.
Giving artists the opportunity to paint legally led to a series of

neutrality – all the attributes that graffiti never had in its engagement

important changes in production, distribution and legitimisation.

with the city. Sommer wrote about murals as deterrents for graffiti for

Whereas street art could only go where the body allowed, charting the

the first time in 1975, initiating a working assumption which has been

urban environment through the human scale, murals are top-down

circulating ever since (see Craw et al: 2006).17 The assertion that street

creations produced with blind omnipotence and superhuman devices

art functions as a deterrent for graffiti is on the agenda of many local

(Abarca 2016). Early street art was often appreciated for its spontane-

authorities who want to come across as forward-thinking, but fail to tol-

ous creativity and ephemeral fate, while this new type of mural is being

erate defiance or nurture difference in their cities. Halsey and Pederick

pushed into permanence much like public art, and given the same ex-

argue for the resistant character of graffiti, even in circumstances only

clusivity. The sanctioned, authoritarian position of public art has start-

favorable to prominent, sanctioned inscriptions. “Despite all evidence

ed to converge with the unsanctioned, vulnerable position of street

to the contrary, authorities continue to believe it is possible–even desir-

art, as the latter is becoming more akin to the former in what is now

able–to suture the city’s surfaces. Such a belief is, however, the ground

an authorised and therefore protected practice. “Whereas street art

on which graffiti continually finds its footing.” (Halsey and Pederick

works may appear open to alteration, the perceived finality – and often

2010: 94) Murals as sutures, employed to offer the illusion of clarity and

permanence – of sanctioned public art may be less likely to encourage

consensus, often become primary sites of surface contestation. They

members of the public to add their own creative expressions to the

represent an aestheticised version of a power discourse which occu-

artwork” (Bengtsen 2014: 136). The image of the city is always subjected

pies surfaces with capability and endurance, often more aggressively

to control, and additions or contestations are rarely welcome, al-

than any unwelcome graffiti. However, they are all vulnerable to erasure,

though they are still relentlessly performed.18 Abarca assimilates murals

no matter the authority or means of those involved in their production.

with Haussmannian avenues as instruments for exerting social control,

The development of street murals is the consequence of increased tolerance for street art, and an agenda of making it part of
urban cultural economies. The progression from graffiti, into street art
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and opposes them to the medieval alleys of street art works, which
can be independently and creatively navigated (Abarca 2016).
The time of production has also changed, as it is no longer

17. In a speculative exercise about
the end of graffiti, cultural theorist
Lachlan MacDowall imagines three
possible scenarios that would
lead to graffiti’s disappearance:
the death of industrial cities, the
end of freedom in control societies
and the displacement of graffiti
by a dominant form of street art
(MacDowall 2013: 122). One would
assume that a city saturated with
street art murals would leave no
space for graffiti, but it has been
proven time and again that independent wall marking practices
are incredibly resilient and would
likely adapt even to such scenarios.
18. British sculptor Anish Kapoor
decided to keep the slogans
written on his Versailles work,
Dirty Corner, after the piece had
been vandalised repeatedly in mid2015. This is a notable example
of accessible public art that was
purposefully kept susceptible to intervention and re-inscription. Johan
Gerz’s iconic Monument Against
Fascism (1986) in Hamburg acted
in a similar way, inviting people to
inscribe it repeatedly before it was
gradually sunk into the ground.

necessary to produce works hastily, under the cover of darkness.

their skills to lucrative work, which is increasingly available with the rise

Sanctioned murals can be painted in broad daylight, using equipment

of creative economies (see Chapter 3 for street art and creative cities).

like scaffolding and cherry pickers, with the help of assistants and often recording the process. This has fundamentally changed the type

and in the press, we have become prepared, expecting and even

of engagement that is needed to produce the work, from a self-de-

bored of their presence. In its sanitised form of kitsch, generic mural-

termined, human-scaled exploratory and experimental process, into

ism, street art has largely lost its disruptive, affective powers, and is

a facilitated, mediated and sponsored encounter with the urban

becoming a sight similar to advertising billboards: deployed from a

surface. Creative responses to the material details and the unplanned

position of power, similarly inaccessible and barely registered in any

contingencies of the city have given way to global festival diaries,

understanding of urban production, plurality or the right to the city.

readily-emulsified walls and online hoarding painting forms (see wall

The moment that used to be marked by intensive disgust or en-

booking forms such as Global Street Art’s “Paint a Wall” globalstreetart.

chantment (Young 2012) is now tending towards the worst possible

com/walls or the Market Road Gallery www.marketroadgallery.org).

outcome: unattainability, disenchantment and standardisation.

What was once an adrenaline-fueled exploration energised by

19. The revelation of graffiti writers
being “normal people” belonged
to a participant in one of the graffiti
and street art workshops I ran.

With so many public murals on our city walls, computer screens

Through repeated support in the form of street art festivals and

uncertainty and risk, has now become a carefree spectacle of artistic

wall management organisations, murals can impose an aesthetic

production which often serves commercial ends. “It is in fact becoming

tyranny of kitsch, colourful caricatures and saccharine sentiments

increasingly difficult to make a meaningful distinction between street art

(Schacter 2017), perplexed politics and spurious harmonies. This type

and street advertisements for urban art products, as more street artists

of surface painting is an imposition of an urban visual regime as au-

pursue a commercial art career.” (Bengtsen 2014: 75) On their journey

thoritative as whitewashing, with the difference that it gets deployed

to making a living from their art, many artists have also changed their

in the name of creativity and puts colours and faces on walls, instead

persona into present, visible and generally likable characters. No longer

of blocks of whites and grays. In fact, Young speaks of ‘artwashing’

the anonymous, hoodied figures onto which one can project a criminal,

to describe this process, whereby creativity has been strategically

deviant identity, street artists have built increasingly sociable personas

coopted into a tool for censorship, and armed with all the weapons

by painting in broad daylight, talking to spectators and generally pre-

necessary to carry out its mission (Young 2016: 98). The war against

senting themselves as “normal people”.19 They are also moving towards

graffiti seems far from being over and this distorted, corporatised ‘art’

an integration into the job economies of the creative city and putting

is now leading the battle from the frontline.
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2.35.

Street art becomes a generic visual commodity
to be traded on IKEA posters.

2.36.
Hoardings managed by Global Street Art.

2.37.

Wall painting is not just about the results anymore:
displaying the process is equally important.

2.38.

Painting in sanctioned conditions allows artists to produce and
distribute promotional material and use the city as a launching
pad for their careers in the economies of the creative city.

2. 5. Conclusion or, Five Proposals for
Classifying Inscriptions

understand them is to find the organisations who have benefited
from implementing new concepts. Police and local governments
constructed ‘graffiti’, mainstream publishers and websites promoted

1. In the production of graffiti and street art, the agency of

‘street art’, galleries represented ‘urban art’, and now we are back to

producers is often eclipsed by the authority of managers and

local governments endorsing ‘muralism’ and celebrating the practice.

regulators.
The stories of graffiti and street art are as much tales of regulation as

2. Art vs Crime is a dangerous and misleading paradox.

they are of production. This proposal may not sit well with writers

So, is it art, or is it crime? This misinformed question is not only one

and artists, as it argues they have little autonomy in the interpretation

of the most common controversies surrounding graffiti and street

of their practice, and reduces the sovereignty of their expression.

art, but it is also the ultimate distraction from the real issue at hand.

Instead, my argument accounts for the evolution of wall marking

Because in our temptation to cleverly reply ‘both’, ‘it is art and crime

practices through the people and institutions activating, writing and

at the same time’, we are playing into the one dichotomy which has

opinionating around the actual stuff on walls: local governments

enabled wall writing cultures to be appropriated both by authorities,

legislating against it, art organisations appropriating its grammar, or

and by neoliberal urban economies. Ones say it is crime, the others

publishers turning it into coffee table literature. This PhD thesis is part

call it art, and what gets lost in the process is the political independ-

of the same process of reformation of graffiti, street art, murals etc –

ence of the practice, its raw engagement with cities and its pluralistic,

as were all the papers, talks and presentations that led to it and those

adaptable form. Taking a stance in the art vs crime debate is what

that will follow it, alongside the institutions that supported them.

enables institutional confiscations of the practices, by supporting

Graffiti and street art cultures are often affected by negotiations

the creation of discourses which are pro the one, and against the

between legislators, curators, book authors, city surface managers

other. We then end up wanting more surface art, and less surface

and tour operators, who strongly influence the movement and its

crime, without realising that this often means relinquishing any inde-

spatial distribution. This happens either by enabling or trying to

pendence, inclusion or participation from the city surface discourse

suppress wall writing practices, or by selecting aspects to conven-

altogether.

iently emphasise or salvage. Terminological contentions have existed
since the formation of modern wall writing, and the best way to
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The best answer? ‘None’. ‘It is neither art, nor crime’, but inscription, communication, engagement, urban language, spatial practice,

cultural production, multimodal expression, emplaced occupation,

specific type of surfacescape. Colour and beauty are not intrin-

public discourse, networked semiosis, surface politics – all of these

sically valuable for cities, but what is important is the freedom to

and more, just not art, nor crime. When nothing else can be done

refuse and confuse them, to participate and to maintain an active

about a problem, you make it into an art form, in a perverted plot

surface politics.

twist which turns the ‘legitimate’ version of a practice against its

There is no such thing as ‘everybody’ liking something, or ‘the

‘lesser’ self, and leads to abominations like artwashing and the use

general public’ finding a figurative mural more appealing than a

of murals in the war against graffiti. I suggest we take ‘crime’ any day

tag mash-up. Consensus is an illusion, and imposing an exclusive,

over this version of ‘art’ in cities, but I propose there is a better name

aesthetically-justified wall discourse is a dangerous path. What

for it: politics (see point 3).

cities need is engagement, controversy and dialogue, not ‘beautiful’,
artist-designed and corporate-sponsored art. Sure, we can have that,

3. Beauty is not better: what we need is politics, not aesthetics

too, but we must be extra vigilant around it, like with all discourses

Healthy surfaces need a vigorous, agonistic culture of inscrip-

which claim to be natural, consensual improvements. Surface ‘crime’

tions: the presence of multiple surface discourses is a key sign of

is less resourced than ‘art’, and it is more straightforward, resilient

an open and inclusive city. Participation in the surface discourse

and dynamic, as it must reinvent itself all the time to survive and

can be done in defiance of the law, in conformance with it, or in

maintain a presence on controlled surface environments. Crime may

ignorance of the law, but never outside the law (see lawscape

also be beautiful, and it often is, but politics will always outsmart

argument in Chapter 4). Defy it, and your actions are criminal.

aesthetics at the surface occupation game.

Obey it, and you likely produce either commerce or art, of the
non-responsive, dominating kind. These products are of course

4. The story of urban mark making is the story of authorities

likely to score high on aesthetic appeal, as they usually benefit

taking control of the city and putting it to capitalist use.

from considerable design and production resources, they are

In the beginning, there was a mass phenomenon of individual

bigger, and they get seen, photographed and disseminated more.

spatial takeovers. The city as playground and canvas, an affirming

From a purely aesthetic standpoint, one could argue that murals

and liberating wall writing practice, and the rebellion, engagement

add colour, they beautify, they make drab surfaces more attrac-

and spatial energy that came from it. The joy of the successful initi-

tive and so on – but they also dominate, exclude and impose a

ative to develop a visual language and record it on the almighty city;
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and the feeling of achievement that came with inscribing oneself in

other became the darling of the art world, the renegade child whose

the urban fabric, and becoming of the city.

talents were too cool to pass unnoticed. They didn’t; and so came

Then, there was local government opposition to these freedoms,
the authorities’ claim of a moral jurisdiction over the city and the

street art’s dependence on a mechanism of institutional accreditation and endorsement, and on commercial and political support.

transport system, a setting out of what was allowed and what would

Here we are, then, in a surface world whose predominant,

become criminal. The law roused its prerogative to censor unwanted

emerging language is the result of these endorsements, the conse-

behavior and limit its material traces, while constructing an urban

quence of maxing out on the ‘art’ in ‘street art’, through the sup-

environment which was conducive of certain types of attendance.

port of local governance, art galleries, tour guides, the internet and

Public signatures were ousted, and surveillance machines were

printed media. Legal and administrative control is safely maintained,

brought in; writing got confiscated, while cities were gearing up to

while murals grow as an apex of the creative city, the hip global style

repel the barbaric graffiti and install the physical and logistical infra-

that sells tourism and cities as products, but doesn’t allow them to

structures that would keep it at bay.

be plurally produced. The claims, encounters and energies we start-

In parallel, there came the friendlier, more democratic forms of

ed from have been systematically suppressed and altered, until they

street art, akin to corporate urban language, close to pop culture

transformed into painting permission forms, festival calendars and

and art, yet still defiant of legal conventions of urban display. If a silver

Instagram-fueled art careers.

throw-up was not meant to be there, then neither was a stencil of

However, despite the current situation, murals are a fad, and

superhero Jesus but, since the latter was vaguely relatable, while the

graffiti will endure. As long as there are urban environments, ine-

former much less so, two distinct camps developed. Street art was

qualities and opportunities; as long as there is life and interest in

separated from graffiti by a non-explicit double standard, Banksy

cities; and as long as there are even the tiniest windows of expressive

was separated from street art by another, third standard, and the

freedom – graffiti will endure. Inscriptions have proven their resilience

art world stepped in to further protect, promote and commodify

time and again: get rid of them, vilify them, sell them, cut them from

the newly-born visual style of the streets. The graffiti vandals and the

their walls, or coopt them into capitalist urban economies – they

street artists were already becoming two separate, opposing groups,

will find their way out and onto city surfaces, into the liminal spaces

despite many of their members not wanting to be associated with ei-

of the law, behind unexpected corners, under bridges, back up on

ther club. One was distinctly under the scrutiny of the law, while the

buildings and in public view.
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5. The sign is the name

that did not previously exist. They produce identity, behavior and

I have argued in this chapter that naming was crucial in the

perception, and justify their performative enactment: we don’t

development of surface signage, by enabling the legal and cultural

want graffiti in our neighbourhood, and street art is one of the

evolution of inscriptions, and their institutional appropriation. On

best-selling subjects in the local bookshop. The ways in which

surfaces, names can be means or ends: they can occupy territories

these names and categories have been acted upon, makes the

without disclosing identities; or they can advertise brands, identify

object of the following chapters.

artists and strategically guide attention. ‘Who made that?’, one
often hears when walking around areas rich in street art, or reads
in the comments section of social media picture posts. Naming
generates uniqueness and recognition, and enables extraction
of specific works and their makers from surface environments. In
this respect, it is often the name that makes the street artist, even
if the graffiti writer was displaying it more frequently and directly.
Without names, there would be no artists, there would be only
expression (what a wonderful world that would be). The name
makes the sign, it rises and qualifies it, but it also significantly alters
it. In fact, the named street artist is fundamental to legitimising and
empowering the cultural field of street art; which is something I
discuss in the following chapter.
Names come from the need to create taxonomies, to distinguish objects and classes. They illustrate the power of language
to shape reality, not just describe it, which is why the unwanted
surfaces signs are called graffiti, while the desirable ones are called
street art (irrespective of the formal differences between them).
Names create commonality and enable recognition of phenomena
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Chapter 3
Selling Streetness
as Experience.
Street Art Tours, Shoreditch,
and the Brand of the Creative City

Your gaze scans the streets as if they were written pages:
the city says everything you must think, makes you
repeat her discourse, and while you believe you are
visiting Tamara you are only recording the names with
which she defines herself and all her parts. However the
city may really be, beneath this thick coating of signs,
whatever it may contain or conceal, you leave Tamara
without having discovered it. (Calvino, ‘Cities & Signs 1’)

3. 1. Introduction
This chapter picks up on the idea of artwashing and strategically deployed
creativity, to explore the role of walking tours in the formation of neoliberal
cultural quarters in the city. Tours exist at the very centre of the London
street art world, where many street art-related activities have become the
object of place branding for the creative city. Areas such as Shoreditch carry curated visual displays on the sides of hoardings, using neatly painted
murals to mask the gentrification and spatial displacement which street art
often symbolically supports. Curated walls and walking tours are slowly
becoming the dominant models of the London street art world, often
displacing minor, independent wall-writing cultures in the process. Legal
and administrative control is safely maintained, while murals grow as an
apex of the creative city, the hip global style that sells tourism and cities as
products, but doesn’t allow them to be plurally produced.
Building on the previous chapter and its narrative of the development
of graffiti, street art and muralism as genres of inscriptive production, this
chapter develops an empirical approach to some of East London’s surfaces,
through the lens of walking tours. Focusing on the sites and discourses of
walking tours, the chapter explains how surfaces and inscriptions are being
recruited to serve a neoliberal approach to urban branding through creative
city principles, and how street art is a welcome tool in this process. What
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follows is an introduction to a surface world whose predominant, emerging

into marketable artistic commodities. From a low-key, independent,

language is the result of institutional endorsements, and the consequence

creative surface production, street art was enabled to evolve into

of maxing out on the ‘art’ in ‘street art’. Particular emphasis is placed on the

a fully developed art movement, which would eventually be har-

role of walking tours in holding up street art as a product of the creative city,

nessed in assistance of creative city governance: street art became

by arguing that tours construct and legitimate London’s street art scene,

creative “in the dogmatic sense of the word” (Mould 2015: 132).

through the strategic deployment of an authoritative discourse.

Moreover, sanctioned street art and murals have not only been

The first part of the chapter introduces the concept of streetartness

deemed acceptable to local governance, but they have become po-

as a value measure for institutionally-legitimised street art (Keenan

tentially lucrative for authorities, to support place branding and the

2015), and explains it through the model of Bourdieu’s cultural fields and

development of the creative city – which I will discuss in more detail

Becker’s art worlds. The chapter then discusses street art walking tours

in the latter part of this chapter (on the mutual valorisation of place

as an expression of the belonging of street art, through an introduction

and street art, see Banet-Weiser 2012, McAuliffe 2013, Mould 2015,

of the history of London’s street art tours and an analytical overview of

Evans 2016, Brighenti 2016).

the content, geographies and narratives of the main tour operators in

For this instrumentalisation of street art to happen, a consensus

the city. In the latter part of the chapter, an argument is made for the

needs to be formed about its value, which must be acknowledged

role played by tours in the production of the neoliberal creative city,

and endorsed by several relevant institutions. I will call this meas-

which uses streetness as a form of symbolic capital to create generic,

ure streetartness, and define it as a cumulative set of features that

instrumentalised and highly controlled places of urban creativity.

make an inscription valuable to the legitimate world of street art.
Streetartness is therefore less a quality of the inscriptions themselves,
and more a construct of the discourses that go up around the

3. 2. Streetartness and the
Belonging of Street Art

inscriptions. It is a form of collective endorsement by the street art
world, which affords strategic power to decision-makers and offers
them a hook to promote their values and implement their agendas.

We have seen in the previous chapter how street art was initially
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Collective production of value in relation to art works was first

made acceptable by the private sector of the art market, which was

proposed by sociologists Howard Becker and Pierre Bourdieu, who

busy configuring independent, often anonymous surface markings

argue that art worlds and objects are shaped by several forces and

actors, who define and decide what art is, where it can be found,

agents have the capacity to select existing inscriptions and to bestow

how it should be valued and promoted (Becker 1974, 2008, Bourdieu

streetartness upon them, therefore transforming them into legitimate

1992). For street art to conform then, and for streetartness to be

exemplars of institutionally acknowledged street art.

Tweet by Bartlett Dean Alan Penn, using social media and his authoritative
position to further endorse the Graffiti Sessions hoarding paintings.

acknowledged, endorsements are necessary from a network of

3.1.

The sanctioning of street art takes place through what legal

agents with a good understanding of its parameters, and with some

scholar Sarah Keenan calls a relationship of belonging (2015), which

command over them: property developers who welcome street

can be understood as the opposite of geographer Tim Cresswell’s

art on their hoardings; local councils who authorise paint jams and

analysis of graffiti as being out of place (1996). Street art frequently

street art festivals; editors who publish picture books of street art

belongs, graffiti rarely does, and this understanding of belonging is

from around the world; print shop owners; Instagram photographers

not just geographical, but also discursive and legal, and can even

with thousands of followers; and tour guides who can produce a

be framed as commonsensical. Keenan and Cresswell both started

targeted audience of hundreds of people in situ, every day. These

from geographical analyses of occupation and propriety, to demonstrate how power reveals itself by controlling what belongs and what
does not belong, what can and what should not be visible, what has
and what does not have streetartness.
Unlike some street art, graffiti was legally configured as a crime
against private property and public order, based on what Cresswell
defined as a logic of out-of-placeness, or graffiti appearing where it
should not (1996) (see Chapter 4). Cresswell speaks of a hierarchy of
visual rights to places, whereby “those who can define what is out of
place are those with the most power in society” (1996: 39). We have
seen how graffiti was defined as non-desirable through a complex
legal and ideological battle, but what concerns us here is the ways in
which street art was configured as belonging to certain urban environments and being in its proper place, and how street art tours have
contributed to this geographic legitimation.
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3.2.

Fragment of mural painted by Mr Sable for the Graffiti Sessions conference, co-hosted by the Bartlett. UCL
Estates endorsed and helped deliver the mural as part of their Transforming UCL campaign, on hoardings
which were n their lease. The university is an active agent in the process of legitimising street art.

3.3.

Guides have the ability to create a spatial relationship of belonging for street art, which they sometimes reinforce with reference materials.
In this case, the guide is showing a photograph of Ben Eine’s “Twenty First Century City”, which David Cameron gifted to Barrack Obama
on his first visit to the White House as PM, in 2010. Also visible here is a series of metallic knobs meant to deter skateboarding, showing
how skateboarding, in this instance, is not considered in its proper place – unlike the street art in the background of the frame.

Keenan defines property as “a spatial formation that occurs
when relations of belonging are held up by the spaces in and

3. 3. Street Art Worlds
and Cultural Fields

through which those relations exist” (2015: 65). She understands
belonging as spatially contingent and directly related to property

The ability of tour guides, property owners, prime ministers and academ-

and propriety: it is a relation which must be held up and enabled

ics to impact so much on what street art is and where it belongs, is based

spatially, institutionally and culturally. Moreover, belonging is not just

on a relational view of art, which suggests that all artistic formations are

a subject-object relationship (an object belongs to a subject), but

the products of vast interlinked networks of actors and institutions. The

also a part-whole relationship, where attributes, qualities or charac-

implication is that everything from taste, value and even the recognition

teristics belong to a subject or thing. For example, certain inscriptions

of an art object as such, are socially constructed and legitimised process-

are not only held up as belonging to their surface environments, but

es which take place in networks of validation and circulation. French soci-

they also belong to the discursive classes which have been devel-

ologist Pierre Bourdieu calls these networks “fields”, or sums of collective

oped around them: some inscriptions are shown to be art (street art),

agents which are in a permanently tense productive relation. Working in

and this class reflects on all their other components. Every time an

a similar tradition, American sociologist Howard Becker interprets these

inscription is singled out as street art, there is an implication of spatial

networks as “art worlds”, which are mechanisms of complex non-hierar-

legitimacy and belonging, a tacit endorsement which comes from

chical collaboration through which the process of art production can be

its association with street art as a whole. In Keenan’s words, part-

better understood. The actions of individual agents combined produce

whole belonging comes with the privileges of the social relations and

an art world, and their relations to the art object and to each other are

networks that constitute the whole, and tours are the direct enablers

crucial in determining how the object will come into existence, how it will

of these relations. With each completed walk, guides will have ex-

be named, perceived, valued and cared for. A painted series of letters by

tracted a finite number of inscriptions from the surface chorus, and

Ben Eine entangles local councils, aerosol paint producers, studio spaces,

imprinted upon them streetartness, belonging and propriety.

news outlets, personal acquaintances, building owners, the sun and the
rain, financial transactions, Mark Zuckerberg, intellectual property, graffiti
conferences, and the notion of street art itself.
Bourdieu and Becker’s sociologies are constructed on similar principles, yet they diverge in their understanding of how fields and worlds
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function, and what types of relationships they generate. Worlds and

Bourdieu explains all social relations as functions of objective

fields have previously been used in conjunction by sociologist Shyon

positions of power and class, and argues that cultural fields are

Baumann in his book Hollywood Highbrow (2007), where he argues

constituted based on pre-determined interactions between agents.

that the differences between world and field are a matter of emphasis

For him, the actions or initiatives of individual agents matter little in

rather than substance; and by art historian Peter Bengtsen in his book

themselves, and they are most accurately read as representative of

The Street Art World (2014), where he adopts both concepts in his dis-

higher social formations such as tradition, class and other cultural

cussion of street art culture. Further comparative discussions between

hierarchies. In the case of street art, these cultural hierarchies are

the concepts of “art world” and “cultural field” are not to be reiterated

based on relations of belonging and propriety, which are crucial to its

here (see Becker and Pessin: 2006, Fowler: 1997, Bottero and Crossley:

establishment as a proper creative practice. As we have seen in the

2011 and Baumann: 2007). Instead, this chapter works with relevant

previous chapter, mainstream publications, commercial galleries and

dimensions of both art worlds and cultural fields, to produce a com-

legal affordances are some of the agents responsible for legitimising

prehensive overview of street art walking tours, and assess their roles in

the cultural field of street art, alongside walking tours.

establishing the locations and legitimacy of London’s street art world.
Verging between abstract and concrete, between system and

In their analysis of Becker and Bourdieu’s work, sociologists
Bottero and Crossley observe that a field is a space of objective

network, and between determination and action, cultural fields and

relations between ranked positions (2011). For a field to work through

art worlds are two distinct proposals for understanding the sociol-

these objective relations, its constitutive agents are reduced to func-

ogy of art. Fundamental to both approaches is the question of how

tions of their positions, and their actions are regarded as determined

art objects come into existence, and which are the forces and agents

by these positions. Moreover, Bourdieu insists that a field cannot

that shape their material and cultural establishment. As Becker

be reduced to a series of personal relations between constitutive

explains it, a world analysis asks “who is doing what with who that

agents, as this would ignore the objective forces which constitute the

affects the resulting work of art?”, while a field analysis asks “who

structure of the field and orient personal movement within the field

dominates who, using what strategies and resources, and with what

(Bottero and Crossley: 103). To explain this through an example, the

results?” (Becker 2006: 285). While art worlds are concerned with

cultural field of street art may be the result of interactions between

relations between individual actors, cultural fields focus on relations

local councils, paint producers, property developers, street art tours

between institutions and power positions.

and digital photography platforms, but it also depends on people
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representing these institutions and their personal connections to

(and in the case of art they are often not), but they will concern the

individual or collective artists. This is why, for Becker, an art world

kind of authority that comes with recognition, consecration and

functions similarly to a social network which consists of actual, con-

prestige, all marks of what Bourdieu called “symbolic capital” (see

crete relationships. Becker rejects social structure without real peo-

also the concepts of valorisation and anthropological value pro-

ple, shifting Bourdieu’s focus from the organisational to the personal.

posed by Brighenti 2016).

Real people and their connections are of course always there, but

Symbolic capital is an initial form of legitimation that characteris-

they frequently operate within wider systemic frameworks, and the

es art works within their fields, and can be defined as the discourse

street art establishment is no exception to this tendency.

that surrounds a work of art and substantiates its status. This takes

What can be learned from both Becker and Bourdieu’s theories

the form of articles, images, events, discussions, or any other actively

is that the cultural field of art needs to consider not only the direct

manifested interest in a form of artistic production. In the case of

producers of the art work and its materiality, but also the producers

street art, walking tours are one of the institutions productive of sym-

of the meaning and value of the work, namely the agents who make

bolic capital, which is then bestowed selectively upon certain works

up this social network: critics, publishers, guides, reviewers and gal-

and artists from an authoritarian position. This reading of symbolic

lery directors are just some of these agents.1 They are of course to be

capital is relevant because it shows how tours are not in fact adjacent

considered as representatives of institutions when applicable, and as

activities that take place independently of an existing street art world,

bearers of institutional power and ideology. It is through their efforts

but they actively contribute to the creation of this world by localising

combined that consumers become capable of knowing and recog-

it, selecting its constitutive elements, and educating its audiences.

nising a certain phenomenon as an art world.
The cultural field of street art changes every time a new type of

Following this relational view of art, producers, receivers and
even the art works themselves are part of a densely-networked field

agent stakes a claim in the field, be it a new artist, a type of institution

of influential relationships, collaborative and competing interests.

(such as museums, universities or governments), a festival, an app

Any shift in this field will be consequential: “The meaning of a work

or an article published in a news outlet. These agents never express

changes automatically with each change in the field within which

a position in isolation, but arrange themselves within the field, and

it is situated for the spectator or reader” (Bourdieu 1992: 30-31). To

compete for control over the interests and resources specific to the

better understand the consequences of these changes, here are two

field. According to Bourdieu, these resources may not be material

examples of different change typologies and their impact.
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1. Academic researchers and
universities are, of course, significant contributors to the cultural
field of street art. The numerous
publications, conferences, research
groups and taught modules
on the subject are influential
in creating and legitimising the
meaning and relevance of street
art. This chapter is also part of
this cultural field: its research,
publication and dissemination are
now constitutive forces in the field.

3.4.

The many facets of the street art world include celebrity-style photos on successful opening nights. This is from a
collaborative exhibition by homeless artist John Dolan and a number of well-known street artists, including Stik (pictured
here). The opening night saw queues of people around the block and the exhibition received significant media attention.

3.5.

An “unauthorised retrospective” of Banksy’s work curated by his former dealer, Steve Lazarides, gathered significant crowds in the Sotheby’s
S|2 exhibition space in Mayfair in 2014. The symbolic and financial capital of Banksy’s work was increased by the presence of suited bouncers
and heightened security measures, while the personal relationships between Lazarides and Banksy’s collectors made possible the curation.

3.6.
Some of the constitutive components of the cultural field of street art.

3.7.

The formation of the symbolic capital of street art.

2. The most famous Londonbased case is that of Adam Neate,
who is said to have left more
than six thousand works to be
freely picked up in the street,
before becoming the artist of Elms
Lesters Painting Rooms gallery,
which now solely represents
Neate. See Richard Haugh’s ‘Adam
Neate: Art for the People’ (BBC
Suffolk, November 2008) and the
artist’s profile on the Elms Lesters
website, also published in Chinese
to target its desired audience
(Elms Lesters, ‘Adam Neate’).

1. Changes in the spatial field of art works concern the alteration of the

altered, and they stick to the work like an invisible force field of

status of art works as a direct result of their modified locations – such

expectations, pre-conceptions, perceived insights or hard-to-barge

as, the work’s inclusion in a museum collection and display; or it being

judgments. These can acquire a life of their own, as information

left in the street for anyone to pick up freely. Both these types of spatial

circulates in person and online, in the form of stories, pictures, clicks

alterations are strongly representative of the street art world, and its os-

or even gossip. Street art tours act as a discursive change to the

cillation between cultural commodity and gift. Contentions over works

world of street art, generating a repeated discourse which forms part

removed from the street for the benefit of galleries or private collectors

of the field of street art. Although they are not recorded as such, the

always reach intense levels of debate, while stories about artists taking

discourses of tour guides resonate on street corners in Brick Lane,

their works directly from studio to street are part of what is often per-

their presence is being silently, or sometimes aggressively noted, and

ceived as the constitutive ethos of the movement.2 From the moment

their rhythms have become part of the flow of people in London’s

of spatial change, the art work will cease to be the same object, in an-

East End. Tours are the producers of oral histories, urban myths and

other location, and will become a function of the location instead, gain-

a significant number of images, and they play a potent role when it

ing attributes from it. In this context, placement acts as an agent inside

comes to constructing or altering the meaning of street art.

the cultural field, and chosen locations for art works impose certain

Tour guides are agents in the cultural field of street art, and they

cultural, economic and political attributes to the work. Museums and

position themselves as experts who locate, reveal and fashion a

galleries are probably the single most powerful legitimising bodies in

discourse around existing street art works, reshaping their fields

the art world, but walking tours can play as potent a role when it comes

of reception. Wall inscriptions that city dwellers may ignore in their

to constructing or changing the meaning of street art. Because street art

daily mindsets can now be appropriated into the cultural discourse

has traditionally been located outside the museum and gallery system,

of street art, and tour guides are central figures in this attribution of

it is still important to legitimise this movement by consecration in its

streetartness, alongside photographers, bloggers, gallerists, curators

environment, and not just by a shift in its geographical position.

and enthusiasts. They turn potential audiences into actual audienc-

2. Changes in the discursive field of art works, such as when an

es, including them into the cultural field of street art and conferring

artist’s work goes viral online, or when an exhibition is rated poorly

them the authority to legitimate a cultural phenomenon as art. But

by a well-established critic. In this case, although the work has not

how do walking tours operate, and what makes them specifically

changed its habitat, its conditions of reception are nonetheless

instrumental in the construction of London’s street art scene?
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3.8.

Paul Jones, Director of the Elms Lesters Painting Rooms, presents the work of his only
artist, Adam Neate. Neate’s style changed dramatically from street to gallery, and so has
the discourse around it – from free street gift to international artistic commodity.

3.9.

Stuart Holdsworth of Inspiring City blog interviews “the Japanese Banksy” AITO during his first gallery
show in London, which came after a series of street works. On-line dissemination through blog posts
and on-site selection through walking tours can significantly alter the cultural field of street art.

3. 4. “A Diminished Kind of Walking”
Walking tours are educational and entertainment services provided
to locals and tourists alike, which are meant to introduce participants
to certain aspects of their destination locations. They are defined by
their location, the information that is being shared, and a performative, entertainment aspect which generally makes them engaging

The walking tour is accessible only to those who pay the fee,
and it follows pre-designed itineraries. Detours and meanderings off-route are not possible. Conversation is controlled by
the guide. Encounters with the street art works take place for
just the amount of time that can be contained within the time
limit of the tour. (2016: 119)
Peter Bengtsen also describes his experience of a street art walk-

and pleasant to attend. Tours can have historical or contemporary

ing tour as having “a certain unnatural, almost Disneyesque, feel to it”

focuses, they can be designed around certain themes or disciplines,

and attributes his lack of immersion to the ready-planned character of

and can provide in-depth or perhaps alternative narratives about

the tour (Bengtsen 2014: 158). It is not just that street art tours deprive

places and landmarks.

one of the sense of individual discovery valued so highly by street art

Much of the literature on walking tours comes from tourism

lovers, but they also play a substantial role in drawing the boundaries

studies, and it emphasises the cooperative and social value of

of the street art world, by naming its art works and enabling the for-

these activities (see, for example, Zillinger at al, 2012, Mykletun, 2013,

mation of its audiences. Show it on the tour, and it is art; don’t show

Hallin and Dobers: 2012). Tours are processes of discovery first and

it, then it is probably not – and participants with their camera phones

foremost through mobility, but they also involve a themed and

and social media accounts will frequently attest to that.

unbalanced exchange between a guide and a group of participants.

Tours impose masses of people on perhaps otherwise quiet

Moving in a choreographed manner and as part of a group offers

streets, severely altering the street dynamic through their presence.

a fabricated experience of places, which are strategically packaged

This occurs through temporary changes in traffic and pedestrian

and presented in a certain way, at a certain rhythm. Street art walking

flows or street centres of gravity, as well as through long-lasting

tours, in particular, will be shown to take a rigid, well-rehearsed,

effects such as touristification and gentrification, which I will return to

non-collaborative approach to their material, whose selection and

in the last part of the chapter. City streets, with their displays, affor-

presentation leaves little room for contingencies. Alison Young de-

dances and hostilities, are the very material of these changing dy-

scribes street art tours as having a “deadening” effect (2016: 111) and

namics. They enable new discoveries but also create spurious zones

captures their mechanics as a “diminished kind of walking”:

of heightened attention, setting the terrain for even more tours, and
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eventually becoming significant agents of urban change. London has

works: Hoxton & Shoreditch; Farringdon & Clerkenwell; and Waterloo,

seen this happen in areas such as Shoreditch and Brick Lane, where

Southbank & Victoria Embankment. He ran four tours in 2006 and

the density of street art tours has contributed significantly to the

published the first volume of his popular book, Banksy: Locations and

muralisation and touristification of many streets and surfaces.

Tours, in the same year. The book was intended as a document of the
tours, and it contains hand drawn maps, postcodes and GPS coordinates for the works, as well as descriptions of the pieces and their state

3. 5. Banksy and London’s
First Street Art Tours

at the time. In addition to its contents, the book came with a promise
of discovery that was made accessible to anyone visiting London
however briefly, regardless of their level of knowledge about the scene

Until the mid-2000s, street art tours in London did not exist as an

or their confidence in exploring the city. Banksy: Locations and Tours

organised activity. The first tours I found mentioned in the literature

offered a discrete, yet guaranteed access to the anticipated geogra-

took place in Boston in the 1970s, where murals were on the map

phies of Banksy street works, transforming their locations into places

of tourism agencies as a local attraction. These agencies organised

of intimate pilgrimage for diligent fans from across the world.

“street art tours” of murals, provided they had enough demand for

3. The crude language used
by Bull seemed to reflect his
attitude towards the project and
a casual approach towards his
target audience. David Stuart
recalls the tours were not very
popular, and describes the
audience they were aimed at
as members of the “shit-hole
Banksy forum” (interview, 2015)

Bull regarded this publication as an independent exploratory

the service (Sommer 1975). While this might have also been the case

project, and encouraged his readers to do the same in the intro-

in other cities, it is worth noting that travel agencies were the first

duction: “Follow my street tours or make your own DIY tour. Collect

to set up a proto-touring market in Boston. Decades later, the first

all the locations like a geek […] or just flick through the book whilst

London street art tours were established out of private interest and

on the crapper”.3 (2006) Bull’s main difficulty was that many of the

passion, reflecting on what was a subculture at its height, with con-

works were fading away as he was getting the book published, ren-

siderable local and international traction.

dering the guide obsolete even turning it into an obsolete project be-

The first London tours were designed and led by photographer

fore it was able to fully exercise its function. Moreover, Bull only ran

Martin Bull in 2006, their main purpose being to show the work of

four tours a year, which seems almost inconceivable from a present

Banksy, then the incontestable spearhead of street art culture. Bull pre-

time when most of London’s street art touring companies are run-

pared three distinct routes in different parts of London and designed

ning a minimum of four tours a week. In fact, in an interview he gave

them specifically to include the largest possible number of Banksy

to PM Press, Bull describes running the Shoreditch and Hoxton tour
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3.10.

Average size street art walking tour in a car park on Sclater Street in Shoreditch, with around 20 participants.
This is the same car park shown in Figure 2.14, which has since been developed into high-rise apartments.

3.11.
Neon lights and seductive flowers. The resources behind the Stealing Banksy? exhibition of 2014 reflected
the height of art market interest in works that Martin Bull was writing about almost ten years earlier.

twice as a unique experience, justified perhaps only by the frequent

Four years later, Banksy: Locations and Tours came out in its

turnover of works that had been characterising the area for a while.

fourth edition, offering Bull the opportunity to reflect on previous

He also recalls being criticised on account that “a tour is a weird

editions as history books and “the graffiti archaeologies of tomorrow”

idea”, an opinion which, a decade later, has proven to be seriously

(2010, Introduction). As opposed to previous editions, this one was

lacking in vision. (Interview with Martin Bull, PM Press)

to be used less as a guide and more as an opportunity to reflect on

Bull’s commitment to sharing the exact locations of Banksy’s

the ways in which attitudes towards Banksy’s work had changed,

works in his published volume speaks of an ethos which is very

especially in regard to work being removed from the street with the

different from today’s tours, where there is competition between the

intention of financial gain. Bull mentions how auction house Lyon &

different providers and interest to have “exclusive access” to specific

Turnbull used a quote from his book to describe a removed Banksy

works.4 Moreover, there is a sense that participants are being offered

piece they had put up for auction. This happened in 2008, and it

privileged insight into something they wouldn’t be able to reach by

was only the beginning of an ongoing series of Banksy pieces which

themselves, even if they were interested in doing so. The abundance

were cut out from their initial locations and sold either by auction

of street art, together with an increasingly legitimated presence of

houses or other companies (see Hansen and Flynn 2015).5 Bull em-

the tour guides and their services, act to discourage independent ex-

phatically condemns and distances himself from this practice, argu-

ploratory efforts and dismiss them as being flawed and incomplete.

ing that his books were not meant to be sales catalogues or maps to

This is the opposite of Bull’s vision for his 2006 book and tours:

help find which Banksy pieces to steal (2010). Given the opportunity

With more and more of the locations now gone, there is more
distance between the remaining locations, but you could still
do the tours if you wanted, or you could just make your own
DIY tour. The tours and the book were made as a bit of an
accidental DIY effort, so I encourage people to take from them
whatever they want. Have a nice few hours wandering around,
chill out, talk to strangers, buy a copy of the Big Issue, and
have a good time. (PM Press Interview)
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to look back on the first edition, he refers to it as a guide more than a
book. In fact, it can be argued that Banksy Locations and Tours from
2006 was indeed the first street art walking tour produced in London,
with a printed, instead of a personal guide.
The next London street art tours took place in 2008, when David
“NoLionsInEngland” Stuart contributed a tour to the Cancer Sell event
to raise money for charity. Over 300 urban artists donated works to
help with fundraising at the time, illustrating how well-developed
the community was and how easily it would mobilise. Instead of

4. When approaching one of the
tour companies asking for a spot
on their next tour, I got the following answer: “Seems a bit strange
you booking for one person. Are
you doing this tour to get research
for your own tours?” (email
correspondence, January 2015).
5. The removals culminated in
the Stealing Banksy? exhibition
and auction organised by luxury
concierge company Sincura Group
in April 2014. The controversial title
sparked heavy debates at the time,
with Sincura insisting they were but
an intermediary between property
owners burdened by Banksy works
on their side walls, and the safe
keeping of these works for posterity, in the possession of private collectors. For a company that promises to obtain the unobtainable
for their clients, Sincura have set
up clear parameters for Banksy’s
work as a luxury commodity.

donating art works, Stuart offered his time and expertise, which he
had gained by closely following the scene as a fan and an enthusiast.
Together with Graffoto Blog partner and friend Sam “HowAboutNo”
Martin, Stuart designed a tour based on the street art they had been

fundraiser. A good cause and you get to see some fantastic
work. Not to be missed. (Hookedblog, ‘Graffiti Tour in Aid of
Cancer Sell’)
After this brief 2008 incursion, the following two years were

finding while out photographing in their spare time. They felt like the

quiet, and no one took up this activity as a full-time project or

photography had given them considerable insight into the scene,

business. Starting in 2010, Alternative London were the first to set up

which they used to lead four tours whose profit they donated to

exclusively as tour providers, and offer a paid-for service aimed at

Cancer Sell. The tours were reportedly successful, raised money for

tourists. Hookedblog’s Mark Rigney started leading tours the same

the charity event and provided a novel way of approaching London’s

year, but he never turned this into a full-time activity (Hookedblog,

street art. Just as Martin Bull’s tours had been dismissed as a weird

‘London Street Art Walking Tours’). Alternative London were soon

idea two years before, there was still a sense of innovation and

followed by Street Art London, and the two companies remain some

freshness with the Cancer Sell 2008 tours, and the limited street art

of the highest rated and most popular tour providers to date. David

lovers’ community at the time was coming together to support them.

Stuart’s Shoreditch Street Art Tours was set up in 2013. Reflecting on

The following is an excerpt from the Hookedblog entry for the event,

the 2008 Cancer Sell tours, Stuart recounts how his full-time job was

advertising the tours as an activity that was not to be missed:

preventing him from planning tours more seriously; seven years later,

They plan to guide a group of 20 or so people up and down
the streets providing a commentary on the art there and
possibly art that used to be there – depending on whether the council buffer squads have been particularly vigilant
the night before. They hope to describe some of the different approaches to getting up used by different artists and
describe from second hand knowledge some of the issues
faced by graffiti artists in going about the clandestine activities.
Cost will be £5 per person, all of which goes to Cancer Sell

he was describing himself as a full-time tour guide.
By the time this research was conducted in 2013-2015, the street
art tours market had flourished, with the large number of providers
speaking to how lucrative the market was. Companies that specialise in London walking tours have now formed street art branches
due to the high demand of this activity, seizing a clear business
opportunity. Street art tours are not just a way of gaining insight into
one of London’s creative cultures, but they generate a competitive
market of service providers who have a vested interest in presenting
London’s street art culture as full of history, energy and potential.
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3. 6. Setting the Scene: London Tour
Providers

work bears no impact on the locations and types of street art works
they include on their tours. When asked if he would be interviewed
for this study, Richard Howard Griffin of SAL declined the invitation,

The touring companies whose work I have observed for this research

adding he was “not interested in [his] role in shaping the London

are Shoreditch Street Art (SSA), Alternative London (AL) and Street

street art scene and [he did] not even think to consider it.” (email

Art London (SAL), alongside Insider London and London Graffiti, as

correspondence, June 2015)

well as Camden Street Art Tours. There are several other providers

Reality, however, shows a different story, as tours daily specify

that have not been looked at in detail, as they cater to reduced

not only the content of this street art world, but also its locations

audiences and run a small number of tours (weekly or fortnightly).

and narratives. They are influential in determining which surface

Among these are Street Art Explorer by Mind the Gap Tours, East End

inscriptions London welcomes, and where they are to be placed. It

Tours, Street Art Detours, the Westland Place Studios street art walk

is not just that tours go where the street art is; but the street art will

and London Street Art Tour.

come where the tours are, to make use of the increased footfall and

This chapter is not in any way a critique of the quality of the
services offered by these providers, nor is it an appraisal of their

Alternative London were the first to run regular commercial

work. My method was to map and observe their work during two

street art tours in London in 2010, and they constantly employ about

separate sessions conducted one year apart, recording their move-

ten people as guides and workshop tutors. They are the only ones

ment and discourse, and correlating it with the providers’ marketing

who operate a policy of pay what you want, as they ask for voluntary

strategies. I noted their comparable approaches and stances by

financial contributions at the end of each tour, not forgetting to men-

mapping their routes with a GPS tracker mobile application, and

tion that this is how they make their living. Their branding strategy

recorded the content of the tours through notes, photographs and

uses street art as an anchor for offering an insight into local histories

interviews. A prevailing working process emerged from this data: it

and cultures. They focus on constructing a narrative of place which

became apparent that most guides take very little time to reflect on

assimilates the street art scene and presents it as the latest phase in

their own practice during the tours, and refuse to acknowledge their

the cultural progression of the area. AL also take pride in having been

roles in configuring London’s street art world. Guides commonly

the first proponents of a commercial model for street art tours:

present themselves as mere observers and commentators, whose
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visibility produced through this organised walking.

3.12.
Crowds at the Soho book launch of Street Art, Fine Art by the late Ingrid
Beazley, the organiser and curator of the Dulwich Outdoor Gallery.

3.13.

The dynamics of a street art tour, as witnessed
on Fournier Street in Spitalfields.

3.14.
The dynamics of a street art tour, as caricaturised by MauMau
on the side of the Foundry building in Old Street.

the same: to always innovate and never imitate. By constantly
pushing the boundaries and moving forward with exciting and
original new projects, tours and workshops, our customers
can be satisfied that we are always striving to take them where
no other London tour company has gone before. (Alternative
London, ‘A bout Us’)
Shoreditch Street Art Tours was set up in 2013 by street art pho-

Unlike SSA or AL, Street Art London present their touring activities as part of a wider involvement with London’s street art scene,
where their principal activity is running the Howard Griffin Gallery,
named after its founder and director, Richard Howard Griffin. It is
often the case that artists whose work is highlighted on the SAL tour
are the same artists represented by the gallery, and the guides will
not shy away from admitting this. Moreover, tours will often end at
the gallery when there is an exhibition on show, establishing a spatial

tographer and previous occasional guide David Stuart. Although he

connection between outdoor and indoor forms of street art, and

runs one of the youngest tours on the market, Stuart is constantly

an economic connection based on street art as product, ownership

rated high among guides, and is the only one from the upper ranks of

and financial interest. This tour can be considered an extended ver-

the industry who runs the business on his own and does not employ

sion of a gallery or museum tour, as it uses the Howard Griffin Gallery

other guides to lead tours. The SSA Tours website presents Stuart as

as a focal point and adapts its represented objects and discourse to

“a lauded photographer and key commentator on London’s street art

fit the scope of the gallery. On their website, SAL are the only ones

scene since 2006” and recommends him as “truly an ambassador for

who do not offer names or introductions for their guides, and play

the scene”, in a marketing strategy based on his individual expertise

on a perceived authenticity to build their brand.

rather than building a brand image or using an argument of longevity.
The web page that describes the tour is in fact a sellable version of
Stuart’s CV, which is also reflected in his vision of the tour:
These tours are not just about looking at art, because [participants] can do that themselves. The tours are about my knowledge. And the way we go around and what I select from all of
it, is to release that knowledge, to give it a vehicle to mount.
(interview January 2015)

Street art tour vouchers sold on deals website Groupon.

In a market which now has many imitators, our motto remains

3.15.
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3.16.
The SAL tour participants are being led into a print studio run by Howard Griffin Gallery,
symbolically repeating the move of street art from outdoor renegade to indoor protegee.

We are closely connected and involved with the street art
scene in London and do much more than just tours. We have
close ties with a great number of London’s street artists regularly work alongside them on projects and we also curate
street art exhibitions in London on occasion. […] As a result,
our knowledge of street art scene is very deep and has been
experienced first hand through our relationships with artists
and not read in a book. (Street Art London, ‘About Us’)
Despite their different approaches, all tours operate from a position
of authority, which they assume by branding their businesses and creating

name artists, describe inscriptions, or lead the way to the next objective, tour guides make use of their authoritative roles to create symbolic capital for street art or, streetartness. According to Bourdieu’s theory
of language and power, it is the credibility of the guide that gives power
to their discourse, as the authority of language is extrinsic and only becomes manifest through a credible spokesperson, in specific contexts
(Bourdieu 1991: 109). This implies that the guides’ ability to create symbolic capital for street art resides less in the content of their discourse,
than in the official capacity in which they propose the discourse.
The authority of tour guides is also enabled by the precarious nature

complex infrastructures to support them. These include websites, blogs

of street art works, the elusive identity of some artists, and the artists’

and social media pages, calendars and booking systems, schedules, meet-

lack of control over their work’s integrity. Discursive agency can therefore

ing points and predictive routes, vetted employees and, crucially, strong

be claimed more easily by the guides, whose warrant confers them

presences on rating websites. The power of tour guides therefore comes

several executive privileges. For example, pointing to a work in situ can

not only from their knowledge of the scene, but also from their capacity to

even be more important than saying something about it. This became

present this knowledge under strategically organised circumstances.

evident in many instances when guides were offering partial, distorted
or even fake information about the works they were showing (see also
Young 2016: 102-6 for inaccuracy of guides’ information). Misattributing

3. 7. Selective Narrative and
Authoritative Discourse

work, perpetuating unverified information and proposing unevidenced
claims were just a few of the actions that could safely be conducted
from a position of authority, albeit sometimes unintentionally.

Guides present their knowledge strategically through their use of
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Tour guides’ jurisdictions are justified by their branding strategies

language, which they employ as an instrument of description, informa-

and customer reviews. Participants on tours empower guides in their

tion, entertainment and education (Hallin and Dobers 2012), while also

positions, turning them into what Bourdieu called ‘authorised repre-

performing it as an instrument of power (Bourdieu 1991). When they

sentatives’ for the world of street art:

Alternative London TripAdvisor page. Tour rankings
on this platform are the greatest measure of success
specifically among other tourists, who can read reviews
and measure rankings before they make a booking.
Shoreditch Street Art Tours bookings page. This screen shot was
taken on 1 June 2017, and the website show daily available slots for
the following days. Also visible on the page are TripAdvisor badges
and ratings, to promote the tour as a valid, desirable product.

3.17.

3.18.

The authorised spokesperson is only able to use words to act
on other agents […] because his [sic] speech concentrates
within it the accumulated symbolic capital of the group which
has delegated him and of which he is the authorised representative. (Bourdieu 1991: 111, original emphasis)
Guides’ websites, social media pages and customer ratings
all work towards legitimising their authority, while building on the
symbolic capital of the institution they represent. Each new booking
is a recognition of the guides’ credibility, and an endorsement of their
product. Bourdieu proposes three markers of recognition, stating
that the discourse must be authored:
––in a legitimate situation. Guides will often hold signs with their
companies’ logo when waiting for participants to arrive. They
will begin by repeating the name of the touring company, asking
everyone to ‘gather round’ and reassuring them that they are in
the right place. Financial conventions are also discussed in the
beginning, as participants are being told when they must pay
and how much they are expected to contribute.
––in front of legitimate receivers. Participants will receive emails
and/ or text messages prior to the tour, asking them to confirm
attendance, and the guides bring their own lists of people for the

Instagram page of Street
Art London, with 64,000
followers as of June 2017.

day, making sure they are working with all confirmed participants

3.19.

and there were no unexpected additions to the group.
––according to legitimate forms. Guides are always conscious of the
group’s movement and urge participants to mind the traffic; they
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make jokes to keep participants entertained; and they stick to
established routes, start and end points, and timings for the tour.
These practices set the stage for the deployment of arguments and
provide the rationale by which tour guides can perform their duties as
vetted experts of the street art world. For example, SSA is the longest
of all regular walking tours (unless they offer specifically extended
versions). The standard duration is 3.5 – 4 hours, as compared to the

a cultural field, of which the knowledgeable guide is a central figure:
Fields of cultural production can only function when they simultaneously succeed in producing products and the need
for those products, through practices which deny the ordinary
practices of economy. (Bourdieu 1992: 82)
Indeed, Stuart does not run an art gallery, nor does he handle

2-hour programmes of other providers. However, the comparative dis-

artist commissions, which would be the ordinary practices of an arts

tance is not longer: on my last walks in January 2015, Alternative London

economy. Instead, he uses the tours to introduce interested partici-

covered 3.24km at an average pace of 34mins/km, Street Art London

pants to his version of a street art world, via existing objects and places.

covered 3.04km at 37min/km, while the distance covered by Shoreditch

Proposing a different approach, Street Art London offers touring

Street Art was just slightly longer, at 3.56km, but at a significantly slower

services as part of a wider set of activities that each contribute to hold-

pace of 57min/km (all recorded with MapMyWalk app). This illustrates

ing up the cultural field of street art. Their gallery and art commission

the much higher density of information offered by Stuart of SSA, whose

programmes are as important to the business as the tours, and they

four-hour tour does not last longer because it covers more physical

capitalise off each other to consolidate their respective products and

ground, but because of an expanded conceptual territory.

services. People who go on the tour are often taken to the gallery to

Stuart is the guide who seems to have worked most on thoroughly developing his discourse, yet he refuses to acknowledge his active

in the tours and so on. The better the guides establish the potential

contribution to the scene. In our interview, he argued that his tour did

economic value of street art, the more successful their art selling busi-

not play any role in the appearance or nature of street art, but was

ness can become. SAL present the largest number of artists during their

merely a comment, or a reflection of this world. “I am a curator of the

tours, and focus on commenting on the art more than anything else.

experience of accessing my knowledge; and I use the art on the tour
as a hook to unload and transfer knowledge from myself to other
people” (interview January 2015). This supports Bourdieu’s arguments
about the large socio-cultural field of actors that is necessary to create
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see and potentially buy prints, gallery customers are invited to take part

3.20.
The City of London is a geographic and symbolic landmark for tour guides’ discourses, as
well as a powerful agent in the development of the area immediately outside it.

3.21.

Tour guides’ authoritative discourse creates filters of reception
and dissemination for specific surface inscriptions.

3. 8. What Is Shown: The Selection
and Naming of Street Art

always select work whose authorship they can attribute, leaving
anonymous marks outside the scope of their discourse, and cutting
out an important part of the wall writing culture to focus on the

Some of the expectations of going on street art tours are to see

street art. By singling out certain works and naming their makers, the

examples of street art works, be presented with artists’ names and

tours contribute to the creation of a culture of artistic fame. They pa-

gain a better understanding of the scene. Some of the underlying

rade a spectacle of carefully curated images in front of participants,

questions that street art tours need to answer are: what is street art,

while exercising their authority to decide on artistic worth. The de-

what are its aesthetics, techniques and representative artists? Tour

cision to include certain images implies the exclusion of everything

guides are conferred authority to answer these questions on the

else, the message being ‘this is what you should see’, and then ‘I can

moment of booking a place on the tour, and there is a certain level of

guide your gaze in the best way’.

anticipation from participants that they will leave with clear answers

6. When I interviewed with
Westland Place Studios for the
position of tour guide, one of the
requirements was to repeat the
same content for each delivery of
the tour. I explained that the nature
of street art made it impossible to
follow this requirement, proposing
a more creative and adaptive
approach instead. However, for
reasons of standardisation and
measuring customer satisfaction,
the repeat option was preferred,
illustrating WPS’s business-minded
approach and interest in the
market rather than the culture. My
interviewers, who at the time were
just setting up as street art tour
providers, justified their interest
solely through wanting to take
advantage of a market opportunity.

All guides acknowledge that they perform a selection, but they

and explanations. During their repeated performances, street art tour

rarely reflect on the mechanics of their decision and the reasons

guides play the roles of art critics, historians, curators, and also place

behind it. “The tour could last 24 hours, but it is limited to 2 hours”

makers, artist agents and profile boosters, all of which make them

(AL); “The tour covers about a third of all Shoreditch street art”; “I

senior players in the cultural field of street art. They are the gate keep-

have only stopped and shown you 10% of what we saw on the tour”

ers of this world for most of their local and visiting participants, and

(SSA). Indeed, the ever-changing nature of surface inscriptions seems

their power of decision is key to determining the content of their tour.

to force guides to adapt their routes and image selection.8 However,

The number of inscriptions that can be found on the route of any

after repeated participation on these tours, it became apparent

street art tour could not possibly be accommodated in the scope of

that there is a relatively limited number of street art works that

a 2-3-hour walk, and doing this would defeat the organising principle

guides show on their routes, reaffirming the importance of selection

of the tours. Some inscriptions have anonymous authors, others are

over variation, and the priority of named artists over anonymous

deemed to show little artistic merit, while others seem to display few

scribblers.

qualities of streetartness that would make them stand out from their

The selection of material during a street art tour implies not only

surface environments – and they are the first ones to be overlooked

the symbolic extraction of visual material from the surfaces of the

on the tours, and therefore deemed not street art. Guides will almost

circuit, but also, crucially, the naming of this material, the attribution
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of the work to a named author. From signed prints to followers on

and they form a collective discourse of endorsement for a carefully

social media, mentions in publications and appraisals on tours, the

selected number of artists and locations.

named street artist is a fundamental element in the legitimation and

The artists who are mentioned on all tours tend to be well

empowerment of the cultural field of street art. Banksy, Ben Eine,

respected within the local street art community, to have contribut-

Shepard Fairey, ROA, Ben Wilson, Invader, Jonesy, C215, Paul Don

ed to London’s street art scene for a number of years, or to show

Smith or Conor Harrington are part of the roster of artists named on

outstanding artistic skills which, in turn, are supported by blogs and

all London walking tours, reinforcing these artists’ standing within the

media articles, gallery representation and mainstream recognition.

field with each new mention.

These artists have all had their work shown either in group or solo

Names are one of the ways in which Keenan’s previously dis-

shows in galleries around London and the world, reinforcing the

cussed part-whole relationship is supported, as they classify and

tours’ importance in supporting a culture of artistic commodities.

order the visual material on surfaces based on agendas of belonging

The leap between street and gallery stopped being a daring or un-

and out-of-placeness. ‘An Invader’ such as that in Figure 3.24 belongs

conventional move decades ago, but the rise of commercial value is

to the whole of street art, while a minor tag will likely not be named,

something that few emerging artists ever experience.

and will therefore be deemed as out-of-place. Guides must be able
to identify who made works from the tour’s circuit, this skill being a
principal measure of their expertise. Street art requires artists to exist,
and they must therefore be identified and named, turning the cultural field of street art into one of namable artists, not one of inclusivity,
collective visibility or agonistic surface commons.
Named street artist are offered symbolic and economic capital

Work becomes good, therefore valuable, through the achievement of consensus about the basis on which it is to be judged
and through the application of the agreed-on aesthetic principles to particular cases (Becker, 2008: 134)
Guides characterise works as skillful, durable, respected, captivating, iconic, and use their authority to encourage consensus with

through the tours: their works are highlighted to thousands of peo-

respect to the artistic value of certain works. Sometimes, consensus

ple every week, their names are repeated emphatically, their projects

will be achieved even without arguments, through the simple action

are presented and referenced, and they are placed on a free digital

of pointing and naming, which is a basic mechanic of any tour. This

distribution network by having their work photographed and posted

agreement is then perpetuated and naturalised on site and online,

online. All these actions are part of the dynamics of walking tours,

enabling street art not only to be held up as belonging to the city, but
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3.22.
The gesture of pointing to a particular art work operates a spatial and aesthetic
selection, suggesting to participants what they should pay attention to.

3.23a-d.

A work by Portuguese artist Vhils which was made part of several tour
narratives. The building it stands on has since been demolished.

3.24a-d.
Mosaic artist Invader finds his way onto four different walking
tours on this car park in Great Eastern Street, Shoreditch.

3.26.

Gallery work by
Anthony Lister.

Gallery work by
Conor Harrington.

Street work by
Conor Harrington.

Street work by
Anthony Lister.

3.25.
3.27.

3.28.

also to bestow value upon the city (Brighenti 2016).
London’s attraction as a centre of street art comes not only from
its physical displays, but also from the extreme vigor with which
these are captured and circulated through digital channels. Place
production occurs not only on site, but also digitally, as a result of
participants’ photographic and social media activities: they photograph everything they are shown, they check-in on social media
sites, and they generate their own digital content in relation to these
locations. Photographers, bloggers and instagrammers then become

Street work
by Cranio.

an integral part of this cultural field, and enable a particular version

3.29.

of it to circulate and be held up as street art. They are the audiences
and promoters of street art, they are the discourse that selects and
shapes the practice, the second-degree curators whose impression
of the meaning of street art will travel through their tales and images,
physically and digitally.
Tour participants’ digital engagement with the work they see on

Gallery work
by Cranio.

tours can be so intense, that one guide specifically asked participants

3.30

not to photograph anything until he finished talking in front of one
location, because otherwise they would not listen. He then offered
ten minutes of separate picture time so that he could be given full
attention while he offered his prepared information. This recalls
Bengtsen’s narrative of his group walk in Williamsburg, New York,
“where art works were anticipated and to some extent came across
as familiar photo opportunities” (Bengtsen 2014: 159). You take the
tour for the picture, which stands as evidence for you having been
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there, only to then dis-place your object of interest through online

city. Street art tours act as facilitators between these two dimensions,

circulation.

activating streets and surfaces through an encounter with pic-

The localised, materially embedded street art image undergoes a

ture-hungry, snapchat-savvy participants.

process of proliferation and multiplication, replicating itself online in
numerous instances which make it readily accessible remotely. This
prompts the assumption that the art works themselves are not the
attractors of most interest, but it is the opportunity of seeing them

3. 9. Where It Is Shown: The Pre-Dictive
Geographies of Shoreditch

in situ that makes the occasion interesting for most participants. This
is why several guides point to empty walls where there used to be

Most tourists choose to be guided to the areas with the highest

Banksy art works as far as ten years back, and participants show a

street art density because they are guaranteed to find what they

similar level of enthusiasm as if having seen the works themselves.

are looking for, and the choreographed experience is not contin-

The art works are an experiential hook which is often accessed

gent on any trajectory hazards. In fact, it is the promise of access to

through a camera, while the location is what mostly captures partic-

otherwise problematic spaces that attracts a lot of participants to

ipants’ interest and imagination. The street itself becomes a symbol

these tours, as they want to see a part of London which they feel

of authenticity, its materiality bearing the silent traces of inscriptions

they would not know how to approach. Alternative London have

whose disappearance only rendered them more iconic.

named their business based on this assumption (‘the alternative’),

Painting a mural in London promises visibility not only for the

and open their home page statement thus: “Discover the London

wall itself, but for hundreds and thousands of its digital avatars,

you won’t find in the guidebooks with London’s original off-the-

whose rate of re-production skyrockets with every tour, retweet and

beaten-track tour provider!” The East End is presented as synony-

Instagram post. Shoreditch is therefore transformed into an op-

mous to “the real London” and words such as “vibrant”, “authentic”

portunity to advertise one’s practice, as artists’ online accounts are

and “creative” are often used to describe the spatial experience of

mentioned repeatedly, alongside hashtags, social media circulation,

these tours. From “incredibly dynamic” (SAL), to “a vibrant and col-

or the number of times a piece is posted online. Inscriptions on walls

ourful culture of street art, murals, cafes, bars, galleries, restaurants,

then become mere triggers for a major cultural field that develops

fashion and markets” and “an ever-changing kaleidoscope of en-

digitally, and can support itself with very little input from the physical

ergy and creativity” (SSA), Shoreditch is praised as one of London’s
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3.31.

Very few inscriptions are selected as part of the tours discourse, and afforded a clearly identifiable
status. This portrait by Ben Slow becomes the focus of participants’ attention and camera phones, enabling
digital versions of the image to circulate and multiply beyond its physical location.

3.32.

A digitally codified summary of
street art walking tours.

3.33.
Plain walls conjure the works of superstar artists. #banksy

top destinations, and these tours present themselves as a perfect
introduction to the scene. Although street art remains the object of
the tours, the promise of immersion in the real, authentic culture of
East London is a decisive hook for many of their patrons.
When there are endless digital resources to access if you are

because when I take people around I am also looking for new
art myself; because of time issues (Brick Lane is very congested sometimes), but also to take people to see particular art.
These all rely on what is sold as unique professional insight,
namely the knowledge and ability to access the geographic terri-

looking for London street art, the reason for going on a tour is the

tory of Shoreditch street art in a particular way. Compare this to

spatial experience of street art, which is perceived to be more desira-

Martin Bull’s excessively detailed tour maps, which offered a variety

ble and authentic. This offers the perfect entry point for tour guides

of coordinates and explicitly encouraged readers to generate their

to present Shoreditch as the real, off-the-beaten track London expe-

own geographies, and one realises what an important commodity

rience, and reinforce the expectations participants already have, only

spatial knowledge has become, and how central it is to the touring

to offer a guaranteed fulfillment during the two-hour walk. In fact, it

products.

is this geographic insight that most tours consider to be their unique

However, when taking a closer look at the routes of street art

selling point, and not the works they show or the artists they speak

tours, it quickly becomes obvious that the spatial knowledge they

about. A route becomes an access point into a world of exclusive

build on is not particularly distinctive, as their trajectories often

geographic knowledge, a journey into the vibrant, authentic and, by

overlap, intersect and coincide. Routes span the territories of Tower

now, the eagerly anticipated Shoreditch.

Hamlets, Hackney and Islington boroughs, using the City of London

Alternative London promise to uncover a different side of what

as a geographic and conceptual point of reference which helps

London has to offer; London Graffiti admitted to have designed their

define Shoreditch as edgy and the edge. As was the case with the few

route in contrast with those of other tours, so as to avoid encoun-

artists who polarised the discourses of tour guides, the geographies

ters; and Shoreditch Street Art explains his criteria for changes and

of their walks also concentrate around a few focal points, buildings,

adaptations thus:

streets or car parks, which form the spatial nodes of London’s street

The route is the way it is because it lends itself to a progression.
But it always changes, as I go around, when I know that there is
new art, then I change the route: to keep it interesting for me,
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art walking tours.
During the walks, Shoreditch has been described as a multicultural space (AL), unique, real, not sanitised, rough around the
edges (AL), and safe, prosperous, buzzing and trendy (SSA). These

3.34.

This piece by Luis Gomez is an example of work
that deserves special detours, according to
David Stuart of Shoreditch Street Art Tours.

descriptions result in the Shoreditch brand, and they produce the
area through what Bourdieu called heretical subversion:

social world by changing the representation of this world
which contributes to its reality or, more precisely, by counterposing a paradoxical pre-vision, a utopia, a project or programme, to the ordinary vision which apprehends the social
world as a natural world: the performative utterance, the political pre-vision, is in itself a pre-diction which aims to bring
about what it utters. It contributes practically to the reality of
what it announces by the fact of uttering it, of pre-dicting it

AL tour route, January 2015,
recorded with MapMyWalk app.

Heretical subversion exploits the possibility of changing the

3.35.

and making it pre-dicted, of making it conceivable and above
all credible and thus creating the collective representation and
will which contribute to its production (Bourdieu 1991: 128)
The guides’ discourses and their movement through the city

that ‘this is where you should see street art’, which is then performed

SSA tour route, January 2015, recorded
with MapMyWalk app.

have formative powers, not just descriptive or analytical ones. They

as an unquestionable fact about the geographies of London’s street

3.36.

announce a certain type of space to their participants, therefore
predicting their expectations and making them contribute to the fulfillment of the prediction. Participants will not only be looking to have
their expectations met while taking the tour, but they will help perpetuate the same representations of space they are being offered at
the beginning of the tours. The localised design of the tours assumes
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art. Not only are they reduced to a single limited perimeter, but they
are also encouraged to perpetuate in the same place, where visibility

1:5. During the warm season, each provider will offer as many as two

SAL tour route, January 2015, recorded
with MapMyWalk app.

is stronger and there is a wider guaranteed audience.

tours a day in the Shoreditch area, and one or two a week in alterna-

3.37.

Apart from their primary Shoreditch focus, Street Art London
also run tours in Hackney Wick and Dulwich (where they helped
produce the Dulwich Outdoor Gallery), Alternative London run bike
tours, pub tours and workshops, and Shoreditch Street Art do night
time photography tours. The frequency of these alternatives is much
lower than the Shoreditch touring activities, with an average ratio of

tive areas.7
The only regular walking tour which takes place outside
Shoreditch is Camden Street Art Tours, run by Global Street Art.
They capitalise both on the element of spatial discovery (“a side
of Camden you never knew existed”) and on Global Street Art’s
organisational specialism, which is to facilitate the production of
sanctioned works across the city: “We’ve organised over 1000 murals
since 2012 so we know our stuff!” (Camden Street Art Tours Home
Page). This ethos is reflected in the narrative of the Camden Street
Art Tours, which often mention a return of hand-painted advertising,
practiced and promoted commercially by Global Street Art. They
refer to artists from the international street art circuit travelling to
London, putting up several works, and dramatically increasing their
social media following as a result.

Combined routes of four different tours, January 2015,
recorded with MapMyWalk app. This map shows
the limited, Shoreditch-focused territory covered
by the tours, and their many overlapping routes.

7. With this density of tours and
such a restricted area to operate,
it is not at all uncommon for
different tour groups to run into
each other once, or even twice in
the duration of one tour. I have
never witnessed an open, friendly
encounter, and the most frequent
strategy is to wait for the others
to leave before moving on to that
spot of interest. However, on one
occasion, the tour guide reacted
in a spontaneous way: “Look,
another tour! We’ll outnumber
them, if you want to fight I can
upload the video on Youtube later.”

3.38.
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Global Street Art also organised an “Amy Winehouse street art
trail” in partnership with the Jewish Museum London, funded by the

3. 10. Competitive Cities: Streetness
and Urban Branding

Art Fund and sponsored by paint producer Molotow. Capitalising
on her place of residence, these businesses and institutions have
turned the late singer into a local brand, and have produced wall
paintings in support of this. The Amy Winehouse street art trail
officially opened in March 2017, and it comes with a map to eliminate
any trajectory hazards, and transform what could have been a local
exploration, into an orchestrated walk. London has seen this happen previously with the Dulwich Outdoor Gallery, a series of murals
painted locally in response to the collection of the Dulwich Picture
Gallery, England’s first public art gallery (Beazley 2014); The Line, a
curated public art walk through Stratford, the Docklands and the
Greenwich Peninsula (‘The Line Art Walk’); and Sculpture in the City,
an annual initiative of the City of London Corporation supported by
a list of partner businesses too long to quote (see ‘Sculpture in the
City 2016 Project Acknowledgements’). These initiatives do indeed
enable access to different areas of London, but they often do so by
imposing a top-down, generic formula of place making and engagement, as part of a widely-adopted paradigm of urban development
based on principles of the creative city.

This is what is at stake when we mistake commissioned
murals and hand-painted advertisements for street art: we
risk ending up with a manicured city in which we pay to go
on walks to see legal murals. It’s not that there should be
no mural projects, no street art tours. But the streetness of
a commissioned mural is not the same as that of a piece
painted by a graffiti writer on the side of a train carriage or
an image drawn on paper that is then pasted up by an artist who has chosen the site because it will form a material
aspect of the art work. The streetness of a commissioned
mural is lessened because the resulting art work is tailored
to a spot determined by property law (city planning permits,
a property owner’s preference) rather than being chosen
by the artist. And when we walk on a tour that showcases
these legal walls, I think it is a diminished kind of walking, too.
(Young 2016: 119, emphasis added)
If streetness is a measure of an inscription’s independence, embeddedness and authenticity, then it also becomes an ideal virtue for
projects which aim to appear independent, embedded and authentic. This double-sided meaning is what Young decries in this excerpt
– namely, how streetness has shifted from a genuine attribute of minor,
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3.39.
This Brick Lane car park is a focal point for street art walking tours.

3.40.

Camden Street Art Tours guide Nelly Balasz in front of one of the Amy
Winehouse works from the Amy Winehouse Street Art Trail.

3.41.
Fragment of the Amy Winehouse Street Art Trail map,
available in full on the Jewish Museum website.

independently-produced, low-key interventions, into a tagline for
corporate-sponsored and governance-enabled place making projects.
Streetness is now a significant value-adding element to the branding of
municipal art trails and the narratives of street art walking tours, as the
reclamation of the streets is being depoliticised and transformed into

Part of the marketing of an urban space now involves navigating the inherent tensions between corporate sponsorship of
the arts and culture and maintaining a sense of ‘authenticity’
to those same arts–especially to those creative practices such
as street art and graffiti. (Banet-Weiser 2012: 111)

an urban branding strategy (see McAuliffe 2013 and Evans 2016 on the

The street is part of a wider culture of consumption as a mode of

use of street art in place-making, branding and destination strategies).

expression, exemplified by the place-consuming mechanics of street

Street art tours contribute to the creation of Shoreditch as an

art tours. Their destinations are not simply containers of relevant art

urban brand by encouraging the consumption of place as product,

works, but become cultural destinations in themselves. Banet-Weiser

and selling it as a scene of urban authenticity and edgy streetness,

suggests that this type of place branding is normative for neoliberal

where a tour booking will buy you the experience of place and

cultural economies, which are heavily reliant on certain types of

art. The street therefore becomes a site of mediated, commodified

cultural products such as street art (2011, 2012, see also Künkel and

cultural consumption, instead of “a place of active, physical praxis

Mayer 2012). Moreover, branding also engenders a more corporat-

where one could publicly reflect and act upon the world so as to

ised and homogenous urban aesthetic. It has “direct political agency

transform it” (Schacter 2014: 226). Streetness is a significant val-

and subtly removes the images of a city’s social problems from the

ue-adding element to the branding of municipal art trails and the

public imaginary” (Mould 2015: 31). As part of the place branding

narratives of street art walking tours, as the reclamation of the streets

process, tours collapse authenticity with marketability: Shoreditch as

is being depoliticised and transformed into an urban branding

an entire area is promoted as being imbued with streetness, a char-

strategy. For street art tours, the street is a geographic and cultural re-

acteristic that has little to do with the historical development of the

source which can generate capital in the form of streetness, provid-

area, and is part of the language of branding authenticity (see Proud

ed this is carefully presented as self-made and authentic. All institu-

2014 for a mainstream media critique of ‘Shoreditchification’). Using

tional support and endorsement must therefore be downplayed, as

the interventions of artists, designers and architects to attract more

argued by communications scholar Sarah Banet-Weiser, specifically

tourists into cities and public spaces is a common strategy of creativ-

in relation to street art:

ity-based tourism, and Shoreditch provides an ideal urban canvas for
this streetificationtype of arts and culture-led gentrification (Colomb
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2009, Harris 2012, Evans 2016). According to urban cultures scholar

art itself is often pictured as being just that. This brand of street art

Graeme Evans, Shoreditch is

represents the extent to which the surveilled and privatised neolib-

an interesting branding case, located in a city fringe area historically nondescript, with a low income/ deprived resident
community, especially a working area of the city untouched by
the visitor economy or mere conspicuous cultural consumption. Its cultural workspace tradition dates back several centuries to crafts (jewellery, metalwork), printing and publishing,
and fashion and textile sweatshops, with an established artist
community occupying cheap studio spaces. (2016: 176)

eral city allows for dissent and unpredictability, which would ideally
only happen under carefully managed circumstances. However,
cities will produce more than these branded, regulated creative
endeavors, despite of efforts to have them do otherwise.
In his work on creativity and the Creative City (2015), geographer
Oli Mould argues that politically systemic creativity (as represented
by the creative city paradigm) often relies on the appropriation and
reproduction of alternative, subversive creative practices such as free
running, skateboarding or graffiti (to name just a few). On the one

This not only offers an exemplary context for the gentrification

hand, the creative city economy is based on redirecting city funding

of the area and its transformation into a cultural quarter, but it also

away from low income housing, immigrant communities and social

allows for the construction of a discourse on the exotic, vibrant,

services, and searching for ‘quick fixes’ in the form of large flagship

uncharted urban fringe, also present in the descriptions from tour

developments such as art galleries and museums (Banet-Weiser 2012:

providers’ websites. Shoreditch is almost described as the danger-

97). On the other hand, creative cities agendas are also supported by

ous colonised territory which calls for expert guided exploration,

micro-activities associated with small-scale cultural entrepreneuri-

not only because of the information experts can convey, but also

alism and activism, such as street art tours, which often derive from

because of their local insight. One time, a guide went as far as warn-

aforementioned subversive activities (O’Connor 2010: 42).

ing participants about not stepping on any discarded needles on

In his literature review of cultural and creative industries,

the ground, which implied both his uniquely informed awareness of

O’Connor identifies the urbanity of city life, or streetness, as a crucial

unseen dangers, and a depiction of street art as a visual component

resource for many kinds of cultural activities, among which street art

of urban environments which are just-the-right-amount-of-perilous.

tours are principal players. In fact, urbanity and creativity are funda-

It seems that a bit of unpredictable, risky activity is just about needed

mental to the activity of tours, and being able to identify artefacts,

for achieving a successful destination for the creative city, and street

places and inscriptions as possessing streetness can likely make or
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3.42.

Publicly displayed credentials of Art Under the Hood,
one of London’s street art management companies.

3.43.
Producing the creative city through small-scale cultural activities. Note the reflected
Shoreditch sign on the side of the canal used as an instrument of place branding.

break the business. This affords just the right balance of subcultural
kudos to the legitimised practice of street art, which is branded and
supported as a form of grassroots artistic movement to help implement a creative cities political agenda. As Mould argues (2015: 4),
the Creative City, despite rhetoric and ‘spin’ to the contrary,
is ultimately reducing [subcultural] activities to economically
determined instruments of urban development and politically, conceptually and linguistically whitewashing any transgressional, subversive or resistive characteristics in favour of more
putative urban and economic development aims that can be
homogenised and replicated.

With the emergence of public-private partnerships within cities, as well as the general corporatisation of cities, the ‘graffiti
problem’ became, at least for some marketers, a way to harness ‘street’ creativity as part of a new way to image-market
cities. (Banet-Weiser 2011: 646)
Marketing cities efficiently becomes an imperative in a globalised
culture of urban rankings and competitions. The notion of competition
between cities came up during one of the tours in relation to which was
the best city in the world for street art, illustrating how street art holds
relevance at international level with respect to urban achievement.
Performance and competition have been identified as defining functions of the creative city, alongside a neoliberal urban agenda based on

The promise of the creative city and of integration into its market

middle class consumption, place marketing and branding, homogeneity

economies is often seen as the best alternative to the criminalisation

and replicability (Leitner et al 2007, Peck 2005, Valverde 2012, Mould 2015,

of surface inscriptions (see McAuliffe 2012 and Snyder 2009). For

Pratt 2011, Hayward 2004). Mould argues that this form of urban neolib-

inscriptions to be rescued from criminality status, the most obvious

eralism is largely based on the ‘success’ of creative acts, and authored,

solution is to make them useful to local governance and its ideas

individual and profitable endeavours are preferred to actions that are

about creativity and urban development; in other words, make them

purely social, collaborative and anti-individualistic (Mould 2015). This

art. Brighenti defined this as a divergent synthesis, through which

is also supported by Harris and Moreno in their “Creative Cities Limits”

graffiti is criminalised, while street art is simultaneously eulogised,

pamphlet, a document which emerged out of the activities of the

and the latter is enabled to become a creative and commercial en-

“Creative City Limits: Urban Cultural Economy in a New Era of Austerity”

deavor (Brighenti 2016, see also Ferrell 2016). Street art and muralism

research network in 2011. Harris and Moreno propose a repossession of

can then be welcome into the creative city circuit, often as part of

creativity by making creative cities “more ordinary and uncool”, and fo-

public-private partnerships to foster the production of spaces which

cusing on minor creative processes that do not benefit from the support

are attractive to the creative class.

and capital influx of policy makers and development consultants.
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Ultimately, the ‘end-game’ of regeneration often leads to large
scale commercial and residential oriented schemes, or urban
marketing, that often physically remove (or put out of economic reach) the smaller, intricate built spaces suitable for
burgeoning artists and start-ups. (Harris and Moreno 2011: 11)
Instead, creativity needs to be more widely distributed to move

Cultural production either ends up being pushed out of such locales,
or supported in the form of endorsed, curated, programmatic activities, such as tours and festivals. One need only look at the changing
skyline of Shoreditch to recognise how former council estates are
being turned into boutique hotels, car parks are becoming high rise
residential blocks and warehouse spaces are transformed into pop-

beyond easily marketable forms and revenue-generating schemes,

up cafes and fashion shops: street art enables the changes and it

and into a practice of urban production which would “restore a

symbolically endorses them from the hoardings of construction sites,

collective social interest in the whole city as a public good.” (2011: 24).

which it now occupies legally and with permission:

However, this type of pluralistic production is rarely of interest to the
creative city fueled by individual success stories of place branding and
property-led regeneration. Through a similar process, minor surface
inscriptions seldom catch the interest of tour guides, who almost exclusively extract and promote named artists from the collective surface
culture. Many of the changes in attitude towards surface inscriptions
seem to be underlined by a desire to implement such agendas of individuality and success, and sell places – and cities – through a carefully
managed support for street art.

Under the hegemony of the creative city narrative, street art
has been wielded into an urban development tool, targeting
specific neighbourhoods and areas […] In the public discourse,
street art has thus provided something like a mirror into which
the contemporary city could mirror itself, finding beauty for
once–after decades of ugliness! (Brighenti 2016: 123)
By encouraging the presentation of street art and muralism as
area brands, local governance not only defines the limits of accept-

The success of creativity-enabling policies can be measured in

able creativity, but it also perpetuates a series of problems which

the fluctuation of the real estate market: the more property prices go

have been signaled repeatedly by critics of creative cities. These

up, the clearer the demand for a place; and the clearer the necessity

include selling culture as product, not as production (Pratt 2009,

to foster a marketable identity for that place (Peck 2005, Mathews

Mathews 2010); branding culture as a normative imposition (Pratt

2010). Pratt explains that culture industries are short-lived and often

2011, Banet-Weiser 2012, Mould 2015); and overlooking the non-crea-

rapidly replaced by residential development, with little space or

tives, minor or non-competitive creatives (Harris and Moreno, 2011).

opportunity for cultural producers (Pratt and Hutton 2009: 1043).

The creative city policies are formulaic, instrumental and damaging
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3.44.

Mural site in a private car park on the edge of the City.

3.45.

Notice for photographers in the same car park: “This is a private car park. Please be respectful and ask the car park
attendant before coming in to take photos of the art. During peak parking hours you cannot get close to the art
walls because of the parked cars. We do not want to risk people scratching cars by walking between them.”

3.46.

Facing East on King John Ct in 2014, toward a car park in the heart of Shoreditch. The
car park and railway overpass used to be available surfaces for a variety of inscriptions.

3.47.

Facing East on King John Ct in 2017, in the same place, toward a newly opened luxury hotel. The
ground level side elevations of this glass and steel high rise are covered in street-style prints,
using streetness to create the appearance of an edgy, locally responsive brand.

3.48.

Creative city spaces split between high end, exclusive brands
and low-key, communally produced surface communications.

(Mould 2015: 5), and are jarring with most forms of local, low-key

3. 11. Urban Change and Corporate Art

cultural production and diversity – until they find a way of co-opting
them. Mould further contends that creative cities policies are in fact

Tours reflect differently on their own roles in these processes of

antitheses of true creativity, and impose a dogmatic creativity that

urban change. For example, the AL tour is built around a rhetoric

leads to cultural homogenisation and insensitivity, social inequality

of a disappearing culture which we are witnessing but cannot do

and immobility, precariousness and wealth generation only for the

anything about: “Community, culture, arts and history are sacri-

few (2015: 85).

ficed for economic growth but at what cost?” Street art represents

The infrastructures which uphold the creative city agenda are

8. In May 2016, I was approached
by a tour operator from Madrid
after a talk I gave at the Paris Urban
Art Fair. He wanted to improve his
guiding strategies and make the
tours more successful, and he
came to me for advice based on
my knowledge about the tours
scene in London. This further illustrates how the street art tour is a
replicable model, sometimes even
promoting the same artists in different locations around the world
– the street artists of the creative city
who will travel, paint, and globalise
a street art style in the process.

a part of this equation and, while participants are encouraged to

often based on a zoning of creativity into Cultural Quarters, generic

enjoy it, they are constantly being made aware of local histories

and serial neighbourhoods which support themselves through the

and transformations. The role street art plays in gentrification is

cultural consumption of streetness (Mould 2015). Shoreditch is a

not however addressed, and neither is the impact of the tours.

case in point, and the predictable topography of its street art is the

Between them, street art tours bring hundreds, if not thousands

result of the mediation of most creativity by walking tours. This is

of tourists to the area on a weekly basis, who in turn contribute to

why street art tours’ dynamics, rhythms, narratives and geographical

the local economy and help boost the symbolic value of the area.

engagement are so similar in many different cities around the world.

In fact, it might be that the tours contribute to the gradual dis-

They are the products of a place branding formula that claims to

appearance of their own material, as new financial interests start

draw from local specificities, when in fact it merely replicates generic

setting up camp in the area.

methods of branding and consumption.8 Meanwhile, thousands

David Stuart of Shoreditch Street Art Tours argued that the tour-

of non-spectacular inscriptions which partake in surface dialogues

ing industry was not related to these changes, and street art was not

through multiplicity and presence; graphic traces of claims to the

impacting gentrification in any way:

right to the city; and a whole array of minor visual displays, are left on
the margins of acceptable creativity and deemed non-lucrative, and
therefore non-consequential to the interests of the creative city.

Gentrification and redevelopment in Shoreditch has nothing to
do with street art and its popularity. Buildings are not coming
down because of street art. The new developments are not
social developments, they are profitable, fueled by a growing
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population, changing lifestyles and ethnic mixes in the area.
Street art lives off it, but it’s not causing it. (interview January 2015)
The relationship between creative practices and real estate

their website, conditioning wall access on a process of registration and
approval. This results in hoardings’ well-maintained aspect of outdoor
galleries, with separate panels for separate artists and almost no visible

development is of course more complex than this (Harris and

layering. The neatly ordered aspect of the hoardings makes it clear

Moreno, 2011; see discussion of Cultural Quarters and Media Cities in

that these are managed, rather than free painting spaces, presenting

Mould 2015), and it is sufficient to look at the extent to which street

particular quality standards and implicitly a certain level of creative

art prefigures and then embellishes so many construction sites

uniformity. For the duration of these neighbourhood-altering con-

around Shoreditch, to understand some of the intricate connections

structions, street art symbolically facilitates property-led redevelop-

between art and gentrification. The urban spaces of the creative city

ment, becoming the neatly curated face of corporate appropriation,

“not only need the practical and infrastructural attributes required

permissioned opportunity and gentrification.

by creative people and companies, but also the aestheticised form

Despite all this, the critical undercurrent towards permissioned

worthy of commensurability with the ‘Creative City’ brand and the

work seems to have loosened among tour guides, who tend to focus

political economic spectacle therein imbued” (Mould 2015: 59). In

on the positive aspects of the consolidated legal mural scene in

the case of street art, this can be achieved through direct curation of

London: “Street art went from underground to mainstream. It is now

specific surfaces, and the hoardings of real estate development sites

controlled and curated, but the positive side of this is that we get

are an increasingly frequent terrain for enabling the formation of an

world-class, high-calibre art in London”; “Street painting is now a priv-

aesthetics of the creative city.

ileged platform because of immediate global visibility” (AL, January

Corporate sponsorship is sometimes directly responsible for the

2015); “Street art went from zero tolerance to state sponsored art

production of wall content, through organisations which facilitate

in five years” (SSA, January 2015); “Perhaps street art will grow to be

artists’ access to sponsored walls, and then curate the works displayed

accepted much like photography and cinema were in the history of

on these walls. For example, art and advertising agency Global Street

art, after a period of rejection” (SAL, January 2015). The acceptability

Art currently manage hoardings around several construction sites

and strategic adoption of street art are now more than evident, and

in London, as a result of partnerships with developers who seek an

walking tours are due both credit and responsibility for continuously

integration of street art into corporate agendas of approachability and

enabling this process.

social responsibility. GSA now have a wall booking system in place on
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3.49.
Abstract graffiti covers the hoardings of an “exclusive residential” development in Shoreditch,
creating a continuous visual motif between the developer’s logo and the artist’s design.

3.50.

Street art symbolically fronting urban change: this site in Blackall Street
used to be a modernist housing block, and has since been transformed
into a luxury hotel. The hoardings were managed by Global Street Art.

3.51.
Single discourse vs. multiple production.

3. 12. Conclusion or, Four Proposals for
Salvaging Streets from Streetness

productions if it were not for the tours? Perhaps so, but only to a
certain extent. Walking tours are the lesser of all evils which have led
to the strategic branding and cooption of this culture, and they fall

1. From DIY to ‘walk this way’, each (street

behind more powerful agents of creativity-minded local governance.

art) culture gets the tours it deserves

Indeed, most tours could do a better job at being more critical, engag-

Individual discovery is one of the fundamental joys of street art lov-

ing and politically-minded, and they should show more accountability,

ers, many of whom ritualistically go on unscripted explorations to en-

but at the end of the day, they are but one of several ways people

counter, and be enchanted by, new additions to the surfaces of the

choose to engage with street art culture in London and elsewhere.

city. Walking, curiosity and a camera are the main resources of the
self-motivated enthusiast, who maintains full autonomy in deciding

2. Coolness, Creativity and Streetness are

what is of interest and what is not, which routes are more promising

toxic simulacra of cool, creative streets

and which inscriptions deserve to be considered, captured and

With endorsed murals in place, partnerships with developers signed,

shared. This mirrors a culture whose production processes are sim-

and festival agendas at the ready, the street art-supported creative city

ilarly serendipitous, individually-driven and contextually responsive,

is ready to be replicated wherever necessary, as a carefully calculated

as opposed to corporate-sponsored, ownership-enabled, or govern-

investment. This has little to do with actual local production and a de-

ment-sanctioned. The more surface production becomes profes-

sire to support it: most declarations of attractiveness come post-factum,

sionalised and branded, the easier it is for similarly professionalised

once production peaks, interest soars, and investment is ready to be

walking tours to present themselves as authorities on the matter.

made. Creative authenticity and streetness become tradable formulas

They take independent exploration and turn it into group herding by

and generic solutions for setting up areas whose identity gets lost under

curating routes and content, and prescribing participants’ interests. It

the creative currency label. It is not just that these fabricated attributes

is what happens when a low-key, DIY, multiple movement, turns into

lack any character or genuine productive impetus, but they also make

a prolific and profitable creative industry.

forgotten the unprofitable creativity that is still there, and contribute to

Is tours’ role in the formation of a corporatised street art culture
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its displacement. They designate normative cultures which have lost

problematic? I have certainly argued that it is. Would the culture of

contact with minor, unsuccessful, non-consequential production, and

street art re-focus on more minor, self-sufficient and less predictable

are based exclusively on competitiveness, success and individuality.

Successful street art is like successful cities: it is sustained by a discourse

brave, small and ugly, the easily overlooked, the seemingly insignificant

of institutionally endorsed streetartness and streetness, and it banks on

yet richly meaningful surface voices. However, the plan never came to

individuality, extraction, replicability and globalisation.

fruition, partly because of what I perceived to be an ethical issue. I was

Perhaps the best form of support for inscriptive cultures would

just starting my research on tour providers, so running my own tours

be to do nothing: don’t regulate, don’t sell, don’t promote. Just leave

would have resulted in a conflict of interest, no matter how differently I

them, and leave their occupied surfaces in place, instead of knocking

was envisioning them.

them down, and getting them replaced with exclusive real estate

Fundamentally, this interest came from the frustration that such a

and standardised art, as if you were designing a stage set for the lives

small fraction of surface inscriptions is given all the attention, with the

of targeted property buyers. Molding the street into streetness, and

visible getting more visibility, and the known receiving more notori-

artwashing creatives into Creativity. Cool stealer, cool killer.

ety (the named, famed and valued). But that is not where the verve
of inscription cultures lies. People are paying to go on tours, only to

3. Tours fall flat compared to the productive

take their own photos of sanctioned art works whose digital avatars

forcefulness of city surfaces

they are already familiar with. This not only enables creative capitalist

In 2013, my friends and I wanted to set up a street art tour that would

urbanism to further its productions; but it also leaves participants

bypass the issues and prescriptions of the industry. Rather idealistically,

as they were when they started the tour, with few beliefs challenged,

we were proposing tours of no fixed route or duration, for maximum

even fewer opinions activated, and lots and lots of Instagram material

five participants who would get to decide where they wanted to go, and

to churn. Just as I was typing this, I received an email from a London-

what they wanted addressed. “You get to talk as much as you listen,

based gallery, with the subject line “Banksy Wishes You a Happy Easter!”

and ask as much as you shoot”, we wrote in our manifesto, envisioning

No, he doesn’t, and this shows how the business of the creative city

a workshop-like format where participants would be critically engaged

has come a long, wrong way, to market anything with such a slogan.

and looking for an analytical exercise, rather than a spoon-fed, readymade script. Our motto was “Walk Think Learn Judge” and I remember

4. Design a place for street art, and you will

being distinctly tempted to create a tour where I would avoid address-

have designed street art out of that place

ing any of the pretty, prominent, starworks on our route, and focus

When street art is declared acceptable, it is because it should

instead on everything that falls through the cracks of other tours – the

become part of the identity of a place, and Shoreditch is a good
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example of how street art went from independent production to urban brand in the space of 10-15 years. The next phase is for the brand
to become completely devoid of content, and left only with a highly-regulated version of corporate hoarding art, until all surfaces that
could have supported autonomous voices are gone, and replaced
by the carefully coated shine of high-end developments.
When the tours of the future come to Shoreditch, they might
be tours of urban memory, where guides invoke past works from
the glass elevations of the most recent high rises, and participants
use augmented reality apps to ‘see’ into the pluri-vocal past through
the screens of their devices. Surfaces which are still there will bear
symbolic traces of works that were painted over, or weathered away,
and places will become iconic because of these desirable absences.
However, when even the surfaces are gone, there will be little left to
show or tell, except how the showing and telling itself played a part
in the gradual disappearance of its object. Where will all the inscriptions be, and where will the preferential art and its supportive surfaces go? Art-washed, financially-fueled, tour-enabled condos will have
gone up instead, the dystopic result of removing the very thing they
had banked on. In fact, they were not banking on independent surface scribblers and the buzz of multiple surface occupations at all;
but on their branded, regulated versions, which will contain nothing
but the aura of a city that is long gone.
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Chapter 4
Criminal Damage,
Anti-Social Behaviour,
Environmental Crime.
A Legal Examination of Graffiti Writing
and Surface Ownership Regimes

This morning the city woke up to a blizzard of Ja tags. People were
shoveling their cars out of Ja tags & cleaning their sidewalks so that
no old ladies tripped over the Ja tags. There were children outside
playing in them, trying to catch them on their tongue or to use
them as weapons & hurl them at each other, playfully. There were
no seats on the subway because all the seats and windows were
drenched in Ja tags. Trucks were at a standstill because the sheer
weight of the JA fillins and tags & throwups could not be supported
by their frames. All stores were selling were Ja tags based on the
advertisements which read only JA JA JA. The city shut down the
schools for the day & the MTA went on a holiday schedule as they
tried to clean their trains of all the Ja tags. But they couldn’t so the
trains were running with drippy Ja Ja Ja. Sanitation was called on
to work 24 hour shifts to get a handle on these Ja tags. They are
everywhere. A couple of deaths are blamed on the ja tags. Old
people stuck in their homes die of carbon monoxide & cars crash
because their tires can’t handle the Ja tags. JA JA. The police are called
on to help out. They don’t do nothing but sit in their cars on their cell
phones. I got things to do, we all do, but today we don’t get to. We
just got to ride out this Ja wave. It’s everywhere. (Novy 2015: 44-5)

4. 1. Introduction
Having examined the appropriation of street art through walking
tours as part of neoliberal agendas of streetness and creativity, I will
now turn my attention to the legal treatment of surfaces and inscriptions, to understand how law has constructed graffiti as a criminal

Exclusions are justified, naturalised, and hidden by
representing social space as a substantial unity that must
be protected from conflict, heterogeneity, and particularity.
[…] conflict, far from the ruin of democratic public space,
is the condition of its existence. (Deutsche 1996: xiii)

activity, and how it defines its offensive and detrimental characters.
This chapter explores legal and social aspects of private property and
public order, and discusses them through surface occupation, investigating their overlaps and complications in historical and contemporary byelaws, policy acts, laws and procedural documents.
Urban space is legally bound and urban law is spatially pro-

Graffiti, as a cultural practice that produces a commons
and creates a shared, public, democratic visual space, is
particularly troublesome for the project of neoliberalisation,
which is about radical privatisation of the public sphere in
the service of capital accumulation. (Dickinson 2008: 28)

duced, and the categories of graffiti, street art and other inscriptions
take place in the most turbulent of locations: the surface lawscape
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(Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015). Surfaces offer some of the best

This is based on a recognition that law operates through space rather

examples to illustrate the links between property and exclusion, but

than upon it, and is a considerable shift from “legal judgments, exec-

they are also the best places to observe the numerous contestations

utive powers, legislation and legal commentaries [that] tend to treat

of this social and legal postulate. Legally, surfaces are the border

space as something to be planned over, built on, cultivated, bought,

between private property and public order, but they also represent

sold and/or protected; a blank canvas or platform to be smoothly

political possibilities for establishing an urban commons and a claim

acted upon” (Keenan 2015: 21). Sarah Keenan explains that legal geog-

to the right to the city. The space of this chapter is legally bound by

raphy can expose the fallacy of blank spaces and reveal the implicit

rules and regulations, but stays vulnerable through disputes and

spatial frameworks underlying legal decisions and processes, such as

subversions, to exemplify surfaces as resilient, diversely configured

property and belonging, which I discussed in the previous chapter.

spaces of urban life.

Legal geographers have argued that law and space cannot exist
outside each other, and have further emphasised the embeddedness of legal geographies into social and political systems. These

4. 2. Space and Law:
Surface as Lawscape

readings can provide critical understandings of the governance and
regulation of urban environments, of how law appears in cities and
determines their daily operations. What I want to establish here is an

To first understand the legal bindings of city surfaces, I turn to the dis-

application of the methods and procedures of legal geographies to

cipline of legal geography, which explores connections between law,

the study of surfaces, and I have focused on legal scholar Andreas

space and society, looking at how cities regulate space (see Blomley

Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos’s conceptualisation of the lawscape

1994, 2004, 2011, Delaney 2010, Blomley, Delaney and Ford 2001,

(2015) as my main tool of investigation.1 Exposing the law and its

Layard 2012, Layard and Bennett 2015, Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos

emplaced workings, the lawscape describes the legal complexities of

2015, Keenan 2015, Braverman, Blomley, Delaney and Kedar 2014,

city surfaces, and their entanglements with sanctioned and unsanc-

some of which will be explored in more detail here). Legal geog-

tioned inscriptions.

raphy developed as part of a wider context of the ‘spatial turn’ in
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Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos defines the lawscape as “the

humanities and social sciences, as law’s response to the need for a

way the ontological tautology between law and space unfolds

fundamental engagement with space from within the legal discipline.

as difference” (2015: 4). The lawscape is the making visible, the

1. A different understanding
of the lawscape has been
proposed by Nicole Graham in
her book Lawscape: Property,
Environment, Law (2010), where
she investigates the meanings
of property in cultural discourse
and defines the lawscape as an
examination of what landscape
reveals about law (2010: 2)

4.1.

Graffiti and other independently produced inscriptions fall under legal categories
of anti-social behaviour, criminal damage and environmental threat.

4.2.

Sanctioned murals are seen as being pro-social, bringing a
creative contribution to cities and representing aesthetic values.

4.3.
Signs of interdiction or information are part of the surface
lawscape, which they make visible and explicit.

4.4.

A failed atempt to stop public urination through both
a written message and a built structure.

4.5.

Surfaces are also regulated by invisible lawscapes: there are standards dictating the construction height and materials of hoardings, as well as their
displays. Here, there is a chosen background colour, a site indicator with the developer’s logo, and a print of a nearby mural which is used as branding
for the new building. Copyright legislation is also relevant in this case, or investigating whether permission was obtained o use the image of that mural.

4.6.

Not many urban structures are clearer materialisations of the law than
barbed wire. Like walls, barbed wire separates the public from the
private, but it also performs the aggression of this separation.

making obvious of the simultaneous, symbiotic existence of law

Non-definitive boundaries between public and private, surfaces

and space, the revelation of their concomitant, yet distinct ontolo-

are actualised anew with each occupation, in a recurring process of

gies. Recognising the lawscape is learning how to see law in space

activation, materialisation and visibilisation, all of which tilt the law to

and understand what it does, even though it is only occasionally

different degrees. However, one thing they cannot do is escape the

marked as visible. Urban surfaces are thoroughly legally bound

law, or function outside it, because law is everywhere. This under-

and materially produced, beyond the obvious razor wires, keep-

standing enables a heightened visual and material unfolding of the

out signs and anti-climb paints. My interest is in exploring surfac-

spaces of the city and the surface, just like adding a permanent base

es as means of visibilising law, and isolating how they become

filter to one’s perception of the environment: no surface, no inscrip-

uniquely relevant to understanding two fundamental postulates

tion, no sign can exist outside the law.

of the legal city: private property and public order. Property and
order are inscribed in the way surfaces are equipped to deal with
approved and unapproved signage, and can be inferred through
an understanding of surface inscriptions and materialities. The
surface lawscape becomes an engulfing, dominating force, whose
influence is exerted past the obvious physical markers, and whose
subversions are resilient objects of further legal contention. Once
you notice the lawscape, it continues to reveal itself in increasingly
complex ways, and it becomes impossible to unsee. From now, in
2. Another useful concept that
comes out of the law’s spatial
turn is David Delaney’s “nomosphere” (2010), a collocation of
space, power and meaning which
is equally applicable to surfaces
and which is constituted by three
elements: the materialisation of
the legal, the legal signification of
the socio-spatial; and the performative engagements through which
these unfold. For a critique of the
nomosphere, see Keenan 2015: 36.

this chapter, space is law is surface.2
The surface lawscape is of the material world, but is conditioned
by social manipulation and legal instrumentation: the law produces
it, and it produces law. It is a material, cultural and political artefact,
reinvented with each new development of surface coating technol-

While you are reading this, you are in the lawscape […] the law
spreads on pavements, covers the walls of buildings, opens
and closes windows. (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015: 38)
We-you, I-are never outside of the nomosphere, never free
of its effects; never not pragmatically engaging nomospheric
traces. (Delaney 2010: 25)
Even when no coercive force is apparent, […] law quietly
shapes the built space and the social interactions that take
place in it. And as it does so, certain cultural values are literally
built into the urban fabric (Valverde 2012: 21)
Inside the lawscape however, there is ambiguity and conflict,

ogies, reconfigured by each addition of an LED billboard display and

which complicates surface narratives about different degrees

strained with every conviction of criminal damage and vandalism.

of entitlement. Surfaces can dissimulate the social legitimacy of
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inscriptions, for instance by showing us illicit posters which masquer-

They are part of a space which is neither abstract nor metaphorical,

ade as authorised ads, or even by changing the paradigm of accepta-

but actual and walkable, fully material and accommodating of a

bility for certain inscriptions from zero tolerance to city branding.

variety of power enforcements and vindications. For Philippopoulos-

Connections between surfaces, inscriptions and the law can be de-

Mihalopoulos, the lawscape is not visual, but ontological: “there is no

ceiving and they are not always immediately legible, but they remain

human looking here” (2015: 78), because law is of the space, inde-

present in the evolution of surface strata and they operate within the

pendent of the human gaze. What the human gaze might do is acti-

lawscape, even when they seem to reject it.

vate, precipitate, reveal or spoil the lawscape, but it can never undo it.

The material and social dimensions of law are fundamental

Within the lawscape there are constant permutations, as “every

to the understanding of the lawscape: where things are and what

body lawscapes” (2015: 69) and battles for spatial occupation with

they look like, what they are made of and who uses them is law.

other bodies, negotiating, deceiving or dominating the situation. The

Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos argues that law has managed time and

struggle between bodies to occupy a specific place, at a specific time,

again to dissimulate the fact that it is material,

is defined by Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos as spatial justice, a form
of spatial tension that keeps bodies moving and generates territories.

[t]hat law is not just the text, the decision, even the courtroom.

Other scholars have written about spatial justice as a form of critical

Law is the pavement, the traffic light, the hoodie in the shopping

spatial thinking, among which most notably geographer Edward Soja

mall, the veil in the school, the cell in Guantanamo, the seating

and the Los Angeles School of Urbanism (Soja 2010). Closely related

arrangement at a meeting, the risotto at the restaurant. (2015: 215)

to Lefebvre’s radical ideas about the right to the city, Soja theorised

The CGI and the pebbledash, the distance from traffic, the tag,
the boarded and the securitised glass, the height and depth, the

struggle, and to advocate for equitable distribution of resources and

paint, the hoarding and the billboard, the cleaning contractors and

services. Space is socially produced and can therefore be social-

the protected views; the coatings and certifications, the paper stick-

ly changed, a process which is apparent at surface level through

ers and invited murals, the red light, the buff, the display approvals

struggles over surface occupation. Inscriptions as bodies, coatings

and building ownership, the structural standards, colour restrictions,

as bodies, the buff as a body, advertising and dominant neoliberal

access points, jurisdictional ambiguities, rights of way, public visibil-

architectures as bodies, abstract and coloured bodies, all fight over

ity and accessibility: they are all elements of the surface lawscape.

surface occupation in the same place, at the same time. The thing

3
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spatial justice as a tool to spatialise political debate and social

3. Valverde offers a listing of
the legal entities of the street
corner (and, by extension, the
city) as an assemblage of human
and nonhuman elements: the
underground territories of internet,
electricity and telecommunications, municipal addresses, ISO
certifications for constructions,
standards and amenities (2012).

about surfaces is that multiple bodies can occupy the same space at

level. The right to occupy the same space at the same time must

the same time, and can co-exist in parasitic, belligerent or agreeable

be fought for, so there will be surface treatments and cross-overs,

terms. Surfaces allow for multiple occupation because of their spe-

discrete subversions and dominant pictures, in an ongoing fertile

cific type of spatial depth, which concentrates materials and expres-

battle. While there is conflict, justice is encouraged, because conflict

sions within broad two-dimensional spaces. The fight for visibility

is movement, change and inclusion, and conflict is just. Conflict can

and territory could then be read as a form of surface justice, with

be interpreted as the spatial justice of the surfacescape. Solve the

inscriptions as bodies performing a complex, fluctuating occupation:

conflict through apparent consensus, and the lawscape becomes a

Bodies carry law and space, indeed generate law and space,
through their moving on the lawscape. Just as any surface, the
lawscape is tilted [and, just as any lawscape, the surface is tilted]. Bodies fall more readily onto other bodies, and the sliding

dictatorship, by excluding, censoring and silencing attacks against its
precarious order. Embrace the surface conflict, and you are looking
at the continuous making of surface spatial justice, in its thickly layered political displays of entitlement and exclusion.

is more easily allowed by the terrain. Some bodies weigh more
than others, and are more powerful than other bodies and
force the latter out. The conflict of bodies carries on, mostly
on unequal footing. (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos: 192)
Inscriptions generate territories, they repeat and invent norms

4. 3. Graffiti and Law (1):
Damage to Private Property
The most obvious legal mechanism of entitlement and exclusion

and they set up habits – all of which become legal modulations.

is private property, which has a dominant bearing on the surface

Surface territories are not only material and cultural artifacts, but

lawscape and an upper hand in its conflicts. Ownership of private

they are also political achievements, as they communicate and

property is the principal determinant not only of the convention of

convey meaning about a variety of different claims (more on the

what cities can look like, but also of the legal foundations that reg-

functions of territory in Delaney 2005). Each new addition to the

ulate and execute these expectations. Every publicly visible surface

lawscape mutates, even if barely noticeably, the web of spatial desire

has a property status and belongs to someone, whether it is marked

around it. Surfaces appear magnetic and matter becomes attractive,

as such or not. Under Western neoliberal models, the availability of

they oppress and they enable, as spatial justice unveils at surface

certain surfaces is strictly connected to their ownership status, as
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4.7.

A spray-painted phone advertisement on a publicly visible hoarding in Brick Lane: legally
ambiguous inscriptions reveal internal contradictions of the surface lawscape.

4.8.
Silent histories, non-visible contracts and exhibited inscriptions compose the
complex lawscape of the 1970s Heygate housing estate, demolished in 2014.

4.9.

Every body lawscapes: multiple simultaneous occupation is surface justice.

4.10.
The acknowledgment of a surface territorial claim is a political achievement. We tend to take the legitimacy
of advertising surfaces for granted, and occasional glitches can reveal these systemic norms.

they are carriers of implicit and explicit rules and codes of conduct,
permission systems and legal frameworks. Property manages the
connections between spaces and subjects, and it imposes a legal
grid of who belongs where, who can be seen where, and who can
physically be where (Keenan 2015: 31).
Property is the most standard Western form of connection be-

Graffiti is considered a threat not only to the surface upon
which it is applied; it is considered a threat to the entire system of meanings by which such surfaces acquire value, integrity and significance. (Stewart 1988: 168)
When ownership takes precedence, there is no envisioning of
property scenarios by non-owners, which is why graffiti is damaging

tween law and space, and the ownership model shapes understand-

and not welcome. The first claim at territories is always associated

ings of the possibilities of social life, the ethics of human relationships,

with ownership and is often exclusionary, as the rights to public

and the ordering of the economy (Blomley 2004: 3). Moreover,

visibility and display come second to the right to property and its

ownership is spatial, and it relies on spatial boundaries. What is

integrity. The notion of property provides the political vocabulary to

behind and in front of the fence; what is below the threshold of the

define this, and offers groups and individuals a language for naming,

sidewalk; the air, the view and the forest; the train, the gate and the

blaming and claiming (Blomley 2004: 254). Independent wall writing

wall: they are bounded by property relations and territories, clear or

was named graffiti and defined as an offence in all its forms, includ-

ambiguous ownership, land leases and customary regulations, razor

ing as “criminal damage” (Criminal Damage Act 1971), “defacement

wires and exposed surfaces. You can’t just go around and write on

of buildings” (London Local Authorities Act 2004) and “graffiti and

someone else’s property, how would you feel if somebody tagged

other defacement” (Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act

your front door, if it’s not yours, you don’t touch it: the outrage

2005), which are discussed in detail below.

produced by most illicit inscriptions stems from an attachment to

Property, like most territorial systems, is a set of relations and

the cherished right to property, often to the detriment of the rights to

interactions, rather than a measurable physical space: it is a collec-

inclusion, participation, plurality, expression and urban agency.

tion of rules and affordances, of restrictions and opportunities, and

The damage inflicted by graffiti exists as a specific form of

a guarantor of precedence in establishing control over a given space

property violation: it is the installation of a foreign claim on a surface

or situation (Brighenti 2007b, 2010b, Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos

which is otherwise owned, designated and envisioned. It is an appli-

2015). Offending against property is therefore not just an offence

cation that destroys the significance of its material base and directly

against a thing, but also against the values that make it and the bod-

challenges presumptions of private ownership and corporate power:

ies who own it. Breaking, cutting, scratching, soiling, tearing, defacing
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and damaging are all done to the physical surface, but they acquire
symbolic meaning as being done against the owned property, and

inscriptions (see Cresswell’s out-of-placeness).
When law protects ownership, it restricts access to property, es-

against the right to private ownership itself. Scratching a surface

tablishing exclusionary citizenship as just and good, and enabling the

is not just altering the surface matter, it is also violating the idea of

identity formation of the property owner as entitled and privileged.

property and its implicit entitlements and restrictions.

This is the hegemonic ownership model for understanding property,

Geographer Nicholas Blomley argues that property is deeply social and political, structuring immediate relations between people as
well as larger liberal architectures, such as the division between public and private spheres (Blomley 2004: xvii). Property is material and
tangible, but it is also social, ideological and political, and it shapes
all these spheres. This is supported by David Delaney, who speaks

sharply explained by Felix Cohen (quoted in Blomley 2004: xiv):
Property to which the following can be attached: To the world:
Keep off X unless you have my permission, which I may grant
or withhold. Signed: Private citizen. Endorsed: The state.
The solitary owner exercising exclusionary rights over a bounded

of a continuous conditioning of our spatial performances and

space, in a politically authorised claim, forms the basis of what geog-

imaginaries by the spatialities and materialities of the public and the

rapher Don Mitchell described as the intentionally exclusive public

private (Delaney 2010: 44). Our understanding of the public and the

sphere, a legal construct where the legitimate public only includes

private determines our understanding of the world, what is allowed,

those who have a place governed by private property rules to call

what is proper and where it is proper: we cannot conceive the ‘what’

their own (Mitchell 2001: 16). They also get to regulate the aspect and

without grasping the ‘where’: how we can be, where we can be, the

purity of space and what is proper, and all non-property-owning

traces we are allowed to leave there – are all closely bounded by

publics can do is to either comply or defy: “The rights of the private

property and ownership. Spaces can serve as means of enforcing

owner are seen as legitimately trumping those of the collective, and

laws of inclusion and exclusion (who can belong where), but they

are deemed both anterior and superior.” (Blomley 2004: 4)

also constitute the identities of the subjects they include or exclude

Blomley speaks of the politics of urban property in Unsettling

(Keenan 2015: 30). Keenan offers examples of how the homeless are

the City (2004), arguing that property in all its manifestations has a

represented as criminals and the Bedouin are configured as unciv-

relation to the state, and that enjoyment of property frequently de-

ilised nomads, but identity configuration through spatial exclusion

pends on the disposition of others. However, the political regulations

also takes place at surface level, to non-human bodies of signs and

behind the property-owning system are easily obscured, because
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4.11.

The law protects private property and prescribes public order,
while surfaces flourish in communal production in-between.

4.12.
Insurgent surface occupation.

4.13.

Surfaces are material, cultural and political artefacts and their control
through ownership implies value systems as well as visibility regimes.

4.14.
Surface as collateral casualty of urban change: the graffitied walls of the former Heygate council
estate in London come down to make room for newer, more resilient and sanitised facades.

we perceive them as given and we rarely question their legitimacy: it’s

who engage with it (Keenan 2015: 92). Not public, nor private, but

not yours so you can’t touch, you don’t make the rules, because you

communally used; unwittingly exposed to inclusion and resilient in

are not the owner. Is it possible then to define a legal space outside

its support for dissent: such is the nature of the surfacescape.

private property, or alongside, beside, in-between, additional to

Surfaces are territories of friction between owned and claimed,

private property? Is there a way for surface-occupying inscriptions

and between private and public. Envisioned as part of a commons,

to specify a legal space of their own, through occupation? If, legally,

surfaces become a political imaginary as well as a material aspiration

there is no category of public space in England and Wales (Layard

and an organising tool (Chatterton 2010), not just the public-fac-

2012: 262), then where would we start to define such a space? A

ing boundary of exclusionary property. Chatterton argues for the

space determined by co-creation, inclusion, subversive opportunity

commons as a key tactical repertoire in the struggle against spatial

and plural access, where graffiti acquires a legal status not just as

enclosure and privatisation, and surface inscriptions demonstrate

criminal damage, but also as public culture, it’s yours so you can

a scenario of social production and collective authorship for such

touch, overwrite, challenge or ignore it, you (too) make the rules,

a project. Surfaces unlock the power regimes inscribed in private

although you are not the owner. Contributor without documents,

property, while simultaneously triggering property’s social function

non-property-bound decision-maker, owning it without being the

through their reluctant or willing acceptance of signs and inscrip-

legal owner.

tions. Graffiti exposes the conventions of private property again, and

Cities produce this every day through their surface claims and

again, and again, until it turns property into a precarious commons, a

occupations, so perhaps this layer of common property is already

permanently temporary communal space, more visible than any cer-

being sufficiently activated, it’s not yours but you can touch, you

tificate which designates the property’s exclusive privacy (Dickinson

(too) can make some rules, although you are not the owner. Surfaces

2008). In the words of Alison Young,

sit in a space between the public and the private, and they are of
an ambiguous communal type which has been referred to as an
alternative to private (but not public) (Hardt and Negri 2009), the
grey area between private and public (Visconti et al 2010) and a
type of property which subverts hegemonic power relations and is
experienced as something in-between public and private by those
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The persistent acts of mark-making that constitute situational
art enact a legality in which citizens are authorised by adaptation and by proximity rather than by use or ownership. In
each act of installing a situational artwork, then, the artist
demonstrates a way of thinking not only about the image of

the city, but also the city as image, and an image crucial to the
foundation of a public city. (2014: 56-7)
Surfaces are therefore the bearers of damage to private property,
but they are also the enablers of a public formation, a volatile space

of internal conflicts and not possessing any single identity (Keenan
2015: 42). Surfaces enable a heterogeneous experience of property,
which becomes malleable, subversive and politically productive in its
support of alternatives (Keenan 2015).

of public usage which functions despite, or regardless, the legal

When alternative claims to property overlap, surfaces emerge

severity of ownership. Surfaces are privately owned, but publicly

as sites for productive conflict. Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos speaks

used, in public sight, like an open-source book of urban production

about the violence of space and argues that all space is violent,

and participation. Layard describes a similar situation in the legal

because only one body (or assemblage) can occupy a specific place

allowance of communities and locals to envision their public spaces

at a specific time (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos 2015: 198; see also

through the Localism Act 2011, which enables residents to shape

Blomley 2003). I suggested that surfaces are nevertheless able to

neighbourhoods in their own image (Layard 2012: 262). Urban sur-

tolerate multiple occupation, as they keep on public display their

faces are also shaped in the image of city inhabitants, some by legal

archives of challenges and impositions. Surface bodies can outwrite,

provision and others from personal impetus.

obscure or sanction each other, and the process can be violent, but

The cultural force of the property ownership model is its clar-

this continuous tension and lack of resolve is the very bloodline

ity, certainty and order: “the visible geographies of property (the

of surface production and participation. What would the city look

maps, fences, signs and so on) give a reassuring legibility of prop-

like if these multiple and overlapping property claims were formally

erty” (Blomley 2004: 14). What happens on surfaces, however, is a

acknowledged? (Blomley 2004: 155). Acknowledged by whom, one

complexification of this certainty, whereby property and its marks

must ask: by councils and governments, by courts and legislators,

become ambiguous, uncertain and challengeable. In fact, this lack

or by individual property owners? Acknowledgment enables power

of stability is the clearest strength that surfaces possess, as they can

over the acknowledged, it implies entitlement and allows one to

and will keep transforming. This makes them more resilient and

define and control its object of recognition. It happened when graffiti

ultimately impossible to control by any single discourse, be that

was acknowledged as an art form, setting the stage for the develop-

of private property or urban order. This understanding of surfaces

ment of overbearing sanctioned paintings, and it happens every time

resonates with Keenan’s characterisation of space as movement

an independent, outsider, or underground culture becomes legiti-

and becoming, as never finished and constantly performed, as full

mised and included in the mainstream discourse of, for example, the
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4.15.

The surfacescape as a communally produced
third type of space, not public, nor private.

4.16.
A moment of claimed stability, where the paint on the wall mirrors
its legal ownership, giving visible form to a contractual privilege.

4.17.

Control of ownership does not guarantee control of appearance, nor should it.

creative city. If all existing inscriptions and their spatial claims were
legally sanctioned, there would appear a new visual language staking
claims illicitly, and keeping the politics of the urban edge alive and
kicking.

media] until the 1990s. In the 1980s a couple of articles a year
were printed in the UK discussing antisocial behaviour, whereas in January 2004 alone, there were over 1000 such articles.
Not even the most pessimistic social critic would suggest a
parallel increase in problem behavior. (Waiton in Millie 2009: 4)
According to legal scholar Andrew Millie, ASB pre-dates New

4. 4. Graffiti and Law (2):
Violation of Public Order

Labour coming into power in 1997, and is in fact based on an
earlier Conservative piece of legislation, the 1986 Public Order Act.
However, New Labour adopted most of the focus and language

In addition to its offence against property, graffiti is also legally labeled

of the act, which featured “harassment, alarm and distress” as its

as anti-social behavior, a term which seems to be a recent development

main concerns. The Anti-Social Behaviour Act then became one

in the designation and management of unwanted conduct. Anti-social

of the first pieces of legislation to be passed by the New Labour

behaviour has its roots in neoliberal city governance, which sees order

Government.

maintenance as one of the most important functions of local adminis-

Millie points out the difficulty of defining anti-social behaviour,

tration, and enforces it through zero-tolerance and quality of life policing

and the common ‘you know if when you see it’ approach used by

(Chronopoulos 2011). The strategic control of public space became central

politicians and the media, who often use ASB as a label of conven-

to establishing neoliberal austerity as a common-sense notion, and graffiti

ience for non-criminal and minor criminal neighbourhood con-

as a claim to publicness became policed and criminalised (Dickinson

cerns (2009). Labelling an action as anti-social behavior is always a

2008). Anti-social behavior is said to lead to ‘urban disorder’, a concept

context-specific process, drawing on delinquency, non-normative

which enables authorities to banish disorderly individuals and make their

behavior, otherness, moral panic and incivility, all of which relate

presence less visible in urban environments. According to criminologist

to private property boundaries and behavioural expectations for a

Stuart Waiton,

civilised society, characterised by ‘consideration for others’ (Millie

The catch all term ‘antisocial behaviour’ has today become so
widely used it seems strange to find it was rarely used [in the

2008, 2009). These are closely similar to the stereotypical categories
of perception of the graffiti writer, such as deviant, youth, offender
or troublemaker, which Halsey and Young warn against because of
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their failure to encompass the complexities of each individual case

acceptability and the orderly functioning of society. “The danger is

and writer (Halsey Young 2002). ASB labels also point to the category

that behavioural expectations of the majority are regarded as ‘so-

of the underclass, a concept used in the 1970s and 80s in New York

cial’, while those of minority or marginalised ‘outsider’ groups are

to cast young, low-income minority populations as problematic for

regarded as anti-social” (2009: 16). Graffiti is not just seen as anti-so-

cities and their public spaces (Chronopoulos 2011, Dickinson 2008).

cial behaviour, but is frequently assimilated to destructive forms of

As is the case with criminal damage, the aesthetic acceptability

vandalism without any discrimination, as will become apparent by

of illicit mark making can become a factor in its determination as
anti-social behaviour: the closer it is to type-based graffiti, the likelier

the end of this chapter.
The connection between order and crime was established by

it will be assimilated to what Jeff Ferrell called a crime of style (see

criminologists George Kelling and James Wilson in their 1982 arti-

Chapter 2), which means that there is a perceived danger in the

cle ‘Broken Windows’, published in the Atlantic Monthly. Originally

aesthetic itself, and its impact on the wellbeing of civilised, proper-

addressing effective community regulation and policing, Kelling and

ty-owning, middle and upper-class communities. Similarly, the more

Wilson’s publication also constructed a connection between the

a mark separates itself aesthetically from tagging and type-based

maintenance of order and crime prevention, arguing that disorder

graffiti, the likelier it is to be tolerated or accepted as coming from a

and crime were linked in a developmental sequence: “one unre-

creative, rather than a destructive, anti-social intention, and become

paired broken window is a signal that no one cares, and so breaking

integrated in the legitimate circuit of the creative city, as we have

more windows costs nothing”. In other words, disorderly behavior

seen in Chapter 3.

is linked to “untended” property (ie, the broken windows), and

There are three main categories of ASB discussed by Millie:

they form the prerequisites not only for more similar behaviour, but

acts directed at people (intimidation, harassment), environmental

also for more serious, criminal activity. And although graffiti is only

damage (vandalism, litter, rubbish) and misuse of public space

mentioned once in their article as “harmless displays”, the theory

and disregard for community. Illicit mark making would fall under

that criminal activity is linked to such low level, disorderly behavior,

the last two categories, as behavior damaging to the environment,

makes graffiti as serious a concern as any for law enforcement and

and to certain cultural and societal norms of behavior. What is key

public authorities.

about both these forms of behavior is their public character, the
fact that they are disrupting a highly contingent consensus about
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The broken windows theory was not first developed by Kelling
and Wilson, but they helped popularise and afford it legitimacy, as it

became an influential criminological approach in policing and policy
making. Instead of focusing on economic restructuring, deindustrialisation, suburbanisation and shrinking government budgets as
indicators of urban decline, Kelling and Wilson argued that cities had
become undesirable because of the actions of disorderly people,
and proposed a strategy for authorities to reclaim public space from
the underclass, for middle and upper classes and for the hegemonic business elite (Chronopoulos 2011, Dickinson 2008). This vision
of the underclass is captured in this quote by Edward C. Banfield,
founder of neoconservative criminology, and James Wilson’s
professor:

Graffiti is not just an isolated nuisance but linked to other
forms of enviro-crime that demean and spoil our streets. (Cllr.
Mike Cartwright, Association of London Government 2005: 3)
Many people believe that graffiti indicates an area is unsafe
and may attract other types of environmental crime such as
litter and abandoned vehicles. (ENCAMS 2008: 8)
Graffiti in public places can make passengers feel unsafe and,
if not dealt with quickly, can lead to further undesirable activity taking place. It can also create a climate of fear for those
using and working on the railways. (BTP website, ‘Graffiti’)

The lower-class individual is not troubled by dirt or dilapidation and he does not mind the inadequacy of public facilities

There does indeed appear to be a link between litter and

such as schools, parks, hospitals, and libraries; indeed, where

graffiti on the one hand and drug-peddling, muggings and

such things exist he may destroy them by carelessness or even

burglary on the other. This is commonly known as the broken

by vandalism. (Banfield in Chronopoulos 2011: 88)

windows theory, and while it may not command unanimous

Reducing state provision of services and banishing the individuals who were perceived to destroy them became the dominant
policy, and graffiti was first in line to receive the broken windows
treatment. This happened not only in the 1980s in New York, but
had considerable international traction and it still impacts graffiti

support it is seen clearly to correspond to reality as seen by
local authorities, police forces and people across the country.
(Report of the Environmental Audit Committee 2004: 22, emphasis added)
It is visible from these standpoints and from Kelling and Wilson’s

management strategies in England and beyond. Below are just a

essay, that much of the broken windows argument is based on an un-

few examples from the local and national policy literature on graffiti

written, but seemingly well-established common sense, a “folk wisdom

which reference broken windows or its argument:

that happens to be a correct generalisation”: namely, that urban disorder
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4.18.

Tagged van invokes moral panic about young, uncivilised vandals.

4.19.
Daytime wall painting renders the producer as a legitimately
working artist, rather than an ASB offender.

4.20.

The obliteration of graffiti has taken precedence on this
surfacescape as a means of projecting control and order.

4.21.
A surprise criminal activity facilitated by a broken window.

4.22.

Blending in. Graffiti is a part of the urban
environment, despite efforts to eradicate it.

should be a priority for city governance, and that disorderly behavior

understand it, the less effort and resources will have to go into battling

leads to the commission of serious crime. Young points out that broken

against it in a perpetual urban war. However, before we do that, we

windows was in fact simply a hypothesis which was proven to be serious-

must understand where this war comes from, and what are the legal

ly flawed by several subsequent studies, and yet it left behind a significant

and procedural documents that define and enforce it.

legacy in policy making and is commonly accepted as having been em4. For more on broken windows
and subsequent studies, see
Chronopoulos 2011, Mark
and Sanders 2007, Keizer
2008 and Harcourt 2001.

pirically validated (Young 2014: 109-11; see also Graffolution 2014: 19)4. For
more on broken windows and subsequent studies, see Chronopoulos
2011, Mark and Sanders 2007, Keizer 2008 and Harcourt 2001.

4. 5. Inscription and Law:
Two Precedents

Much like anti-social behaviour, disorder is described by Kelling
and Wilson as being conducted by disreputable, obstreperous, un-

Explicit concerns about unregulated communication on public

predictable people, and is something the law-abiding citizen recog-

surfaces are older than its criminalisation, and have started being

nises when they see it. Little other evidence seems necessary.

introduced in governance documents since 1934. Richard Gordon

Just as it did with its violation of property, graffiti stands as a symbol

Freeman, the author of the first Graffiti titled book published in the

for much more than itself, indicating a degenerate, dangerous society

UK (1966), mentions a few byelaws of local councils and trans-

dominated by anti-social, anti-environmental behaviour. “Graffiti is seen

port companies from London, which were meant to regulate the

as an indication of a deprived area lacking in authoritative supervision

behavior of their patrons in respect to writing on walls. Byelaws

by the forces of the law and order where criminal activity is allowed to

are regulations much like Local Authorities Acts, whereby munici-

flourish” (London Assembly 2002: 85). In a conclusion that leaves little

palities, public service providers or corporations are conferred the

room for any attempt to manage graffiti as a form of political claim to

power to exercise authority over matters of local concern – in this

the city, or a means of cultural expression, the 2002 London Assembly

case, writing on walls.

Report (discussed in detail below) states that “London has tolerated

One such byelaw, entitled “Byelaw for the good rule and gov-

graffiti as inevitable for far too long, but we do not have to live with it

ernment of the Metropolitan Borough of Hampstead made by the

and graffiti must not become an acceptable part of our urban environ-

Council of the Borough in pursuance of Section 38 of the London

ment” (London Assembly: 43). Despite this clear mission, graffiti is and

County Council (General Powers) Act, 1934, at a meeting of the

will continue to be a part of the urban environment, and the better we

Council held on the 24th day of June, 1937”, specifies the following
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regulations under the section “Defacing Pavements, Etc.”:
No person shall for the purpose of advertising or disseminating news, propaganda or the like deface the footway or roadway of any street by writing or other marks.
Any person offending against this byelaw shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding £5. (Freeman 1966: 131)
Implicit in this restriction is not so much the protection of private
property, but the control of public communicative displays within
the Hampstead Borough territory. As a council regulation, this byelaw is concerned with maintaining a sense of order and supervision
over the linguistic landscape of the borough, and not losing author-

Act, 1962, by the London Transport Board and confirmed by the
Minister of Transport for Regulating the Use and Working of, and
Travel on, their Railways, the Maintenance of Order on their Railways
and Railway Premises and the conduct of all persons while on those
premises”. This time issued by a public transport undertaker, and not
by a local council, the byelaw’s territorial remit is all railway infrastructure, and it stipulates the following:
17. No person shall at any time while on the railway:
(1) Use threatening, abusive, obscene or offensive language; or
(2) behave in a riotous, disorderly, indecent or offensive manner; or

ity over who displayed what, and where. As the text specifies, the

(3) write, draw or affix any abusive, obscene or offensive words, rep-

principal concerns were for unregulated commercial displays and for

resentations or characters upon, or willfully soil or defile, the railway

the distribution of political messages, both of which had the power

or any lift or vehicle; or

to transform the public sphere. If public writing was supervised and
regulated, then so were public beliefs and attitudes, and a character
of civility could be proven to characterise public spaces. At this point,
the law still made specific provision for the display of non-authorised
commercial messages in the same sections that deal with the writing
of graffiti. This was going to change with the introduction of fly-posting as a specific offence in the Anti-Social Behaviour Act of 2003 and
the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act of 2005.
Another byelaw mentioned by Freeman is the London Transport
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Board Railway Byelaw, “made under Section 67 of the Transport

(4) molest or willfully interfere with the comfort or convenience of any
passenger or person in or upon the railway.
21. No person shall willfully, wantonly or maliciously
(2) break, cut, scratch, tear, soil, deface or damage any lift or
vehicle, or any of the fittings, furniture, decorations, or equipment thereof, or any notice, advertisement, number plate,
number, figure or letter therein or thereupon, or remove

therefrom or detach any such article or thing; or

as in the case of the Criminal Damage Act which was to be passed

(3) deface or damage any part of the railway or any property

a decade later, it is not just the physical results of disorderly actions

upon the railway.

that are targeted, but also the intentions and behaviours behind

Any person offending against this Byelaw shall be liable to the
Board for the amount of damage done to any property of the
Board, without prejudice to any penalty incurred by the contravention of this Byelaw. (Freeman 1966: 25)
Much more comprehensive and specific than the earlier exam-

them, which was to become crystallised in the Anti-Social Behaviour
Act of 2003.
4. 5.1. Damaging of what? Offensive to whom?
In London, there are five national and local acts which address
independent surface mark making. These are – chronologically – the

ple from the Metropolitan Borough of Hampstead, this 1962 Railway

London Local Authorities Act of 1995, the Anti-Social Behaviour

byelaw anticipates the way in which anti-graffiti legislation was to be

Act of 2003, the London Local Authorities Act of 2004, the Clean

written decades later by combining quantitative damage to prop-

Neighbourhoods and Environment Act of 2005, and the London

erty (see the Criminal Damage Act 1971) with offensive behavior and

Local Authorities Act of 2007. They are preceded by the 1971 Criminal

vandalism (see the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003), together with

Damage Act, which was passed under a Conservative government,

a qualitative description of unwanted surface markings. These are

and whose main purpose is to protect the integrity of private prop-

not banned irrespectively of their nature or message, but for the first

erty. Criminal convictions for graffiti in the UK are operated under

time their undesirability is captured within specific value parameters:

Section 1 of the Criminal Damage Act, which states that damage,

“write, draw or affix abusive, obscene or offensive words, representa-

reckless damage or intention to damage any property is an offence.

tions or characters.” This covers both the means of production and

Independent surface mark-making is therefore configured as a viola-

the content of the targeted inscriptions, and captures them in a

tion of private property and, because this Act does not refer specifi-

detailed semantic structure which will become recurrent in future

cally to any mark-making offence, no qualitative judgment regarding

local and national acts. Abusive, obscene, offensive breaking, cutting,

the nature of the damage is specified. In fact, convictions under the

scratching, soiling, tearing, defacing and damaging behavior and

CDA are the result of quantitative calculations, i.e. how much worth

inscriptions are at the core of every piece of legislation meant to re-

of damage has been produced by an offender throughout a deter-

strict and control public expression and surface mark-making. Much

mined period. This is a financial measurement and is based not only
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on the cost of physical repairs to property, but also on the cost of

cases where damage is defined as either “harm or injury impairing

failure to provide services (shops staying closed, trains not leaving

the value or usefulness or something”, or as “any alteration to the

the depot), fines (train operators fined up to £500 a day if they fail to

physical nature of the property concerned” (2009: 348, emphases

remove graffiti from their vehicle stock) and other secondary costs.

added). The first approach requires an impairment to the value or

This can lead to enormous sums being made the responsibility of

usefulness of property, which is not always the case with graffiti.6

single graffiti writers, or crews, which would have considerable im-

As an added layer of paint to a surface, graffiti is unlikely to impair

pact on their conviction and sentencing.5

the function of that surface: a graffitied wall maintains its structural

In addition to criminalising damage to property, the CDA also

integrity as a physical boundary, and a shop shutter still protects the

covers aspects which are less quantifiable, and refer to intention

contents behind it if painted. On the other hand, stickers on traffic

and behavior, rather than the physical traces of an action. Section 3

signs might impair the signs’ visibility, and therefore their function,

states that being in custody of any item which is intended to be used

just as an etched bus window would obstruct clear views in both

to cause damage is an offence, reinforcing the law’s authority over

directions.7 However, these conditions are to be determined on a

pre-criminal actions and contributing to a normalisation of surveil-

case by case basis and are different from saying that any alteration

lance and control. The oversight of the packaging, marketing and sale

to the physical nature of the property should be considered damage.

of graffiti instruments had been one of the strategies used in the war

5. See Kristian Holmes, aka VAMP, found
guilty of £250,000 worth of damage,
committed between 2003-2010 (Daily
Mail, ‘The graffiti artist who looks like an
accounts manager… because he is!); or
the conviction of Daniel Halpin, aka TOX
(Guardian, ‘”TOX” graffiti artist convicted
of criminal damage) and that of Glynn
Judd, aka NOIR (Judd, ‘My secret life as a
graffiti artist’ and NOIR, Graffiti Sessions
presentation). See also two separate
sentences for members of the SMT crew,
with one judge praising the writers’ talent
in 2012 (The Telegraph, ‘Graffiti gang who
caused £150,000 of damage “should be
proud of their work”, says judge’); and
another handing down heavy prison
sentences because graffiti is “not a victimless crime” (Manchester Evening News,
‘Seven members of SMT graffiti crew
sentenced for criminal damage to trains’).
6. Halsey and Young have identified
three ways in which graffiti can be
damaging to private and public property: effects on the surface (scratched
windows, corroded metals, damage to
brick work), effects on the visual field
(overall appearance of a place, feeling
of neglect and danger) and adjunct
effects such as damaging locks, gates
and doors (Halsey Young 2002: 168).

against graffiti in 1970s New York, but it did not become an explicit
concern in the UK until the 2003 Anti-Social Behaviour Act, which
banned the sale of aerosol paint for children under 16 years old.
Legal scholar Ian Edwards (2009) challenges the straightforward
and unproblematic application of S1 of the CDA on graffiti, arguing
that graffiti is a qualitatively different phenomenon from other forms
of damage, and it possesses aesthetic, cultural and political value.
However, the CDA does not allow for any exculpatory or justificatory

7. This is also the case with sanctioned
full-wrap bus ads which cover the
windows in a fine see-through mesh but
reduce light and visibility considerably.

argument of aesthetic value, and damage seems ascertainable irrespective of the graffiti’s context or cultural merit. Edwards cites two

4.24.
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Cover slide of Detective Constable Colin Saysell’s presentation for Graffiti
Sessions. During the conference, the image was criticized for portraying
graffiti writers as violent, hoodie-wearing, bat-yielding offenders.

4.23.
Non-authorised commercial messages and graffiti used to fall under the same legal category. Here, design giant
IKEA employs a guerilla reverse-graffiti campaign to promote its brand outside regulated advertising channels.

4.25.

A skillful and creative surface alteration can be considered criminal damage,
as much as one that impairs surface integrity and functionality.

4.26.
Criminal offense or sassy interior design? This graffiti-covered wall in the Duck and Waffle restaurant is an example of commerciallytargeted stylistic appropriation, with ‘tags’ reading “a blend of quality”, “beber”, “drink & taste” and other bar-related drivel.

4.27.

Double customised Wenlock. Perhaps the sprayed penis was perceived as blending into an
already gritty urban context, or an exoticised Shoreditch of authentic creativity.

Seeing vs unseeing is a matter of finely tuned negotiation.

Willing suspension of offensiveness for the benefit of successful Olympic tourism.

4.28.
4.29.

It might be symbolic damage because it questions the legitimacy of

illicit writing” (Halsey and Young 2006: 276). However, the defend-

property ownership, but it does not necessarily represent material

ant’s beautification can be the jury’s damage, revealing once again

impairment.

the potentially different perspectives engendered by this concept.

In practice, Edwards explains how a series of arguments could

Lastly, if graffiti stays up for long enough in an area, local authorities

be put forward during a trial, as it is up to the jurors to decide wheth-

or statutory undertakers could tolerate it, and lawful excuse could

er graffiti is damage or not. These are either: not having damaged

be invoked as a defense. Persistent occupation can therefore tune

property, lacking mens rea or having acted under lawful excuse. If

the intensities of the surface lawscape, showing once more how the

damage is considered as being contingent on the usefulness and

assessment of damage is highly contextual, and can only be per-

value of property, then uninvited mark-making sometimes not only

formed on a case by case basis.

adds to property value, but it can change the way whole urban areas

Taylor et al (2010) tried to eliminate contingencies from the graffiti

are perceived, and facilitate more lucrative property transactions

damage classification process, and devised a framework for dealing

(see the Shoreditch-based cases discussed in the previous chapter).

with “the feeling of disgust and fear that graffiti defacement damage

Edwards explains that cases will be tried summarily if the value of

engenders” (2010: 138). The authors designate hate, threatening and

damage is less than £5000, so defense attorneys have often argued

obscene graffiti as highly offensive, priority-one removal categories,

for greater damage values to secure a jury trial and not have to rely

although their examples remain problematic as they have all been

on a magistrate’s decision (2009: 353). This goes right to the heart

transcribed, instead of being presented as emplaced images. The

of the legal ambiguity of damage, which is much less quantifiable

clarity of chosen examples such as “Shannon loves”, “Asian tags”,

a crime than it initially appeared. Enhancement vs defacement is a

“Jesus is gay”, “Slut”, “Number on fence” or “RIP boo” (2010: 144)

purely contextual issue, and the transmission of ideas about what

makes it difficult to categorise more ambiguous markings, or ones

is appropriate is geographically (Keith 2005) and morally (McAuliffe

that are visually, rather than textually, driven.

2012) contingent. Similarly, if the defendant can prove they were lack-

For example, in March 2016 a news article came out in the

ing mens rea, a culpable state of mind and the intention of wrong-

London Evening Standard, reporting on the interior of a McDonald’s

doing, they may be found not guilty. The argument could be for a

restaurant in Brixton, whose walls had been designed to show

political statement, a beautiful image or a message, or what Halsey

mock tagging. The article read ‘Outrage over offensive graffiti

and Young found to be the “desire, pleasure and vision in the act of

interior at Brixton McDonald’s’, and the offence seemed to come
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from the proximity of actual graffiti to the location of the restaurant.

often similarly photographed despite being overwritten by tags, and

Comparatively, upmarket restaurant Duck and Waffle, located on the

I have heard photographers saying how they photoshop tags out of

38th floor of London’s Heron Tower, also chose to cover a wall in its

their public pictures, in a digital cleansing and eradication process.

bar area in mock tags, yet nobody has reportedly complained about

We don’t know how many of the families who were having their pic-

these as being offensive. Offence is so deeply contingent, that a

tures taken with penised Wenlock performed digital removals of the

standardised application of offensiveness principles cannot possibly

offence, but the situation illustrates how puzzling and uncertain this

yield responsive and accurate results.

concept can be.

During the 2012 Olympics in London, uniquely designed sculptures of the Olympics mascots, Wenlock and Mandeville, were
installed throughout the city. The installation was based on globally standardised exhibition models such as the Cow Parade, with
sheep or bear variations, whereby life-sized fiberglass sculptures of

4. 6. Breaking Down the Offence:
Legal Provisions for Identifying
and Managing Graffiti

animals are placed in public spaces in cities around the world, each

8. An excellent fictional account of
unseeing is China Miéville’s novel
The City and the City, in which
Besźel and Ul Qoma are two cities
that occupy the same territory,
but where the geographies and
activities of each must be ‘unseen’
by the other’s citizens due to
political reasons. This concept has
been developed by Alison Young in
her chapter ‘The Cities in the City’
(2014: 51-2) and appears as a reference in other academic works dealing with spatial justice and the city.

painted differently by various artists. One such customised Wenlock

Although independent mark making did not fall under the specific

was set up in Brick Lane, and it soon became embellished with the

remit of any local or national egislation until 1995, the examples of

archetypal wall writing token of an anatomically dubious, pre-lin-

these byelaws and the CDA of 1971 very much set the legal scope of

guistic symbol: a penis. Wenlock did not seem offended, and neither

tackling such actions, and their parameters of operation. These legal

did the large number of passers-by who were having their children

foundations are as follows: the protection of private property and

photographed with the blatantly penised mascot. It was like the

public order; the definition of an offence as both a material object

two images shared a surface, but existed in different dimensions, so

(physical) and a type of behavior (social); and the importance of the

spectators were able to unsee the troubling addition, and carry on

location and visibility of the offence. What follows is a close exami-

in their ritualistic enjoyment of the Olympic creative commodity.8

nation of the London Local Authorities Act of 1995 (LLAA1995), the

Perhaps offence is also a matter of negotiation, and perhaps there

Anti-Social Behaviour Act of 2003 (ASBA2003), the London Local

is such a thing as a willing suspension of offensiveness, a conscious

Authorities Act of 2004 (LLAA2004), the Clean Neighbourhoods

unseeing of ‘dirt’, in a determination to register the ‘art’. Murals are

and Environment Act of 2005 (CNEA2005), and the London Local
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4.30.

Unauthorised surface marking in London is addressed
by three national, and as many local acts.

4.31.
A “sign” under the LLAA1995 excludes advertisements, but it can be argued that street art
displays are sometimes ads for urban art commodities – as is the case with this poster.

4.32.

The comprehensive semantics of anti-graffiti legislation, which
includes all possible alterations done to a surface and on a surface.=

Authorities Act of 2007 (LLAA2007), to understand how they

non-conventional advertising furniture (like flower pots, repurposed

configure and localise public mark making as an offence, and what

bicycles or barrels), all fall under the incidence of this Act. In addition

privileges they confer authorities to deal with such unwanted actions.

to all these different types of fly-posting, there is a direct reference

Each of these acts makes specific provisions for what a wall marking

made to illicit mark making in section 12, “Defacement of buildings”.

offence is, where it must take place, and how it is to be dealt with

Although the LLAA1995 never uses the term “graffiti”, it refers to signs

by the authorities. These sometimes overlap but they also provide

which are “detrimental to the area or offensive” (section 1), in the

a range of approaches to the different types of concerns legislated

problematic tradition of the aforementioned byelaws, which will

around surface inscriptions.

recur throughout all similar documents.
A “sign” is defined here as “any writing, letter, picture, device

4. 6.1. What is the offence

or representation, other than an advertisement” (section 12(2)).

The first direct reference to wall mark-making as an offence in a city-

Deliberately broad and comprehensive, this definition is meant to

wide document is in the LLAA1995. London Local Authorities Acts

include any possible type of surface inscription and not differenti-

come out every year after the results of London Boroughs’ legisla-

ate qualitatively between them. Advertising is excluded from these

tion proposals are passed into law. They confer powers to London

definitions, but a case could be made to consider one’s wall writing

authorities on issues as diverse as transportation, street markets and

as advertising for their output of creative commodities. Marketable

virtual offices. The LLAA1995 addresses, among other things, parking,

artists can indeed use their wall productions as advertisements for

door supervision and premises licensing for selling alcoholic bever-

gallery shows or personal web pages, through what Peter Bengtsen

ages. Surface mark making appears briefly in Part III: “Advertisements,

called street advertisements for urban art products (Bengtsen 2014:

Displays, Etc.”

75). The letter of the law is again ambiguous and slippery, and “any

Part III of the LLA1995 mostly covers placards and posters

writing, letter, picture, device or representation, other than an adver-

(section 10), but also unauthorised advertisement hoardings, in-

tisement” remains one of the broadest understandings of the public

cluding “a structure which itself is an advertisement” (section 11).

mark-making offence.

This means that not only inscriptions on surfaces are targeted, but

The second reference to mark-making is in the Anti Social

also the surfaces themselves, if these were not given proper au-

Behaviour Act of 2003, which addresses issues concerning housing,

thorisation or consent. Billboards, A-boards, simple signs or other

parenting, firearms and group-related behavior. ASBA2003 has a
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specific section devoted to the environment (Part 6), with subsec-

and “other matters related to public health and the environment”

tions such as noise, fly-posting, graffiti, waste and litter. Graffiti is

(LLAA2007 ii: 2), reinforcing the issue of graffiti as a crime against

referred to explicitly for the first time and is specified to “include[s]

the environment and a matter of public health. Whether explicitly

painting, writing, soiling, marking or other defacing by whatever

referred to as graffiti or not, the practice of mark-making on publicly

means” (ASBA2003 48(12)). The offence is introduced within con-

visible surfaces is strictly regulated by local and national authorities

cerns related to the environment, and the Act confers local councils

from several different legal perspectives, which seek to protect both

the authority to order its removal from private property.

private property and public order. Graffiti is criminal damage or an

ASBA2003 defines the offence more specifically than the

offence against property (CDA1971), it constitutes anti-social behav-

LLAA1995, and refers to the production of inscriptions on city sur-

ior or vandalism (ASBA2003) and it is also environmental crime, or

faces, rather than to the inscriptions themselves and their offensive

a concern related to urban quality of life and even public health

nature. Affixing posters, defacement of streets with slogans, dam-

(CNEA2005, LLAA2004, LLAA2007). It can therefore be tackled by

aging property involving the painting or writing on, or the soiling,

authorities as a material offence, a territorial violation, a behavioural

marking or defacing of, any property, by whatever means, an act of

deviance or an environmental transgression, illustrating how graf-

obliteration, painting or affixing things on structures on the highway

fiti became constructed as a complex matter of urban order and

and displaying advertisements in contravention of regulations – they

control.

are all specified as offences under section (44) of ASBA2003. The
recurrent keywords reinforce the law’s intention to encompass all

4. 6.2. Where is the offence

possible types of production that would lead to the alteration of

Location is crucial to the mechanism through which the law con-

publicly visible surfaces: affixing, defacing, painting, writing, etching,

structs the crime of graffiti. In its efforts to protect both private

soiling, marking, obliterating, displaying and scratching are all individ-

property and public order, the law operates with the concept of

ually mentioned.

“surface” to specify the relevance of where offensive mark-making

The offence of graffiti also falls under “defacement of buildings”
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takes place. A surface as defined by the LLAA1995 and ASBA2003

in the LLAA2004 (12), “graffiti and other defacement” (CNEA2005:

has both spatial and visual components, and its accessibility and

Part 4), and “public health and the environment” (LLAA2007, chapter

visibility, or lack thereof, can make the difference between a criminal

ii: part 2). Graffiti is collated with waste, litter, abandoned vehicles

and non-criminal act. For the LLAA1995, relevant surfaces must be

in direct public access, whereas for ASBA2003, it is enough for these

The LLAA1995 defines a relevant surface as “the surface of

surfaces to be visible from public land. When dealing with unwanted

any building, wall, fence, or other structure or erection, where the

mark-making, authorities should apply each Act according to the sit-

surface is readily visible from a place to which the public have ac-

uation, and whether the mark is within direct public reach or simply

cess” (LLAA1995 2(9)). This is then developed and specified further

publicly visible.

in ASBA2003 48 (9)(10): “the surface of any street or of any build-

A special category of surfaces is those belonging to statutory un-

ing, structure, apparatus, plant or object in or on any street” (9a),

dertakers. Statutory undertakers (or protected parties) are compa-

“whether internal or external, open to the air or not” (9), including

nies who have rights and responsibilities to carry out development,

land owned, occupied or controlled by statutory undertakers or

maintenance and repair work on public highways. They include

educational institutions. Relevant surfaces defined under section (9)

utilities and telecommunications providers such as London and

refer to private property in public land, like residential buildings on

Continental Railways (former British Railway Board), the Canal and

public streets or street furniture in public parks. However, section (10)

River Trust (former British Waterways Board), Transport for London

defines a relevant surface as a surface visible from public land, or visi-

and National Rail. Statutory undertakers are also known as “protect-

ble to the members of the public using the services or facilities of the

ed parties” under LLAA1995 and LLAA2004, and their operational

statutory undertaker or educational institution. This type of surface

land is outside the local authorities’ jurisdiction when it comes to the

can exist on private property in private land, like tunnels visible from

management of graffiti. This means that local authorities do not have

trains or land visible from a school classroom. An internal courtyard

responsibilities over any land belonging to statutory undertakers,

in a University building is therefore a relevant surface, even though it

from river banks to railway arches and from tube tunnels to electric-

is private land within private property.

ity substations (see following chapter for confusing jurisdictions in
Leake Street). However, councils may serve graffiti removal notices
for graffiti placed on protected parties’ territory, provided the graffiti
appears on a relevant surface. Surface lawscapes sit within complicated jurisdictional arrangements, revealing the multi-layered nature
of urban property and the slowness of any legal procedure it might
ensue.

Barrister and author Charles Mynors explains this understanding
of relevant surfaces:
The test is not who owns the land, nor whether it is ‘enclosed’,
nor whether it is indoors or outdoors, but simply whether the
surface concerned is generally visible. However, [the ASBA2003]
cannot be used to remove graffiti on operational land of British
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Railway Board, Network Rail, Transport for London or British
Waterways Board, except where the surface in question abuts
(or can be directly accessed from) a street or a place to which
the public have a right to access. (Mynors 2009: 331)
The law is therefore written to provide control over the image of

appreciative thoughts.9 These could be inferred by looking at the large
number of people who participate in the culture and support it, who
contribute to its creation and dissemination by running and participating in street art tours, who teach, photograph, write and publish about
graffiti and street art – but these activities are rarely taken into account

the city as much as over the integrity of private property. Vision can

when it comes to authorities’ dealing with graffiti. The art is neatly

offer access to enclosed, private property, effectively turning it into

separated from the crime, to the extent that the same institutions can

public realm, so that it becomes a surface for potentially unwanted

be dealing with both categories simultaneously – for example, by sup-

marking. The LLAA1995 and the ASBA2003 specify that both access

porting local street art festivals and funding graffiti removal contractors

and visibility describe the jurisdiction of anti-graffiti measures, so the

– with no apparent contradiction. Graffiti management procedures are

law claims control of both the territories that bodies can reach, and

constructed in such a way that a single voice of disapproval can take

of those that the eyes can see.

the lead in what happens with certain surface markings, through the
executive power of local authorities.

4. 6.3. Procedure of removal

Reporting graffiti to local London Boroughs has become an en-

The procedures for dealing with illicit mark-making usually begin when

tirely streamlined, straightforward process. The Borough of Camden

the council’s attention is drawn to a sign which is found detrimental or

offers an online platform for free graffiti removal service through the

offensive. The council will then serve a graffiti removal notice for that

local council website, as do Westminster, Lambeth, Tower Hamlets

sign, and follow up with its removal if there is no appeal against the

and Southwark councils. The Royal Borough of Greenwich does not

notice. This process is detailed below, but it is worth noting that this

provide a web page specifically for graffiti, but rather one to report

procedure is always initiated by voices of complaint, not of support,

environmental crime, which includes unwanted surface writing. The

and a single submission from a vocal resident is implicitly afforded

Borough of Lewisham advertises graffiti removal services on their

more power than a potential silent majority who appreciated, or was

Street Cleaning page, alongside sections such as fly tipping, aban-

indifferent to the reported graffiti. Current means of communicating

doned vehicles, animal fouling and dead animals.

graffiti-related ideas to authorities are guided via a mechanism of
complaints and reports, which offers little affordance for expressing
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Several councils offer not only web-based graffiti reporting
services, but also mobile ones. The Borough of Hackney facilitates

9. A project which endeavours
to show in-situ appreciation for
surface markings is The Street
Museum of Art, operating in the UK
and the USA. The initiative consists
of affixing museum-type labels
next to street artworks in different
cities, detailing the aesthetic value
of the work, its author and date.
See www.streetmuseumofart.org.

4.33.

Railway corridors and tunnels are statutory undertakers’ territories, and form
a separate jurisdiction for dealing with unwanted mark-making. This photo was
taken from atop an overpass, behind heavily securitised metal fencing.

4.34.

A relevant surface under the ASBA2003 must be visible from
publicly accessible land, even if it is not directly accessible.

4.35.
Graffiti removal van advertises reporting mechanisms.

of London uses the Square Mile app, while Wandsworth Council

Graffiti reporting website of Hackney Council. Notice
how graffiti is under the Environmental enforcement
category, together with dog fouling and fly tipping.

graffiti reporting through the mobile application Love Clean Hackney,

facilitates reporting through a web-based form and a mobile app

4.36.

as well as via a form on their website. “Street art and murals” will be
allowed on Hackney properties if a request is made to keep them,
and provided they are not deemed offensive, inappropriate, defamatory or intimidating. Hammersmith and Fulham also operate an app,
H&F Report It, alongside a Report It Online web page and a Cleaner
Greener hotline. Racist or offensive graffiti is removed within 24 hours,
and all other graffiti within five working days, same as in the Borough
of Islington. The latter runs a mobile application called Clean Islington,
and graffiti can also be reported online or via telephone. The City

called Report It. Wandsworth also mentions collaborations between
removal photographs which graffiti removal contractors must take
as evidence for their work. The police can then use these images to
build cases of criminal damage against graffiti writers, based on the
number of times their tag appears in the police archives.
The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea also provides
an online platform for reporting graffiti, with the specification that
there are no legal graffiti sites within the borough, so any instance of
graffiti would be prosecuted. The quality of graffiti removal chemicals and coatings is emphasised on the Council website, as it is in a
2003 RBKC Graffiti Contractors report discussing the Royal Borough’s
contractor of choice:
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Graffiti removal section of the Tower Hamlets
website, stating that “graffiti can depress economic
development” and “it may be used to disguise
directions to the locations of drug sellers”.

the Borough and the police, who benefit from the ‘before and after’

4.37.

The quality of chemicals and paint used by the contractor is
also an important consideration given the high quality built
10. The period allowed for removal
of unwanted markings differs
from Act to Act but is usually
within the range of 14-28 days. The
LLAA1995 reserves a longer period
of removal for Protected Parties, or
Statutory Undertakers, which are
given up to 28 days to produce the
removal, as opposed to the owner
or occupier, who is only given 14
days (see sections 12(1b) and 13(3))
11. Most councils will remove graffiti from private property without
cost under specific circumstances.
12. The 2002 Graffiti in London
Report of the London Assembly
Graffiti Investigative Committee
says that removal costs cannot be
recovered in practice unless explicit
consent was given for the removal.

fabric of the Borough. It has been found that the cheapest
chemicals are not always the most effective, particularly when
removing complex adhesives used to attach fly-posters, and
certain types of marker pen (Royal Borough of Kensington and
Chelsea 2003: Section 4.1)
Surfaces are shown to have different values, and there is a clear
emphasis placed on the high financial worth of the RBKC’s built
environment.
After a report has been filed, the council must serve a graffiti

contemporary urban life (see Millie 2009 on ASB).
Once served to the owner or occupier of the premises, a graffiti
removal notice must be carried out within 14 to 28 days.10 Graffiti removal notices are served to any person who is responsible for the surface (ASBA2003 48(2)), so they are not directly related to the offender
and the burden of cost falls on the owner or occupier.11 If caught in the
act, the offender can discharge their liability to conviction by paying
a penalty fine of £75, and the officer has the authority to require and
register the name and address of the offender (CNEA2005).
Should the owner or occupier deem the sign to be non-offensive
or detrimental, they can appeal to keep it, and removal procedures

removal notice to the owner or occupier of the premises of the

will be stopped until a decision is reached on the appeal. Appeals can

reported graffiti. Notices are to be issued if two conditions are met:

be made on the grounds that the notice is erroneous, or by stating

a relevant surface has been defaced by graffiti; and the defacement

that the defacement is neither detrimental nor offensive (ASBA2003:

is detrimental to the area or offensive (ASBA2003 48(1)). According

51). In this case, the person responsible for the surface may try to

to the Association of London Government Graffiti Removal Code

keep the surface as is, and keep the notice pending until a decision

of Practice (2005), offensive graffiti can be defined as racially of-

is reached in court. Appeals become the legal expression of support

fensive, sexually offensive, homophobic, defamatory or depicting

for independently produced surface marks, as the administrative pro-

a sexual or violent act. This is to be removed free of charge by all

cess of graffiti management only allows for positive reactions in this

local authorities, within 24 hours of being reported. However, taking

form. If no appeal is filed and the sign is not removed after the period

offence in certain words or depictions will not only be a subjective

designated by the notice, the council can proceed with removal and

reaction, but will also depend on spatial and cultural determinants.

attempt to recover costs from the owner or occupier subsequently.12

Similarly, harassment, alarm, distress, threat, abuse or insult are all

The 2005 Graffiti Removal Code of Practice suggests that partner-

subjective concepts, and what one person finds anti-social may be

ships should be sought between the local authority and the owner

tolerable or even celebrated by another as a valued contribution to

or occupier for the removal of graffiti, as this simplifies bureaucratic
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4.38.

Surface as tool for exclusion, geared up against inscription through warning signs and invisible protective coatings.
It is not that a protected surface cannot be written on – but the removal of unwanted writing is much smoother.

4.39.
Between reports and appeals, revolting against graffiti and supporting it,
there is also a lot of apathy and indifference toward stuff on city walls.

procedures and assures that removal work is only carried out when

prioritised in front of authorities’ disciplining of the public realm.

called for and approved of. The same recommendations are made

There is a reported cost of £100 million to deal with graffiti

for territories belonging to statutory undertakers, where councils

in London each year, between boroughs, transport companies,

don’t have any jurisdiction. Protected parties’ notices are served

businesses, utilities, rail companies and home owners (London

under LLAA1995 for accessible surfaces, or under ASBA2003 for

Assembly: 2002). This is an estimated amount, as exact data is not

visible, yet inaccessible surfaces. Statutory undertakers may request

always available and is hard to measure. The costs are said to go

the removal of graffiti from the surfaces which they are responsible

beyond removal and to include damage to economic development

for, and pay the authorities to execute the removal. Partnerships

and loss of capital value to people’s homes, although more recent

between local organisations, communities and statutory undertak-

evidence points to the contrary, and property near certain uninvited

ers are also encouraged in the Street Furniture (Graffiti) Bill (2003), as

marks has been shown to go up in value because of that proximity

funding graffiti removal often becomes a complex problem because

(see previous examples from Shoreditch, also White 2001, Dovey,

of unclear or overlapping jurisdictions (see discussion of Leake Street

Wolland and Woodcock 2009, Mulcahy and Flessas 2016).

in the following chapter).

London Assembly (2002) found that council expenditures on

Posters and placards removed under the LLAA1995 can excep-

graffiti amount to approximately £7m per annum for all boroughs,

tionally be replaced by a notice next to the site of removal, a notice

while transport providers Arriva, Go Ahead, London Underground,

stating that the display of an advertisement in contravention of reg-

Metroline, Stagecoach and TfL combined reported spending a total

ulations is a criminal offence punishable by a fine (section 10(7) and

of £6 million per annum. Other numbers were not available, yet the

10(8)). This notice is a visible trace of the authorities’ presence, which

estimated cost was £100m. The British Transport Police gives an esti-

makes a public display of the regulation it had enforced. Although

mate of £10m just for London Underground to replace etched glass,

an exceptional provision, this notice is not very different from visibly

with a further £2.5m for dealing with other types of graffiti (ENCAMS

painting over graffiti (the buff), with its mismatching wall shades that

2008: 9). Graffolution 2014 published the same data from ENCAMS

are meant to evidence the removal teams’ authoritative interven-

2008, via London Assembly 2002, which puts London-based

tions. However, unlike the buff, the poster removal notice cannot

expenditures at £7m, adding an estimate of £500,000 for Islington

be exhibited without the consent of the owner or occupier of the

Council and a total of £32.5m per annum across 433 local authori-

premises, illustrating how the right of control over private property is

ties in England (Graffolution: 36). What becomes clear is that most
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of these numbers are severely outdated and difficult to measure,

they had treated the building with sacrificial coating prior to the

making the actual cost of graffiti impossible to know and therefore

exhibition. A similar procedure was applied to a 2009 project man-

problematic to argue. Further partial data on graffiti removal costs

aged by several London Councils, where artists were invited to paint

and number of reported incidents across London boroughs and

murals as part of a Government campaign targeting teenage preg-

transport authorities has been made available through successful

nancies. The mural locations were first covered in anti-graffiti coating,

Freedom of Information requests. They can be viewed on this online

so the lifespan of the invited works and the deterioration caused to

platform which collects and publishes all requests made under the

their supporting walls could be kept under strict control. Councils

Freedom of Information Act: https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/.

and property owners can therefore intervene at a material level to

The lack of up-to-date information on the cost of graffiti removal

exclude graffiti without leaving any visible surface traces: these coat-

calls for immediate research on the subject, with added pressure on

ings are often invisible, yet they designate unmistakable territories of

councils and transport authorities to improve their measurement

influence and determination over city surface displays.

tools and produce differentiated accounts of the cost of dealing with
13. The Wall is composed of four
recessed panels of a total surface
of 60sqm, and can be hired for
£2000 a week and up to and up to
£7500 a month (www.shoreditchartwall.com/the_wall.html).

Grime Busters also collaborated with Facebook to protect a

graffiti vs other environmental crime. More research is also need-

spray painted advert on the Shoreditch Art Wall, a regulated painting

ed on how frequently graffiti removal services are used and how

location which supports both commercial and art projects.13

efficient they are, who the graffiti removal contractors are and how
the contracts are awarded. There are several prolific graffiti removal
companies on the market, and considering the kinds of jobs they are
being asked to do and their modes of operation could also make the
subject of timely research.
For example, many projects of the company called Graffiti
Busters involve the development and application of suitable anti-graffiti coatings to commercial and residential buildings, sometimes before a sanctioned painting activity can take place on those
surfaces. This was the case with the street art exhibition on the Tate
Modern façade in 2008, which was cleaned by Graffiti Busters after

Working under High Rise Murals, Graffiti Busters was appointed to apply a specialist anti-graffiti coating to protect
the mural from vandalism. […] The client was determined to
ensure that the advert was uniquely preserved and aesthetically allowed for easy maintenance. To this end by employing
Graffiti Busters enabled the client to concentrate on the artwork whilst we focused on the functional aspects of the mural.
(Graffiti Busters, ‘Facebook Live Campaign, Shoreditch’)
The fact that one of the largest international corporations
employed a graffiti removal company to protect their mural
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advertisement in Shoreditch speaks to the increasing division be-

Best practice in the Report focuses almost entirely on elimination

tween murals and independently produced marks, and the visual

and removal, as the objective clearly specifies: “to investigate graffiti

and territorial authority the former are being afforded.

across London examining examples of best practice in its prevention and removal, to be made available to London Boroughs and
all interested parties” (2002: 3). There is little mention of integration,

4. 7. Eradication, Environmental
Nuisance, Welfarism

protection or even curation of graffiti, or of development through
its valorisation as a cultural practice. The point of departure of the
report is that graffiti is a harmful and unwanted manifestation, and

Alongside the local and national acts that deal with graffiti, several
publicly commissioned reports and codes of practice detail authorities’ understanding and approach to managing graffiti. These complement the legal directives discussed above and offer more nuanced
insights into how the criminality of graffiti is constructed, and what
should be done about it at a strategic level. The first such document is
London Assembly’s Graffiti in London: Report of the London Assembly
Graffiti Investigative Committee, a 150-page report commissioned by

this perspective will lead most recommendations throughout.
Graffiti is an increasingly prevalent and obvious environmental crime in London, degrading streets, houses, offices, buses
and trains. For the majority it is ugly, and sometimes offensive. It engenders an atmosphere of neglect and criminality.
(2002: 4, emphasis added)
Taken from the executive summary of the report, this premise

the Greater London Authority and published in 2002. The Graffiti

seems to set up a bias before the introduction of any evidence, and

Investigative Committee was established by the London Assembly

continues the zero-tolerance policy tradition initiated by the 1970s

in 2001 as a political body to advise on best practice related to graffiti.

war against graffiti in New York City. This constructed a discourse

This report is the most complex document to date dealing specifically

against graffiti based on its fostering an unsafe environment, where

with graffiti in London, and benefits from international, national and

fear of crime prevails and authorities fail to maintain control. Graffiti,

cross-borough input. It was put together by a cross-party team of

like all disorder, was both physical and social, so the strategy for

three members (Cons. Andrew Pelling, Chair, Lab. Valerie Shawcross

order maintenance (including the war against graffiti) was to instate

and Lib-Dem. Lynne Featherstone), together with a Scrutiny Manager

a comprehensive physical and social domination of public space

(Ijeoma Ajibade) and a Committee Administrator (Penny Housely).

(Chronopoulos 2011). What if the Graffiti in London report started

14
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14. The research for the report is included
as a “Summary of Written Evidence” annex,
which lists the findings of all the interviews
that were conducted for the project. The
annex contains the positioning of all London
boroughs, transport companies (Arriva, Go
Ahead Group, London Underground Limited,
London United Busways Ltd, Metroline
plc, Stagecoach London, TfL), police/ law
enforcement (British Transport Police, Bromley
Police, Magistrates Association, Metropolitan
Police Service, National Probation Service),
schools/ academics/ educational institutions
(Dr Kurt Iveson, Dept of Geography, University
of Durham; Staffan Jacobson PhD; Axel
Thiel, Kassel, Germany; University of Salford
Housing and Urban Studies Unit), businesses/ chambers of commerce (Action Against
Graffiti, Adshel – street furniture and outdoor
advertising, Back to Base – graffiti removal,
ECO Solutions Ltd – coatings, Hubdean
Specialist Coatings, Investigator raining
Services, JCDecaux – street furniture, LE Group
– electricity, London Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, London Graffiti Solutions, ntl:,
Remade Essex, Stewart Wales Somerville Ltd,
Telewest Communications plc – broadband,
Tensid UL plc – anti-graffiti products, Waltham
Forest Chamber of Commerce and Industry),
graffiti artists/ magazines/ websites (5 graffiti
artists),Tworld cities (Chicago, Copenhagen,
Helsinki, Kosice, New York, Ottawa, Portugal
Municipalities, San Diego, Seattle, Tokyo,
Toronto, Trondheim, Vilnius, Washington
DC), residents associations (150 associations
from across all London boroughs), Members
of Parliament, community organisations/
voluntary sector (Croydon Community
Conference, English Heritage, Groundwok
Merton, Haringey Arts Council, Kings Fund,
Sonia Blair Commercial Fine Artist, Theatre
Venture) and the general public (4 individuals)

4.40.
How much does graffiti cost local authorities, and how much does it make them?

4.41.

The Shoreditch Art Wall, an example of overlapping jurisdictions and contracts between councils,
owners, companies who buy ad space, and removal contractors who secure and maintain it.

4.42.
What is it? – Reading graffiti in different keys.

4.43.

Preserved interior “graffiti” in Sutton House, a Grade II* listed Tudor Mansion in East London,
managed by National Trust. The wall is labeled as squatter graffiti and dated to the mid-1980s.

from an opposite premise, and built on developing approaches to
sustain graffiti? What if it read:

15. The heritage value of graffiti is
beyond the scope of this thesis
but it has been addressed
extensively in recent scholarship.
For an overview of archaeological
approaches to historical and
contemporary graffiti, see Frederick
and Clarke’s themed section on the
subject in Australian Archaeology
2014. For discussions on heritage
vandalism and the tangible and
intangible heritage of subcultural
graffiti in comparison with street
art, see Merrill 2011 and 2015; and
for a comprehensive analysis of
the implications of framing graffiti
as heritage, MacDowall 2006.

Graffiti is not, of course, a new phenomenon. It is as old as
civilisation. Messages cut into the ruined walls of Rome and
Athens provide scholars with useful information about every-

Graffiti is an increasingly prevalent and obvious public expres-

day life in the Classical era. It is perhaps unlikely that future

sive practice in London, adding visual diversity and thought-

historians and archaeologists will learn much of value about

ful engagement to streets, houses, offices, buses and trains.

contemporary Britain from graffiti found in places like Bath.

For the majority it is indifferent, sometimes ugly, and some-

(668) 15

times attractive. It engenders an atmosphere of inclusive communication and access to public visibility.
What the Report argues instead, is that graffiti impacts negatively

Much in the same tradition, the Vandalism, Graffiti and
Environmental Nuisance Literature Review came out the following year (2003), a report commissioned by the Department for

on the visual environment in London, as it appears on monuments

Transport (DfT) and contracted by Crime Concern through Julia

and listed buildings and causes issues with the damage of heritage

Stafford and Geraldine Pettersson. The DfT paid £66,000 for a

sites, offending against quality of life by undermining London’s cul-

three-year study conducted by Crime Concern, with the aim of

tural and historical interest (2002: 15). What is not mentioned is that

eradicating graffiti:

graffiti is also a form of cultural production, an insight into contemporary society and an ever-changing communication of the present
about itself. It does not always take place in contradiction with the
culture of heritage, neither is it to be dismissed as less worthy of
social, anthropological or material interest. Legal scholar Michael
Watson sums up the vision of the Graffiti in London report in an
article called ‘Graffiti: Popular Art, Anti-Social Behaviour or Criminal

The aim of this project is the eradication of graffiti and associated environmental nuisance and vandalism on and around
public transport areas and on vehicles, whilst avoiding displacement into surrounding neighbourhoods. (DfT 2003:
Objectives section)
The report ties up graffiti with other “environmental nuisance”

Damage?’ published in 2004 in the Justice of the Peace. This reveals

such as litter and dog fouling, setting the stage for the local and

severe double standards in the appreciation of contemporary wall

national acts which will define graffiti as a quality of life offence:

writing in relation to how past writing is valued:

CNEA2005, LLAA2004 and LLAA2007.
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From a cursory glance, bringing together litter, dog fouling and
other environmental nuisance with vandalism and graffiti appears an unlikely grouping. However, whether associated with
public transport or in the wider arena, the presence of these
incivilities creates a negative impression of an unmanaged and
uncared for environment. (2003: 3)
This means that human and animal excretions and bodily

The Borough of Lewisham offers to remove graffiti through the
same programme that is responsible for dealing with dead animals,
while the House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee of
2004 assimilates graffiti to litter, finding common motivations and
proposing common solutions for both: “litter and graffiti is generally
casual blight conducted out of laziness, spite or desire to self-publicise.” (2004: 21) The solution proposed in the report is that “casual lit-

waste, such as dog fouling, bird mess, sputum, vomit or discarded

terers can be humiliated and shamed into better behavior.” (2004: 22)

chewing gums on pavements are considered qualitatively similar to

In fact, the research for the 2003 DfT report was conducted

16

mark-making such as tagging, stickering or the writing of messages on

by entirely assimilating graffiti with vandalism, without any men-

public surfaces. Graffiti writers’ actions have also been compared to

tion of the word “graffiti” when conducting interviews to learn

dogs marking their territory, all these juxtapositions implying acts of

what people were most displeased about in their environments

instinctive discharge, rather than considered expressions of creation

(see also Young 2004: 62, about graffiti being represented “as one

and dissent. Suggesting that graffiti is an act of the same quality and

component in a nexus of interconnected criminal behaviours”).

impact as dog fouling or bird excrement is dangerously short-sighted

The findings of the report produced under New Labour were that

and refuses to consider the social, political, expressive, cultural, aes-

quality of life is affected by vandalism (96%), dog fouling (95%),

thetic and historic values of the practice. Alison Young comments on

littered streets (93%), dumping of waste, sewage pollution, poor

this conflation in her book Judging the Image:

lighting etc, yet there is no direct mention of graffiti. Similarly,

Such is the implicit imperative underlying the representation
of graffiti as waste: it establishes the need for its removal as
an unquestioned precondition of its existence […] The public
response to graffiti is represented as always already one of disgust, awaiting the cleansing and purifying actions of criminal
justice and municipal regulation. (Young 2004: 55)
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there is extensive discussion about anti-social behavior, with no
reference to graffiti specifically: “anti-social behavior can destroy
communities, with groups and individuals living in fear… the effect
is particularly profound in deprived neighbourhoods where
anti-social behavior can rapidly tip neighbourhoods into decline.”
(2003: 4) Measures are given for perceptions of negative aspects
related to the environment, instead of focusing on welcome

16. See ‘Keeping London’s
Streets Free of Bird Mess
and Graffiti’ (2005).

elements which bring a positive impact, or on the potentially

related to transport and environment. The report is therefore the

positive sides of the behaviours under discussion. Among the

result of a consultation analysis conducted by ALG TEC in the form

crime reduction strategies recommended by the report are law

of a Code of Practice, including not only the recovery costs for graffiti

enforcement measures (criminal justice system, reporting graffi-

removal (which was the initial scope of the investigation), but also

ti, keeping photo archives of tags), situational crime prevention

collaborative and operational issues which could lead to a better

(crime prevention through environmental design and reducing

approach in tackling graffiti.

opportunities for incidents through rapid removal, controlled

The 2005 Graffiti Removal Code of Practice adds to previously

spray paint selling and ‘adopt a wall’ programmes) and criminal-

stated administrative positions that graffiti is highly visible and has

ity prevention (reducing the risk of potential perpetrators to get

a great impact on the public and their perception of urban areas

involved in criminal activities).

(2005: 3). Language of complete removal and destruction is used,

The refusal to live with graffiti and accept its political and ex-

as the report seeks once more to facilitate the eradication of graffiti

pressive functions in the city is reinforced by the Graffiti Removal

from the streets of London (2005: 3). To streamline the graffiti-re-

Code of Practice of 2005, a document produced by the Association

moval process, a standardised, top-down, pan-London approach

of London Government to offer guidance for the enforcement

is proposed, whereby local authorities would work in partnership

of the LLAA2004. The Association of London Government (ALG)

with owners and occupiers to assure swift removal and to only

was formed in 2000 and represents all 32 London boroughs, the

issue graffiti removal notices as a last resort. The CoP defines graffiti

Corporation of London, the Metropolitan Police Authority and the

as “informal or illegal marks, drawings or paintings that have been

London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority by way of annual

deliberately made by a person or persons on any physical structure

subscription. It is a think tank, lobbying organisation and statutory

in the outdoor environment, usually with a view to communicating

joint committee concerned with providing services for London by

some message or symbol to others” (2005: 6). This is a descriptive

liaising between the Local Government Association and various

representation which contains no value interpretations, but the

private and public sector bodies.

introductory section of the same report refers to graffiti as “not art”,

The Transport and Environment Committee (TEC) of the ALG

“isolated nuisance” and “annoying expression of anti-social behav-

published this report to ensure best practice when it comes to

iour” (2005: 3) – all of which are biased assertions of aesthetic and

the implementation of local, governmental and European policies

ethical judgments.
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Graffiti is said to be disliked because it is placed in public view,

addresses local authorities, housing associations, transport author-

and people therefore have to see it, whether they appreciate it or not

ities and land managers who deal with graffiti and who can use the

(London Assembly 2002: 11). This argument goes back to the control

report’s findings to inform their approach. This report is the first

of visibility in public spaces, and reinforces the idea that publicly

instance of graffiti being regarded as a potential improvement to the

visible expressions on city surfaces are to be assessed primarily

environment, and of qualitative differences being made between

aesthetically, and not politically, nor as claims to participation in

“graffiti art” and “tagging”. Dog fouling and litter, which graffiti had

public conversations. In fact, graffiti is perhaps the least outstanding

been equated to in 2003 and 2004, are presented as qualitatively

visual feature of city surfaces, being exceeded in prominence by

different for the first time, as graffiti “could improve certain urban

regulatory and commercial signage, billboards, traffic signs and even

environments such as disused or derelict land, underpasses and

sanctioned murals, which we equally all have to see, whether we

building site sidings, provided it was of good quality” (2008: 4). Back

appreciate them or not. Moreover, most of these other components

alleys, footbridges and subways are identified as main graffiti hot-

of urban visual landscapes are sanctioned and protected, and there-

spots, alongside public open spaces and transport interchanges – all

fore harder to remove, go over or protest against. Graffiti and other

of which often fall under the typologies of leftover urban spaces.

uninvited surface marks are first and foremost public regimes of
communication and claims to the right to the city, and their aesthetic

a research project funded by the European Union on Awareness

quality should not condition their acknowledgement as expressive,

and Prevention Solutions against Graffiti Vandalism in Public Areas

spatialised acts.

and Transport. It is a report and categorisation model for graffiti

More nuanced approaches towards graffiti and its management

vandalism in public areas and transport, and was written between

are apparent in the latest two publicly commissioned reports on the

several European institutions, with University of Arts London as lead

subject, ENCAMS 2008 and Graffolution 2014. Their objectives are not

beneficiary. Other partners include Austrian research hub SYNYO

removal and eradication anymore, but the examination of attitudes,

GmbH, University of Barcelona, Munich-based Sine-Institut GmbH,

perceptions, opinions and reporting strategies (ENCAMS) and an ex-

railway operator Ferroccarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya, London

ploration of the pro-social, regenerative powers of graffiti (Graffolution).

Borough of Islington, Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer

ENCAMS was published by Environmental Campaigns Limited
(currently Keep Britain Tidy) and written by Fiona Campbell. It
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Continuing in a similar tradition, Graffolution 2014 was part of

(railway union) and Barcelona-based Eticas Research and Consulting.
The report draws together a comprehensive literature review with

4.44.
Rubbish art.

4.45.

Official graffiti is spatially and visually aggressive.

4.46.

Poster drawn and written by 13-14 year-old pupils during a
workshop on street art, graffiti and the city, part of a UCL
Widening Participation programme I taught in 2016.

statistical data from all the partners involved, to focus on graffiti van-

institutions in dealing with graffiti in an increasingly pro-social way,

dalism across Europe, specifically on public areas and transport.

through a crowd sourced platform for resources, case studies and

Just like ENCAMS, and unlike most of existing reports on graffiti,
Graffolution focuses on regenerative accounts of graffiti as much as
it does on degenerative ones, and is based on the premise that there
are different understandings of graffiti vandalism across stakeholders
and dutyholders throughout Europe.
Sources with a duty of paid responsibility towards graffiti
prevention or removal were found to use the term “graffiti vandalism” the most, so law enforcement and anti-graffiti organisations
tend to emphasise graffiti-related problems such as raising feelings
of insecurity and leading to further criminal activities (Graffolution:

bibliography from across Europe: http://www.graffolution.eu/.
Graffiti as a category of vandalism is broadly understood as
instances of graffiti-related activity which are seen to damage,
destroy or devalue property, maliciously or unintentionally,
where permission is not granted but not so where permission
is granted. The implication is that permission is the sole driver,
which serves to determine whether any intervention adds or
detracts value to or from a property. (Graffolution: 76)
Predictive measures such as prevention and deterrence become

29). The Graffolution report attempts to provide a balanced view of

priorities over reactive solutions, and it is believed that a concurrent ef-

different pro-social and anti-social perspectives on graffiti vandalism,

fort from authorities, as well as publics and communities is the best way

from the generative, regenerative and restorative effects and uses of

forward, instead of trying to convince graffiti writers to stop their practice.

graffiti and street art, to the degenerative accounts of graffiti and the

However, it is often the case that residents or workers find some types of

reduction strategies used to tackle them (Graffolution: 8). A list of

graffiti permissible, even attractive, while authorities exercise zero toler-

the pro-social and anti-social aspects of graffiti in public areas can be

ance because they believe that graffiti fuels and encourages fear of crime.

found on page 30 of the report.

Both reports suggest that graffiti walls may be seen as a welcome ad-

“Vandalism is not a precise label for a legal offence but a collo-

dition to neighbourhoods by the public, but not by authorities, whose

quial term with a strong emotive connotation” (Graffolution: 22). By

method of dealing with graffiti is based on complaints from the public,

comparing several pan-European views on graffiti and vandalism, the

or reports of unwelcome, unwanted graffiti. “Owner does not want

report produces a comprehensive overview of the types of graffiti

property cleaned” is therefore not respected as an individual decision

vandalism, its producers and perceptions. This is intended to form

about the image of one’s neighbouring environment, but it is rather seen

the basis of a more collaborative approach between countries and

as a barrier in the way of cleaning a graffiti site (ENCAMS 2008: 19).
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The authorities’ aims are frequently not aligned to those of property owners, business or neighbourhood interests, as illustrated in a

not only the negative, but also the positive and welcome aspects of

statement made by John Strutton, Transport for London Community

a culture which contributes to the urban environment and is more

Safety and Crime Prevention manager, who argued that TfL graffiti re-

than just criminal damage, environmental crime or anti-social be-

duction measures are undermined by projects in the wider commu-

haviour. Criminologist Rob White emphasises the positive aspects of

nity served by TfL. Strutton made this statement at a Graffiti Impact

graffiti culture and asks how policy can accommodate them:

event organised by the Graffiti Dialogues Network in London on 30
October 2013, as preparation for the Graffiti Sessions conference.
Undermining authorities’ activities is also academic research, which
is “irrelevant” according to Professor GW Ashworth, Director General
of the Tidy Britain Group in 1992: “For people faced with graffiti day
after day […] an academic approach is irrelevant”. Written as part of
the introduction for a graffiti removal manual called Getting Rid of

17. Cross-institutional collaboration for graffiti management can
also lead to situations such as that
described by Young and Halsey
from Thebarton Council in South
Australia. In a collaboration between police, the council, parents
and schools, art teachers were led
to monitor the contents of waste
paper baskets in class for sketches
of tags or pieces, and hand the
names of the students to the police (Halsey and Young 2002: 176)

2000, Iveson 2010). They encourage policy solutions that address

What kinds of avenues are open to those who wish to transgress conventional boundaries, or to voice their discontent
with the status quo? Our response to graffiti has to be tempered by the realisation that graffiti has an important social
and political place within our society. (White 2001: 265)
The removal of graffiti, with its complex tools and chemicals, is

Graffiti (previously discussed in Chapter 1), this statement establishes

based on re-appropriating space and re-claiming control over the

a similar opposition between authorities’ mission and everyone else’s

access and visibility of a surface perimeter. Once this control is

input when it comes to graffiti, under the assumption that academ-

gained, prevention strategies can be implemented, to make sure that

ics only deal with issues like “whether or not graffiti is art or whether

offenders do not go back to writing and walls are not cleaned only

or not it is therapeutic for the perpetrator” (Ashworth in Whitford

to provide a blank canvas (Halsey and Young 2002: 177). Situational

1992: xi). It results that any instance of tolerated, controlled or invited

prevention methods are largely based on modifying the environment

graffiti is considered detrimental by Transport for London and its

in which graffiti takes place, through target hardening, discouraging

contractors, as it goes against their efforts towards the eradication of

through green walls (“greening, not cleaning”), paint sale preven-

graffiti.

tion, preventive surface coating, and other CPTED methods (crime

Suggested alternatives to removal and criminalisation-based pol-

prevention through environmental design) (White 2001). Welfarist

icies include strategies like welfarism and the acceptance of graffiti

strategies focus on cross-institutional collaboration,17 education

culture (Halsey and Young 2002, White 2001, Bird 2009, Docuyanan

and community involvement: graffiti skills workshops, clean-up
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campaigns and pride campaigns, orientation of graffiti work to-

to static, figurative gestures: in fact, these are forms of disciplinary

wards pro-social, legal community projects, and increasing writers’

punishment.” (1988: 170)

prospects of making an income through involvement in commercial

Moreover, the independently produced inscriptions which are

projects. From a public administration perspective, the aim is then

less colourful than a mural and lack the palatable wit of a Banksy, will

to switch from a vision based on eradication, to one centred on con-

not even make the cut when it comes to legal recognition and pro-

tainment and re-direction, with the intent of creating a self-policing

tection. They are instead the unwanted visual noise of city surfaces,

graffiti culture (White 2001).

which will almost surely amount to criminal damage, as it is much

Local and national acts, supported by several policy reports

harder to prove that they add or give something to their environ-

and codes of practice, have made it clear that graffiti is almost

ments. Tagging is argued to make people feel unsafe and therefore

always set against both private property and public order, and

devalue properties and areas, it is deemed unsightly by a public

must therefore be removed, cleansed, eradicated, cleared and

majority and it is seen as the fundamental problem that enables the

remedied. There is little room left for other types of conversations

production of a downward spiral of broken windows: had the ‘initial’

around it, and when these conversations happen, they are entirely

tagging not been there, other tags would not have appeared, rowdy

based on the potential aesthetic value of the practice. As Edwards

behavior would not have been encouraged and the streets would

points out, “inherent in the law’s protection or property rights is

have appeared cleaner, safer, more orderly.

the marginalisation of other conceptions, in this context artistic

Right now, the only exception to the legal prioritisation of private

expression” (2009: 361). Arguments for the legal protection of

property and public order is to be found in artistic expression, so

(some) graffiti are therefore almost always centred on its (rare) ar-

the only instance when unsanctioned inscriptions are allowed into

tistic merits.18 And when inscriptions are institutionally protected,

the public realm is when they are aesthetically pleasing. Even the

it is because of their endorsement and support of creative cities

most progressive policy documents only discuss the acceptability of

agendas, through a dubious, standardised, globally uniform aes-

graffiti when it can be argued to have pro-social, regenerative effects

thetic. One of the first scholars to launch this critique was Susan

(see ENCAMS and Graffolution). But what about the importance of

Stewart in 1988, when she was describing these solutions against

graffiti as a social practice, neither pro-social, nor anti-social, graffiti as

graffiti as “insidious, as they make writers clean the work them-

a sociocultural event (Halsey Young 2002), as a production of urban

selves, or become art students and change their artistic practice

culture and a challenge to norms of vision, behavior and property?
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18. See also Germaine Greer’s
opinion article published in the
Guardian in 2007, where she argues that “nearly all graffiti are just
annoying, but you have to put up
with the millions of naff ones if you
want the occasional brilliant one.”
However, there is more to what a
graffiti means than what it reads,
and its more important statements
are often implicit and not obvious
in what is shown or what is said.

4.47.

A line was added every day this message stayed up on this wall in East London. “No. of days graffiti remains” is not just a
series of marks on a wall, but a challenging of local governance via the surfaces of the city. Mobstr’s work in turn was used to
challenge the hierarchy of access to these spaces and surfaces, and transformed into “No. of dickheads in Hackney Wick”.

4.48.

Greening, not cleaning. The relationship between graffiti and urban
vegetation can be less straightforward than prevention and exclusion.

4.49.
Tags// Art// Tags and art// Tags or art// Tags lead to tags lead to art// Tags lead to tags vs tags
lead to art. A damaged work by Banksy occupies the same wall as a number of different tags.

4.50.

Reversing the argument: inscriptive clusters of visual noise are
socially and creatively engaged contributions to the surfacescape.

4.51.
Are murals more damaging to urban surfaces and environments
because of their imposition of a single discourse?

This is the point when arguments of a different nature should be

on these contingent value judgments. Graffiti does not damage

encouraged, and the law should produce mechanisms which protect

private property or offend against public order until the agenda is set,

the cultural, political and social value of mark making, not just its aes-

the call is made and the report is filed. There is no default damage

thetic dimension. Beyond current legal frameworks, graffiti could be-

setting, there is only a case by case judgment of what is considered

come a vehicle for the discussion of democratic participation, urban

damaging, what is ignored or appreciated.

space as commons and agonistic sharing of visibility. If graffiti’s connec-

Graffiti damage, offence and vandalism are soft, contingent,

tions to order and damage are so ambiguous and context-dependent,

qualitative assessments which were set in place as part of govern-

then this ambiguity should also be applied for the benefit of demon-

ment agendas to protect private property and control public order.

strating not just its artistic, but also its cultural and political value.

They are symbolic as much as they are material, as graffiti violates not
just physical matter, but also the systems that afford value to matter.
Disrupt them, and you disrupt the social, moral and economic pos-

4. 8. Conclusion or, Five Proposals for a
Surface Commons

tulates that constitute the very backbone of neoliberal society, where
capital buys privilege and order is created through exclusion. A tag
on a wall is not simply a crime against the surface render or the legal

1. Damage against property and offence against order are

owner of the property, it is a crime against the very idea of property

highly volatile categories

as an exclusionary right and guarantor of precedence (keeping oth-

Any writing, letter, picture, device or representation, painting, writing,

ers out and rejecting all unapproved interventions).

soiling, marking or other defacing by whatever means, etching, obliterating, displaying and scratching: listed together, the legal definitions

2. The threat of graffiti comes from the collective stamina of

of graffiti as unwanted mark-making read like a comprehensive index

the culture

of surface alterations, a presentation of everything that can possibly

If there is one thing that most anti-graffiti acts and reports have in

be done to change the appearance of a surface. Having established

common, it is the inflammatory nature of their approach, which

as broad a scope as possible for the physical designation of graffiti,

seeks to remove, cleanse and eradicate graffiti, just as you would

the law selects its targets according to their damaging or offensive

fight a mutated virus which has spiraled out of control and infected

character and sets in place removal mechanisms which are based

the body of the city beyond containment. The corporal metaphor is
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not incidental: these missions are so determined, that they conflate

3. Vision matters and materiality matters

graffiti with human and animal excretion and waste, with litter and

The lawscape pervades and mutates surfaces, it conditions their ma-

carcasses, and other such masses which are not accepted as part of

teriality and regulates their appearance. Surfaces are regulated both

any civilised urban environment, and represent a threat to the quality

spatially and visually, responding evenly to concerns about territorial

of life within it. A complete repudiation of the cultural value of graffiti

privacy and about the orderly image of the city. Whether a surface

was the only way to legally frame a practice so exuberant and un-

can be reached and where it can be seen from are both of interest

predictable, that it could not fit under agendas of order and control

to the law, which reconfigures the importance of property not just as

under any manageable circumstance.

object of material integrity, but also as one of visual exposure.

Alternative scenarios of prevention, integration and welfarism

The law makes provision for private property in private land to

were proposed and adopted, in an attempt to describe accept-

be targeted as a relevant surface for unwanted inscriptions, provided

able types of graffiti practices, support them, and continue with

the surface is visible from a publicly accessible space. Private prop-

the punishment of everything else. Acceptability only happens on

erty in private land becomes of public interest through the power

the management’s terms, so independently produced, disorderly,

of vision, which redraws jurisdictions through visibility and reorders

unregulated wall-writing practices would remain unwanted and

the lawscape by lines of sight. Vision offers access behind the locked

accusable. You cannot recognise the cultural merits of a practice

gate and the hoarded land, turning private property into public

that is fundamentally defiant of an entire value system that regulates

realm and placing it under the incidence of concerns with public

society, as this would undo the authority of the system, and under-

display. The law not only claims control of surfaces at the boundary

mine its ideological underpinnings. Moreover, this practice is not a

between privacy and publicness, but also of surfaces at the bound-

single discourse, but an assemblage of political and stylistic multiples,

ary between visible and obscured, of interiors and contained spaces,

a cacophony of stuff on walls which is the collective result of inde-

simply through the power of vision. Vision makes private spaces

pendent initiatives. Between crime and art, this autonomy allows

public, and the law is there to regulate the displays and inscriptions

some inscriptions to eschew legal definition and cultural appropria-

therein.

tion, and to redesign public order by ad-hoc rules which are the very
writing on the wall.
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4. Graffiti turns private property into a precarious commons

surface lawscape is legally suspended between the protection of

(precariousness is accessibility)

within and the regulation of without. The law compresses surfaces

Despite any legal attempts to clarify them, surfaces remain vulner-

until a point of complete reduction, where they ideally become no

able to dispute and they are a lawscape of powerful internal con-

more than planar borders, frictionless transition points between two

tradictions. Surfaces possess interaction, inclusion and exclusion,

regimes of control that were instituted and are managed by a single

networks and displays of aggression and art, politics and access, and

system of governance. The thinner the surface, the less problems it

they refuse any attempts at stabilisation: they champion using and

poses, as its materiality disintegrates, its visuality is restricted and its

producing, instead of having and keeping. Property owners want to

embodied presence is obliterated by urban territory regimes. The

stabilise surfaces through conditioning access on ownership, while

border as concept, as legal threshold between two qualitatively

municipal authorities attempt surface domination by either cleans-

different spaces of here and there, of public and private. The paper

ing or artification. Both approaches are aimed at the same result,

sheet that exists only conceptually, to demarcate its public and pri-

which is to achieve controlled and predictable territories of single

vate sides, and to reject any subversion or contestation.

expression and visual consistency. Surfaces might be strained by

However, just like sheets of paper are material objects and not

fixed jurisdictions and legal claims, but they keep bending, swell-

just bearers of inscription, borders are never pristine lines of de-

ing, retracting and peeling like the city they are facing. Surfaces are

marcation and exclusion: they are loci of contestation and tangible

political because they are accessible, despite attempts at control and

physical conflict, sites of materiality which become activated through

predictability. Legislate them, coat them, clean them, fence them, art

social production. With each meddle, surfaces swell, they become

them – but surfaces remain precarious when facing the city. Surfaces

larger and meatier, and they cumulate and stack every addition and

are city more than they are rules, permanently becoming, and defi-

reclamation. Surfaces become complicated for the law because

antly showcasing the minor in order to make it significant.

they form repositories of the in-between, of the neither public, nor
private, of the legal and spatial ambiguity of threshold spaces, neither

5. Surface conflict is spatial justice
Between the privately owned and the publicly visible, the law

within, nor without. The thicker the surface, the harder for the law
to issue comprehensive mechanisms to control it, and so surfaces

claims control of urban surfaces as both private and public territo-

become a third type of space, in-between the public and the private.

ries, leaving little room for their communal production. In fact, the

They are common, it’s not yours but you can touch, you (too) can
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make some rules, although you are not the owner. Open to access
and vulnerable to conflict, surfaces as commons are sites of tactical engagement and spatial co-production, where censorship and
exclusion are co-designed out of the picture. Every protective coating
gets nailed by a tag, and each tag is overwritten by another, which
then gets cleaned by the buff, which is covered by a billboard, which
is replaced by a mural, which in turn gets tagged and restored and
tagged again. Exclusion prevention through multiple co-design; plural
inscriptions designing out the single authority; spatial justice through
ongoing conflict. Temporary concessions, with no resolution in sight.
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Chapter 5
Leake Street London:
Ambiguous Jurisdictions, Thickened
Surfaces and Communal Production

When working, I felt like a kind of archaeologist, though
without being useful in any way. (Villeglé 2007: 127)
Like new wine aging, like wood seasoning, and like earth
itself since it was born, a wall has to ‘set’. (Brassaï 2002: 11)
If you can take every single one of Ja’s one million tags off
the wall or object that it was on, out of the time period that
it was made, & line them up chronologically, with his first
tag first & his millionth tag last & push them up against
each other, the thin sheets of paint that they are & were, &
create a solid block, if you can see pieces of thirty years as
a figure, you have just destroyed time. (Novy 2015: 40)

5. 1. Introduction
The final chapter of this thesis is a location study of London’s largest

The street art and graffiti that we see so widely today is but
a small portion of that which has been lost or is currently
hidden away, and in any case only the latest layer in an
urban palimpsest of spray paint and whitewash. Graffiti and
street art hide their own history; their very visibility enacts
their ongoing invisibility. (Ferrell in Avramidis 2017: 33)

free graffiti area, the Leake Street Tunnel near Waterloo station. Bringing
together some of the discussions from previous chapters, I investigate
Leake Street as a multimodal space of visual and material production,
whose surface semiotics is a result of a dense agglomeration of graffiti
production. Graffiti started being supported in the Tunnel in 2008,
and it has since taken over the space and generated a unique ecology
of surface inscriptions. From the initial setup of the legal graffiti space,
to its continuous spatialised enforcement and to most recent regeneration proposals, the history of Leake Street has been bound and
shaped by authorities’ agendas, who have sought to determine and
control what the Tunnel looks like, and how it can be used.
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To a certain extent, this has been a successful project. The Tunnel

regimes through the formation of new territories. I argue that the

was divided into jurisdictions of freehold and leasehold between

collective production of graffiti establishes a material, identifiable

transport companies and local authorities, London’s most prolific

surface commons, and that the study of Leake Street can lead to a

street artist was allowed to produce a one-off street art festival, and

clearer understanding of communal surface production and owner-

permission was given to writers to use the space without restrictions

ship, even beyond the edges of the Tunnel itself. Finally, I emphasise

of quality or access: a free painting spot right next to London’s South

the successful use and activation of the space, despite its non-con-

Bank, open 24h to anyone and everyone.

formity to formulaic muralism; and argue that it is the collective

In the process, Leake Street has changed from being a rough,

action of producing images, not the aesthetics of image production,

unsafe and unfrequented space, into becoming a key location for

that makes a difference in the quality of urban spaces, for the inclu-

the regeneration of the Waterloo area, which includes the redevel-

sive benefit of their users.

opment of the Waterloo International terminal just above the Tunnel,
and its transformation into a retail and entertainment destination.
This might seem like a textbook example of the strategic use of crea-

5. 2. Context, Encounter

tivity for the implementation of aggressive neoliberal consumerism
and gentrification; and, to a certain extent, it is. However, upon close

Leake Street is a 300-metre long thoroughfare located far from the

inspection, it becomes apparent that Leake Street became regenerat-

street art buzz of East London, yet in a central area of high strategic

ed not through the controlled agendas of local authorities, but rather

interest. Sitting just behind the London Eye, Leake Street connects

through an incredibly prolific, self-sufficient inscriptive culture, whose

York Road on the north side of Waterloo station, to Lower Marsh, and

collective subversions and energies are the focus of this chapter.

respectively Lambeth North station, on the south side. The Tunnel

Through the following pages, I will present a detailed account of
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sits underneath the Waterloo International train terminal designed

the history and ownership regimes of the Tunnel, whose clarification

by Nicholas Grimshaw, which was inaugurated in 1993, and is no

I believe to be long overdue. I then proceed to a focused investiga-

longer used for this purpose. Surrounded from all sides by disused

tion of the contested visual and material territories of Leake Street,

railway infrastructure, Leake Street is also the access point for a series

to show how graffiti production in the Tunnel is not only defiant of

of arches which open into vast brick spaces of various uses. One of

its assigned boundaries, but it also confronts assumed property

these spaces led to my first encounter with the Tunnel, in 2011.

Leake Street, between York Road to the NW and
Station Approach Road and Lower Marsh to the SE.

Occupying several arches in Leake Street was the Old Vic
Tunnels, a performance space managed by the Old Vic Theatre,

5.1.

the venue, and the overwhelming feeling of coming down the

which was under Kevin Spacey’s artistic direction at the time. The
Old Vic had ownership of the site from 2009 to 2013, during which
period the Old Vic Tunnels became a high-profile artistic venue,
hosting theatre and restaurant pop-ups, concerts and exhibitions,
including Lazarides Gallery’s Minotaur (2011) and Bedlam (2012)
off-site exhibitions, as well as the UK premiere of Banksy’s film
Exit through the Gift Shop. It was on one of these occasions that
I first encountered Leake Street, to see a performance in the Old
Vic Tunnels. I recall the difficult spatial navigation required to find
steps from Station Approach Road into Leake Street Tunnel, and
stepping into what felt like a possibly non-finite, graffiti-wrapped

Satellite view of Leake Street, with the two train
terminals at Waterloo and the BFI Imax.

urban womb, which distorted orientation and almost belonged

5.2.

to an alternate world, outside the London I was looking for. Spatial
anxiety mixed with the excitement of discovery (“Should I be here,
is this safe?”, “I must come back during the day”, “Will I be able to
find this place again?”) and this location imprinted itself affectively
into my memory, before I had a chance to consider any information about it.
Two years, some documentation, and a few visits later, I took a
summer internship position with an arts startup based just off Lower
Marsh, so I was in the situation of walking through Leake Street every
day to get to and from work. Unlike that initial, affective reaction to
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5.3.

SE entrance to Leake Street Tunnel, with a stenciled sign designating the name of the location. The
painting of this sign is part of the regeneration protocols for the area and was done in September 2017.

5.4.
Down the stairs that first led me into Leake Street.

5.5.

Graffiti takes over the Tunnel, confusing material
edges and causing disorientation.

5.6.
Using the Tunnel as a background for fashion shoots.

the dominance of graffiti, this daily walking ritual triggered a more

have shown the GIFs resulting from the ‘100 Days’ project in exhi-

analytical engagement with the space, which started to interest me

bitions in Philadelphia, Madrid and London. A poster version of

in its detailed materialities and operations, beyond its overwhelming

the project won an award in the UCL Graduate School Research

first impact. I decided to begin recording ten different walls in the

Image Competition in 2014, with the dedicated Wordpress page

Tunnel on my way to work, in order to produce a visual archive of the

receiving almost 5000 hits up until September 2017 (sabinaandron.

space based on its temporal occupation and continuous produc-

com/leake-street).

tion of inscriptions. Working in the tradition of repeat photography,

This work has also played a role in creating symbolic capital for

I started taking, consecutive photographs of the ten walls from

Leake Street, and it will continue to do so, as I lead more walks and

the same vantage points each day. The first images were captured

disseminate my research further. Reflecting on my role as a guide in

in June 2013, and the series continued as a daily Monday to Friday

Leake Street, I want to go back to Bourdieu’s assertion about cultural

process long after I finished working in the area, until I reached a

fields, which was that the meanings of art works change with each

hundred photographs for each frame. These ended up forming the

change in the field within which the works are situated for the spec-

‘100 Days of Leake Street’ project, which I present in more detail later

tator (1992). Just like street art tours were shown to play an important

in this chapter.

role in legitimating the symbolic value of street art, my work on Leake

My daily walks and photo sessions enabled not only the
creation of the ‘100 Days of Leake Street’ project, but also a close

uted to the space, by groups of students, workshop participants,

observation of the activities in the Tunnel, interaction with the

interviewees, and others who have heard me talk about the space,

people who paint there or otherwise use the space, and an inti-

or came across the work online. Beyond what is often an amazed

mate familiarity with its layout and materiality. During this period

reaction at first encounter, Leake Street enables understandings of

and since, I have conducted interviews with users and managers

graffiti as a form of collective spatial production, and of the impor-

of the space, have led a series of walks, seminars and workshops

tance of urban spaces which have eluded hyper-design, privatisation

there, and have also gone back for a number of performances in

and commercialisation.

the arches on the other side from the former Old Vic, and which
are now occupied by an arts platform called The Vaults. Off-site, I
have given numerous talks and lectures about Leake Street, and
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Street can be held responsible for re-configuring the qualities attrib-

5. 3. Tunnel Jurisdictions, Ownership
Entanglements and Open Walls

of the Tunnel). The rest of Leake Street was under leasehold by BRBR,
who were responsible for its management, even though they did not
have ownership of the space.

In 1993, the Waterloo International terminal opened at Waterloo,

The person in charge with overseeing the daily administrative

linking London to Paris through the EuroTunnel for the first time.

activities in Leake Street was Jim Lynott, who I met in 2013 following a

International trains operated from here until 2007, when the Terminal

long-winding facilitation by the contract manager of the Southbank

left Waterloo and moved to St Pancras. During this period, Leake

Employers Group, Gary Riley. Jim Lynott, then BRBR operations

Street had a specific function in supporting rail activities, as it was

manager, had previously worked in the space as a Eurostar em-

used as a taxi rank for Waterloo International passengers. The taxi

ployee, and remained there through the transition period between

rank for Waterloo Station is now located on Station Approach Road,

November 2007 and September 2008, when he transferred to

which passes around and above the Tunnel, leaving Leake Street

BRBR to carry on with the same appointment. When I met him in

redundant as a component of the local railway infrastructure. This

the Tunnel one August morning for our interview, he spoke from the

is important because many of the intricate ownership and manage-

position of an experienced and relaxed man, whose understanding

ment changes in the Tunnel’s history are based on its connection to

of the space and permissive attitude were considerably beneficial to

a functioning rail terminal, as I will explain next.

the evolution of the entire area.

After Eurostar’s move to St Pancras, the ownership of its for-

Soon after our meeting in 2013, BRBR was dissolved, and

mer territory should have gone directly to the Department for

London and Continental Railways took over their assets, including

Transport. However, the DfT shifted responsibility for the space to

Leake Street. Much like BRBR, LCR manages railway resources and

a government subsidiary called British Railway Board (Residuary) in

infrastructure on behalf of the Government, and is currently the

September 2008, leaving BRBR to take care of the territory on behalf

beneficiary of the Leake Street Arches redevelopment scheme. LCR

of the government. BRBR had been created in 2001 to manage the

is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Department for Transport and

properties, assets and liabilities of the former British Railway Board.

acts as agent for DfT property around Waterloo. LCR “has specific

The Eurostar terminal and its footprint became the freehold of BRBR,

expertise in managing and developing property assets associated

meaning the company owned the entire terminal territory, including

with major infrastructure projects, particularly in a railway context”

its ‘shadow’ (the road, pavement and footpath underneath, all part

(Leake Street Arches Community Consultation Statement: 13), and
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has previously delivered the St Pancras scheme for Camden Council.
Present stakeholders in the area include the Lambeth Local

intricacies of the space. It is clear that the street is far from being a
single legal entity with one property certificate, but is in fact a puzzle

Plan (September 2015), the London Plan (March 2015), the Waterloo

of arches, pavements, footprints and boundaries which are con-

Opportunity Area Planning Framework (GLA, 2007) and the Waterloo

stantly renegotiated between Lambeth Council, the Department for

Area Supplementary Planning Document (April 2013). The site is

Transport, Network Rail, and various other Government subsidiaries

also located within the Central Activities Zone and is a focal point

such as BRBR and LCR.

for regeneration plans in the area (Leake Street Arches Community
Consultation Statement: 10).

At the same time, Leake Street functions as the largest free
painting area in London, where the walls are open and there are

Tenants in the arches still include BrakeAway Bike Tours, a car

no restrictions on the quality, or quantity of painting. The space is

wash and local hotels who use the spaces as storage units, in addi-

managed, but the content is not, and Jim Lynott argues there were

tion to The Vaults and House of Vans (both there since 2014). Vans

only 6-7 interventions over that many years, where the Southbank

took over the lease from Old Vic Theatre, after the Arts Council and

Graffiti Service were called to clean inscriptions made in the Tunnel.

the National Theatre had also looked into occupying the space, but

One of them was after Margaret Thatcher’s death, when the words

were reluctant to commit to maintaining the character of the area

“Burn in hell Maggie”, with the anarchist symbol O
A , appeared in the

and to performing everyday administrative duties. Many new tenants

Tunnel; and another one was to erase a graffiti reacting to the murder

are due to move in with the implementation of the redevelopment

of Lee Rigby, a British soldier who was stabbed to death by two

plans, which will change the area considerably. During my interview

British-Nigerian Islamic extremists in Woolwich, South London. These

with Jim Lynott, he mentioned the possibility of using the Tunnel as

instances were reminders that Leake Street is always being moni-

a storage space for construction materials as part of the redevel-

tored, even if most CCTV cameras in the Tunnel were not working,

opment of nearby Elizabeth House. However, with the Leake Street

but they also illustrate how, in the overwhelming majority of cases,

regeneration plan itself now on the way, it is less likely that scenario

the space is allowed to regulate itself and there is little authoritative

will materialise.

intervention with respect to the content on the walls.

Understanding the ownership and management structure of
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Anyone can paint in Leake Street, regardless of their age, gender,

Leake Street has been a challenge from the very beginning, and the

ethnic background and, most importantly, skill level. This is why the

frequent changes in freehold contribute even further to the legal

Tunnel is also known as the Training Ground, a space for learning and

5.7.

View of Leake Street and Station Approach Road
above it. Lower Marsh is to the right.

5.8.

Old sign recovered from under many layers of graffiti. Sign points to a pedestrian
access to Waterloo Station, up the stairs that first led me down into the Tunnel.

5.9.
Tickets sign and props for an immersive theatre Halloween experience at The Vaults.

making mistakes, for practicing and perfecting skills, all in a visible

photographs of a person’s signature, establish that person’s identity,

and publicly accessible manner. There are few opportunities to

and then correlate the two in a calculation of the type, for example:

practice graffiti writing openly, on a public thoroughfare, with little

“there is evidence of 53 different instances of this person’s tag on pri-

concern about how long you can paint for and who might question

vate property, and they have been caught in the act (in Leake Street)

the legitimacy of your activity – all while staying safe and dry.

writing the very same tag”. Had BRBR agreed to give police access to

But this was not always the case. After Leake Street became a

footage from the Tunnel, the safety of the space would have been

designated graffiti spot, the police wanted to introduce a licensing

compromised, only to support severe legal approaches and jeopard-

system, much like the permits needed when painting a property

ise the benefits of local graffiti activity.

within a council jurisdiction, or the online forms needed to paint

Cameron McAuliffe argues that legal walls challenge the dom-

hoardings managed by Global Street Art. These permits have various

inant geographies of the city (2013: 523), not simply by proposing

degrees of formality, but they are usually meant to attest that the

an alternative legality to graffiti, but also by offering safe spaces for

person painting there has indeed been given authorisation which, in

the practicing of graffiti and other behaviours that are set up against

the case of Leake Street, was automatically implied upon crossing

social normativity. A space such as Leake Street contributes to the

the threshold of the pace. The police argued that they were stopping

normalisation and visibilisation of graffiti writers, who become a fa-

people with spray cans on the streets in the area, and they all had

miliar group, instead of “living beyond visibility as transgressive actors

the explanation of going to Leake Street, which was outside police

on the fringe of socially acceptable behaviour.” (McAuliffe 2013: 528)

jurisdiction for graffiti writing. BRBR did not only refuse to introduce a

Going back to Keenan’s definition of property as a spatially-config-

licensing system, but they also denied the police access to the CCTV

ured relationship of belonging, the graffiti of Leake Street not only

recordings in the Tunnel, creating a genuinely safe space for those

normalises the practice of its production, but it also redefines the

who wanted to paint there.

norms of property and propriety that underlie this and other urban

The protected nature of Leake Street becomes even more meaningful when considering the way criminal damage investigations are

spaces.
The effectiveness of legal walls has been much debated by poli-

being conducted, and how vulnerable writers are in a space where

cy makers and local councils, with no concrete conclusions and little

they can be seen and approached directly at any point. In order to

agreement. The London Assembly Graffiti in London Report of 2002

build a criminal damage case, the police must collect a number of

discusses legal walls through the perspective of various stakeholders
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with divergent stances on the subject (2002: sections 8.9-8.12). Some
argue there should be more legal walls, to offer young people the

5. 4. The Banksy Tunnel: Cans Festival
and the start of graffiti tolerance

opportunity to practice graffiti legally and better their skills; while
others argue legal walls should be banned altogether, as they only

The Tunnel as we know it started in 2008, which marked the estab-

legitimise graffiti and act as a practicing ground for writing illegally in

lishment of the free, open and inclusive painting zone inside Leake

other areas. The ambiguity of these arguments is exemplified by the

Street. Representative of the opportunity and its limitations was the

DfT Vandalism, Graffiti and Environmental Nuisance Literature Review

large sign placed at the north entrance of the Tunnel, which read:

of 2003, which speaks of mixed views on the value of graffiti walls
and offers very little measurement of their impact or effectiveness.

THE TUNNEL. AUTHORISED GRAFFITI AREA. No Sexism. No
Racism. No Adverts. Please take empty cans and litter home.

There is some evidence that graffiti walls bring their own

All painting on grey walls will be removed. You don’t have to

problems to an area as the graffiti tends to spread out to sur-

be a gangster to paint here, so please don’t behave like one.

rounding walls. An example in the United States was said to
have led to a 300% increase in graffiti in the surrounding area.
Those using the graffiti walls are also unlikely to stop their illegal activities. (section 5.4, emphases added)
There is no conclusive evidence regarding the spread of graffiti

This was indeed the description of an open painting spot established
on restrictions about what to paint, where to paint, and how to paint –
yet the inscriptive layers inside the Tunnel have created territorial, material
and expressive norms of their own. This is perhaps first and foremost apparent on the Tunnel sign itself, which has been gradually covered in tags,

from legal sites, but this issue is nevertheless brought up frequently

and eventually overtaken entirely by the very phenomenon it was meant

as an argument against the implementation of such spaces – see, for

to regulate. Semiotically, this is an expression of a layered aggregation of

example, the position of the public transport operator Go Ahead

inscriptions, created from combining official and independent signs, or

Group, who contend that “graffiti spreads to other surroundings

authorised signage and tagging. The lawscape of private property is con-

when a wall is full” (2002: 73). Leake Street walls have been “full”

tinually enforced through the application of grey paint, while plurally-pro-

since 2008, and they become fuller by the day, yet the social benefits

duced graffiti continues to spread, agile and unpredictable.

of the free graffiti far exceed its problems, as I will demonstrate next.

However, graffiti did not always belong to Leake Street in this
way, and it underwent a series of different iterations before the one
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I first encountered in 2011. These changes all started with an author-

The Festival drew considerable attention to the Tunnel, which

ised, block-buster production of street art curated by Banksy, who

resulted in a second iteration over the August bank holiday weekend

took over Leake Street for the May bank holiday weekend of 2008

of the same year. Cans II coincided with the final weekend of Tate

to set up the infamous Cans Festival, which would bring more than

Modern’s Street Art exhibition, both of which were widely covered in

30,000 people to the Tunnel over the course of three days. The fes-

local media. Time Out London published a picture gallery of Cans II,

tival was widely publicised, reflecting the well-established status of

commenting that:

street art in the London entertainment market, especially because
of its best known and loved representative, Banksy. Reflecting on
the process of street art legitimation in London, the timing of this
festival becomes significant as part of the turning point of institutional support for street art: Cans took place at the same time as
the street art exhibition at Tate Modern, and only one month before the first organised street art walking tours were being conduct-

the organisers have let a load of new artists and graffiti crews
loose on the same Tunnel in Waterloo. The result is striking –
the space is completely reworked with the focus more on street
art in its purest form and less on more populist stencil work.
(“Cans Festival Part 2 – Street Art Recycled”, Time Out London).
One year later, a guerilla knitting festival was generating even

ed around Shoreditch. London’s prolific street art world was being

more press for the Tunnel: “The location for this was Leake Street,

constructed on a number of fronts, and Leake Street was one of

under Waterloo Station, which, since it was taken over by Bansky and

the enablers of this legitimation.

his friends last year, has become a magnet for urban guerrilla art.”

In a partly curated display, the festival organisers stipulated that
no freehand works could be sprayed on the walls, and stencils were

(“Leake Street Gets a Gritting”, Londonist)
From stencils to “street art in its purest form” and to yarn bomb-

the only allowed medium of production. Artists such as C215, Blek le

ing, the increasingly prominent presence of such activities in Leake

Rat, Pure Evil, Logan Hicks and Faile were invited to participate, and

Street was becoming clearer by the day. Also writing in 2009, the

members of the public who brought a stencil and paint were also as-

community news page London SE1 recounted how:

signed spaces where they could put up their work. The “Authorised
Graffiti Area” sign at the north side entrance of the Tunnel dates back
to this occasion, and photographs from the event are easily available
on the internet.
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It is a year since Leake Street came to prominence as the venue
for Banksy’s Cans Festival of street art. Since then the profile
of this previously forgotten street, blocked off to traffic when

Eurostar left Waterloo, has risen considerably. Earlier this year
speakers playing piped classical music were installed in the
Tunnel. (“Tunnel 228”, London SE1)
The classical music is long gone, and so is the street art, as the

by “formulating identifiable geographical, legal, cultural, artistic and
coherent boundaries” (2015: 160) – and the redevelopment plans for
the area are likely to prove him right. He also makes the point that
the ossification of creative activity in any one place is problematic,

Tunnel has been painted increasingly frequently outside the time-

and Leake Street could become a case in point, as its strictly limited

frames of organised events, in a visual language pertaining more

perimeter was established through a top-down decision-making

to type-based graffiti than to muralism or figuration. This was

process which was meant to restrict the activities within, as much as

initially enabled by negotiations between BRBR and the govern-

it enabled them. However, I hope to demonstrate that the situation

ment, where the idea of using the Tunnel as a free painting zone

is slightly more nuanced, and that Leake Street was never merely

became crystallised. However, the evolution of painting activities

an instrument of emplacing and instrumentalising a subcultural

has long since escaped any predefined agendas, to evolve into

activity. This is visible in the plurally-produced, boundless graffiti that

a unique urban environment that eludes the neat uniformity of

occupies the Tunnel, whose patterns of spatial appropriation defy

programmed creativity.

management and elude strategic control.

There is little question that Leake Street has achieved an iconic
status because of its graffiti, which dominates the perceptions of
the space and overwrites its legal and contractual entanglements.
Leake Street is frequently referred to as the “Graffiti Tunnel”, and no

5. 5. Surface semiotics and lawscape:
Tunnel boundaries and territories

other activities mark the space with equal prominence. However, this
iconic status has now made the space increasingly worthwhile to

Beyond ownership entanglements and prescriptive strategies, Leake

planners and developers, in what Oli Mould described as the forma-

Street can be read as a semiotic cluster whose meaning is in constant flux

tion of a Leake Street subcultural quarter.

and negotiation, and is the result of an accumulation of several marks,

Much like the cultural quarters of the creative city, Leake Street

materialities and jurisdictions. In the following pages, I argue that the spa-

was made possible by programming a subcultural function into

tial production of graffiti is the principal way in which Leake Street creates

a space, and designating its fixed boundaries of activity. Mould

meaning, and that this can be best identified through the ways in which

argues that Leake Street is in fact becoming part of the creative city

the space constantly pushes its assigned material boundaries.
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5.10.

Graffiti writers are visible and their work becomes normalised
inside a safe painting space like Leake Street

5.11.
The practice of graffiti as a creative skill, not an illegal pastime.

5.12.

The Leake Street graffiti takes over in ways that are not legally stipulated and were not designed into the space.

5.13.
Surfaces as sites of memory. A “Cans 08” inscription is still visible at the York Road Tunnel entrance in 2017.

5.14.

The rare occasions when stencils are painted in Leake Street are almost all part of
organised activities. Here, an edition of the Femme Fierce festival for women street artists.

5.15.
The law is grey: making the legal territories of Leake Street visible through
grey paint. Here, the Southern limit of the tolerated painting site.

An inspection of the micro-geographies and surface detailing of Leake
Street reveals productive complications at the four Tunnel access points,
and in the layers inside it. Parameters such as surfaceality and verticality

5. 5.1. North boundary: York Road

Location of the boundary between
he Tunnel and Leake Street.

almost become one and the same in this cave-like formation, where mul-

The most high-profile territorial breach is the Tunnel entrance from

5.16.

ti-layered spaces of exposure spread and stack with immense vigour. The
surfaces and inscriptions of Leake Street are active habitations of its material
world, in a graffiti ecology whose effective boundaries are under constant
strain from the production of graffiti. There are four external boundaries
that I wish to discuss, alongside the internal perimeters of the Tunnel.

No. 10 Leake Street, the building which sits just outside of

both the legal painting territory, and the area outside it. There are no

the boundary of the Tunnel, is tagged most frequently, re-

visible, in-situ indications to point to the border between legal and

quiring BRBR to do an almost daily repaint of that wall, for the

illegal graffiti surfaces, which only becomes clear upon investigating

amount of around £3500 a year in 2013, when this information

the ownership structure of the Tunnel. One is allowed to paint only

was obtained (Jim Lynott interview, 2013). The costs have now

up to the edge of the rail terminal overhead, while everything outside

passed to LCR, but the cleaning and general maintenance

that (including the wall under the Authorised Graffiti Area sign) is no

of all adjacent areas to Leake Street is partly handled by the

longer permitted graffiti territory. Enforcing such a regulatory bound-

Southbank Employers’ Group, and from the fees paid by their

ary is very difficult in the absence of a physical marker, and this is evi-

members. These include LCR and Network Nail, along with

dent from the multiple grey coatings that must constantly be added

sixteen other local businesses who are looking to “improve the

to the wall. These layers of grey paint are the only material markers

South Bank for the benefit of employees, visitors and residents”

that separate allowed from banned graffiti territory, in their regular

(Southbank Employers’ Group home page). SBEG handle wall

. The disputed visibility and materiality
of the Tunnel edge.

York Road, where there is a single seamless wall canvas supporting

attempts to visibilise this particular lawscape (Figures 5.18-5.27).

maintenance via their Clean Team and Graffiti Removal service,

5.17
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5.18.-5.27.

Sequence of ten consecutive photos showing the
territorial struggle over the Tunnel entrance

who “attend Leake Street on a daily basis to remove graffiti that

because it reveals some of the administrative mechanisms

has been erected outside the boundary” (email communica-

through which graffiti is reported and managed. The ownership,

tion with SBEG Contracts Manager Gary Riley, July 2013).

control and graffiti removal contracts concerning Leake Street

Also looking after the areas just outside the Tunnel is the We

seem to be as multi-layered as the paint on the Tunnel’s walls, with

Are Waterloo (former Waterloo Quarter) Business Improvement

several local private and public organisations sharing jurisdictions

District, who “focus on creating a safer and more pleasant trad-

and responsibilities for the displays in and around the Tunnel.

ing environment for businesses.” (We Are Waterloo Services
page). Similarly to the SBEG, We Are Waterloo are funded by

5. 5.2. South boundary: Lower Marsh

local businesses and have a vested interest in keeping the area

A second point of spillage is the South Tunnel entrance from Lower

business-friendly. Although they did not have an official position

Marsh, where a ‘greening, not cleaning’ strategy was adopted in

towards the management of Leake Street at the time of research,

2015, on the inauguration of the Leake Street Pocket Park. Funded

the informal opinion was that Leake Street added an overall pos-

by section 106 contributions from local developers and the Mayor

itive aspect to the area (as per phone and email interviews with

of London’s pocket parks programme, the Leake Street Pocket Park

Helen Santer, Director of the Waterloo Incubatory Programme).

sits immediately outside the Tunnel entrance and supports climbing

However, graffiti spilling outside Leake Street was brought up as a

plants on either side of the Tunnel access point, in an effort to limit

problem and a management challenge for Waterloo Quarter (as

the graffiti outside this boundary by covering the walls in greenery.

the Business Improvement District was known at the time). We Are

This seems to have been partly efficient in deterring painting from

Waterloo pay Lambeth Council to handle the cleaning of graffiti

the immediate area, provided the plants are resilient enough and

from private property, while Lambeth applies pressure to the

produce sufficient vegetation – which they do not always do.

owners of Leake Street to try to contain the graffiti as much as pos5. 5.3. East boundary: Station Approach Road, via ramp

instances of graffiti in their jurisdiction between October 2008 and

The eastward spillage has been contained more efficiently since 2013,

July 2013, all of which they reported to Lambeth and Southwark

when fences were installed at both the north and east Tunnel entranc-

Councils. This of course encompasses a much larger territory than

es, in order to contain vehicular traffic and prevent the unauthorised

the one in the immediate vicinity of Leake Street, but is relevant

passage of motor vehicles through the Tunnel. These limitations were
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sible. According to their Area Audits Issue Log, the BID logged 710

5.28.
No. 10 Leake Street and the effects of rain on different surfaces.

5.29.

Surfaces are not just walls. The cleaning of these rubbish bins falls under a different authority’s
remit, and outside the budget for keeping this specific Tunnel boundary under control.

a response to night time street racing activities and were enforced under the ASB2003, Part 6.40, Paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b), which state that
Location of the boundary between
Leake Street and Lower Marsh.

The chief executive officer of the relevant local authority may

Vaults, but the East fence has become a permanent boundary, limit-

5.30.

ing pedestrian access to the curb on Station Approach Road. Access

make a closure order in relation to premises [...] if he reasonably believes that (a) a public nuisance is being caused by noise
coming from the premises, and (b) the closure of the premises
is necessary to prevent this nuisance.
The North fence has a gate to allow passage as required for the

here is now only possible by exiting the Tunnel via the fourth access
point, the Westward staircase leading onto Station Approach Road.
5. 5.4. West boundary: Station Approach Road, via staircase
Location of the boundary between Leake
Street and Station Approach Road (East)

The staircase which leads downward from Station Approach Road
is the same one I took when I first visited Leake Street for the first
time in 2011. The boundary of graffiti legality stops on the inside of
the Tunnel at the bottom of the steps, and so this area is in a similar
situation to the York Road wall, which must be constantly reclaimed
through the deployment of grey paint. And although here there is a
spatially intuitive boundary between the different jurisdictions, the
staircase still requires the occasional cream – not grey! – coating to
establish visual authority over the territory.

5.33.
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5.31.

Looking outwards from Leake Street into Lower Marsh, before the development
of the Leake Street Pocket Park and the planting of climbing vegetation.

5.32.
Looking inwards from Lower Marsh into Leake
Street, with vegetation in full bloom.

5.34.

Looking over the railing which closes the Eastern exit from
Leake Street into Station Approach Road.

5.35.
Looking south from Station Approach Road, to graffitied
building elevations outside the Tunnel.

5.37.

Street-level view of the staircase leading from
Station Approach Road into Leake Street

5.38.
Internal view of the same staircase: would you go in?

The way I always open my lectures on Leake Street is by showing
Figure 5.38 and asking the audience a simple question: “Would you

from Melbourne to Amsterdam; and to mature students on work-

Location of the boundary between Leake
Street and Station Approach Road (West)

go in?”. Is this a space you find attractive, would you be curious to

shops about the image of the city. Some said they would step right

5.36.

explore it, or does it look like somewhere you would not feel safe
and you should stay away from? Usually, the room is equally divided
by show of hands between skeptics and enthusiasts, most of whom
had not been to Leake Street before, and have little or no information about the nature of the space, or its administrative status. I have
shown this photo and asked this question to rooms full of 13-yearolds as part of outreach programs at UCL; to conference audiences

in without hesitation, as they perceived the graffiti to be a sign of life

graffiti? Unlike many of the surfaces discussed so far in this thesis, Leake

and creativity, while others associated the density of the writing with

Street displays an overwhelmingly one-sided material production, with

dangerous activities such as drug dealing or mugging, illustrating the

little intervention by way of cleaning, removing or preventing inscrip-

deeply-ingrained broken windows perception of graffiti as a gateway

tion; there is little effort to make the surfaces of the Tunnel thinner.

crime. One of the most thoughtful answers I received was from a

Graffiti is visually and materially dominant in Leake Street, but its ma-

13-year old pupil, who said she was curious about the graffiti, but she

teriality is more evident than on previously discussed surfaces. In the

would not necessarily descend those stairs because it was not clear

semiotic interplay between visibility and materiality, this is an instance in

whether there was another way out. The problem, then, was of the

which graffiti dominates materially, to the point of surface suffocation.

space more than of the graffiti, and her answer brought forward the
dissociation between them.
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5. 5.5. Internal Boundaries

But is it even possible to dissociate the graffiti from the Tunnel in

Connections between graffiti, surfaces and territories prove complex

this case, or has the Tunnel become graffiti, in a complete spatial and

not only at the boundaries of Leake Street, but also inside the Tunnel,

material takeover? Where is Leake Street not graffiti? Can it avoid being

where there is an ongoing production of painted backgrounds and

cross-overs, discrete subversions and dominant pieces. I have previ-

far from being mindless or arbitrary, as a careful observation of its

ously interpreted these surface conflicts as a form of spatial justice,

surfaces reveals. Calculations are made about where to place new

of movement, change and inclusion, through thickly layered displays

work, be that a quick tag or a laboured piece, in respect to the size

of claims to prominence and visibility. Writers will often demarcate

and texture of walls, the existing colours on surfaces, the quality and

their work through clear territorial markers, establishing a temporary

authorship of existing work, and other personal preferences of writ-

visual precedence over certain spots and helping them delimit and

ers. For example, one of the writers I spoke to only painted on one

protect their work from that of others. This not only distinguishes the

specific wall, because he could sign his name inside an oval slab that

work from its loaded background, but it also attests to the need for

was unique to that wall.

visually marking imagined territories, and drawing material back-

The question of where to place new work inside the Tunnel

grounds to reflect momentary claims to ownership. While authorities

came up during one of the workshops I ran, where we explored the

deal with maintaining visual order around the access points of Leake

geographical and legal boundaries of the Tunnel and participants

Street, writers create their own systems within this larger order, show-

were provided materials to leave their own mark on a wall of their

ing resilience and self-regulation in their negotiation with the surface.

choice. After having decried the situations when lower quality in-

Rafael Schacter opens his book Ornament and Order with a

scriptions went over more elaborate ones, most participants ended

passage called “The Graffiti Classicist”, in which he discusses an

up spraying over a pristine, freshly-painted and masterfully executed

event from 2011, when architect Francis Terry painted a technically

work of 3D style graffiti, without initially considering their choice.

correct Renaissance façade on a wall in Leake Street. The premise of

However, upon reflection, we agreed that it was the lightly coloured,

the work was to bring order and system to an apparently order-less

clear background that attracted them there, and the visual backdrop

environment, through a “neo-classical critique of what was deemed

this created. The entirety of Leake Street is a frame for graffiti, yet

a pollutive, lawless visuality” (Schacter 2014: 1-3). The visual contrast

smaller frames are sought or created every time a new inscription is

of this example stands to demonstrate the dominance of graffiti

added to its surfaces, in a process of material, territorial and compo-

as an expressive mode in the Tunnel, which overwhelms the space

sitional negotiation.

visually, despite its often illegible nature. The surface lines of Leake

Boundaries are everywhere in Leake Street, especially at its edges,

Street might appear chaotic when compared with the proportions

and the question is not whether there is graffiti outside them. There

of a neo-Georgian façade, yet the creative energy of the Tunnel is

is and there will be graffiti beyond the legal boundaries of Leake
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5.39.

A family with three young girls joined us during the student workshop, and they
continued to paint over the only freshly produced, pristine piece in the Tunnel.

5.40.–5.43.
Temporary spatial contracts: examples of
internal boundaries in Leake Street.

5.44.–5.47.

Temporary spatial contracts: examples of
internal boundaries in Leake Street.

Street, because material and visual territories do not correspond to

Street, where the accumulating layers have produced new, inch-thick

administrative territories, nor should they. The question is, is it worth

territories made up entirely out of paint, occupying a distinct dimen-

creating the logistics and paying the administrative costs to support

sion between the public and the private. Who do these territories

the activity inside the Tunnel, despite the setbacks produced by the

belong to? Who owns the painted surfaces of Leake Street and, by

“spillage” of the graffiti. In business terms, this would be a calculation

extension, the surfaces of urban environments? Rather than belong-

of return on investment, which seems to have yielded positive results

ing to private owners, transport companies or local authorities, these

so far for all the stakeholders involved. According to Jim Lynott, it cost

surfaces seem to be of their users instead, and to belong to those

BRBR £3m a year to maintain Leake Street, even when the Tunnel was

whose engagement with the space translates into new materialities

empty and not serving a specific purpose. Many of the costs and

and ever-interesting visual contributions.

issues of Leake Street are indeed not graffiti-related, despite the overwhelming presence of graffiti. It is then accurate to assert that Leake
Street is an entanglement of contracts and administrators which was

5. 6. 100 Days of Leake Street

overwritten by graffiti, with permission, but with very loose control.
Writing was programmed into the space through initial contracts,

The deep surfaces of Leake Street are probably one of the most

and is under a constant territorial containment from all sides, yet the

significant aspects about the space, as they attest to the frequent

liberation of the space depends as much on its depth as it does on

use and vigor of the Tunnel through the build-up of layers of paint. It

its breadth.

should be clear by now that graffiti is more than an addition to the

The legal complexities of the space exceed the contractual

walls of the Tunnel, and it has instead become a constitutive visual

layering of ownership regimes, and extend to the material layering

and structural element. Aerosol paint permeates every nook and

of painted strata, which constitute a visibly different, neither-pri-

cranny of the Leake Street surfaces, creating territories of its own

vate-nor-public spatial typology. I have previously referred to the

and generating a visible thickness of questionable ownership and

ambiguous legal nature of the surfacescape in Chapter 4, when I ar-

powerful material subversion. ‘100 Days of Leake Street’ was born

gued that even the smallest inscription complicates urban property

out of a vision to create something akin to a time-lapse documenta-

regimes through its activation of the surface, in the form of a sym-

tion of this environment, by focusing on the daily production of ten

bolic and material thickening. Nowhere is this clearer than in Leake

different walls. The series captures not just the process of vision, but
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also the process of materiality, of thickening and accumulation; or,

always included the joint between wall and ground, stabilising the

what Edensor referred to as urban materiality which is ceaselessly in

image and giving it a sense of scale.

formation, always emergent.
Documenting the space required daily visits for the duration

The canvas of Leake Street is always full and available at the same
time, leaving behind traces and memories of previous days and

of one hundred consecutive days. I was keen to use my embod-

offering room for new expression. On a rainy day and in a humid

ied presence and contingent observational skills, instead of relying

atmosphere, a small, but constant dribble gets formed on a side wall

on footage from a pre-programmed device. This conditioned the

in the middle of the Tunnel, slowly cracking the thick paint layers

images on my own movement and body, as I sometimes faced

until one can reach under them, and tear off a slab of paint one-inch

obstacles like parked cars or skips, dealt with smells, rain and

thick. Sturdy but slightly elastic, smelling of solvent and mould, these

noise, and had days of poor personal focus or camera-related

thick paint sheets require considerable force to tear off the wall, and

errors. My focused walking and inquisitive gaze seemed to stand

represent the material evidence for years of activity, geological strata

in contrast with the directed attention of participants on walk-

of graffiti sediments taking over the brick surfaces of the Tunnel. They

ing tours in East London, as I repeatedly led my own disciplined

are the physical result of what I captured through the ‘100 Days of

observations of Leake Street surfaces. Daily contingencies were

Leake Street’ project, namely, the incredible energy and variety of

included in the image-making process, despite my attempts at

Leake Street, and the necessity of such free painting spaces to sup-

memorising the vantage points for each wall and learning where

port spatial production and creativity without curating, and regard-

and how to hold the camera. Initially, I chose distinctive features

less of artistic merits. The character of Leake Street is a direct result

on the ground to remember where to shoot from: cracks, man-

of this incessant layering, which comes to life through the visual

hole covers and paint drops were my guides during the first

narrative offered by this project.

week or two, until I formed mental images of the frames I wanted

Repeat photography adds a temporal dimension to the docu-

to capture. Visual orientation on the Tunnel walls was difficult

mentation of Leake Street inscriptions, capturing the ways in which

because of the frequently changing paint layers, which constantly

they evolve or change and revealing the dynamics between fixed and

erased any marks I might have remembered, and left few clues

changing material elements. The turnaround on each wall in Leake

about my frame from the day before – especially on the horizon-

Street is so frequent, that I often wondered how many layers I had

tal axis. Vertically, the challenge was slightly easier, as the frames

missed in a 24-hour interval, how many frames I was leaving outside
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the rhythm of the project. For all the work that goes up every day,

to produce a visual argument for the significance of transformation

other layers fall into oblivion, getting buried under sheets of opaque

in a space like Leake Street.

paint. Something will always have to get covered for something new

In this project, repeat photography functions as a method of

to take its place, and I found the rate of these changes to be truly

contemporary archaeological examination, using visual and material

spectacular. All inscriptions eventually become lost under future

analyses to produce social and cultural understandings of this en-

layers, with no precise record to mark their position, nothing to say “I

vironment. The 100 Days of Leake Street capture not only individual

was here”. This project attempts to become that record, and present

images in fixed spaces, but also temporal evolutions and changes in

a succession of layers in the present tense, in a permanently accurate

internal areas of focus. There is a transparency added to this accu-

“I am here”. Yesterday’s form is revealed under today’s appearance.

mulation of embedded inscriptions, which are now replicated and

This is not the first time repeat photography has been used to
document the lifespan of graffiti in urban environments, and several

distributed beyond the opaque materiality of the Tunnel, via disseminations of this project.

scholars have created longitudinal documentations of particular
walls and their layered occupation (see Hansen and Flynn 2015,
McAuliffe 2013, MacDowall 2016, Andron 2016 and the Graffarc
project by Cassidy Curtis http://grafarc.org/about.html). This meth-

5. 7. Regeneration through Graffiti:
Activation and Intensification

od is often a response to online image banks that capture graffiti
and street art with a focus on the image rather than its setting, and

In the years since its formal establishment, Leake Street has become

arrange photo archives by artist, style or production medium. By

a graffiti ecology with governing mechanisms which exceed, over-

contrast, repeat photography captures the transformative processes

power and subvert the initial planning, and form a most interesting

inscriptions go through, and is therefore able to more accurately

set of tensions. The tolerance and protection of graffiti within the

reveal the changes on city surfaces. It is this moment of change that

boundaries of Leake Street was a local governance decision based

I was most interested in, almost what happened in-between the

on the same legal mechanisms that led to the criminalisation of

layers, in the time between two consecutive images, and the space

graffiti in other contexts, or to its instrumentalisation by public au-

between two overlapping coatings. I wanted to capture the transi-

thorities and their private partners. In this respect, Leake Street is very

tions between conditions rather than the conditions themselves, and

much the concept of strategic decisions and pragmatic managerial
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5.48.

Pink paint drips mark the spot. Finding memorable features to
recognise my vantage points for consecutive photographs.

5.49.
Daily photographic ritual of movement and uncertainty.

5.50.

Dripping and cracking: Cave-like formations of
paint on the walls of Leake Street.

5.51.
Looking up to thick sheets of layered paint detached from the Tunnel walls.

5.52.–5.61.
The ten frames of the 100 Days of Leake Street project.

calculations, yet its development is substantially different from that

quality work. But quality is not what makes Leake Street stand out,

of artwashed Shoreditch hoardings or curated murals in Brick Lane.

nor should it be. Instead, there is something about the collection of

These differences range between the formal, affective and regulatory,

voices and their most unequal standards, as well as the collective

and they reveal a distinctive spatial character that elides pre-defined

graffscape which they form, that is truly defining of the Tunnel. We

strategies through communal spatial production.

have seen many examples of plurally-produced surfaces so far, but

Firstly, despite the stencils-only rule of the first Cans Festival, and

the surfaces of Leake Street remain prominent models for how these

the extensive focus on figurative work promoted by most organ-

urban loci are able to tolerate multiple occupation, and keep on

ised painting events in Leake Street, the largest extent of the Tunnel

display their archives of challenges and contributions. The surface

surfaces is still covered in letter-based, freehand, wildstyle graffiti,

bodies of the Tunnel collapse into a high-density fibre of communal

tagging and other varieties of writing. This is no place for redact-

production, forming an inscriptive model of vital and accessible

ed murals and censored tags, or for the preservation of any work

urban environments.

beyond its locally contingent lifespan. Most works do not even stay

Thirdly, Leake Street is as yet too insalubrious to become a

intact for 24 hours, and there is little time to even observe or mourn

successful hub for the creative city. This is likely to change after the

their loss, before a clumsy throw-up or an elaborate piece takes their

proposed regeneration plans are fully implemented, but for now

place. Leake Street is managed, but it is not curated. It is authorised,

the Tunnel still stands as an unsanitised, mildly disorderly, out-of-

but does not require individual authorisations. Leake Street is messy

the-way location. There is little natural light and the old lamps have

layers of graffiti, not framed pictures of street art.

been sprayed over and transformed into components of the surface

Secondly, the thick density of these works and their layered

canvas. Empty spray cans, caps and other graffiti paraphernalia are

juxtaposition creates an aspect of visual chaos that is highly specific

frequently discarded inside the Tunnel, where rubbish often accu-

to the Tunnel. Its bricks lay hidden under thick layers of sticky tags

mulates together with the smell of urine and the dampness of the

in many colours, of signatures and inscriptions which are barely

walls on rainy days, creating a dingy, grubby, stifling atmosphere.

distinguishable from their heavily painted backgrounds, and which

And while this may lack the visibility and glamour of a year-old mural

constantly accumulate letters in a boisterous conversation. Few piec-

in Shoreditch, there is a value that comes from the collective use

es stand out, and there is too much tagging and too little consistency,

of the space which is fundamental to the character of Leake Street.

which is why Leake Street is often disregarded as a location for good

Moreover, it is remarkable to consider how long this space has lasted
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in its current state, given its prominent location and the high financial

productions. Writers worked in the Tunnel at any given point, some

stakes associated with its potential development.

with precise daily rituals, and others frequenting the space on week-

The impact of graffiti on Leake Street goes beyond the exuberant

ends more than weekdays. One writer was there every morning while

wall palimpsests and the discarded aerosol cans, and the facilitation

I was working on my photo project, writing his name in increasingly

of free and safe painting seems to have enabled a complex activa-

elaborate and colourful pieces every time. Tourists on the BrakeAway

tion of the Tunnel and its surrounding area. My findings and obser-

bike tours used Leake Street as their point of departure, cameras

vations are overwhelmingly supportive of the regenerative impact of

in hand as the guides briefly stopped to draw their attention to the

graffiti on the previous state of the space, an impact which comes

spectacular “Banksy Tunnel”. Commuters crossing hurriedly from

from the intensification of overall activity, the densification of creative

one side to the other on their way to work, and admin staff doing

production and the formation of a socio-spatial centre point for the

maintenance work in the Tunnel, the arches, or the adjoining streets:

area. It is important to clarify that this impact comes directly from a

Leake Street is a buzzing place, whose high footfall is largely held up

practice which the law deems to be a material offence, a territorial vi-

by its support for graffiti.

olation, a behavioural deviance and an environmental transgression,

Moreover, criminal and anti-social behavior in the Tunnel have

whose ruinous impact on cities we have seen repeatedly claimed in

reduced dramatically since 2008. Before that, Leake Street had

the media and literature from the 1980s onwards, as well as in policy

witnessed an attempted murder in 2005, an attempted rape, gang

documents and reports. It is clear by now that the prominent visual

activity and several muggings. The Tunnel was dirty, unsafe and a

language of Leake Street is not that of figurative street art or apolitical

haven for crime and drug dealing, and the configuration of the space

murals, but is rather the direct result of numerous minor, independ-

itself played no small part in the situation. It took an activity that is

ent and emphatic tags, throw-ups and pieces.

itself deemed as criminal and anti-social to stabilise this environment,

Since these seemingly destructive pratices became supported
in Leake Street, there is 24-hour activity in the Tunnel, increasing the

through its active ethos and collective stamina.
Posts from the Legal Walls forum illustrate the evolution of the

density of space usage around the clock, and for activities which are

space from 2008 onwards. In 2009-10, forum contributors were ad-

collateral to graffiti writing. There were few days when I visited Leake

vising users to “avoid painting in the afternoon due to some gangs of

Street and did not witness somebody photographing or filming

bored teenagers looking for mischief and free paint”, or to get there

the space, or using it as a background for fashion, music or film

early, “otherwise it may become an unpleasant experience”. One
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5.62.

The boundaries of the graffiti painting do not coincide with
the boundaries of its authorisation, or its prescribed locus.

5.63.
Layers upon layers of freehand, letter-based graffiti
make up the character of Leake Street.

5.64.

The Leake Street graffscape is visually chaotic, unordered and tag-heavy.

5.65.
Spray cans and beer cans piling up behind a fence.

5.66.

Delivery vans, graffiti writers, commuters, skips, photographers: graffiti
facilitates a diverse range of activity in Leake Street.

5.67.
The regenerative potential of graffiti and the power of a hands-off management strategy.

year later, a film maker shared his experience on better terms: “It was

chapters how certain visual forms are valued as beneficial for urban

great! Had no problems at all and the Tunnel was really busy with

spaces – such is the case with large, figurative, colourful murals

general public, tourists and all sorts of people walking through taking

– while others, such as signature-based graffiti, are regarded as detri-

photos, chatting and smiling. The police and community support

mental. This goes right back to the strategic formation of the art and

officers were walking through all the time and were really friendly”,

crime categories I discussed in Chapter 2, which enabled specific

while another person added “Great place […] I love photographing

measures to be taken in support of ‘beneficial’ work, and against

the spectacular work that gets put up, and meeting the invariably

‘damaging’ one. However, a space like Leake Street can teach us that

friendly artists that make this pace so special.” Since 2015, a few more

it is not the aesthetics of image production, but the collective action

people have added: “Been there. Totally legal and really big. Lots of

of producing images, that makes a difference for the quality of urban

space to find a spot.”; and “I didn’t expect to find this Tunnel, but I

spaces. This is the tactical policy of co-production and co-owner-

took a wrong turn and was amazed to find wall to ceiling graffiti of

ship, of the surface commons which is established in Leake Street

varying skill levels and quality. There were artists actively spraying

with each new tag and layer of paint. This is not a top-down policy

as I walked through. Some kids smoking pot, garbage all over, and

scheme to beautify or artify a problematic area, but a communally

two makeshift raves all lent an odd feel to the ambience, but I still

produced, open-ended scenario based less on aesthetic models,

highly enjoyed the experience.” (all posts from Leake Street Tunnel:

and more on production and communal occupation, whether on

Legal Graffiti Wall in London). This last review just about sums up the

pleasant or belligerent terms. It is true that Leake Street is far from

atmosphere in pre-redevelopment Leake Street, reflecting a space

being a lawless space – and some of its legal entanglements are per-

which is far from the highly sanitised, securitised and artwashed dis-

haps more explicit than those of a side wall from Brick Lane. However,

tricts of the creative city. Instead, Leake Street is an example of how a

the lawscape of the Tunnel points to the necessary conditions to

space can develop and regenerate with minimally intrusive interven-

support an independently-driven, communal use of urban surfaces:

tions, but with a lot of support for a culture to create and regulate an

little more is required than a firm initial setup, and a hands-off man-

environment in its own terms.

agement strategy.

I would go as far as arguing that Leake Street is an important
exemplar for the regenerative power of graffiti, and I emphasise
graffiti, not street art or muralism. It has become clear from previous
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5. 8. Redevelopment and the
Future of Leake Street

are expected to work with the Leake Street dynamics rather than use
or change it”, Frankhuisen told me (interview, 2016); and his position
was reinforced by the Consultation Report which mentioned tenants

Despite the unique success of the low-intervention management

who “fully understand and appreciate the ‘anarchy’ of graffiti” (Leake

strategy in producing and activating the space of the Tunnel, its finan-

Street Arches Community Consultation Statement: 37). The first such

cial idleness became decidedly incompatible with its geographic lo-

tenants were announced in January 2017: a pub (The Italian Job), a

cation and strategic placement in the centre of regeneration plans for

music venue (Aures) and a restaurant/events space (Squint Opera) –

the Waterloo area. In fact, redevelopment plans are now well under

but their support for the local graffiti is yet to be demonstrated.

way for the Tunnel and its adjoining arches, in a bid to “deliver a new,

Decisions about the space were taken after a lengthy consultation

vibrant restaurant and bar destination at Leake Street which pays

process which involved an initial engagement since February 2015,

homage to the area’s creative heritage” (Adrian Lee, Development

followed by an intense two-month consultation period (June and

Director of LCR, for LCR News page). A separate scheme has also

July 2015). This involved a series of meetings, events, exhibitions and

been approved for LCR to deliver 12,000 square meters of shops, res-

interactions with graffiti writers, including a chalkboard installed in

taurants and bars on three levels in place of the former departures

the Tunnel which offered people the possibility to add ideas in two

and arrivals lounge at Waterloo International Terminal.

columns: “I want to keep” and “I want to have”. Public toilets, improved

This infusion of retail space in the area is based not only on a

lighting, a spray can recycling station and an art shop all came up

consumption of lattes and bespoke prints, but also on a consump-

as desired features during the consultation, with only a minority of

tion of the local graffiti culture, which LCR repeatedly speaks in

respondents suggesting that the graffiti should be removed. Concerns

support of, albeit rather unconvincingly. This is apparent from the

were also voiced about the space becoming corporate and generic,

publicly available Consultation Report Summary, and was confirmed

but Frankhuizen seemed confident these would disappear once the

by LCR Development Manager Duko Frankhuizen during an on-site

new tenants were in, and the space began life in its new incarnation. He

interview in 2016. He spoke about bringing in independent retail pro-

also mentioned the intention of installing shutters to protect the shop

viders on specific clauses, as the lease would stipulate that tenants

entrances in the arches, and to keep the graffiti canvas continuous.

cannot interfere with the graffiti and there will not be any political
censorship, or imposition of a management regime. “The tenants

The consultation process revealed concerns about not changing the character of the space and not displacing the writers,
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but it also called for better control in containing outside spill-

surface engagement and political spatial production. Naturally, this

age, mainly through a clearer management and identification of

type of pluralistic production will be of little interest to the creative

the authorised painting area (Leake Street Arches Community

city, whose aim is to single out and promote individual success sto-

Consultation Statement: 23). The redevelopment plan is designed

ries of place branding and regeneration. Instead, Leake Street stands

by Corstorphine + Wright Architects and includes opening a pedes-

out through a concrete proposal for the realisation of a commons,

trian link into Addington Street (towards the BFI IMAX), removing

which Chatterton argued was a key tactic in the struggle against spa-

the car park and car wash to make room for shops and creating “a

tial enclosure and privatisation.

safer environment that is less cluttered and easy to use” (Leake Street

True regeneration in Leake Street took place after 2008, and my

Arches Community Consultation Statement: 15). Construction and

contention is that graffiti writing itself was the best agent of redevel-

implementation were due to begin in November 2015 and are now

opment for the Tunnel, despite its aesthetic that is argued against

underway as of July 2017.

by municipal authorities around the Western world. Here is a space

The planned redevelopment of Leake Street seems to conform to

which is almost exclusively covered in type-based, layered, wild style

Oli Mould’s vision, who stated in his book that “Leake Street as a place

graffiti, and which yet displays the best characteristics of a sociable

of ‘legal graffiti’ has been crafted for the purposes of the proliferation

and socialised public space: richness and diversity of activity, cultural

of street art and its co-option into the Creative City” (2015: 157). Indeed,

interest, access to participation, free participation, safety and inclu-

some of the organised paint jams and festivals inside Leake Street

sivity. The one thing that Leake Street lacked was the commercial

since 2008 have focused specifically on street art (see Femme Fierce),

outlets that would capitalise on the creativity of the space, but these

and have been using special equipment to make the work higher and

are now in the making. Also planned is an overall cleansing to make

more prominent, in creative city fashion. However, I hope to have

the space more palatable for the 24 million potential customers who

shown that there was much more going on in the Tunnel than a top-

visit the South Bank each year, and produce a very high demand for

down preparation for these aggressive next steps, which I would de-

new restaurant and bar space in the area (LCR, Leake Street Arches,

scribe as sanitisation and commercialisation, rather than regeneration.

Waterloo). But how about the tens of artists and writers of all ages

Moreover, I would argue that the plurally-produced character of

and backgrounds who use the space every day, and their demand

Leake Street is resistant to neoliberal agendas for creative cities, pro-

for safe painting surfaces? The social value of Leake Street cannot be

viding yet another dimension where the Tunnel is setting the bar for

measured in financial returns, which is an argument that the space
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5.68.
New lights being installed as part of the redevelopment scheme.

5.69.

Stacking paint from all sides until the Tunnel disappears
under its own swollen surfaces.

continued to display for years against all odds – leaving us with some
valuable lessons despite the regeneration which is now well underway.

5. 9. Conclusion or, Five Proposals for
Learning from Leake Street

So, what are these lessons, and what is there worth to fight for in
Leake Street? “Unlike the [Sountbank Centre skate space] undercroft

1. Doing nothing can be the best graffiti management strategy

that is fighting for the noncommercialisation of the space, Leake

Institutional interference has done little to support the autonomy

Street, while espousing a similar subversive aesthetic, has no true

and self-determination of wall writing cultures, even (or perhaps es-

creativity to fight for” (Mould 2015: 160). Mould’s critique of Leake

pecially) when it was looking to do just that. Since 2008, Leake Street

Street seems to be connected to the issue of spatial fixity, which he

had been a place of minimal managerial interference, despite its con-

attributes to creative city strategies, rather than individual, subversive

voluted ownership structure, and the results speak for themselves:

tactics. He quotes de Certeau’s argument that true tactics do not

graffiti produced an increase in the spatial and material qualities of

claim spatial ownership, but it seems to me that the efficiency of sur-

the area through the liveliness of the culture and its visual vocabu-

face inscriptions as tactics, lies precisely in their spatial production.

lary; it created cultural and community value through independent

The Tunnel was never a neat administrative apparatus of instrumen-

creative output and associated activities; and it rendered the Tunnel

talised creativity, and was always precarious and in limbo, starting

as a training ground, for all levels of skill and creativity. A space based

from its permanently negotiated internal and external boundaries, to

on openness and accessibility, not curation or muralisation; and a

its aggregation of layers and their extremely short life spans.

space outside the jurisdiction of punitive anti-graffiti legislation.

More than an image, Leake Street is an ever-morphing entity, whose

Perhaps the most important lesson to be learned from Leake

complexity of transformation far exceeds any prescriptive contract

Street is that hands-off approaches can work, and managing sur-

or personal initiative, and is rather the sum of all these interventions,

faces, but not inscriptions, can be the best way forward. There shall

forcing it inward from outside, and adding thickness from inside. One

be no policing of the quality of the work, and no interference with

could almost imagine a future where Leake Street would be painted so

its right to surface occupation. There shall be protection of surface

much, that the space would enclose on itself under meter-wide layers

inscriptions as a right to visibility and expression, and a claim to

of paint, until it became sealed with paint, preserving the aerosol layers

contribute to the image of the city. There shall also be protection of

like surface stalactites and stalagmites, inside what was once known as

surfaces as sites of cultural heritage – regardless of the aesthetic qual-

the Banksy Tunnel, now a cave of archaeological graffiti wonders.

ity of their supported inscriptions. And there shall be more places
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like Leake Street to enable safe expression and allow for unmanaged

lukewarm, creativity-driven, profit-making machine.

content.
3. In the relentless build-up of paint, each layer is victorious
2. Activity regenerates, consumption commodifies

Every surface is a locus of minor victories enabled by transition and

If Leake Street is such an exemplary space, why does it need regener-

becoming, a recurrent celebration of trivial metamorphoses and

ating? Despite the claims of owners, managers and developers, the

opinions. Each inscription is an assertion, an involvement, a tempo-

issue with the Tunnel as it stands is not so much that it is not safe

rary victory of visibility over silence, of activity over idleness and of

or well maintained, but that it provides little or no opportunity for

memory over oblivion. Fame here is rarely individual and it almost

consumption or capital accumulation. There is no immediate profit

never lasts, but it produces a collective recognition instead, a force

being made, no commercial transactions undertaken, and little

that comes from being simultaneously together, rather than distinc-

valorisation of a paramount area of huge financial potential. Many

tively apart.

of the planned changes are specifically tailored to implement these

Successful street art is much like successful creative cities, where

activities in the Tunnel, and align the space to the neoliberal require-

the most sought-after values are individuality, extraction, replicability

ments of prime London real estate. The presence of graffiti enables

and globalisation. Its victories are never minor, and it frowns upon

the use of the creative city paradigm to justify the introduction of re-

uncertainty – which is why the present character of Leake Street

tail and commercial spaces, which are productive of capital instead

is seen as inconvenient. The Tunnel does not support stability or

of laying financially idle.

permanentisation, and it refreshes itself every day with new layers

Fixing some broken lights and putting up some rubbish bins is a

of paint and visual contributions. A dissection through the Tunnel

small price to pay for turning the self-made cultural capital of Leake

surface palimpsest reveals enthused multitudes of expressive colour,

Street into financial capital and profit. The social and cultural return

each significant as part of a whole, each working towards a com-

on investment were only sufficient for so long, until the stakes were

munal project of memory, integration and co-creation. 10, 100, 1000

raised and it was decided that Leake Street also had to produce

days of Leake Street represent as many temporary victories and par-

money, not just expressive activity. Now, Leake Street can pass from

ticipatory claims, which demonstrate an exemplary mode of surface

being an unruly place, marginal to the operation of profit-driven

production and expression.

local governance, to a staple destination on London’s Southbank, a
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4. The thickness of surfaces forms a distinctive lawscape

5. Permanently-becoming creativity is preferable to creativity

As surfaces patiently accumulate strata of individual interventions,

becoming permanent

they become silent witnesses of daily changes and material archives

No single work in Leake Street stands out for too long, and none can

of consecutive inscription. Spaces can no longer be neatly separated

claim territorial exclusivity for more than a few consecutive days be-

between private solids and public fluids, as they form a third inter-

fore it gets crossed-over, or becomes the collateral victim of a freshly

mediary area which does not belong to either, and is produced at

painted graffscape. In this equation of high-frequency activity, the

the intersection of the two. What is this cumulative surface object

way things look comes to matter less and less, as there is no time to

then, and who does it belong to? Am I liable in any way for tearing

grieve over a skillful piece or protect a hard-laboured picture. Leake

and removing a chunk of it from its supportive wall? And can LCR,

Street shows that it is not the aesthetics of image production, but the

Network Rail or Lambeth Council extend the measure of their owner-

collective action of producing images, that makes a difference for the

ship claim to include these painted strata?

quality of urban spaces. This difference was demonstrated in hard

The property boundaries of Leake Street stop not only at the

measurements such as the drop in crime and anti-social activity, but

Tunnel exits, but also at its built edge, before the first layer of paint

it significantly affects softer frequencies such as involvement, par-

hits the brick surface. From there on, a surfacescape of distinctive

ticipation and sense of ownership and connection. These will never

ownership is formed, an area of plural production and communal

be accomplished by adding more pristine murals to a place, but by

entitlement. This is a visual and material territory that exists addi-

allowing people to transform and leave their imprint on it. It is the

tionally to the prescriptive lawscape of the Tunnel, and is visible in

difference between permanently-becoming creative, and maintain-

Leake Street more than elsewhere due to the particularly intensive

ing a forged recipe for creativity by designing out participation and

painting in the Tunnel. I have argued that this surface commons can

excluding transformative involvement.

potentially exist on all publicly accessible vertical territories, but it is

Would you go in, then? And what would it take to make you ap-

rare that one can identify and detach it as a distinctive object. Thanks

preciate the qualities of such a space, if not its complete exposure of

to the remarkable vitality of Leake Street writing, this space has now

plurality and inclusivity? The alternatives should make us suspicious

produced irrefutable material evidence for a claim that might have

and alert.

otherwise seemed too abstract – and no commercialisation, regeneration or artification project can undo this significant gain.
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5.70.

428
Material gains: the surface commons as a distinctive object.

5.71.–5.73.

Two alternative scenarios for
Leake Street on a single wall.

Conclusion

Graffiti Studies and Urban Art
Throughout the thesis, I have suggested numerous times that the artistic agenda has compromised the political potential of inscriptions,
recruiting them as tools for the expansion of exclusionary neoliberal
spaces instead. However, I believe “art” deserves redemption as a

The contestation of neoliberalism is sociospatial; space
is simultaneously an object of contestation and part and
parcel of political strategy. (Leitner et al 2007: 19)

useful category to define urban spatial production, and frame the
beauty, creativity, enchantment, skill and imagination that many
inscriptions display. As a conclusion, I therefore want to suggest
that “urban art” can be more than corporate-sponsored paint jams,

In future debates about the commons, the enforcement of
the subject-position of owner might be set aside in favour of
a debate as to how to expand the subject-position of ‘spaceadapter or ‘space-hacker’, a subject-position bestowing rights
disconnected from property ownership. (Young 2014: 57)

derivative pop icon mashups and the mural-covered hostility of
high-rise luxury real estate. It can be, as Lefebvre suggested, the art of
inclusive, plural, agonistic cities: urban art as an art of the city, not in
the city or about the city; not for the city or like the city; but the art of
producing the city.
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To put art at the service of the urban does not mean to prettify
urban space with works of art. This parody of the possible
is a caricature. Rather, this means that time-spaces become
works of art and that former art reconsiders itself as a source
and model of appropriation of space and time […] In other
words, the future of art is not artistic, but urban, because the
future of ‘man’ [sic] is not discovered in the cosmos, or in the
people, or in production, but in urban society. (Lefebvre 1996:
173, original emphasis)
This passage from The Right to the City is important for two

are often the opposites of urban art in the Lefebvrian sense, as they
are exclusionary instruments of government or art world establishments, who are interested in standards, qualities, reputation and
commodity potential. On the contrary, urban art as spatial production at surface level is dynamic and an-aesthetic, name-less and
category-less. Hundreds of perhaps unappealing layers of surface
inscriptions will be more artistic than any one beautifully preserved
invited mural, because they are proof of diversity and life, and they
offer an urban text which can be edited, rewritten, erased and annotated, and is never a read-only interface. Any surface sign which does

reasons: firstly, because it defines art as a form of appropriation

not leave room for annotation should make us suspicious, and when

and a mode of urban spatial production; and secondly, because it

street art itself becomes that sign, it denies its own nomenclature

contains an oft misinterpreted postulate: the future of art is urban.

and raison d’être. It is not the ‘art’ in urban art that makes it artistic,

Extracted from Lefebvre’s wider argument, this can easily be taken

but the presence, the intrusion, the occupation.

to mean that art belongs in the streets, not in galleries; or that the art

Art on city surfaces then becomes participation and not beauti-

of the future is practiced in the city, and not in the museum or the

fication, because creativity is spatial production. Art is plurality rather

gallery. I have come across this interpretation in many academic con-

than dominance, and inclusion rather than beauty (although it can

texts, and I believe a closer reading of this passage is key to a possible

be beautiful). It is a source and model of appropriation, a way of

redemption of urban art as urban spatial production. Urban spaces

being in the city and making use of its resources. The prevalence of

can indeed become works of art, if appropriated accordingly: urban

sanctioned murals can at most prettify cities, but it is not designed

art is urban production, not artistic production.

to open them up to questioning or contestation. “Leaving aside rep-

When Lefebvre says the future of art is urban, he describes the

resentation, ornamentation and decoration, art can become praxis

participatory practice of making cities – which can of course include

and poiesis on a social scale: the art of living in the city as a work of

various street art worlds, but is in no way focused on them. In fact,

art.” (Lefebvre 1996: 173) Art is in the making, not in the products of

street art worlds as they have been described throughout this thesis

the making.
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In the spirit of this understanding of urban art, this thesis broke

My research unraveled graffiti as a form of spatial production

with the tradition of examining graffiti and street art as inscriptive

which has the potential to radically challenge the way we inhabit

genres of aesthetic interest, to explore them instead as components

and understand urban environments. This project is now a latest

of a politically relevant dialogue of spatial occupation and produc-

addition to a growing multidisciplinary field of graffiti studies, ar-

tion, alongside other surface signs. In fact, I wrote the thesis from

guing we should recognise graffiti as a tool for analysing cities, and

the perspective of what Roland Barthes called as “amateur of signs”,

a filter through which to approach and read contemporary urban

reflecting on his fascination with signs in the city. When describing

conditions.

his own perspective on urban semiotics, Barthes called himself an

More specifically, this thesis has established and explored three

amateur – that is, a lover – of signs and the city, and contended that

original avenues of graffiti and street art research. The first one re-

this “double love [was] probably, as a matter of fact, only one.” (1988:

framed the history of these practices as one of naming and institu-

191) Identifying the city with its signage reveals a profound belief in

tional appropriation, between urban governance and the art world.

the depth and variety of meanings which can be inferred from urban

The thesis moved away from the art vs crime dichotomy, to demon-

surface communication, which lies at the basis of this research. I

strate how both art and crime are defined by complex cultural fields

strongly believe surfaces and inscriptions have the ability to capture

of production and reception. Working with graffiti and street art, I

and display the characters and struggles of cities, and to reiterate

have shown how the understanding of these practices is not just

them over and over again. The analysis of urban surfaces reveals

about public wall markings and who produces them, but also about

cities as projects of multiplicity, where discourses of exclusivity can

who defines what these marks are, and the agendas put in place for

be pursued, but never fully imposed. This thesis traced surface

their management. Moreover, I have argued that the naming of these

inscriptions from New York City trains in the 1970s to contemporary

practices transformed minor, independent and creative activities

Shoreditch murals and graffiti layers in Leake Street, to show how se-

into manageable, finite phenomena which could be more easily

miotic surface clusters do not only reflect, but also constitute, urban

instrumentalised and acted upon.

identities. Scribbles, placards, drawings, traces, posters, signboards

The second contribution to the field of street art and graffiti

and inscriptions are visual and material translations of the urban

studies comes from my research on walking tours, which is the first

organism, as complex, contradictory, plural and chaotic as the city

such project to analyse and critique the content and mechanics of

itself.

street art tours, and tie them directly to neoliberal agendas of urban
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creativity. I have shown how street art walking tours function and
evolve, and how important they are in configuring and upholding

Surface Studies and the
Urban Commons

the world of institutionalised street art. In order to do this, I have
introduced the concept of streetartness as a way of measuring the

However, perhaps the most important contribution of this thesis is to

symbolic capital of street art in the neoliberal city. Streetartness is a

the emerging field of surface studies, which is beginning to form with

means through which the surveilled and privatised city allows for

input from disciplines as diverse as urban studies, semiotics, archi-

dissent and unpredictability, affording strategic power to institutional

tectural history, material studies, visual culture, legal geography, lin-

decision-makers and offering them the language to promote the val-

guistics and media studies. I have shown how the study of surfaces

ues of managed and measured creativity. More importantly though,

is of growing interest in these academic fields, and have written this

I have shown how cities produce more than branded, regulated

thesis as a contribution to what could become a uniquely political

creative endeavours, and have suggested a few ways of bypassing

and richly detailed field of urban spatial exploration: surface studies.

this value system by looking at graffiti production in Leake Street.
Finally, the third contribution to the understanding of graffiti

I envision this project as a modest but foundational component
for surface studies and semiotics, which could be taken further to

and street art comes from a comprehensive exploration of their

examine a variety of urban communications in multiple geographic

legal framing and configuration. I identified the legal foundations

settings, to account for the visual, material and political dimensions

of dealing with graffiti as follows: the protection of private property

of city surfaces and inscriptions. I have developed surface semiotics

and public order; the definition of a graffiti-related offence as both a

based on the following principles: that discourse cannot be sepa-

material object and a type of behavior; and the importance of the lo-

rated from place; that place is a function of several discourses and

cation and visibility of the offence in assessing its severity. I therefore

semiotic relations (including ones pertaining to vision and materi-

explained how graffiti is tackled by authorities as a material offence,

ality, but also ideological, legal and political ones); and that there

a territorial violation, a behavioural deviance or an environmental

is a continuity between surface semiotic aggregates, and the more

transgression, and demonstrated how graffiti became constructed

research is produced, the richer their connections will become. My

as a complex matter of urban order and control.

fundamental proposal was that all surfaces have specific politics embedded in their materialities, and the best way to understand these
is to conceptually thicken surfaces, to expand their liminality and
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explore their layered depth. Material depth, of course, matters very

democracy as civic empowerment and co-production. Amin and

little, although we have seen some spectacular examples of deep

Thrift explain agonistic democracy as follows:

surface formations in places like Leake Street. Surfaces begin their
conceptual thickening with the first inscriptive layer that sticks to their
private body. This layer sits parasitically close to private property,
yet negates its postulates and proposes a communal use instead.
Who owns these painted and pasted layers, how do they bend the
lawscape, and who stands to benefit from them? This thesis has
explored some examples of such surface production, and proposed
a reassessment of surface space as a radically political locus where
a collectively inscribed, communally debated urban model can be
pursued.
Ultimately, this project of inscriptions and surfaces is a proposal

This is not a romantic version of agreement and consensus.
Rather, it is an attempt to make a space for agonistic politics,
where the democracy lies in the democratisation of the terms
of engagement. Such a democratisation must include the active encouragement of subjectivities, for it seems to us that
politics is increasingly being measured through performative
display. (Amin and Thrift 2002: 131)
This type of democratisation is a project of social and political
transformation, where productive difference and disagreement
offer opportunity for direct participation and appropriation. It is

for a specific way of claiming a right to the city, and so to counter

additional to the deliberative democratic decisions that concern

urban governance regimes based on crime prevention through

the production of urban space, via representation and the state.

environmental design, hostile architecture, broken windows, urban

Understood this way, the right to the city shifts the power relations

decay, defensible space, disorder prevention, privatisation, securiti-

that underlie the production of urban space, from capital and the

sation, cleanliness, exclusion, sanitisation and propriety. I suggested

state, toward the urban inhabitant. The action of surface inscription

that inscriptions fighting for surface occupation are productive of

is such a process, through which urban spatial politics are re-written

spatial justice in their mobility and uncertainty, unfolding the right

in practice (re-practiced), even when the legitimacy of inscriptions is

to the surface as a form of right to the city. This is a project of writing

not supported from above. Inscribing surfaces re-politicises property,

from below, of becoming minor and complicating the interstitial

participation, public and private spaces, and brings to the fore the

space of the surface as a form of commons. The spatial typology of

importance of self-determination in the production and occupation

the surface commons challenges normative conceptions of prop-

of urban space. The right to appropriate the city is not something

erty in the neoliberal city, through a form of agonistic pluralism, of

that is requested or even demanded of the existing order. Rather, the
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right to appropriate urban space is something that is declared and

oeuvre, the right to the city. Publicness is agonistic, non-reconciliatory,

verified in practice (Iveson 2013: 945).

inclusive and confrontational (Mouffe 2013).

Two strategies of spatial production, appropriation and partic-
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The right to the city (and the surface) is also a claim to centrality,

ipation, are particularly relevant to understanding the right to the

encounter and difference. (Butler 2012: 134) Here, difference is more

city as a right to the surface. Appropriation is the right to define and

than originality, diversity, variety and distinction: this vocabulary

produce urban space as property, while participation was under-

could easily designate privatised, exclusionary places of neoliberal

stood by Lefebvre as the right to the oeuvre – the right of inhabitants

consumption that want to establish themselves as lively and vibrant,

to physically access, occupy and use urban space. Throughout this

but exclude any spatial production that does not benefit their agen-

thesis, appropriation was best observed through physical presence

da. One could almost imagine a tagline like “Leake Street London:

and occupation, and the creation of new regimes of visibility and ma-

edge, variety, distinction” being used to attract Waterloo visitors

teriality: “the right to the city is grounded in the entitlement to phys-

to the tunnel post-redevelopment, designating a corporate brand

ically occupy urban space.” (Butler 2012: 144) More importantly, this

rather than a generative ethos. Difference is more than diversity,

extends beyond the occupation of already produced space, and into

difference can be mundane and uninteresting, it can be routine, it

the production of new spatial typologies, such as the surface com-

can be ugly – and difference is often that which is missing or invisible.

mons. If the right to the city denies the importance of property over

Exclusionary spaces often deny visibility and participation to urban

use and of exchange value over use value, then the surface com-

inhabitants, which is why the right to the city is so closely related to

mons is a spatial typology where production takes place irrespective

being in the centre, being visible and prominent. This proves once

of ownership. Radical sites of publicness can be produced at surface

more why gentrification-enabling muralism operates against the

level, immediately next to private property, opening up the use value

right to the city, by erasing, displacing and excluding other inscrip-

of cities and fighting against their valuation and management as a

tions. It is the danger of the single discourse and the tyranny of the

series of private assets. This thesis has proposed publicness as a form

capital-fueled majority agenda which aims (but rarely succeeds) to

of spatial production rather than a type of property certificate, so

design out disobedience and difference.

what is communally used effectively becomes public, despite it being

Building on these understandings of inscriptions, surfaces and

privately owned. Use, rather than ownership, determines publicness,

the right to the city, I would suggest a few possible avenues for future

and produces the urban commons, the not-public-nor-private, the

research projects.

A necessary project in my opinion is the production of a com-

photographic and interpretive process, but more can be done to

prehensive history of London graffiti and street art, from the politi-

produce knowledge about tangible and intangible urban territories,

cal slogans of the 1960s to the days of prolific train writing and the

and patterns of spatial production and occupation.

expansion of supported street art since 2008, the year of the Cans

In taking the field of surface studies further, I ultimately envision

Festival and the Tate Modern exhibition. As much as the ambition of

the development of an interest in surface heritage, which would

my project was to establish a theoretical framework for understand-

make the case for the cultural and material value of urban surfaces

ing cities through their surfaces and inscriptions, I am deeply indebt-

as contemporary archaeological artefacts. Surface studies could

ed to London as the home of this study, and I believe a comprehen-

therefore yield more valuable research on heritage, spatial inscription

sive local ethnography of the development of graffiti and street art in

and the right to the city. Moreover, the study of surfaces could also

this city is an immediately significant project.

enable a reevaluation of urban property regimes, as part of a political

For creative cities research, this thesis could constitute a depar-

discussion of the commons and the right to the city. Beyond current

ture point for understanding the connections between the street art

legal frameworks, graffiti, inscriptions and surfaces can become

world and neoliberal creativity agendas, and also for proposing how

vehicles for the discussion of democratic participation, urban space

these connections can be subverted. Leake Street could become a

as commons and the agonistic sharing of visibility.

precedent for how to operate and enable urban spaces which are
apparently managed by all the rules of neoliberal creativity, but allow
for productive energies that generate cracks in the system and operate from a position of minor, inclusive creativity.

The right to the city is the right
to the surface: a manifesto

Methodologically, this thesis consolidated the use of repeat
photography for the study of surfaces and inscriptions, and I believe

The right to the surface is unique but manifold, its energy is singular

this approach could be taken up to examine other forms of change

yet its traction comes from multiplication. The right to the surface

and mobility in the urban environment. Similarly, the visual practice

is a right to visibility, inclusion and participation: the right to be clear

of interviewing walls could potentially have generous applications in

and to be here. The right to the surface is a right to appropriation

future research, including practice-led projects of urban production

and use, irrespective of ownership entitlements and property cer-

and exploration. I have performed wall interviewing through my

tificates: its authority lies in shared urban experience and sociability.
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A right to spatial production and enactment of dissent, and an

The right to the surface is a right to discourse and sociability, it

enfranchisement for the urban inhabitant in front of corporate and

is a right to stay name-less and uncategorisable. The right to the

institutional interests.

surface is a right to sign and a right to the sign. It is an expression of

The right to the surface is a contestation of private property and

possibility, potential, alternative, heterogeneity and future. A right

a production of spaces for collective use. It is a moral and political

to struggle and belonging, to simultaneity and encounter. A right to

claim to access and participation, hijacking and appropriation. It is a

incoherence.

right to break the law. The right to the surface is additive and produc-

The right to the surface is the right to produce urban art, to de-

tive, not selective and exclusive: it is the right of more, of all, to write,

cide the image of the city and to contest its regimes of regulation. It

show and be seen – instead of none or a selected few.

is the right to become and to remain minor, mundane, category-less

The right to the surface should not be institutionalised: it is

and an-aesthetic. The right to the surface stacks, delights, annoys,

claimed, not granted. It is direct and not representative. The right to

undermines and empowers. The right to the surface is a right to un-

the surface does not depend on aesthetics or harmony. It is proces-

policed displays and to value surfaces as archives of urban cultures.

sual and formative, it seeks change and movement, not stability and

The right to the surface is the right to the city.

permanence. It is a right to risk, not to safety. The right to refuse and
confuse ideas about beauty and value; and to produce an active surface politics. The right to surface territories as political achievements.
The right to the surface is a right to write, to create, to produce
oeuvre. It is a right to non-reconciliation and disagreement. It is a
right of power and not of immunity: it grants the authority to inscribe
and it does not offer protection against inscription. It is a liberty right
and it entitles confrontation between subjectivities: the sticker, the
crack, the writer, the scrawl, the message and the hybrid alongside
the title to govern, the owner, the fence, the law and the capital. It is a
right against spatial enclosure and privatisation, a right of action and
not of suppression.
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